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DEALING WITH UNCERTAINTY WITHIN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

DEVELOPMENT: APPLYING PROSPECT THEORY 

by Carl Adams 

Information systems development is complex, involving relationships between .distinct 
groups of people-(e.g. users, analysts, designers and system owners), development rituals 
(e.g. methods and techniques) and dynamic environmental influences. This thesis develops a 
fuller picture of how uncertainty is addressed in this complex development environment. 
This is of relevance to the information systems field as many information systems projects 
involve much uncertainty and the uncertainty is likely to affect the success of these projects. 

The main theoretical tool used in this thesis is (Kahneman and Tversky 
1979, Tversky and Kahneman 1992), which is described as a descriptive model of decision-
making under risk. The main characteristics of prospect theory are the a 
hypothetical 'S' shaped vaZwg /wMc/zoM with corresponding weighting fimction and a two-
phase decision process. These have been collaborated with a wealth of empirical studies and 
are likely to represent some fundamental decision-making behaviour: generally, people are 
influenced by how a decision situation is represented (framing effect) and, people are risk 
averse in situations of gains and risk seeking in situations of losses (as described by the value 
fimction). However, existing research is inconclusive on the applicability of prospect theory 
to complex real-life situations. Complex real-life decision environments are likely to involve 
uncertainty rather than risk and are likely to be conducted in a group context rather than an 
individual one. This thesis maps the applicability of prospect theory to the complex real-life 
arena of information systems development. 

This thesis adopts an interpretive paradigm and uses mixed research techniques including 
postal surveys, developers' written and audio diaries, interviews and observations. 

While mapping the applicability of prospect theory, this thesis develops a model of dealing 
with uncertainty, consisting of an iterative process, application of meta rules, group 
involvement and the identification of coping strategies. In addition, the model identifies the 
main influences on decision-making including the influences that are likely to be dominant. 
Where individual and framing influences dominate, then prospect theory seems appropriate. 
Where group and cultural influences dominate, then prospect theory is less appropriate. 
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1. Introduction 

This thesis examines how uncertainty is addressed within information systems development, 

the aim being to generate a fuller picture of how uncertainty is addressed in this dynamic, 

complex environment. To accomplish this, use is made of (Kahneman and 

Tversky 1979, Tversky and Kahneman 1992), described as a descriptive model of decision-

making under risk. As such, this thesis also suggests the bounds of applicability of prospect 

theory to information systems development. This is relevant and important to the information 

systems field, as many development projects involve considerable areas of uncertainty. A 

better understanding of how this uncertainty is addressed is likely to increase the chance of 

successful information systems projects. 

This chapter discusses the main characteristics of the information systems development 

environment, the amount of uncertainty in development and the previous works on 

uncertainty from a variety of fields. This will put the research area in the context of other 

works, provide rationale for the choice of research approach and the use of prospect theory 

and lay the foundations for the rest of this thesis. 

This chapter is structured as follows. Firstly, literature on information systems development 

is examined to develop a picture of a complex social environment, encompassing different 

stakeholders, a multitude of sometimes conflicting goals^ where use is made of many 

methodologies and techniques. There then follows an examination of works covering 

uncertainty within information systems, which leads into an examination of some key related 

works on computer failure. Next some key works on risk and uncertainty, from several 

disciplines, are examined followed by a brief discussion on the choice of prospect theory to 

investigate dealing with uncertainty within information systems development. Finally the 

chapter describes the structure of the rest of this thesis. 
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1.1 The information systems environment 

As the discussions that follow shows, there are many development environments each with 

their own unique characteristics. Throughout this thesis the term VAe 

(fevg/op/MgMf gMvzroMTMgMf' is used to represent the variety of complex social activities, unique 

applications characteristics, methodologies, techniques and tools that make up diverse 

development environments. 

1.1.1 Social aspects of development 

Hutchison and Rosenberg (1994) consider the organisational context and influences of 

information systems use and development. They recognize that there are many views of what 

constitutes 'organisation' but adopt Huczynski and Buchanan's definition: 

are .yocW /or goo/j ' (Hutchison and 

Rosenberg 1994,p7). Hutchison and Rosenberg distinguish between the overt structure (O-

structure), e.g. the formal organisation, and covert structure (C-structure), e.g. informal 

organisation. They discuss the complex relationship and influences between the 0-structure 

and the C-structure in terms of what constitutes tlie organisation, existing structures and 

particular positions and roles within the organisation. They argued that: 

a W rAg coMcrgrg M,g// Aar^ggn anc/ 

/^andj rAg ybrmaZ moc/gZ/mg Mor q / a j'mg/g w.ygr /);ro6/g/M jo/vg^ q / /Ag wAo/g 

growp'. In their work they focus particularly on information systems to address group 

activities and processes. Key to their work is the concept that group activities have a strong 

social dimension. The development itself involves group activity by the development team, 

which by implication would have a strong social dimension. Taking this a step further we 

argue that, information systems support (social) group activities and the development of the 

information systems requires (social) group activity. 

This is a theme taken up by Bloomfield (1992) who also discusses the social aspects of 

development. By drawing on Mackenzie and W^cman (1985), work on the sociology of 

technology, Bloomfield describes the 'social' within the 'technical' of development practice 
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and argues for an understanding of VAg j'ocW co/Mpwrer ĉz'gMcg 

' as well as a 'j-ocW^)/ v;gw qy ofgoMZj'afzoM.y' (p204). An information 

systems development project will have (at least) two distinct social arenas, that of the 

development team focused round the technological practices and that of the organisation 

itself '[There is] an gvzWgnf a q / f A e 

area 7%g Agfg jwgggj'/ fAo/ roor q / 

/Ag j!7ro6/g7M jyj'fg/Mj' (^gvg/opg/'j' (fogj' Mor //g j-o /nwcA m /̂ Ag q / rAg /Mg/Zzoâ  

6wf, /"arAgf jocmZogzcaZ/y //Mpovgrz'j'Ag f̂ v/gwj' q/" orgaMz'j'â z'OMj' /MonaggrngM/, a6ovg 

a/Z fAgzr own ̂ mcf/cgj . ' (Bloomfield 1992, p205) 

Fortune and Peters (1995, pi34), taking an overall systems view of failures, discuss some of 

the complex factors and human interactions affecting decision-making within organisations. 

They examine these complex factors at three levels: the organisational, group and the 

individual level. They use the concept of cogMzY/vg ac/gg'wacy (Westrum 1988) to show how 

organisational level factors are likely to dictate many of the operations and processes within 

an organisation. For instance, the organisational structure and culture are likely to dictate 

who has responsibility for what kinds of actions, what is appropriate conduct for various 

positions, what and how information is communicated, what is considered as fixed or 

changeable and, how problems are addressed. Fortune and Peters discuss the strong group 

level influences, which can result in r/zmA: (Janis and Mann 1977) and group consensus 

dictating actions within the group. The influences at group level are further complicated 

when one considers the work on group behaviour and dynamics. Stewart (1991) describes 

three distinct stages of a group development: first as a new team start-up, then the team 

developing as a distinct entity, and finally when the team is well established. Decision-

making is likely to be affected by the stage of the group's development. Well-established 

teams may develop a strong team culture where the team cohesiveness becomes more 

important than individual members. Embryonic teams, made up of a newly formed collection 

of individuals may find there is uncertainty over what the team is meant to be doing and the 

scope of their authority. This is likely to result in 'coMfmwowj' c/zgcAfng q/̂  wofA: anaf 

(Stewart 1991, pl40). Fortune and Peters' work is particularly relevant to 

understanding the strong influences (often pulling in different directions) affecting decision-

making individually, at project team level and at organisational level. Decision-making 
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within information systems development has the potential for many complex social 

influences and interactions. 

1.1.2 Political aspects of development 

Block (1983) describes at great length the political nature of development environments. He 

attributes many problems and failures during development to political influences, most of 

which are outside of the developer's control. Block describes some of the "political 

techniques" (i.e. activities people undertake to support or not support an information system 

development) to be found during an information system development, including entrapment, 

direct frontal assault, invoking higher authority, false statements, smear tactics, expert 

witness, bluff, inaction, deadline pressure, appeasement and ignoring orders, hanging tough 

and, issue confrontation (pi05). Block argues that developers should acquire political 

'training' and skills to cope with, or at least be aware of, these external influences. 

Yourdon (1983), in the forward to Block's book fo/zYzcj- q / r e f l e c t s on the 

pervasive nature of the political arena during information systems development and the lack 

of political awareness among developers: Y/zg 

aMa/yjfj' wAoj'g MO zWeo 

f/zarf x'AgMgvgr fwo of /More mfgrocf' (forward). 

Sauer (1993, p53), following Kling's (1980) studies of power and organisational change, 

recognizes the strong political influences an information system development unleashes when 

it affects aspects of an organisation, especially when the information systems represent 

innovation and change. Power structures will vary between projects and organisations. Some 

(i.e. information systems development teams) may wield considerable 

power while others may not. However, Sauer concludes that though the information system 

has the potential to unleash political forces, the actual information system development team 

Mor (pi 16). The information systems development team will be 

dependent on the various project supporters who typically control critical resources. The 

relationship is likely to be an unequal one in which the information systems development 

team are more dependent on the project supporters than the other way round. The picture 

painted here is where information systems development processes initiate many political 
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interactions between powerful organisational factions with the information systems 

development team placed somewhere in the middle. 

1.1.3 Development methodologies and techniques 

There is much debate covering development methods, or methodologies, and techniques, 

which dominates much of the information systems literature (Bell and Oates 1998). Avison 

and Fitzgerald (1995) suggest there may be hundreds of development methods. There are a 

variety of frameworks from which to examine these methodologies (e.g. Olle et al. 1982; 

Olle et al. 1991; Westrup 1993; Jayaratna 1994; Bell and Oates 1998). Given the plethora of 

methodologies and techniques available, one might assume that the selection of a particular 

methodology or technique would have an impact on the success or otherwise of a project. 

Wynekoop and Russo (1995) critically assess the use of development methods concluding 

that though there are many systems development methodologies, there is no universal 

agreement that existing methodologies are usefiil today (confirming previous work by 

Lyytinen and Hirschheim 1987), further, VAere gmpzyzca/ /w/gA/ mro wA)/ j'omg 

rAa/? of/zgr.; m (Wynekoop and Russo 1995, 

p69). Wynekoop and Russo site several studies which seem to indicate that development 

methods are not discrete in that they undergo considerable adaptation by the organisations 

and within individual projects. This is supported by Fitzgerald's (2000) study of over 300 

organisations involved in information systems development, which found that VAe /arge 

mq/'or/Yy az-g or To rAe f/ze c/evg/open' fAe 

wAz'cA z'j' per/zap^ a /More f/zozYg/z//̂ / jo/p/zMfzcafec/ wj'e f/ze 

co/MZMgrcz'a/ 7Mg/Ao6/o/ogz'g.y' (pl6). 

Keyes (1992) maintains that there are no methods, just techniques. Wastell (1996 and 1999), 

examining the use of development techniques in information systems, identifies two concepts 

which describe how techniques influence development behaviour, these being 'social defence' 

(Menzies-Lyth 1988; Schein 1991) against the unknown and 'transitional objects and space . 

The social defences concept is used to describe how developers follow methods, techniques 

and other rituals of development as a means to cope with the stresses and uncertainties of the 

development environment (Wastell and Newman 1993) while the transitional object is seen 
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as an emotional support mechanism. It enables developers to address development 

complexities and describe and reduce diverse requirements into manageable tasks. 

1.1.4 Uncertainty within information systems 

Several writers have indicated there are oAen areas of uncertainty in information systems 

development including identifying requirements, selecting appropriate systems and final use 

(e.g. Glass, 1991; Powell, 1992; Fazlollahi and Tanniru, 1991). Sauer (1993) indicates the 

depth of uncertainty within an information systems development: 'Fzrjf, fAowgA 

rAerg zj- wAa/ wz/Z 

f/zere z.y ẑ McgyfazMZ)/ a6owZ' Aow f/ze q/coniyrrwc^ZMg I't/z/Z fzzfM owr. 

TTzzrâ  /Aerg z.y wMcgA-fazMfy w/zo ^recz^e/y r/ze /zMa/ }vz7/ Aow wg// zY 

;vz7/ j'grvg fAg/M.' (pl2) 

According to Flynn (1992) the level of uncertainty will vary between projects and 

organisations. Flynn distinguishes between requirements uncertainty and process uncertainty, 

producing a confrnggMcy yra/Mgivo/'A: (p308) indicating the 'best' approach suited to an 

application development (figure I). 

Requirements 
Uncertainty 

Low 

Linear model 
(hard) 

Integrated model 
(soft and hard) 

Evolutionary 
prototyping approach 
(hard) 

SSM 
(soft) 

high Process uncertainty 
low high 

Figure 1: Cont ingency f r a m e w o r k for organisa t ional si tuation and i n f o r m a t i o n systems method 

(From Flynn 1992, p308) 

Flynn further examines a range of areas of uncertainty including uncertainty and the 

organisational structure (between mechanistic and organic), task uncertainty and 

environmental uncertainty. 
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Wastell and Newman (1993), focusing on stress within the development environment, 

describe the high levels of risk and uncertainty during development (as well as the exacting 

cognitive demands and political strifb dealing with the complex and different stakeholder 

interests - all of which contribute towards stress). It is argued that uncertainty present 

throughout the development processes. 

Sauer (1993,p4) developing a model of information systems failure, focuses on three 

dimensions within the organisational context, these being the project organisation, the 

information system, and its supporters. These are then arranged into a frmMg/e 

which are used to illustrate the dynamic processes, that can lead to failure. 

Sauer (1993) refers to the fluid nature of information systems development processes, in 

which a final system may vary considerably from its initial conception: 'an (M/br/MonoM 

jy.yrg/M z'j' OM orgoMzjan'oMa/ /'e.yowrcg /o r over 

/z/Mg. groz/pj' can zMvo/vê f m rAg zMMovâ z'vg jprocgj'j' ar rzzMgj', gac/z 

/o ma^g zY an gy/̂ gcf/vg rg.yozv/'cg /o r /̂zgm. 4̂.$ m^grgj'fj' a/zcf j/a^g/zo/^fgr groz^.y c/zangg, 

.90 f/zg c/zamcrgrz'j'fzcj' f/zg jyj-rg/M zMoy 6g <3(̂ w.yfg6/ accorcy/Mg^.' The picture painted 

here is one of a dynamic process with changing and uncertain requirements which contribute 

to systems failure. 

A further examination of other works on information systems and computer failure may add 

insight. The earlier works (i.e. those of the 1970s and early 1980s) dealing specifically with 

computer failure, addressed mostly technical issues (e.g. Martin 1976; Meek and Heath 

1981). Later works (i.e. the mid 1980s onwards) start to address management, organizational 

and social issues and attempt to consider the effect of different interested parties, or 

'stakeholders'. One of the most comprehensive of these works was by Lyytinen and 

Hirschheim (1987) who identified four m^or categories as follows:-

1) Correspondence failure (i.e. the information systems does not meet the stated 

design objectives). 

2) Process failure (i.e. the information systems is not produced within given time or 

budget, and includes situations where no workable information system is produced). 

This is largely related to process management problems and controlling of resources. 
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3) Interaction failure (i.e. the interaction of the information system by the end-user, 

where a low level of use can be classed as a failure). 

4) .Expectation failure (i.e. where the information system does not meet the 

expectations of one or more of the stakeholder groups). . " 

Lyytinen and Hirschheim stated that the first three categories q / 

AM g x p g c r a n ' o M / - ^ g c r m g j;pgc^c mfgrg.y/.y q / a i'ra^^gAoMgr'. They defined 

computer failure as the inability of an information system to meet a specific stakeholder 

group's expectations. Lyytinen and Hirschheim argued that VAez-g a /ocA q / a/iy cfgmz/g f̂ 

rrgaf7?7gMf q / /̂ /zg q / /?rgc/j'gZy fMgan^ 6)/ 'y^fZw/'g'.' wAar mganf 6}/ 

"j'wccgj'j'"'. The notion of success or failure can be viewed as dynamic over time, as Connell 

and Powell (1992) point out 7/̂  zj Mof c/gar wAaf j'wccgjj', Aow j'z/ccgj'j' 6g 

/Mgajwrgf^ Mor j'wccg;̂ '̂ c -̂z/grz'a arg j'fa6/g ovgr /̂ z/Mg orMcf ^rq/'gcf.y'. A system in the 

1980s will have been measured against a different set of criteria to a similar system in the 

1990s. It is useful to note an analogy with the early studies on employee needs and 

motivation, and with Maslow's hierarchy of needs, which show that individuals and groups 

have their own hierarchy of importance and that as soon as one set of needs is satisfied 

another set becomes important. Other studies show that criteria for positive influences at 

work are different to negative influences (Herzburg 1966). Following this theme, it is likely 

that criteria for an information system success will be different to the criteria for an 

information system failure. 

These works indicate there is no one clear definition of information systems failure and 

deciding if an information system has failed, or alternatively, failing is not always clear-cut. 

Success or failure of an information system is open to considerable interpretation and is 

likely to be viewed differently by various interested parties or stakeholders at distinct times. 

It is difficult to gain a complete picture of the level of computer failure given the unclear 

definition of 'failure' itself (a factor which may explain the widely varying figures on failure), 

however, most of the writers on computer failure seem to agree that the level of failure is far 

too high and that it is a continual problem (e.g. Gladden 1982; Lyytinen and Hirschheim 

1987; NAO 1990; Glass 1991; Forester and Morrison 1990; Lederer and Nath 1991; Sauer 

1993; KPMG 1992; Ewusi-Mensah and Przasnyski 1994,1995) 
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These works indicate that there are still considerable problems to be addressed within 

information systems development. The levels of failure are far too high and the causes are 

mainly concerned with social and organisational issues, which are themselves the cause of 

much uncertainty. There are many areas of uncertainty within development environAents and 

this uncertainty is likely to affect the success of information systems projects. 

1.1.5 Summary of development environment characteristics 

Information systems development has characteristics which makes it different and distinct to 

other situations and investigations of uncertainty:-

i) The development process often involves complex relationships between distinct groups of 

people, including users, developers (e.g. analysts, designers, programmers), system owners 

(i.e. the people paying the cheque) and other stakeholders. The interrelationship between 

these groups of people affect the uncertainty (possibly increasing it, possibly changing its 

scope, possibly making it more complex). 

ii) The development process may involve development methods, techniques and tools. Even 

if no 'formal' method is used in a development, some techniques and tools aie likely to be 

used. These 'development rituals' are likely to exert influence by constraining or prescribing 

approaches to address any uncertainty. 

This thesis aims to generate a fuller picture of how uncertainly is addressed within this 

complex environment. This is of relevance and important to the information systems field as 

many information systems projects involve much uncertainty and the uncertainty is likely to 

affect the success of these projects. The following section examines some key works on 

uncertainty, which together provide a theoretical basis for understanding uncertainty in the 

complex information systems development environment. It also discusses the choice of 

prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979, Tversky and Kahneman 1992) as the 

theoretical tool used in this thesis. 
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1.2 Existing works on uncertainty: definitions and concepts 

There is much research on 'uncertainty' spanning several disciplines (e.g. psychology, 

decision sciences, even physics) and there are'a variety of theories related to uncertainty. The 

aim of this section is to give an overview of these disciplines by identifying key works and 

bringing together the salient aspects of each which are relevant to this thesis. It will also 

provide a grounding for the selection of prospect theory for this thesis. However, there is a 

problem to address before examining uncertainty in depth, that is definitions of uncertainty 

vary and overlap with other related areas. Starting with a dictionary definition: 

Uncertain: Not certain; doubtful; not having full knowledge; not certainly known; 

not having certain knowledge; not sure; not to be depended on; not having the mind 

made up; not steady; fitful; fickle; inconsistent; capricious 

Uncertainty: State of being uncertain; want of certainty; doubtfulness; dubiousness; 

dubiety; hesitation; something not certainly and exactly known; a contingency. 

(The Students English Dictionary) 

We see that there are potential problems with the use of language to describe uncertainty, 

which can also be used to describe related and overlapping areas, such as risk, probability, 

inconsistency, ambiguity and equivocallity. 

Indeed risk and uncertainty are sometimes used synonymously in everyday usage and even in 

more technical works such as de Neufville and Stafford (1971) who describe decision making 

under risk: m rAe 

q / occz/rrgMCg q / eacA ow/co/Mg zj Anown. Dzg r/zg pro6A6zVz(y ̂ er/MzYj' 

fAg q / //zg gj^gcfgc;^ va/z/gj' /o r /̂ Ag or/̂ gma^z'vgj' /̂zwj' a j'g/ecfzoM 

6gfM/ggM f/zg/M.' (pi21). However, they also make a further note about risk: 'zV z V z q / ? g M 

/o gj'̂ ZTMcrfg r/zg /̂"oAâ zYzYy q/" ozz/^comgj }t̂ zY/z o^'gcrzvg jr?rgcz.yz'oM' (pi25). 

Typically then, such traditional approaches were really aimed at addressing 'imcertainty' 

where some elements of the uncertainty are assumed (e.g. probabilities) or ignored (e.g. limit 

number of options) to enable a 'rational' selection process. 

This is consistent with a m^or work on yz'.yA: oj'.ygj'.yTMgMr by the Royal Society (1992). Though 

the focus was on risk assessment and perceptions of risk, the report covered many aspects of 

10 
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uncertainty, particularly the uncertainty of information surrounding areas of risk and the risk 

outcomes. The work covers a variety of techniques to assess risk situations, many of which 

aim to reduce the amount of uncertainty about a situation. Another example, Hendrickx and 

Vlek (1991) generate a simple taxonomy of uncertainty, categorising uncertainty along two 

dimensions: 1) the nature of probability information and 2) the degree of personal control, 

with internal factors at one end (e.g. knowledge, skill) and external factors at the other end 

(e.g. chance). This taxonomy is examined in terms of risk taking and people's approach to 

risk taking. Risk and uncertainty are interwoven, it is difficult to consider one without the 

other. 

The concepts of'risk, probability and uncertainty are interwoven. This has an important 

impact on understanding existing works (e.g. considering works on risk and probability) and 

on analysing research data (e.g. people are likely to use a variety of terminology to describe 

uncertain situations). Examples of other works which use uncertainty synonymously with the 

other concepts include uncertainty and inconsistency (Gabbay and Hunter 1991; Ferguson et 

al. 1985; Ganzach 1994; Hunter 1996), risk and risk management (Lyytinen et al 1996), 

conflict (Janis and Mann 1977) and, ambiguity and equivocallity (Pondy et all 1988; 

Kashima and Maher 1995). 

1.2.1 Existing works on uncertainty 

Seminal works on uncertainty can be found in several disciplines, each bringing some key 

insight or vista. This section examines some of the main works and identifies what they offer 

relevant to this thesis. 

1.2.1.1 Traditional decision sciences 

The seminal work of Von Neumami and Morgenstem with their expected utility theory 

(EUT) (1944) and numerous variations, has dominated much of the decision sciences for 

several decades. EUT has spom a plethora of approaches and techniques to decision-making 

under 'risk% typically reducing decisions to some rational, object selection between options 

based on some expected value or utility (e.g. Andrew and Moss 1993; Bennet et al. 1992; 

Bicheno 1994; Carley 1980; Crossland et al. 1992; Eden 1992; Jantsch 1967; Mizuno 1988; 

Waddington 1977). From the 1980s and 1990s there was more interest in subjective elements 
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(e.g. Rosenhead 1992; Reinhold 1996) but still the desired aim was to reduce the uncertainty 

so that a relatively objective 'best choice' is made. Much of the work from the decision 

sciences based around techniques, either developing new techniques or applying 

techniques in particular applications. The wo& from the decision sciences on decisiDn taking 

under risk and uncertainty has informed business practice (e.g. the insurance and financial 

industries), governments and the application of science, many of whom follow a rational 

paradigm. The underlying view is that if there is a problem that involves ' r i ^ ' or 

'uncertainty' then one just chooses the most appropriate technique to address it. 

1.2.1.2 Social sciences 

From the social sciences, the sociologists Ulrich Beck and Anthony Giddens have been very 

influential, both producing seminal works on risk in society: Beck's 5'ocze/)/ (1992) and 

Giddens' a W (1991). Risk and trust are key and interrelated elements 

for both Beck and Giddens. For Beck and Giddens, risk is seen as at the heart of 'reflective' 

or 'late' modernity, resulting in a new society, the risk society. Giddens is more concerned 

with how individuals relate to this new society or order. A key element that Beck and 

Giddens bring is that modem society is getting more risky. As Beck states 'ybrcej 'm 

(Beck 1992, pi9). Giddens' late modernity is typified by an expanding 

scope of risks into a global sphere alongside rapidly developing technologies. Here lies a 

paradox with on the one hand less individual life-threatening risks (e.g. treatments for life 

threatening diseases) yet on the other hand more technology enabled high-consequence risks 

where no one escapes: risk is thus universal. For both Beck and Giddens technology and 

science play an important role in the new risk society/culture and argue that society is 

becoming more critical, no longer willing to accept the truth claims of scientific knowledge, 

".ycz'gMcg cZo/TM ro org zj'jwg m /Ag r/j'A: .90c;g(y" (p203). Technology is seen as 

providing increased diagnostics capabilities, being able to identify and categorise a range of 

new problems and risk. However, technology is also seen as unable to provide solutions to 

the rapidly expanding set of new risks and problems. Technology enables society to see more 

risks yet cannot meet society's demands to address them. However, problems of risk are 

primarily seen by Beck and Giddens as people or social problems, where technology is an 

integral part of, or object in, the changing culture(s). 

12 
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Another influential social scientist that has written extensively on risk is the anthropologist 

Mary Douglas who published a seminal work on risk with Aaron Wildavsky (1982): o W 

Of! on fAe 0/EMvzroM/MgMfa/ rec/zMo/og/ca/ Dangerj'. Like Beck 

and Giddens, Douglas and Wildavsk were interested in modem societies, particularly 

America, and make comparisons with other remote, less technological societies. Their work 

brings a cultural and 'social organisation' perspective to risk. It is argued that, people within 

similar forms of social organisation have similar risk attributes, such as taking or avoiding 

similar types of risks. Only by changing the social organisation can the risk attributes be 

changed. 

Douglas went on. to develop further her work on risk and culture and has written and co-

authored extensively in the area. Much of her work focuses on explaining why different 

societies and groups within societies view risk differently (Caplan 2000, pi2). A further 

dimension that Douglas brings to our understanding of risk is culture and power (political), 

particularly the distribution of power and the distribution of incurred risks. Caplan (2000) 

gives a further critique of Beck, Giddens and Douglas' work and shows the wide influence 

each has exerted in their fields. 

Predating Douglas by half a century is the work by the social anthropologist Margaret Mead, 

CoTMZMg oyage m 5'o/Moa (1928,1971). Mead looked at, among other things, attitudes towards 

relationships and the view of risk among adolescent girls on the remote island of Samoa and 

made comparisons with 'similar' adolescent groups in America. Key findings from Mead's 

work are that decisions are made within complex social settings, involving forces from one's 

peer group and from the conditions of the social environment. The main focus of the study is 

on adolescents and how they relate to a changing environment and the stress within it: V/zaf 

j o ' (Mead, 1971,pi87). To understand an individual decision requires some understanding of 

the complex social environment and influences at play in which the decision is made, as 

Franz Boas states in the forward to Mead's book 'ZTzg rg.yw/fj' q/^/zer^azw/'a/rzMg mvgj'fzgafzoM 

r/zg .yẑ jpzczoM /zg/ĉ  6)/ on^/zropo/ogz^^j', f/zaf̂  ozwc/z w/za^ wg aj'crz'Ag /zzzmaM 

narwrg z.y no /MOfg f/zan a rgac/zon To ̂ /zg / - g w p o / z z^j owA" cz'vzVzzafzoM'. 
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Lianos Michalis, heavily influenced by Douglas' work, examined the role of automation 

technology in moulding behaviour in the 'institutional environment' (Michalis and Douglas 

2000). Thpugh the focus was on deviant behaviour rAg ca/M/MMMzYy 'jr MOA-/??), 

Michalis shows how technology, referred to' as Automated Socio-Technical Environments 

(ASTEs), changes patterns of behaviour in communities, such as automatic ticket collection 

at railway stations. Michalis argues that people readily accept ASTEs, but that such 

environments radically transform culture: vAe /uMaki/MgMfa/ ... z'j' fAaf fAe ((.yer chMMOf 

Mggo/z'arg wzYA f/ze ...[however,] zj r / z g 0 / c w / f u r e ' (p264). 

This has potentially far reaching implications for how developers would deal with 

uncertainties within highly automated development environments where developer activity 

would be 'controlled' within the confines of the automated processes and the automation will 

be readily accepted. 

1.2.1.3 Psychology and cognitive psychology 

From the (cognitive) psychology field, seminal works on risk are dominated by the 

partnership between Kahneman and Amos Tversky, particularly with the development of 

prospect theory (1979) and further enhancements with cumulative prospect theory (Tversky 

and Kahneman 1992). Prospect theory is described as a descriptive model of decision-making 

under risk. It was also a critique of the major violations of EUT for choices between risky 

'prospects'. The main characteristics of prospect theory are ', a hypothetical 

'S ' shaped value fimction with corresponding weighting function and, a two-phase process 

consisting of an editing phase and an evaluation phase. The framing effect relates that 

different representations of essentially the same situation will result in a different preferred 

'prospect' or choice: people's understanding of a problem is profoundly influenced by how 

the problem is presented. There is also a time influence to contend with, such as how far into 

the future situations are likely to occur: "r/ze a AfgA/y 

q/" or nggorzWy) one/ n'mg. M/g/g j'ggM mzVWZy 

a j !??org /zA;g/y f/zoM jcojzYzvg gyg^rj, aj' t/gcrgaj'ZMg/y ZzA:g/y ^y^/zg/- ZM r/zg ywfz/rg; 

coMvgr.yg/y, ^oj'zYzvg gvgn^^ vygrg j!7rg6;̂ zc/g(/ zMcrga.yzMg/y /zA ĝ/y ovg/" ẑmg, 6gzMg .yggM a j 

/Morg /zA:g/y f/zaM Mggafzvg gvgMf.y of/ f/zg/zMo/ fz/Mg jcgrz'oA .̂" (Milbum 1978, p i7) The framing 

effect has been observed and collaborated by many other studies (Schneider 1992) so 

represent some core underlying attribute affecting the decision-making process. 

14 
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Other aspects of prospect theory's value function are that people consider gains or losses 

from some as opposed to the final value of the outcome (which is assumed in 

EUT), that there is a tendency towards and j'gw/n'vzYy, where 

people are less sensitive to changes in value further away from the reference point (e.g. 

people are likely to be more sensitive for a value increase from f 10 to f20 than they are to an 

increase from 51010 to f l020) . The value function characteristics have been collaborated 

with a wealth of empirical studies and are again likely to represent some fundamental 

decision-making behaviour: generally, people are risk averse in situations of gains and risk 

seeking in situations of losses. Prospect theory seems to have been very influential and 

applied in a variety ofapplications(Shafir 1999). . . 

Further insight, from the cognitive psychology field on risk understanding is gained from 

support theory (Tversky and Koehler 1994) which: aM 

(Rottenstreich and Tversky 1997, p406). Effectively, support theory indicates 

that support for an option will increase the more that the option is broken down into 

component parts with each part being considered separately. In addition different, more 

specific, descriptions of the same event will give rise to different probability judgements. For 

instance, people may attach a higher likelihood of a specific natural disaster occurring, such 

as an earthquake where 100 people die, than a more general all inclusive natural disaster with 

the same number of people dying. The implications are that the more a situation is broken 

down into constituent risks then the more likely those risks will seem, often with individual 

risks seeming more likely than the overall risk. 

Also from cognitive psychology, Teigen (1988), looking at the language of uncertainty, 

shows that specific language has different interpretations and performs different functions: 

'5'o/Mg rgr/Mj" ant/ m 

jo/Mg coj'gj' m/g7;p/'g/g6f fo To m ofAgr caj'gj' /gvg/j q / 

gfc.j arg j'Aoivn Aovg ofAer coTM/MWMz'cafz'vg 6gjzWgj' jow/'g/y o^g, 

j'o/Mg q/̂  fAg zmporfaMf 6gmg /'o zWzca^g f/zg j'owrcg wMCgr̂ azMfy' (p27). The use of 

language is very complex. There is often more than the literal meaning implied in the use of a 

term, such as context and relational information or some underlying 'other' message. The 

15 
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implications are that discussions and discourse on 'risk' carmot be taken at their literal 

interpretations. There are further works addressing specific aspects of uncertainty from the 

cognitive psychology fields (e.g. Suedfeld et al. 1996; Tversky and Fox 1995; Wyer 1970) 

which offer insight into representation and pre:sentation of uncertain information. 

1.2.1.4 Collective and topical works 

In the late 1970s and early 1980s there was a flourish of general interest into risk 

management and risk assessment, particularly in the use of objective risk measurement 

instruments and discerning 'acceptable' levels of risk. This interest spanned governments, 

businesses and even elements of the general public. In response to thisu interest the Royal 

Society, in the UK, commissioned a m^or work on risk assessment (Royal Society 1983) 

which collated the main reference works and practice at the time. During the later part of the 

1980s and early 1990s it was becoming clear that social conditions were changing and 

perception of risk became more important: society was becoming more risk aware (as Beck 

and Giddens discussed). The UK Royal Society commissioned an update study in which 

public perceptions of risk received greater attention as well as updating current risk 

management and assessment practice (Royal Society 1992). The report was effectively six 

independent studies providing different perspectives on risk identification, assessment and 

management. As such, the report tried to capture the 'current' debate about risks and 

acceptable risks in society. Of particular interest, the report shows the wide spectrum of risk 

related interests, concerns and views: it was clear the 'public' can not be classed as one 

homogeneous group but is many faceted consisting of many interested groups with diverse 

concerns. It was also clear that the various and diverse subgroups in society were perceptive 

to a range of ' r isks ' . 

A topical 'Equinox' programme, on Channel 4 Television in the UK (Equinox 1999), 

covered a range of populist works on risk (including Giddens' work), and examined why 

people are risk-takers. The programme argued that dealing with risk is, and always has been, 

a common human activity. As professor of psychology, Gerald Wilde was quoted VAe arr qy 

/z/g zj MOf To fo zero /o rAe rzgA/ amowM/ MOf Too /MwcA, Mor foo 

TTzgA-g j/zouW 6g a m //A:g .yaZr m j'owp'. The important element here 

is that addressing risk can have a pleasurable element, particularly for some people. 

16 
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A recent set of works on risk in society was collated by Pat Caplan in (2000), 

which provide diverse cases examining risk taking and attitudes within complex distinct 

social groupings. Caplan's own ,contribution looks at risk, knowledge and trust within-a 

largely farming community in West Wales during the very uncertain time of the British BSE 

beef crisis. A key question Caplan addresses is how do people develop knowledge about a 

'risk'. Caplan shows that ancf Crwj'r are m fAg coMrgx/ q//Ae 

crz'j'zj'' (pi85). Caplan noted that within this Welsh community 'O/? rAg lyAo/g ... yro/M 

j'O/Mg /Mg/M^grj' q / f/zg aZrgz-Mafzvg rAgrg ^vgrg ̂ gw/ /?gqp/g m f/z/j arga wAo gm;g 

gafmg 6 g ^ a j a rgj'w/f q/"fAg j'carg' (pi90). The rationale people gave for still eating 

beef (when other communities were not) was that they 'knew' how the meat was produced: 

TAzj r/2gM7g q / wAgrg zY c o m g j ' v g / ] / zmporraM/ OMg ŵ /zzc/z z-gcz/rrgcf zM 

zMo/i}' zMfgryz'g^w' (pi 92), There was a clear 'localising' of risk information where higher trust 

requires more local information, as Caplan observations of a butcher's shop sign show: 

Dinas beef 

Peseli lamb 

Pembrokeshire pork 

P̂ Tzaf /Mg waj' r/zaf gac/z q/̂  f/zgjg af a /̂ẑ z-gMf /gvg/. waj' 

yrozM f g/M6roA:gj'/zz/'g, f/zg cowMfy; frg.yg/z //z//j' (1̂ /zg mazM j/zggp-rg^/'ZMg arga 

ZM fAg w/zz'/g 6 g ^ j90/gMfz'a//y r/zg /MOj'f yro/M r/zg Mgx/ vz/Zagg, //zrgg 

ZMz/gJ Z/p /̂ /zg (pi98) 

Caplan argues that there is a politics of location in relation to risk perception, '̂ gG»p/g 

/7grcgzvg A'zj^ acco/YfzMg fo r/zgzr .rocz'a/ /ocafzoM //zz'j' z'j' /zA:g/y f/zg/r ^g/zoivzowr' 

(pi99). There are clear links here with the psychology works on diminishing sensitivity 

discussed above. 

Also from Caplan's study it was clear that people distrusted information from either the 

media, governments or scientists when it came to issues of food safety. Clearly the j'owrcgj' 

of information play an important role in how people understand and interpret risks. 

Interestingly, Fitzgerald's study of information systems development, suggests that much 

development is performed in relatively small groups (Fitzgerald 2000, pi5), which 

extrapolating Mead and Caplan's work is likely to result in strong peer, 'localised' influences 

on decisions. 
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1.2.1.5 Naturalistic decision-making 

The Naturalistic Decision-making (NDM) movement is a collection of researchers who, from 

the 1980s onwards, started to study how experienced people make decisions in thdr natural 

environments. The NDM argue for an interdisciplinary approach. One of the seminal 

volumes for the NDM is by Klein, Orasanu, Calderwood and Zsambok, m 

(1993), which was really a collection of papers from a 1989 

conference for research outside the traditional decision-making paradigm. A further 

collection of NDM research was produced in 1997, which served as an update on NDM 

practice (Zsambok and Klein 1997). The main thrust Of the NDM movement was that 

traditional decision-making theories and research (mainly from the decision sciences) were 

inappropriate for real-life decisions, namely that they missed key elements such as 

(i.e. the environment), that decision makers are usually (not naive 

subjects in an experiment) and lack of awareness of /ocwj' q / wzY/zm /Ae 

(i.e. decisions are not just limited to a selection of options but also involves situation 

awareness) (Zsambok and Klein 1997, p5). However, given the seemingly wide scope of the 

NDM movement, most research has been based on military applications (the DoD in the US 

being by far the biggest funding source) and safety critical environments. These have 

particular characteristics such as close collaboration and reliance between individuals, with 

potentially fatal consequences for wrong decisions and, prescribed but changing settings. 

These are characteristics which may not be fully applicable to wider decision-making activity 

under risk and uncertainty. However, they do show the interrelated nature of the decision-

making process in such environments and, the differences between experts and novice 

decision makers. 

1.2.1.6 Information systems 

From the information systems field there are several related works. Anthony Hunter's 

(1996) approaches the topic from a technical 

engineering perspective, providing formalized representation of uncertainty and probabilistic 

based tools to address them. Hunter covers topics such as how to handle uncertain knowledge 

in databases and knowledge-based systems, how to deal with inconsistencies in data and, 

formalisms and strategies for uncertainty. In an earlier theoretical and descriptive work, 
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Gabbay and Hunter (1991) focus on coping strategies to address inconsistencies, mainly in 

databases. 

Thomas Lauer (1996) looks at decision-making under risk for project managers and, 

interestingly, examines the managers' responses to see if they are more consistent with 

prospect theory or a more rational BUT approach. This is the only study found within the 

information systems field which specifically uses some aspect of prospect theory. Lauer's 

study is based on a questionnaire administered to 68 software project managers. The 

questions were adaptations of the ones used by Tversky and Kahneman (1979), but with an 

information systems theme, in fact the questions were based on Brooks- (1982) mythical 

man-month essay.(i.e. throwing manpower at a problem). The results showed that decisions 

were more consistent with prospect theory, however, there was considerable variation in the 

results: were /g.yj' Aomoggneowj' f/zaM g/fAgr r/zeoA}'' (Lauer 1996, 

p287). Disappointingly, little (or no) follow on work seems to have been done with this 

study, in particular, there seems to have been a lost opportunity in not following up the 

reasoning for decisions with the project managers. 

Wastell (1996,1999) focuses on the learning activities that developers need to undertake to 

ensure a successful development (i.e. finding out about the requirements/problems an 

information system needs to address) and the role of development methodologies and 

techniques in this learning activity. Wastell notes that the rules of the methods and techniques 

can become paramount against addressing the 'real' problems and uncertainty of 

development. 

Planning is a key approach to reduce the amount of uncertainty within information systems 

development and was considered as the single most important issue facing information 

systems managers (Galliers 1987, p251). There have been several works on planning activity 

and information systems, most focusing on planning techniques. Galliers (1987) compares 

planning activity between the UK and Australia, and provides a fairly comprehensive study 

of plarming works at the time. 

From a computer security perspective there are several works focusing on risk analysis and 

control (e.g. Chambers and Court 1991; Ciechanowicz 1997). Taking a more general view of 
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risk assessment, Willcocks and Margetts (1993) discuss the types of risks and problems 

involved in developing and implementing information systems. They argue for 

rz'j'A: oj' Morywjr mAgrgn/ m cgrram /garwrgi o/VAg gmvzroMTMgMr or 

a/j'O a rgj'w/f q/" 6fz,rfmcn'vg Aw/MOM orgoM/zan'oMa/ /^racfzcgj 

q / ' 6 g / / ^ a c f / o M ' (pl27). 

Robert Glass (1991), focusing on software failure, identifies 'unstable requirements' as the 

m^or problem arguing Wo OMg can j'o/vg aM}; /)ro6/g/M w/zere f/zg Mofwrg q / rAg j5ro6/gm zj 

c/zaMgmg. Â ô  jq/hyarg ^gop/g, Mof aM};oMg' (p218). The changing nature of requirements 

calls for flexible approaches to development (and aecordifig to Glass), getting the customers 

to pay for the changes. 

To address the dynamic nature of requirements, Frank Land developed /z/rw/'g (Land, 

1982, page 203), which takes a future view of requirements. The future analysis consists of 

two stages. The first attempts to discover potential changes which may have an impact on the 

information system, by classifying changes into m^or categories of technology, legal 

requirements, economic/environmental factors, attitudes and expectations and within the 

organisation. For each of the categories a multi-disciplinary team would be involved in 

identifying the possible changes. The second stage used stage 1 outputs to try and assess the 

kind of future the information system would have to face and included items such as 'what 

and when are conceivable changes likely to occur', 'what impact they will have on the 

system' and, 'an estimation of the probabilities of the changes'. The result of using future 

analysis would be a prediction of likely and possible scenarios and greater insight into the 

dynamic environment of developing information systems. A vison, Powell and Adams (1994) 

continue Land's future theme by arguing that future requirements need to be considered, 

identified and where possible incorporated in information systems development. 

Fitzgerald (2000) also continues Land's future theme by looking at adaptability and 

flexibility in information systems development, suggesting that: 'o/f/zowgA r/zg ovgraZ/ 

ypgrcgnfagg (̂ gvorg(f ^0 /MazVzfgnaMCg gn/zancg/Mgnr /z(7.y ^/gc/mgcf, r/zaf (fgvo^g f̂ Ẑo 

g/z/za/zcgzMgMf z'j' a /orgg ^/'oporrzon q / r/zar roraZ. /r may 6g o/'g gg/^fz/ig 6gr^gr af 

zMggfzVzg r/zg OT-zgrna/ rgĝ zzzrg/MgMr̂  6zẑ  f/zar //zgjg j'j/j'fgfMj' are rgg'wzyzMg /?zorg c/zaMgg' (pi7). 

Galliers (1993) proposes a business process reengineering (BPR) approach to provide 
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flexibility by developing flexible information systems architectures. Information systems 

have to meet the demands of a dynamic development and operational environment. 

1.2.2 Summary of works on risk and uncertainty 

When one makes a 'risky' decision, it is more likely to be an 'uncertainty' decision, where 

actual probabilities of events and a full list of available options are not known. Also there are 

many factors influencing the decision-making processes: 

Prospect theory shows us that people are generally risk adverse, the fear of loss will be 

greater than the pleasure of a gain of the same value. However, when in a loss situation 

people will more likely take risks. 

From the sociologists, Giddens and Beck we see that in the risk society and culture, people 

are faced with more risk. Also that technology plays a key role in diagnosing and 

perpetuating risk, yet falls short of providing solutions. From support theory we see that the 

natural outcome of the diagnostic capabilities of technology (enabling identification, 

categorising and describing of risks in minute detail, then communicating such information in 

a rich tapestry of multimedia), will make the risks seem more likely. The of risk is 

growing faster than the actual risk, and faster still than the capability of technology to address 

the risk. 

From social anthropologists, such as Mary Douglas, we see that risk taking is a social activity 

where the changing 'culture' of one's peer or social group plays an important part in deciding 

which lisks can be taken and which carmot. Also, the social group influences which 

information is deemed acceptable and which is not. From anthropologist Margaret Mead we 

see that decision choices are made with conditioning from a complex social environment, and 

further that this may constitute a source of stress. From the sociologist Caplen, we see that 

'more risky decision scenarios' require more localised information, reverting to 

where it comes from' before the risk is accepted. 
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From the developing naturalistic decision-making field we see that people in interrelated 

environments, particularly safety critical ones, rely heavily on each other and need a more 

proactive involvement from each player: they 'trust' each other to take appropriate actions. 

From the decision sciences and information systems fields we see that there are a large 

number of techniques and tools to address uncertainty. From the decision sciences the focus 

is generally on enabling a rational choice between 'risk options'. From the inforrhation 

systems field we see that techniques and tools play an important role in problem 

understanding as well as providing emotional and cognitive support against uncertainty'. 

1.3 Relevant disciplines and theories for this thesis 

This thesis examines uncertainty within which information systems develop. As indicated 

above, works on uncertainty are found in many fields, each with something to contribute. 

There may even be something to be leamt from Physics with Heisenberg's C/Mcgrfamfy 

' Ong Mgver fAg a /?arfzc/g, f'/zg 

TMorg accwrarg/y OMg Âg ong, Âg /gj'j' accw/'o/^g/y oMg can fAg orAer.' (Hawking 

1995, p207). Effectively this says that examining in detail one aspect of a particle will change 

another aspect: one might extrapolate that examining in detail an area of uncertainty within 

an information systems development will change the nature of that uncertainty. 

For informing this thesis, prospect theory is chosen because it seems to describe some 

fundamental characteristic of decision-making under risk and uncertainty, notably the 

framing effect and the characteristics of the value function describing risk taking and risk 

aversion behaviour. The framing possibilities of the development environment, such as 

development methods, tools and techniques, seem particularly relevant. Prospect theory has 

weaknesses however, which need to be addressed, namely that it is aimed at individual 

decision-making rather than the social group activity indicated by the sociology and 

anthropology works, hi addition, prospect theory has been developed in the 'laboratory' 

using artificial controlled decision-making environments, which may be less appropriate for 

representing real-life decision-making activity, such as in information systems development. 
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These aspects will be discussed further in chapters 3 and 4. 

The NDM. approaches were not used, even though they aimed to look at decision-making in 

real-life situations. This was mainly because the m^ority of the work focused, dh intense 

safety critical applications with characteristics (arguably) less in common with development 

environments. In addition, the theory developed in the NDM movement was less well 

developed and seemed less relevant to a general information systems development 

environment. The work from the traditional decision sciences also seemed less relevant as the 

focus of much of the research is on developing 'new' decision-making techniques, or 

applying techniques to new applications. In addition, the fbcus on 'rational', decision-making 

under risk and uncertainty and, indeed on 'rational technique', seemed to miss key elements 

of the social environment. The sociology and anthropology works offered insight into some 

social and cultural dimensions of dealing with risk and uncertainty but offered (me) little in 

theoretical tools to investigate decision-making phenomena within the information systems 

environment. 

None of the existing works on risk and uncertainty seem to address the complex and 

particular characteristics of an information systems development environment. This thesis 

aims to address that by applying prospect theory to the distinct characteristics of a 

development environment. This thesis also aims to inform the application of prospect theory 

to a complex real-life decision-making arena, information systems development. 

1.4 Structure of thesis 

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes the research approach 

taken throughout this thesis and the research techniques used to inform different aspects of 

prospect theory in the context of information systems development. Chapter 3 describes 

prospect theory in greater detail along with main developments and criticisms. Chapter 4 

applies the characteristics of prospect theory with those of the information systems 

development environment. In so doing, it provides further rationale for the choice and 

application of prospect theory. Chapter 5 attempts to map the firaming effects predicted by 

prospect theory, this is done by collating a range of techniques used to address uncertainty. 

These techniques are then re-examined with regard to the psychology literature, particularly 
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the works on visual and linguistic cognitive processes. The thrust of this chapter will be that 

the visual and linguistic characteristics of a technique are likely to affect the cognition of a 

problem. An early draft of this chapter was presented at BIT '96 (Adams 1996) as a 'macro 

analysis of techniques'. Chapter 6 develops planning attributes, which further develop 

prospect theory's framing influences as well as developing distinct value function 

characteristics for and An early draft of chapter 6 was presented at 

the BIT'98 conference (Adams 1998) and included as a book chapter (Adams 2000). Chapter 

7 examines the decision-making process implied by prospect theory. Developers' written 

diaries are analysed bringing out an iterative and interactive process, some group responses 

and some limitations of prospect theory. Chapter 8 examines these Innitations fiirther with an 

examination of a. manager's audio diary to analyse social interaction in the development 

process. Throughout these chapters different aspects of dealing with uncertainty are identified 

and developed. Chapter 9 attempts to collate these aspects into a coherent whole representing 

a model of dealing with uncertainty within the information systems development 

environment. Chapter 10 acts as a consolidating chapter by applying the developed model to 

a case study involving observations and interviews with a whole project team firom a blue 

chip company. 

Chapter 11 summaries the main elements of this thesis, identifying key aspects of prospect 

theory that proved appropriate to the information systems development environment and 

those that did not. It also discusses the contribution of this thesis along with suggestions for 

further research. 
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2.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the background to the research, the general research approach and 

philosophy adopted for this thesis and, the research techniques used. The intention is to make 

the research approach and philosophy explicit as this will influence the choice of research 

techniques used. It will also aid interpreting the results f rom this research. The research 

approach adopted is broadly interpretive and use is made of a variety of research techniques. 

First this chapter will briefly discuss the main purpose of this iresearclr and putdng the 

research in context of an inductive/deductive frame. There then follows a discussion of the 

interpretive approach and philosophy. Following this the use and potential limitations of 

prospect theory are discussed. Finally there is a discussion of the research techniques used in 

this thesis and how they relate to imderstanding how uncertainty is addressed within 

information systems development. 

2.1.1 Purpose of this research is descriptive 

The research approach taken in this thesis has been heavily influenced by Neuman's (1994, 

1997) books on social research methods. Neuman organises the purpose of research into three 

groups, that of exploring a new topic (Exploration), describing a social phenomenon 

(Description) and explaining why something occurs (Explanation). This is summarised in 

table 2.1. 

Goals of E x p l o r a t o r y Research Goals of Descr ipt ive Research G o a l s of E x p l a n a t o r y Research 

B e c o m e more fami l ia r with the 

basic facts, people, and concerns 
involved. 
D e v e l o p a we l l -g rounded menta l 

picture of what is occurring. 
Generate many ideas and develop 
tentative theories and conjectures. 
Determine the feasibilit)' of doing 
additional research. 

Formulate questions and refine 
issues for more systematic 
inquiry. 

Develop techniques and a sense of 
direction for fiiture research. 

Provide an accurate profile of a group. 
Describe a process, mechanism, or 
relationship, 
Give a verbal or numerical picture . 
Find information to stimulate new 
explanations. 
Present basic background information 
or a context. 
Create a set of categories or classify 
types. 
Clarify' a sequence, set of stages or 
steps. 
Document information that contradicts 
prior beliefs about a subject. 

Determine the accuracy of a 
principle or theor)'. 
Find out which c o m p e t i n g 

explanation is better. 
Advance knowledge about an 
underlying process. 
Link different issues or topic under 
a common general statement. 
Build and elaborate a theory so it 
becomes more complete. 
Extend a theory or principle into 
new areas or issues. 
P r o v i d e e v i d e n c e to suppo r t or 

r e fu t e an exp lana t ion or predic t ion . 

Table 2.1: N e u m a n ' s classification of purpose of research 

(from Neuman 1997, p20/21) 
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From Neuman's grouping the purpose of this research could be classed as descriptive. The 

overall aim of this thesis is to try to describe more fully the complex phenomenon of dealing 

with uncertainty within the real-life social context of developing information systems. 

* 

2.1.2 Inductive or Deductive? 

Elements of this thesis are inductive while other elements are deductive. Neuman (1997; p46) 

distinguishes between inductive and deductive. 

CM a move 

/Morg /Gfga& ... PF72g«}'oẑ  /MO}' Aavg a 

fopzc aWa/gvt ' mgwg ... yifjjKow o6^gn;g, jxo;/ rg/?/ig fAg coMCgprj", afgvg/op gTMpzr/ca/ 

ggMgra/zja/zoMj' OMCif z W g M f ^ T o w rAg f / z g o A y r A g grownaf 

...JM a DgAfwcf/vg OjOproacA an aWmcA /ogzca/ rg/arzon^'A;)) O/Mowg 

coMCgpfj, rAgn /Movg rowofriiy conc/'grg g/^zy/ca/ gvzWgMcg. ... Foi/ rnqy Aavg zt/gaj a6owr Aoir 

rAg worM opgrafgj' f'o fgj'f fAgjg (zgozwf /mrr/ (/afa.' 

Neuman also notes: '/»j^z-ac^zcg, zMOj'r rg^'garcAgfj' argy7gxz'6/g ŵ 'g opproacAgj' af 

j'fagg.y zV? 6? 

In this thesis both approaches have been used. With chapter 5, an examination of 

development techniques involved a deductive approach (at least initially), starting with some 

general abstract ideas about how techniques impact dealing with uncertainty. There then 

followed an evidence collecting exercise. In chapter 7, utilising written diaries, and to some 

extent chapter 6, utilising the MOA survey, the approach was mostly inductive in that once 

the data was examined then the concepts were refined-and some preliminary relationships 

identified. 

2.1.3 An interpretive approach and philosophical s tandpoint 

This research can be classed as a broadly 'interpretive' approach (Neumanns 1997). One of 

the most influential works on interpretive research in information systems is Walsham 

(1993), who defines interpretive research as: 
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'75" can a j mrerpz-gnvg //';Y zj' fAar oz(r /rMow/ĝ yge q / 

A-ea/zYy (\y garnet/ on/y rA/'owgA }ocza/ cowrz-wcn'oM^ j'wcA a /angwogg, coM ĉzow.yMgj'j', 

/MeoMMg (focw/Mg^rj, foo/^ aocf ofAe/" OA'r^cr& ' ( p ^ 

Klein and Myers (1999), who draw upon Walsham's work, say of interpretive research: 

'/Mrg/yrg/zvg rgj'ga/'cA coM Ag^ rgjgarcAgrj' Aw/?7aM /'Aoi/gAf acr/oM 

m j'oc/a/ OMt/ orgaMfza/mna/ confgxrj.' 

This is in line with thinking from Sauer (1993, p5) who argues the information systems 

[development] process should be considered in terms of the full context of the organisation 

and its history: TAg gxoggMow^yacmrj- conj'/zYz/fg /̂Ag co/zfgx/. TTzg)/ mc/Wg cognfVh'g Zz/MzYj', 

fgg/zMzca/^rocgj'j', gMvzroM/MgMr, o^gaM/j'af^zoMaZj5o//n'cj', j'fA'wcri/rgaMG^/zzj'fof^// 

As discussed in sections 1.1, the information systems development envirormient is complex 

with social, organisational, political, contextual and technical dimensions. Researching 

'processes', such as dealing with uncertainty, within this complex environment calls for some 

consideration of these dimensions. An interpretive perspective is thus required. 

2.2 Use of prospect theory 

As discussed in section 1.3, prospect theory is used as the main theoretical tool with which to 

investigate and understand dealing with uncertainty within information systems development. 

As discussed in section 1.3 and further discussed in chapters 3 and 4, prospect theory does 

not explicitly address all the elements of the development environment described in section 

1.1. Further, existing research is not definitive on the applicability of prospect theory to 

complex real-life environments. At the start of this research project it was unclear if prospect 

theory is appropriate for group decision-making environments or uncertainty (as opposed to 

individual decision-making in areas of risk). However, as discussed in chapter 3, there is 

substantial support for the main attributes of prospect theory. As such, one can conclude that 

prospect theory represents some fundamental aspect of decision-making. This does not 

necessarily mean that prospect theory covers all aspects of decision making activity (e.g. 
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some key elements may not be covered) or that all elements of prospect theory represent 

fimdamental activiTy (e.g. some elements may be incorrect or limited in scope). One key aim 

of this research is to inform applicability of prospect theory to a complex real-life 

environment. This will be done by mapping out elements of prospect theory and identifying 

which are consistent with decision-making activity within information systems development 

and which are not. 

2.3 Research techniques used 

The methods chosen are, to a large extent, dictated by the research aims and philosophy, 

applicability to using prospect theory and practicality. 

It follows firom the interpretive approach taken, that understanding how uncertainty is 

addressed will need an examination and understanding of the context of the development 

environment. This will include: 

- The rituals of development (such as methodologies, techniques and tools used). 

- The social interactions of the development process. 

- The goals, aims and context of the information system. 

- Other influences, such as individuals orientation towards uncertainty. 

The research methods also need to draw out particular characteristics of prospect theory as it 

is applied to the information systems development environment. This concept will be further 

discussed in chapter 4. The research methods also have to be practical and achievable within 

the limited resources of a PhD programme. 

Chapter 5 addresses the 'rituals of development' and prospect theory's framing effect by 

mapping out framing influences due to development methods and techniques. Chapter 6 

addresses individual orientations and prospect theory's value function by using a postal 

survey through the Mass Observation Archive (MOA) at the University of Sussex. Chapter 7 

addresses further the rituals of development, contextual aspects and group involvement, 

while also examining prospect theory's two-phase process. It utilises an initial postal survey 

supported by developer's written diaries. The chapter also identifies some limitations of 

prospect theory. Chapter 8 examines the social and cultural aspects of development by using 

audio diaries. The chapter also identifies further limitations to the applicability of prospect 
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theory. Chapter 9 collates the different elements of the research together and develops a 

model, which describes how uncertainty is addressed. It also maps the applicability of 

prospect theory to information systems development. Chapter 10 applies this developed 

model to a case study, utilising observations 'and interviews. The chapter further refines the 

mapping of applicability of prospect theory to dealing with uncertainty within information 

systems development. Table 2.2 summarises the research techniques used and corresponding 

aspect of prospect theory addressed. 

Research technique Main related character is t ic of 
prospect theory and areas 
investigated 

C h a p t e r 

Macro analysis of techniques Framing effect due to 
methodologies/techniques ' 
characteristics. 

Chapter 5 . .. 

Postal survey (through the 
MOA) on individual orientation 
to planning and risk 

Further framing influences. 
Individual orientation to 
planning/risk, individual value 
functions. 

Chapter 6 

Preliminary postal survey 

Written diaries of developers 

Cognitive processes and coping 
strategies. 
Group activity and some 
limitations of prospect theory. 

Chapter 7 

Audio diary, interviews Social/cultural responses to 
uncertainty. 

Further limitations of prospect 
theory. 

Chapte r 8 

Develop model Mapping applicability of 

prospect theory. 

Chapte r 9 

Case study, observations and 
interviews 

Applying developed model and 
applicability of prospect theory 
to a case study. 

Further refining applicability. 

Chapter 10 

Table 2.2: Association between research techniques, elements of p r o s p e c t theory and thesis chapters 

2.4 Summary of research approach 

As consistent with an interpretive philosophy, a full 'picture' of the influences affecting how 

uncertainty is addressed within information systems development is (probably) not possible: 

there are too many unknowns and variables. In addition, it is slightly arbitrary to just consider 

uncertainty within the scope of a project development, as there are likely to be 'pre' and 

'post' project stages which will have an impact. However, it is possible to examine elements 

of dealing vyith uncertainty in such complex environments. The research methods described 

here aim to bring out key aspects of dealing with uncertainty within information systems 

development. The application of prospect theory has been instrumental in providing a 
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mechanism for understanding these key aspects. The research approach and methods 

described in this thesis will inform understanding of how uncertainty is addressed within 

information systems development as ^el l as informing the applicability of prospect theory to 

this complex real-life environment. ' ' 

In chapter 3, prospect theory is examined in greater detail while chapter 4 applies prospect 

theory specifically to the information systems development environment. 



3.1 Introduction 

The previous chapters laid the foundations of this thesis providing an overview of the topic 

area and how it is being investigated, namely, by applying prospect theory to dealing with 

uncertainty within information systems development environments. This chapter focuses on 

prospect theory, looking at its origins, development, applications, limitations and criticisms. 

The aim is to put prospect theory in perspective and so provide a basis for use in this thesis. 

The next chapter will apply the salient characteristics of prospect theory to those of the 

information systems development environment. 

3.1.1 Prospect theory origins and development 

Kahneman and Tversky (1979) developed prospect theory as a descriptive model of decision-

making under risk. Their original paper was also presented as a critique of expected utility 

theory (EUT) (Von Neumann and Morgenstem 1944) by collating the major violations of 

EUT for choices between risky 'prospects' with a small number of outcomes. At the time 

EUT was, and had been for the previous few decades, the dominant normative and 

descriptive model of decision-making under risk and uncertainty. 

Kahneman and Tversky were not the first or only researchers to notice limitations with EUT. 

For instance, the French economist Maurice Allais (1953) challenged the EUT principle that 

utility of a risk prospect is linear in outcome probabilities (i.e. arguing that the difference 

between probabilities of .99 and 1.00 has more impact on preferences than the difference 

between 0.10 and 0.11, the cgrfazMfy g//ecf). However, Kahneman and Tversky collated 

previous works identifying limitations of EUT with their own experimental findings to 

develop (probably) the first succinct coherent descriptive model which, they argue, better 

explains decision-making under risk. Kahneman and Tversky were from the psychology field 

and could be classed in the relatively new branch of cognitive psychology. Their original 

paper seems to have been very influential, indeed it is reportedly VAe gver 

m yowrna/ EcoMO/Mgrrzca' and prospect theory has been applied in 

many applications (Shafir 1999). 
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The main characteristics of Kahneman and Tverslcy's (1979) original prospect theory are 

a hypothetical 'S' shaped value function with corresponding weighting 

fiinction and, a two phase process consisting of an editing phase and an evaluation phase. 

3.2 The framing effect 

The original prospect theory uses the concept that Ay 

q / fAg (p273), i.e. different representations of essentially the 

same situation will result in a different preferred 'prospect' or choice. This was made more 

explicit as a framing effect in their later work (Tversky and Kahneman 1981). People's 

understanding of a problem is profoundly influenced hy how the problem is presented. ' 

Tversky and Kahneman (1981) and others (e.g. Schneider 1992) have demonstrated several 

different types of framing influences. One particularly powerful way is to represent decisions 

in either a positive or negative light. An example used by Tversky and Kahneman (1981) is 

the 'Asian disease problem' where potential courses of action are described in positive light 

(i.e. ntmiber of lives saved from an expected high number of fatalities) or negative light (i.e. 

total number of lives lost overall), whereas in reality, the number of lives lost are the same. 

Consistently, people choose the option represented in a positive light (i.e. as number of lives 

saved). The framing effect has been observed and collaborated by many other studies 

(Schneider 1992) so presumably represents some core underlying attribute affecting the 

decision-making process. 

3.3 The value function 

Figure 3.1 represents the distinctive 'S ' shape of prospects theory's value function, the main 

characteristics of which are: 

i) A reference point. In figure 3.1 this is represented as a line dividing the outcomes 

as potential gains or potential losses. Value outcomes above the line are gains and 

below are losses. The rational is that people consider and evaluate outcomes in 

terms of either gains or losses from some reference point as opposed to the final 

value of the outcome (which is assumed in EUT). 
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gj'j'gMrza/ ygafufe rAg fAgo/^ /j' fAar rAg caz-A-zgr̂  vo/ẑ g arg cAoMggj' /M 

w/g^fg, rarAer /zMa/ j'rafgj'." [And gives an analogy wi± our senses] 'PFTzgn wg 

re^poncZ fo affrzAufg^ ^wcA 6r;g/zrMe^a:, Vow^ng^ ,̂ or fempg;"afwrg, r/zg pa^f /^re^g/zr 

coMfgxf q / g;(pgrzg?7Cg an a(/opn'o« /gvg/ or r ^ / ' g n c g ^omf, a/'g 

jr7grcgzvg<^ m rgWzoM ô /A/j' r^rgMcg ^omr' (Kahneman and Tversky 1979, p277) 

ii) Loss aversion. Kahneman and Tversky describe it as losses loom higher than 

gains. Effectively people are more sensitive to losses than to gains so that 

displeasure of the loss of f x is more than the pleasure of a gain of fx . This is 

represented in figure 3.1 with the value of loss 'a ' being greater than value'of gain 

'b ' (i.e. a steeper line). Some studies shovy 'a' can be two to four times greater 

than 'b ' (Schneider 1992). 

iii) Diminishing sensitivity. People are less sensitive to changes in value further away 

from the reference point. So people are likely to be more sensitive for a value 

increase from f lO to 520 than they are to an increase from flOlO to 51020. The 

same would apply to negative changes in value, so people are likely to be more 

sensitive going from a f lO loss to a 520 loss than going firom a 51010 loss to a 

51020 loss. 

The diminishing sensitivity and the loss aversion characteristics give the value function the 

lopsided 'S ' shape (see figure 3.1). Above the reference point the value function is concave, 

below convex. 

With potential gain scenarios, people prefer a 'sure thing' over a gamble with greater 

numerical utility. For instance, people faced with two options 

a) a definite win of 5100 or, 

b) a 50% chance of winning 5250 (which has a numerical utility of 5125), 

are more likely to go for the sure thing and opt fbr option a). 

With potential loss scenarios, people are more open to risky decisions. For instance people 

faced with two options 
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a) a definite loss o f f 100 or 

b) a 50% chance of losing 5250 (which has a numerical utility of -5125), 

are more likely to choose the gamble and opt for option b). 

The value function has been tested out with several empirical experiments based on 

'participants' deciding between hypothetical risk options. Generally, people are risk averse in 

situations of gains and risk seeking in situations of losses. 

Reference point gams 

losses 

/alue function 

Figure 3.1: Prospect T h e o r y ' s yalue function, f rom K a h n e m a n and T v e r s k v (1979) 

3.4 Weighting function 

In the original prospect theory the value of each outcome is multiplied by a wg/gAf 

where Veczj/on wgzgA/j' rAg //Mpocf q / gvgMfj' OM o / 

MOf rAg rAgj'g evgnfj'' (Kahneman and Tversky 1979, p280). So 

decision weights are not probabilities (i.e. do not obey the probability axioms) and are not 

meant to be measures of degrees of belief 

The weight fiinction has some similarities with probabilities, such as 
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;r(0) = = 1 (e.g. impossible events are ignored, certain events are classed 

as certain) 

However, the weighting function differs from probability functions in that it takes account of 

the desirability of the outcome, a phenomenon which is used to explain lottery behaviour and 

insurance behaviour: wAaf / j 'm a /orfery over fAg var/ue 

q/"fAaf (p281). 

A related, but different, aspect is the overweighing and overestimation of the possibility of 

rare events. Kahneman and Tversky argued it is important to distinguish between 

overestimation and lottery behaviour, in the latter case the actual, small probability of the 

event is known (i.e. even though the remote prob^ility of winning a lottery is known, a 

greater weight is attached to the outcome than the expected value would indicate). [However, 

'lottery' behaviour seems to be more complex than described by Kahneman and Tversky and, 

involves many interrelated issues (Griffiths 1997).] 

3.5 Cumulative prospect theory 

Later Kahneman and Tversky revised their original theory with czv/Mw/afzvg rAeory 

(Tversky and Kahneman 1992) to take account of imcertainty and risky prospects with any 

number of outcomes. In addition, cumulative prospect theory developed the weighting 

function further by addressing some of the limitations in the original version, namely that it 

operated as a 'monotonic transformation', i.e. used just once, which made it less suitable for 

prospects with a large number of outcomes and did not satisfy stochastic dominance (i.e. did 

not obey statistical rules). These limitations were assumed to be addressed in the editing 

phase in the original version. Cumulative prospect theory provided an alternative model 

which takes account of cumulative representation of prospects by enabling, among other 

things, similar prospects to be grouped and interpreted together and applied cumulative 

functions separately for gains and losses. The result was "a ( f f j ' f m c f z v e f 

yb!" gazw rz'j'A: avgrjzon/br q//o}r (p297). The essential features of the 

original prospect theory were preserved in the newer version (i.e. value fimction, framing 

etc.). The newer version, cumulative prospect theory, effectively increased the applicability 
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of prospect theory to cover uncertainty and risky prospects with several outcomes and further 

defined the shape of the theoretical value fi:nction. 

3.6 Two-phase process 

The original prospect theory distinguishes betv^een two phases in the choice process 

(Kahneman and Tversky 1979, p274). The first phase is described as a preliminary analysis 

of the prospects. This is effectively a framing or editing exercise where, it is argued, the 

prospects are often put into a simpler representation. The second phase is described as an 

evaluation phase where the edited prospects are evaluated and the prospect of the highest 

value chosen. 

It is argued that the edited phase consists of several operations including Cocfmg (considering 

the outcomes as gains or losses against a reference point), (simplifying 

prospects by grouping like prospects together), (separating risk-less components 

from the risk components) and CaMcg/Zan'oM (disregarding components that are shared by 

different prospects), (rounding of probabilities) and DommaMcg (rejecting 

alternatives without evaluation). The evaluation phase is described as the decision-maker 

evaluating each of the edited prospects and choosing the prospect of highest value. The 

overall value is expressed in terms of two scales: a subjective value of an outcome and the 

weighting function. 

The operations are presented as possible activity in the editing phase, however, they are not 

brought together to represent a coherent process. 

3.7 Limitations and criticisms of prospect theory 

Overall, prospect theory provided a credible alternative to EUT and addressed many of the 

inconsistencies and deviations from observed behaviour to that predicted by EUT. Prospect 

theory has been supported by a wealth of research extending or confirming aspects. It has 

been applied to decision-making in a variety of fields (see Shafir 1999 for examples). 

However, there are some limitations to prospect theory that need to be addressed. 
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First the cognitive processes imphed in the theory are not well developed. The theory seems 

to be good on describing what decisions people will make and what items may influence 

those decisions. However, it does not describe AoW people reach the decisions. This^ is not too 

surprising since the research tools adopted to develop and collaborate prospect theory 

(laboratory experiments based on subjects selecting from two risk options) are fairly blunt 

instruments with which to examine complex decision-making processes. 

Further, the two-phase process of prospect theory seems to be limited in scope in that little or 

no history to the decision is considered (e.g. have similar experiences and decisions been 

made or, how does the decision maker arrive at the current decision state?). [See Crozier and 

Ranyard (1999) for a description of some of the weaknesses and alternative cognitive process 

models.] 

Another m^or limitation focuses around the research methods used to develop the theory and 

collaborate its findings, namely laboratory settings with artificial decision scenarios. 

Typically the artificial scenarios were limited to a very few given, risk options. Further, many 

of the subjects in these research activities were psychology (or similar) students. It is difficult 

to say how realistic and relevant such studies are to real-life decision-making activity, which 

is likely to include more options, more uncertainty and, a far wider set of variables and 

influences. 

Also, the decision situations were artificial in that the decisions did not affect (other than on a 

trivial level) the participants and resources. One study aimed to address this by applying the 

same laboratory experimentation with students in China, where the exchange rate made 

potential 'wins' relatively more substantial. The results generally supported prospect theory, 

however, other than the relatively substantial 'win' offered, the decision choices did not 

affect the students in any lasting sense (e.g. they did not have to 'live with' an erroneous 

decision). 

Another concern is that there seems to be little information on the level of support for 

decisions made by the participants. For instance, it is unclear if an has 

strong support for one particular option over another or if options are viewed as similar. [The 
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way most of the research works attribute support for options is to use overall statistical 

measures.] As discussed in section 1.2, Lauer's (1996) study examined software project 

managers' responses to risk decisions, to see if they are more consistent with BUT or 

prospect theory, using adaptation of questions used by Kahneman and Tversky (1S[79), with 

an information systems theme. The results showed some support for prospect theory, 

however, there was considerable variation in the results. Information on level of support for 

individual decision may explain the variations in Lauer's study. 

A further limitation, evident from the sociology and anthropology literature (described in 

section 1.2.1.2) is that risk and uncertainty are social phenomena! Real-life decisions about 

uncertainty are likely to be conducted in group/social contexts. Prospect theory has no 

dimension with which to examine social interaction, except possibly as one element of 

framing. 

Most of these and other criticisms of prospect theory are recognised in the cognitive 

psychology field itself. Cognitive psychology contains at least four distinct approaches to 

research and there is debate between supporters of each over the suitability or otherwise of 

different approaches (Barsalou 1992, p340). The four approaches are: 

i) Laboratory approach 

This dominates cognitive psychology and accounts for the bulk of publications and 

research activity. Kahneman and Tversky's work, including prospect theory, fit 

comfortably in this category. 

ii) Formal approach 

This focuses on the theoretical or formal models of cognitive phenomena. 

iii) Computational approach 

These try to simulate cognitive phenomena on computers. 

iv) Ecological approach 

These argue that cognitive psychologists must understand the physical environment if 

they are to understand cognition. Supporters of the ecological approach focus on 

human behaviour in natural setting (as opposed to a laboratory setting) surrounded 

with all the complexity of natural environment. They criticise laboratory approaches 

arguing that are Too ant/ 

cogMzY/ve (Barsalou 1992, p342). This 
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thesis fits more comfortably with this approach than the other three. 

However, as Barsalou notes, many cognitive psychologists do not just work within one 

research paradigm and a more typical representation would be that different, research 

approaches would be used to complement each other. For instance, an ecological researcher 

may develop a cognitive theory from observing activity in a natural setting, then test aspects 

of that theory in a controlled environment. Likewise a phenomenon observed in the 

laboratory will be examined in natural settings, and this would be the case of prospect theory 

(Shafir 1999). 

Criticisms aside, the weight of supportive evidence for the key aspects of prospect theory 

(framing, value function characteristics etc.) is substantial and represents some fiindamental 

aspect of decision-making activity. 



4.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter described the main characteristics of prospect theory albng with 

examples of where it has been used and a discussion of some criticisms of the theory. This 

chapter applies the main aspects of prospect theory to the salient characteristics of 

information systems development. As such this chapter provides further rationale for the 

research approach and techniques used in this thesis. 

As discussed in section 1.1, the main characteristics of the information systems development 

environment include: 

" group activity, with different stakeholders 

" social dimension 

" use of particular development methods, techniques and tools 

" goal orientated activity with particular resource constraints (e.g. produce an 

information system for Ex in 6 months) 

" the development environment has much potential for situations of uncertainty (i.e. 

where some elements of probabilities, options and/or payoffs are not known) 

The main characteristics of prospect theory, discussed in the previous chapter, include 

" framing effect 

" lopsided 'S ' shape value function with the following attributes 

a reference point 

loss aversion 

- diminishing sensitivity 

" aimed at individual decision making 

" aimed at dealing with risk (i.e. where the probabilities, options and payoffs are 

known) 
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The following sections will examine the applicability of prospect theor\\ with its particular 

traits, to the information systems development environment with its particular traits. The key 

areas that will be examined are " 

i) Framing influences ' ' 

ii) Goal orientation 

iii) Value function characteristics 

iv) Risk versus uncertainty and group versus individual decision-making 

4.2 Applying framing influences 

One of the cornerstones of prospect theory is that the framing, or representation, of a problem 

situation will profoundly influence how people deal with that situation. This is known as the 

'yra/Mmg The information systems development enviroimient, probably more than 

other environments, has many characteristics which may contribute to framing influences. 

Most notably would be the use of a particular development methodology, method, tool or 

technique. 

The development methodology, or method, is likely to dictate the underlying philosophy and 

paradigm used. These will be the taken-fbr-granted rules and vista used when examining a 

problem situation. One development method may view a system from a reductionist 

engineering perspective while another may view the system from a socio-technological 

perspective. The development method is also likely to dictate which tools and techniques to 

be used and the processes surrounding their use. Wynekoop and Russo (1995) describe 

development methods as a collection of different techniques within some formal framework. 

The methods provide the Aramework, which development techniques and tools will be used 

and how the results are interpreted. 

The development techniques and tools themselves are likely to exert influences in 

representing problem situations. Particularly, the techniques and tools are likely to use 

specific terminology and language to collect information about the situation and describing 

the situation. Wastell (1996, 1999) shows that development techniques play an important role 

in helping developers to learn and understand about the requirements for an information 

system. Further, the techniques and tools are likely to use specific visual aids, such as 
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diagrams and tables to represent the requirements and design of a system. The techniques are 

likely to provide structure, focus and direction in learning about and describing a problem 

situation. 

Any framing effects are likely to be cumulative in that many of the development techniques 

act as a communication medium between interested and participant parties (e.g. analysts 

using particular techniques to collect and represent requirements, the output of which will be 

used by designers to design the system). 

The development environment is likely to provide much potential for framing effects. 

Chapter 5 examines these framing influences in greater detail! 

4.3 Applying goal orientation 

Information systems development, as with most project orientated activity, is driven by 

in various forms, such as project milestones, meeting a set of criteria (e.g. achieving a 

particular function or requirement) or completing the project within time or funds. There are 

two possible ways that these goals could be considered with regard to prospect theory. One is 

as a framing influence and the other as a reference point. 

Any such framing influence is likely to be closely associated with the firaming influences of 

development techniques and methodologies described above. For instance, the development 

technique and/or methodology is likely to dictate the characteristics of goals on the project 

development, such as what milestones are expected and what needs to be achieved for each 

milestone. Within information systems development a range of language is used to describe 

such goals including stages, phases, milestones and more generic plans. Even if no 

development methodology is used there are likely to be a host of plans indicating when 

specific activities are expected to take place, when resources are required and when the final 

project is likely to be completed. 
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Heath et al. (1999) show that goals can function as reference points and can alter people's 

behaviour consistent with the value functions: 'goa/j mAerzr fAg fAe va/we 

yimcrzoMGoals and deviations from them are consistent with prospect theory. 

Information systems development goals are relevant to a prospect theory context and have 

the potential for providing framing influences and influence reference point characteristics of 

the value function. However, when examining such goal influences there is likely to be a 

problem with language since different development methodologies and techniques use their 

own specific terminology, hi addition, some developments may not use formal development 

methodologies or techniques. To address this the generic term 'planning' is used in chapter 6 

to examine goal influences in greater detail. Chapter 6 develops planning orientations, with 

corresponding value functions, for and 

4.4 Applying value function characteristics 

4.4.1 Loss aversion 

One result of loss aversion is that people prefer a 'sure thing' over a gamble with greater 

numerical utility. Closely related to this is a bias to the status quo. The implications of loss 

aversion are that there would be a tendency to be conservative in making decisions by always 

going for the 'safe' option. This may result in stifling innovation and less than optimal 

decision-making. 

4.4.2 Diminishing sensitivity characteristics 

According to prospect theory people are less sensitive to changes in value further away from 

the reference point. The concept of diminishing sensitivity may be particularly relevant to 

information systems development practice. The nature of most system developments are that 

tasks are broken down into a set of smaller tasks, e.g. into smaller sets of fimctional modules 

or objects, which will be given to individual developers. Each individual developer will focus 

his/her attention on their own small set of tasks. In larger systems there are typically several 

teams of developers, with each team focusing on a group of tasks and individuals focusing on 
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their own (relatively) small set of tasks. The tasks of the other members of the team are likely 

to be 'less visible' and hence of less importance for the individual developer, as would be 

tasks in other teams. There are d e a f analogies with Caplan (2000) q / in 

relation to risk perception and decision taking discussed in section 1.2.1.4. There is,potential 

for a certain amount of in-built diminishing sensitivity in the development process, where 

'distant' activity is given less (cognitive) attention. One can see possible examples where a 

development decision may have a small impact on one's own software modules but a-much 

larger impact on modules in other development teams. 

4.4.3 Risk seeking in loss scenarios 

Risk seeking in loss scenarios may be of particular relevance to information systems 

development in that it may explain apparently risk-taking behaviour when project 

developments are running over time or budget. Brooks (1982, p24) gives examples of such 

behaviour, including 'throwing manpower' at a project when it falls behind resulting in 

fiMher problems (such as training of new recruits and fixing their introduced 'bugs'). 

4.5 Risk versus uncertainty and group versus individual decision making 

Information systems development is associated with areas of uncertainty whereas prospect 

theory has been developed around areas of risk. The later cumulative prospect theory 

expanded applicability to include a wider set of risks, though still limited to situations where 

at least some probabilities and payoffs are known beforehand. Existing research is 

inconclusive on the applicability of prospect theory to complex real-life situations. 

For instance, Steen-Sprang's (1999) study applied prospect theory to international relations, 

which typically involves aspects of uncertainty (as opposed to risk) and group decision-

making activity rather than individual. Steen-Sprang study concluded 

'fAaf (fogj' Mor exp/am or /precfzcr Aow wz// occz/zr zM 

zzMĜer zzMcerfozM(y, 6ẑ /̂  ^rojpec/' f/zeo/y j'omgwAaf /zow zWzvzWz/a/j' ẑ /zĜ er 

ẑ MCgr/azMfy ZMo/re ĉ gcz'.yzoMj'' (^7^ 
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However, Steen-Sprang's (1999) study was based on a selection of political science students 

operating in controlled individual and group settings and given international relations 

decision-making options with risk and uncertain Scenarios. The findings of the stud%,were not 

conclusive in that prospect theory explained behaviour under uncertainty for some 

individuals and not for others. Also, prospect theory seemed better suited to different types of 

scenarios. For instance, international relations associated with war fitted behaviour predicted 

by prospect theory better than those associated with aid, where it was noted VAg 

c/az/M zj fAar fAg cAoMgg /o z'j' mwcA /b/' 

AaW/g' (Steen-Sprang's 1999, p35). Another limitation to Steen-Sprang's study is that the 

group settings were contrived and artificial: groups_of students were artificially 'organised' 

into groups just for the duration of the decision task. No account seems to be taken of how 

groups develop over time and the specific roles within groups (other than nominally 

allocating a group leader). Also the decision situations were artificial in that decisions did not 

affect (other than on a trivial level) the participants, resources and other people. 

A further possible limitation of prospect theory as applicable to information systems 

development, as discussed in the previous chapter, is that prospect theory has been developed 

around laboratory experimentation where participants are typically given a choice between 

two options. However, it is questionable if in real-life situations will exist where just a few 

clear-cut decision options are relevant. Also there seems to be little information on the level 

of support for such decisions, e.g. was a particular decision favoured very strongly over the 

other option or was it a close decision? Information on the level of support, and what 

influences this support, for one decision over another within the prospect theory framework, 

would add to the robustness of the theory. 

4.6 Summary and applicability 

As the above discussion highlights, real-life decisions are likely to involve uncertainty rather 

than risk and are likely to be conducted in a group context rather than purely at an individual 

level. It is clear that for prospect theory to be useful in real-life settings it must be relevant to 

situations of uncertainty (rather than just risk) and must be applicable in a group context 

(rather than just an individual context). If it is not, on either account, then prospect theory 
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will be relegated to an interesting phenomenon that occurs in the laboratory with little 

relevance to real-life decision-making. There is a clear need to apply prospect theory to a 

real-life decision making settings, a!S Steen-Sprang (1999,p35) relates VAg 

/described in prospect theory^ m //zg This thesis-addresses 

this need by applying prospect theory to the real-life setting of information systems 

development. 

The next chapter examines possible framing influences due to development methods and 

techniques. 
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This chapter aims to map framing influences (Tversky and Kahneman 1973,1974), suggested 

by prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979), within the information systems 

development environment. The focus is on the effects on problem cognition due to distinct 

characteristics of the development methods, or more typically the component techniques. An 

initial classification of techniques, based on visual and linguistics characteristics, is 

developed providing likely problem/solution spaces for different types of technique. Drawing 

upon psychology literature, particularly works on visual and linguistic cognitive processes, 

enables an analysis of how specific characteristics of techniques may influence problem 

understanding. In addition, examining the taken for granted paradigm of a particular 

technique provides a further dimension on influencing problem understanding. These 

dimensions (i.e. visual/language and paradigm attributes) are used to further develop 

classification, which is applied to over 100 development techniques (see appendix A). This 

classification is then applied to prospect theory's indicating how different 

types of technique are likely to influence problem cognition. 

The structure of the rest of this chapter is as follows. First there is a discussion on 

methodologies and techniques, which provides rationale for focusing on 'techniques'. Then 

follows an examination of what techniques offer developers and an examination of the main 

characteristics of techniques. This is used to develop an initial classification of techniques 

based on representational attributes and language constructs used. The initial classification 

provides information on problem/solution spaces covered by different techniques and likely 

'social defence' attributes. Then there follows an in-depth examination of how particular 

aspects of techniques may influence problem cognition. To do this, specific works from the 

cognitive psychology literature are used which cover potential biases on cognition. These 

works are then used to inform the initial classification of techniques to develop finally a two-

dimensional classification of techniques based on final presentation attributes and the 
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underlying technique paradigm which is used to identify likely framing influences for 

different types of technique. 

5.2 Examining methods and techniques 

There is much research and debate covering development methods, or methodologies, and 

techniques (Hardy et al 1995; Fitzgerald 1996,1997). Wynekoop and Russo (1995) critically 

assesses the use of development methods and asks some searching questions of the IS 

development community. They conclude that though there are many systems development 

methodologies, there is no universal agreement that existing methodologies are useful today 

(confirming previous work by Lyytinen, 1989), further, 'VAere z'j' /zYr/g 

vyA)/ j'omg /MzgAr /Aaw m cgz-fam j-fYuofrnw" (p69). 

Wynekoop and Russo (1995, p66) discuss the variety of terminology and definitions 

surrounding what constitutes a systems development methodology and groups three concepts 

under 

7̂  a of Zeajr one ("e.g. 

or rggwzyg/MgMfj q/" .vq/hi/org a o/" 

guzWe/mgj', on a 

Tgc/zMẑ wg.' jpgcz/zc Jfgp.y ybr a a /^/zaj-g j'q/ht''aA'g 

(Iz.g. cfg.̂ zgM fgc/zMzgugj;). 

jyl 5'q/?i'(;a7'g ̂ rocg.yj' /MO(̂ g/.' o A'gprgj'gMrarzoA? /̂Ag j'ggwgMCg j'̂ agg.y ("g.g. A'g(/w/rg/MgMrj' 

OMa/yj'/j', j;pgci/?caf:oM, <5̂ gjzgM, //Mp/g/ngMra/̂ zoM, mfggmfz'oM, /Mom/̂ gnancg 

/-grz'rg/MgMr) rAfowgA wA/c/z a j 'c^varg gvo/vej". 

Wynekoop and Russo cite several studies which seem to indicate that development methods 

are adapted considerably by organizations and even individual projects. Keyes (1992) 

maintains that there are no methods, just techniques, not a common view within the IS 

literature, but it highlights the prominent role of 'techniques' in development practice. In 

Wynekoop and Russo's work, development techniques are seen as component parts of 

methodologies, collected together within a particular philosophical framework. From this 
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description, development techniques may be classed as a 'lowest common denominator' 

between methodologies. 

In Fitzgerald's (1996) postal survey investigating use of methodologies, 60% of respondents 

were not using a formalised commercial development methodology and very few (6%) 

actually rigorously followed a development methodology. Many of the respondents from 

Fitzgerald's survey using a formal development methodology tended to adapt the 

methodology to specific development needs. In a later study Fitzgerald (1997) found that 

considerable tailoring of methodologies was common practice, with the tailoring involving 

using additional techniques or method steps and/or missing out specific techniques and/or 

method steps. Techniques play an influential role in how an information system is developed, 

and the selection and use of techniques distinguish one development method or approach 

from another. 

When examining the use of techniques in information systems development one is struck by 

two things, the variety of 'different' techniques available and the similarity between some of 

the techniques. For general problem and business analysis (an integral part of many 

information systems developments) there are a wealth of available techniques: for instance 

Jantsch (1967) examined over 100 techniques for general business and technological 

forecasting: in the Royal Society's work on (Royal Society 1992) numerous 

techniques from several business areas are examined; Bicheno (1994) examined 50 

techniques and business tools focusing on improving quality; Couger (1995), Adams (1987) 

and de Bono (1969, 1970, 1977) between them examined many techniques to improve 

creativity, innovation and lateral thinking in problem solving and; Obolensky (1995) 

examined a range of techniques suitable for business re-engineering: There are common or 

similar techniques to be found in each of those works, emphasizing that techniques can have 

a generic use and be suitable for a wide variety of situations such as those found in 

information systems development. There are also techniques specifically aimed at 

information systems development. Information systems development often involves several 

specific stages (e.g. analysis, design, testing) with each stage having an associated set of 

techniques. Thus there are a range of techniques to help conduct a feasibility study, to 

analyse requirements, to design a system and to develop, test and monitor systems (e.g. Flynn 

1992; Avison and Fitzgerald 1988, 1995; Downs et al. 1988; Jackson 1983; Gane and Sarson 
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1979; de Marco 1979; Yourdon and Constantine 1979; Anderson 1974). Practitioner and 

academic journals contain abundant descriptions of new development techniques. New 

technologies and applications give "rise to new techniques and new tools to support 

development (e.g. Reubenstein and Waters.1991; Proctor 1995). 

Seemingly, there is an abundance of different techniques available to developers. However, 

there is much similarity between many of the different techniques. Several techniques have 

different varieties, for instance, there are several variants of Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs) 

(Downs et al. 1988, pi 6). A closer examination of the items listed by Bicheno (1994) reveals 

that they are heavily based on previous works, with many newly claimed techniques being 

adaptations of older techniques or compilations of other techniques. 

5.3 What techniques offer 

Given that development techniques play such an influential role in how an information 

system is developed it would be useful to consider what is gained &om using a development 

technique. An initial list of what a technique can offer may include the following: 

» Reduces the 'problem' to a manageable set of tasks. 

# Provides guidance on addressing the problem. 

# Adds structure and order to tasks. 

« Provides focus and direction to tasks. 

# Provides cognitive tools to address, describe and represent the 'problem'. 

# Provides the basis for further analysis or work. 

# Provides a communication medium between interested parties. 

# Others (e.g. provides an output of the problem solving activity, provides support). 
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The initial items in this can be considered as aiding developers in understanding the problems 

and requirements of an information s^^stem. This is supported by Wastell (1996, 1999) who, 

examining the use of development techniques, identified two concepts which describe this 

learning support behaviour: 'social defence' (Menzies-Lyth 1988; Schein 1991) against the 

unknown and 'transitional objects and space'. Wastell's later work focuses on the learning 

activities developers need to undertake to ensure a successful development (i.e. finding out 

about the requirements/problems the system is to address). 

Wg az-gwe opemf/oM q / fAgj'g come /o pora/yze f/zg /gammg 

fAcrr org crzYzcaZ fo 75" a^gve/qp/Mgnf. ... 7%gj'g j'ocm/ 

ZMOc/gj' q / growp AgAavzow/" f/zar opemrg prz/Maz-zV)/' Zo rg(;f;̂ cg am;zg(y, mf/?gr 

ggMWZMg gMgagg/Mg^r >vzr/z r/zg a/ /zana^.' and ' [Transitional] 

/zm;g fwo ajpgcr^'.' a ^w^or/^z'vg /^jycAo/ogzca/ c/z/Morg a q / 

q^rqpfza^g fra/fff/WMo/ (If.g. gMfzY/gj' f/zaf /̂ rovzWg a rg/Tzporary gmo^zoMaf/ 

(Wastell 1999,p3) 

The social defences concept is used to describe how developers follow methods, techniques 

and other rituals of development as a means to cope with the stresses and uncertainties of the 

development environment (Wastell and Nevmian 1993). The negative aspects of these social 

defences mean development teams are likely to withdraw into the bureaucracy of the 

methods and techniques: the rules of the methods and techniques become paramount against 

addressing the 'real' problems of development. Further, the social defence concept becomes 

more pronounced when one examines different types of techniques. Couger et al. (1993) use 

the term 'completeness' to describe the depth of study undertaken by a technique, with more 

bureaucratic techniques attracting higher levels of completeness. The more bureaucratic the 

technique (and method) then the higher the potential for use as a social defence mechanism in 

a negative sense (i.e. engagement in method rather than task). 

Wastell's transitional object is seen as an emotional support mechanism to help developers 

deal with the complexities and uncertainties of development. It enables developers to 

describe and reduce development requirements into manageable tasks. Wastell argues that '75" 

(fgvg/op/MgMf 6g rg-^a/Mg^y oj' a fmn '̂zYzoMa/ j[pacg, wzY/z parfzcizZa/- ofrgM ẑoM gzvgn 
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fAe q/" D-OMJfYzoMo/ o^'ecr^ ro aj'j'zjf m Areah'Mg f̂ow/n 

This concept of supporting the learning process is consistent w i ± the findings of Fitzgerald's 

(1997, p342) study, which found that there was considerable tailoring of development 

methodologies and that tailoring was more likely to be conducted by experienced developers. 

Inexperienced developers tend to rely more heavily on rigorously following a development 

method or technique. Inexperienced developers require more guidance and support in the 

development process and look to the method, or collection of techniques for that support. 

Key elements here are that techniques play an important role within information Systems 

development influencing developers' learning and understanding process (about the IS 

requirements) and the potential negative influences when developers engage in the rituals of 

technique at the expense of problem understanding. 

The next section examines more closely the characteristics of techniques to identify flirther 

possible influences on problem cognition. 

5.4 Characteristics of techniques 

By examining a variety of techniques certain attributes become apparent: 

# Visual attributes, e.g. visual representation and structure of technique output. 

# Linguistic attributes, e.g. terminology and language used - not just English language, 

but also others such as mathematical and diagrammatical (Adams 1987,pl03). 

# Genealogy attributes, e.g. history of technique, related techniques. 

# Process/procedure attributes, e.g. description and order of tasks. 

# People attributes, e.g. roles of people involved in tasks. 
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* Goal attributes, e.g. aims and focus of technique. 

# Paradigm attributes, e.g. discourse, taken for granted elements, cultural elements. 

# Biases, e.g. particular emphasis, items to consider, items not considered. 

* Other attributes, e.g. technique or application specific attributes. 

Some characteristics of a technique are explicit, for instance if a particular visual 

representation is prescribed, while other characteristics are less, obvious such as an 

underlying paradigm. Many of the characteristics are interwoven. Thus the visual, linguistic 

and goal attributes might be dictated by the genealogy and paradigm of the technique. 

Take as an example, decision tree techniques, which may not necessarily be widely used but 

are widely known about (typically being on undergraduate courses) and have specific 

characteristics. Decision trees can and have been used for a variety of tasks but traditionally 

have been used for decision-making under risk. In this case the probability of possible 

outcomes of a decision are known and one has just to work through some calculation to 

identify the most attractive decision option (e.g. de Neufville and Stafford 1971, pl21). Use 

of this 'traditional' type of decision tree technique could be used in some feasibility stages of 

an information systems development to decide among particular major options. More 

common use of decision trees within information systems development would be to represent 

processes containing alternative actions (de Marco 1979; Avison and Fitzgerald 1988, 1995; 

Flynn 1992). 

The underlying paradigms of a traditional decision tree technique can be classed as 

deterministic in nature where all the alternatives are known, along with associated 

probabilities and payoffs. It is taken for granted that probabilities are known or can be 

accurately calculated, that payoffs can be calculated up-front and represented in some 

common form (usually monetary) and that all the elements and options of the decision are 

known or knowable beforehand. 
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The goal or aim of using a decision tree technique is to identify the most beneficial or 

optimal option, usually represented in or wn'/fYy. 

The visual representation of the technique is a tree structure consisting of afec/jzoM (or 

nodes), with each possible decision branching out, and cAance (or nodes) with the 

probability of outcomes branching out, see figure 5.1. 

As for the genealogy of decision tree techniques, they are related to basic hierarchical 

diagrams, basic tree diagrams or dendrograms, mixed with probability theory (Waddington 

1977, p55). Hierarchical representation is one of the simplest and most basic mechanism of 

structuring complex situations or systems (ibid p48). Many biological systems ^ d m&nmade 

systems have hierarchical characteristics (e.g. an organizational structure), so hierarchical 

structuring is a familiar concept. Decision tree techniques provide cognitive tools which 

enable complex situations to be considered in some common and familiar representation. 

The linguistic attributes revolve around deterministic and numerical characteristics such as 

probability and expected values. The process and procedures are mostly prescribed by the 

technique, as are the people attributes (e.g. usually an individual activity, possibly checked or 

considered by other individuals). 

There are several possible biases inherent in decision tree techniques such as constraining 

options to only those listed (e.g. not considering unpredictable events), forcing an artificial 

structure which may not represent the actual situation and giving emphasis on some items 

while not giving sufficient emphasis on others. (We will look again at the biases of decision 

tree techniques in the later section on lessons from cognitive psychology.) 

There may be other application or company specific attributes such as prescribed in-house 

accounting rules for allocating costs and considering investments. 

In contrast, decision tables or decision matrices can be used to represent the same problem 

situation in both the traditional decision tree (Jansch 1967) and the more common (for 

information systems development) variants (de Marco 1979; Flynn 1992, p201). There would 

be considerable differences between a decision tree and decision table representation of a 
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problem situation. For instance the visual presentation characteristics would be considerably 

different with decision tables using a matrix structure instead of a hierarchical structure. 

Though the visual representations fbf both may be the same, the implied structure 

and emphasis to the problem situation would be different. 

(cAaMcg of alternatives) 
PI 

Outcome 

Alternative Outcome 2 

Outcome n 

Outcome 2 

Alternative 2 
Outcome q 

Outcome 1 

Outcome 2 

Outcome 1 

Alternative m 

Figure 5.1: Example decision t ree representa t ion 

Outcome r 

5.5 Initial classification of techniques 

This section develops an initial classification of techniques, based on Waddington's (1977) 

'natural' attributes for grouping items. An early version of this classification is described in 

Adams (1996). Waddington discusses our 'basic', or natural, methods of ordering complex 

systems, the most basic of which relies on identifying simple relationships, hierarchies, 

patterns and similarities of characteristics. Feldman (1997) discusses a similar means of 

grouping items referred to as a 'logical grouping'. The 'natural' grouping was based on the 

generic name(s) given to a technique and by the final presentation of a technique, i.e. 
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grouping techniques with similar looking presentations together. The result is six groups: (i) 

Brainstorming Approaches, (ii) Relationship Approaches, (iii) Scenario Approaches, (iv) 

Reductionist Approaches, (v) Matrix Approaches and (vi) Conflict-Approaches. 

Brainstorming Approaches 

This group is defined by a generic name 'brainstorming'. Brainstorming is probably 

the most well known, well used and most modified of the techniques. Brainstorming 

is often associated with De Bono (e.g. 1970, 1977) who covered it as one of a set of 

lateral thinking techniques, though others seem to have earlier claims (e.g. Clark 

1958, p262). It is a group activity to generate a cross stimulation of ideas. 

Relationship Approaches 

This group is defined mainly by the final presentation of the techniques. The 

important characteristic here is representing the problem area as relationships between 

component parts. Included in this grouping are Network Diagrams (e.g. Bicheno 

1994, p40; Mizuno 1988) and Cognitive Mapping (Eden 1992), which some might 

argue are quite different techniques, however, the final output presentations are 

topologically very similar. A further characteristic is the use of a diagram to present 

and model the situation. 

Scenario Approaches 

This group is defined by a generic name 'scenario'. These techniques involve getting 

participants to consider different possible futures for a particular area of interest. 

Reductionist Approaches 

This group is defined by a group of generic names which all have similar meaning: 

that of reducing the problem area into smaller component parts. Once a problem has 

been 'reduced' then the component parts are addressed in turn before scaling back up 

to the whole problem again. 

Matrix Approaches 

This group is defined more fi-om the final presentation, that of a matrix or list 

structure, though often the generic name 'matrix' is also used. Using some form of 
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matrix or list approach for structuring and making decisions is widely known and 

frequently used (e.g. Jantsch 1967, p211). A list of factors are compared or analysed 

against another list of factors. ' 

Conflict Approaches 

This grouping is defined by the generic name 'conflict'. It underlines an approach to 

view the problem from different and conflicting perspectives. 

Each group can be considered in terms of 'social defence' against the unknown (Menzies-

Lyth 1988; Schein 1991; Wastell 1996). As discussed in section 1,1.3, 'social defence' in this 

context represents organisational or individual activities and rituals that are used to ddal with 

anxieties and uncertainties. It is argued that the more quantitatively rigorous and detailed 

(depth of study) the technique then the higher the potential for being a social defence 

mechanism. Rosenhead (1992) uses problem/solution space diagrams to represent the scope 

of possible solutions for techniques. This concept is developed and applied to each of the 

groups. A summary of the characteristics of the initial grouping of techniques is represented 

in the table 5.1 and problem/solution space diagrams for each technique are presented in 

figure 5.2. 

Group 
Quantitatively 
rigorous/Depth of study 

Potential fo r social 
defence 

Area of Problem/ Sol. 
Space covered 

Brainstorming LOW LOW SCATTERED 

Relationship HIGH M E D I U M - H I G H LOCALISED 
CLUSTERS 

Scenario MEDIUM MEDIUM SCATTERED 

CLUSTERS 

Reductionist VERY HIGH HIGH LOCALISED 

Matrix HIGH M E D I U M - H I G H 
or HIGH 

LOCALISED 
CLUSTERS 

Conflict MEDIUM-HIGH M E D I U M - H I G H VERY LOCALISED 

Table 5.1: Charac te r i s t ics of n a t u r a l g rouping for techniques to deal w i t h unce r t a in ty . 

This initial classification is applied to approximately 100 techniques, the results of which are 

represented in appendix A, columns Q) to (o). 
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Possible Future 
Situations 

Current 
Situation 

Figure 1: Problem/Solution Space for 
Brainstorming Group 

Possible Future 
Situations 

Current 
Situation 

Figure 2: Problem/Solution Space for 
Relationship Group 

Possible Future 
Situations 

Possible Future 
Situations 

Current 
Situation 

Current 
Situation 

Figure 3: Problem/Solution Space for Scenario 
Group 

Figure 4: Problem/Solution Space for 
Reductionist Group 

Possible Future 
Situations 

Possible Future 
Situations 

Current 
Situation 

Current 
Situation 

Figure 5: Problem/Solution Space for Matrix 
Group 

Figure 6: Problem/Solution Space for Conflict 
Group 

Figure 5.2: Problem solution space for each of the initial na tu ra l g r o u p s 

Though providing a different vista on the classification of techniques, with possible social 

defence attributes and problem/solution spaces mapped out, this initial grouping proves too 

simplistic in that it does not address 'how' techniques in a particular group would affect 

problem cognition. The next section draws upon psychology literature to inform the initial 

grouping with cognitive influences. 
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5.6 Techniques impact on problem understanding: Lessons f rom cognitive psychology 

5.6.1 Potential blocks to problem cognition 

From creative, innovative and lateral thinking perspectives, Groth and Peters (1999) 

examined barriers to creative problem solving among managers. They identified a long list of 

perceived barriers to creativity including 'Fear ZacA: q / E M v / V - O M / M e M r a / 

yZzcforj', Fgar q / j'wccg^j' zYj cowe^wgncgj', Fgar q / cAa//g«gg, TZo /̂rrngj, 

faratfzgTMj, frg-coMCg/vg^f Tw/zMeZ .yzg/zA /Mrgz-MaZ 

5'^wcfwrg, ExfgrMa/ ^arz-zgr^, A/bngj/, antf gngrgy, ^Wooof, 

DgjzT-g, r/fMg' (Groth and Peters 1999,pl83). They grouped the perceived barriers 

into 'Self imposed', 'Professional environment' and 'Environmentally imposed'. Fear of 

some sort seems to be the predominant barrier, at least for these managers. 

For more general barriers, James Adams (1987) in his book draws 

heavily from the psychology literature to identify four main areas of conceptual blocks: 

® Perceptual Blocks: 

Seeing what you expect to see - stereotyping 

Difficulty in isolating the problem 

Tendency to delimit the problem area too closely (i.e. imposing too many constraints 

on the problem) 

Inability to see the problem from various viewpoints 

Saturation (e.g. disregarding seemingly unimportant or less 'visible' aspects) 

Failure to utilize all sensory inputs 

• Emotional Blocks: 

Fear of taking risks 

No appetite for chaos 

Judging rather than generating ideas 

Inability to incubate (ideas) 

Lack of challenge and excessive zeal 

Lack of imagination 
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« Cultural and Environmental Blocks: 

Cultural blocks could include:" 

Taboos ' ' 

Fantasy and reflection are a waste of time 

Reasons, logic, numbers, utility, practicality are feeling, intuition, 

qualitative judgements are 

Tradition is preferable to change 

Environmental blocks could include: 

Lack of cooperation and trust among colleagues 

Autocratic boss 

Distractions 

• Intellectual and Expressive Blocks: 

Use of appropriate cognitive tools and problem solving language 

These 'blocks' indicate that techniques could have a variety of adverse influences on problem 

cognition. The influences could derive from each of the four areas identified (e.g. 'blinker' 

perception A-om a particular perspective, lack of emotional support as a transitional object, 

providing flawed approach and logic and not providing appropriate cognitive tools). 

5.6.2 Visual and linguistic influences on problem cognition 

5.6.2.1 Gestalt psychologists 

One of the earliest and most influential movements of cognitive psychology was the 

initiated by Max Wetheimer, Wolfgang Kohler and Kurt Koffka (Wertheimer 

1923;Honderich 1995, p312;Gillam 1992). 

af r/zg Agar/ q/pro6/gfM j'o/vmg - /̂Ag way yow af rAe can rAg wa)/ yow 

j ' o / v g f A g ^ r o 6 / g / M . . . . TTzg GgjZ'a / /^ To ^ m 6 / g 7 M j ' o / v m g Ao j - y b ^ ' / g r g ^ f M w / M g r o w j 

/o /Miprovg crgaf^zvg ^ro6/g/M j-o/vmg 6)/ Ag/prng /7gqp/g rgprg^'gnC /?7'o6/g/Mj'm 

wqyj'.' (Mayer 1996, p68) 
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The key element here is that how a problem is represented will affect the understanding of 

the problem, which is consistent with prospect theory. Relating this to techniques one can 

deduce that the visual, linguistic and other representation imposed by a technique will impact 

problem cognition. 

The Gestalt movement in cognitive psychology has a (comparatively) long history and-had a 

big impact on the understanding of problem solving. The movement has spored various 

stiands of techniques such as lateral thinking and creative techniques. Gillam (1992) gives a 

more current examination of Gestalt theorists and works particularly in the area of perceptual 

grouping (i.e. how people understand and group, items). Gillam shows that perceptual 

coherence (i.e. grouping) is not the outcome of a single process (as originally proposed by 

Gestalt theory) but may be best regarded as a domain of perception (i.e. the grouping process 

is likely to be more complex, influenced by context and other aspects) (ibid pi61). 

The Gestalt psychologies indicate a potential strong influence on problem understanding, that 

of functional fixedness caM /zoryg nggaC/ve m new; 

j'o/vmg ...f/ze zWea /Aaf q /pa j f 

(Mayer 1996). The implication is that habits ' leamt' using previous techniques and 

problems will bias the application of new techniques and problems. This could be particularly 

relevant given the glut of 'new' techniques and may explain why many techniques are 

rehashes of older techniques. 

5.6.2.2 Normative and paradigm influences 

The cognitive psychology literature indicates that there will be a different weight attached to 

the results of no/'/Harz'vg as opposed to types of techniques. The basis for this is 

the 'understanding/acceptance principle' (Slovic and Tversky 1974), which states that 'Y/zg 

f/zg wMafgrj'roMGfzMg a Mor/Mafzvg jprmcz^Zg, r/;g grga/gr f/zg f̂ gM f̂gncy /o rgĵ poMî  ZM 

acc07'6fa/7cg wzY/z zY" (Stanovich and West 1999, p349). Further, some studies indicate there is 

a tendency to move towards normative reasoning as opposed to non-normative reasoning to 

describe problems, particularly so when the initial problem is represented using 

predominantly normative attributes. However, in other studies when a problem is presented 
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using both normative and non-normative argument there was no significant tendency to move 

towards normative descriptions (ibid p374). Relating this to development techniques, there 

are two items of interest. First, the d&per the understanding of a technique (e.g. by previous 

experience or training) then the more likely the findings will be accepted. Second, lhat there 

will be a tendency to move towards the use and acceptance of the findings from techniques 

based more on Mor/Mar/ve than models. This is particularly so if starting from a 

(more) normative perspective. The underlying paradigm of a technique is likely to dictate the 

normative/descriptive characteristics of the technique. There is an in-built bias in techniques 

based on normative principles and the bias is self-perpetuating. 

As discussed in section 1.2.1.3, framing situations in either a negative or positive perspective 

is likely to influence problem cognition, particularly on estimating the likelihood of events 

(Tversky and Kahneman 1973). Milburn (1978, pi7) identified a /zmg on viewing 

problem situations, particularly with positive and negative events: negative events are seen 

more likely in the short term while positive events are seen as increasingly likely over time. 

This, Milbum argues, '/wzgAf gzp/am wA}- j'o /zYr/g ^ 

OMg are /arer o/i, no wrgenf zj /g/r fo p/an yb/' 

w/zz'cA AMzgAf occwr We/".' (ibid p26). The implications are that how a technique 

firames a problem situation, in both a positive/negative and a time perspective will influence 

problem cognition, particularly the perception of the likelihood of events. 

Another m^or area that a technique can influence cognition can be deduced from support 

theory (Tversky and Koehler 1994) which indicates that support for an option will increase 

the more that the option is broken down into smaller component parts vyith each part being 

considered separately. The more specific the description of an event then, the more likely the 

event will seem. The implications are that the more a technique breaks down and considers a 

situation into component parts or alternatives, then the more likely the situation will seem. In 

addition, a technique's underlying paradigm is likely to dictate whether or not a problem 

situation is broken down into increasingly smaller component parts or if a situation is 

represented in a negative or positive light. 
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5.6.2.3 Structure influences 

Prescriptive structure is also likely to exert influence on problem cognition. For instance, 

hierarchy and tree structures are likely to dxert some influence on problem cognition in 

binding attributes together (e.g. on the same part of a tree structure) and limiting items to the 

confines of the imposed structure. In cognitive psychology this is known as 

mc/wj'zoM (Anderson and Bower 1973). 'O/ie o/" m n ' o W 

ca/ggory mc/wj'zoM.' Carggorzgj' mAgrzY fAg propgrf;g.y q/fAg;/- j'^pgrorc/mafg.^' (Sloman 1998, 

pi) . The implication is that techniques dictating hierarchical structures will force a (self -

perpetuating) category inclusion bias. An element in one: branch of a hierarchical staicture 

will automatically have different properties to an element in another branch of the 

hierarchical structure. For instance, take a functional breakdown of an organization (as in 

Yourdon and Constantine 1979). One might conclude from category inclusion that a task in 

an accounting department will always be different to a task in a personnel department, which 

clearly may not be the case as both departments will have some similar tasks, such as 

ordering stationary. 

However, this category inclusion is not universally the case. Sloman (1998) found that the 

process is likely to be more complex. In his study participants firequently did not apply the 

category inclusion principle 'zw/goisf, Tgn̂ fgaf fo propor/zoMo/ To Âg jz/MzVarzYy 

ĝA-yggM ^rg/Mzjg and concluded /zz'grarcA/gj' can oAtoj/j' 6g 

coMj-frzYcrgA^ /o j'wzY o f/zoj-g /zz'grarc/zz'gj' arg q^orgn/Zy /gjj' cgnrro/ To 

Aw/MGM z^rgMcg /ogz'c j'zzggg.^rj'' (p31). The initial premise surrounding a situation is 

likely to be related to the underlying paradigm. Dictating a hierarchical structure in itself may 

not result in category inclusion biases. However, coupled with an underlying paradigm of 

closed hierarchical properties will more likely result in category inclusion biases. Along the 

same theme are proximity influences and biases. The understanding of items can be 

influenced by the characteristics of other items in close proximity. 

5.6.2.4 Discourse influences 

The discourse and language used to describe a problem is likely to play a role in problem 

understanding. Adams (1987) discusses various different types of 'languages of thought' 
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used in problem representing and solving. People can view problems using mathematical 

symbols and notation, drawings, charts, pictures and a variety of natural verbal language 

constructs such as analogies and "scenarios. Further, people switch consciously arid 

unconsciously between different modes of thought using the different languages thought 

(p72). The information systems development environment is awash with technical jargon and 

language constructs. In addition, different application areas have their own set of jargon and 

specific language. Individual techniques have their own peculiar discourse consisting of 

particular language, jargon and taken for granted constructs, all of which may exert influence. 

For instance, the initial discourse used affects understanding of a problem situation, 

particularly in resolving ambiguities (Martin et al. 1999). Resolving ambiguous requirements 

is a common task in information systems development (Gabbay and Hunter 1991). The initial 

discourse sets the context with which to consider the situation. A technique will usually 

dictate some elements of initial discourse and subsequent processes with their own discourse, 

effectively leading questions and processes: 'V/zg q/"coMfgxr /.y crzYzca/ 

.yAowM /"gcg/ve more /bcwj m /angwage m /Ae 

rgj'go/'cA'' (ibid p835). 

Perceptual processing is profoundly influenced by order of information and the relational 

constructs of information (Mulligan 1999). The order and number of items in a list will 

influence how people will understand (and recall) the items and how people will categorize 

items. The implications are that the language and order of describing a problem situation, the 

questions asked and how they are asked and the implied relationships (all of which are 

usually prescribed by a technique) will bias problem understanding, e.g. by forcing 'leading 

questions'or 'leading processes'. 

Language aspects highlight another set of possible influences, that of communication 

between different groups of people (e.g. such as between analysts and users). Differences of 

perspective between different groups of people in the development process has been 

discussed within the IS field under the heading of the 'softer' aspects or as the organizational 

or people issues (e.g. Checkland 1981; Sauer 1993; Lederer and Nath 1991). Identifying 

differences and inconsistencies can be classed as a useful task identifying and dealing with 

requirements (Gabbay and Hunter 1991). From cognitive psychology there are also other 

considerations. As discussed in section 1.2.1.3, Teigen's (1988) work on the language of 
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uncertainty, shows that there is oAen more than the hteral meaning implied in the use of a 

term, such as contextual and relational information or some underlying 'other' message. The 

use of language is very complex. The implications are that even if a technique prescribes, a 

set of 'unambiguous' language and constructs, there may well be considerable ambiguity 

when it is used. 

5.6.2.5 Preference influences 

There are also likely to be individual preferences, and corresponding biases, for some 

techniques or specific tasks within techniques, as Puccio (1999, pl71) relates: TAe 

ggMgA-a/mg j'o/wCzoMj', ancf faArmg 

wz7/ gxp/'gj'j' afgg/'ggj' p r ^ r g n c g /or fAgj'g va/'z'ow.y opgra/^zow\ Couger 

(1995, p5) has noted similar preferences: j'w/p/'Zj'mg rAar fgc/zM/ca/ pgoj^/g arg 

rowarcif.y rAg wjg aMaZy/z'ca/ rgc/2M/(/z<gj' orz'gM/a^gt/ pgqp/g 

r/zg m^wfr/vg /gcAMz'gwgj'. In addition there may be some biases between group and 

individual tasks, a point taken up by Poole (1990) who notes that group interaction on such 

tasks is likely to be complex with many influences. This theme is taken up with Kerr et al. 

(1996), who investigated whether individual activities are better than group activities (i.e. 

have less errors or less bias), but their finding were inconclusive '/Ag rgW/vg /MognzYWg o / 

mcf/vzWwa/ (/g/̂ gMck zvpoM j'gvgro/ yacroz-j", ẑzg, mzYza/ 

mtifzvzWwa/yẑ (;̂ g/MgMf, /Ag q / ( 7 / M O M g /̂zg (xpg 6zaj', q / 

a//, r/zg growp '̂wi^g/MgM/procg.Tj' ..../f z'j conc/wc/g^/ f/zar /'/zgrg ca/7 6g MO j'/ozp/g owwgr /o r/zg 

ẑ̂ gj/̂ z'oM "w/zzc/z org zMorg 6z'a^gc(| ZM /̂zvzWz/a/j' oz" (Kerr et al. 1996, p687). To 

address the potential individual/group biases, many authors on using techniques recommend 

some consideration of the make-up of different groups (e.g. Bicheno 1994; Couger et al. 

1993), though give limited practical guidance on doing so. 

5.6.2.6 Goal influences 

Goal or aim aspects also profoundly influence problem understanding by providing direction 

and focus for knowledge compilation (Anderson 1987). Goals influence the strategies people 

undertake to acquire information and solve problems. Further, when there is a lack of clear 
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goals people are likely to take support from a particular learning strategy, which will 

typically be prescribed by the technique: 

joZvg/- 'j' goaZ r/zg ĵ /j'fg/MarzczYy q / fAg .yr/'arggzg.y wj'ga^/or A^^porAgj'gj' oAowf 

/» fAg a6.ygMcg q / a j pgc^c goa/ j^gop/g az-g /MOfg /zA;g^ ro wj'g a rw/g-m f̂wcg f̂ /gammg 

j'^mrggy, wAg^gaj' q / a j;pgc^c goa//bj'^g/'^ wj'g q /^f^rgMcg rg&zcfzoM, wAzc/>.fgM6k 

fo 6g a MOM-rw/g-mc/zzc/zoM j^raf^ggy/ (Vollmeyer et al. 1996). 

The implications are that techniques with clear task goals, will impact the focus and form of 

information collection (e.g. what information is required and where from, along with what 

information is not deemed relevant) and how the information is to be processed. Also, if 

there are no clear goals then people are likely to rely more heavily on the learning method 

prescribed by the technique. 

5.6.3 Summary of possible framing influences 

The framing influences discussed above indicate that any ^OMimg g/^cf due to the 

characteristics of a technique is likely to be complex and interwoven. However, there are 

some main themes that emerge. The visual, structure and linguistic aspects can be combined 

in a general 'representational' heading. Equally, there are several aspects which can be 

classed collectively as 'paiadigm/process' influences. Arguably, the more prescribed and 

structured a technique is, then the more likely that 'predictable' framing influences can be 

ascribed. Overall, the works from the cognitive psychology field give several indications how 

the characteristics of a technique are able to exert some influence on problem cognition. 

5.7 Applying framing influences: a macro analysis of techniques 

5.7.1 Applying lessons from cognitive psychology 

As the previous discussion shows, the literature from cognition psychology indicates two 

main types of influences: representational influences (e.g. prescribing certain visual and other 
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'language' representations) and paradigm/process influences (e.g. underlying approach, 

prescribed processes and tasks utilising specific language). 

The 'visual and language' characteristics imposed by techniques are likely to be ^pl ici t in 

that specific representations will be prescribed such as distinct diagrams, tables and other 

visual outputs in the final representation. The process characteristics may also be explicit 

(e.g. list and order of tasks to be completed). The underlying paradigms for techniques are 

likely to be far less explicit. However, there is likely to be some relationship between 

paradigm and process since an underlying paradigm is likely to dictate tbe processes and 

activities to be undertaken. As such, a classification by representational influences and 

paradigm/process influences provides a fairly objective metric with which to view influences 

on cognition. 

5.7.2.1 Representational influences 

Focusing on the representational influences the initial grouping can be informed by the 

cognitive psychology literature discussed above. The final representation of techniques, 

consisting mainly of visual characteristics and some language constructs, fall into three 

distinct categories: a matrix/table structure, a hierarchical structure and a non-hierarchical 

structure. In addition, there is a fourth category to account for techniques which do not 

prescribe a particular presentation, this could be called structure free. The characteristics of 

each are detailed below. 

Matrix/Table Structure: 

- lists, tables or matrix format 

Hierarchical Structure 

functional breakdowns 

similar visual representations to a hierarchical organisation chart 

Hierarchy Free Structure 

clear relationships 

network structures 
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non hierarchical structures 

Structure Free (Other, non prescribed) 

non prescribed structures 

- non diagrammatical structures (e.g. verbal, written structures) 

other, freer structures 

5.7.2.2 Paradigm/process influences 

Focusing on the paradigm and process influences, the initial grouping caa also be informed 

by the cognitive psychology literature discussed above. Examining different categories for 

the underlying paradigm and processes of techniques, one could group by the 

qualitative/quantitative (or by Subjective/Objective, Judgemental/Rational) characteristics 

(e.g. Wright and Ayton, 1987). Objective techniques being those relying on 'hard facts and 

figures', use fairly rigid scientific or mathematical "rules' and are aimed at situations which 

'follow' these rules. Subjective techniques are those which rely more on judgement and 

interpretation of complex situations. However, few decision situations (if any) are totally 

quantitative or totally qualitative based (e.g. Wright and Ayton, 1987; Powell 1992), but 

techniques could be classified on some form of qualitative/quantitative scale. However, 

deciding which is the predominant characteristic is itself subjective: Powell (1992) describes 

some techniques for evaluation as quantitative, whereas Farbey, Targett and Land (1994) 

argue that these same techniques are qualitative. As Jantsch (1967, p i 13) relates VAerg /'.y MO 

c/go/" Aowntfary /me (between qualitative and quantitative technique^ m fAe 

Another approach to categorise the paradigm/process elements of techniques is to consider 

how innovative or creative they are. Couger et al. (1993, p380) give such a perspective and 

use a continuum from 'analytically dominant' to 'intuitively dominant'. Analytically 

orientated techniques use a structure to generate a logical, linear, pattern of thought and steps. 

Intuitive orientated techniques tend to skip steps and be far less linear, arriving at solutions 

by leaps. Similarities can be found here with de Bono's 'vertical' and 'lateral' thinking 

classification of techniques (de Bono, 1977). As with the qualitative/quantitative categories 

discussed above, this grouping is open to considerable interpretation on where a technique 
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would fit on the continuum. A variation to this approach has been suggested by McFadzean 

(1998,1999), who used a creativity continuum based on three categories: Paradigm 

Preserving techniques, Paradigm Stretching techniques and. Paradigm Breaking techniques. 

Again, placing techniques on this creativity cdntinuum is likely to be subjective, for-example, 

McFadzean classifies the Brainstorming technique as 'Paradigm presenring' where a better 

interpretation might be to class it as 'Paradigm stretching'. 

A further approach to categorisation, by characteristics, has been 

proposed by Gabor (1968) and Jantsch (1967). In this context, explorator) techniques start by 

assessing the present situation and moves towards the future. Normative techniques start by 

assessing future goals, aims and desires, then working back towards the present situation. 

However, as with the qualitative/quantitative categories discussed above, several techniques 

can be grouped in both categories (e.g. Jantsch 1967). 

There are similarities with each of these classifications, they seem to have fairly 'closed' 

techniques at one end of a continuum and fairly 'open' techniques at the other. Of course, 

placing techniques on this closed/open continuum is likely to be subjective (as with the 

previous classifications), but may provide a useful perspective: 

Closed paradigm/process 

stays within defined scope 

closed set of rules and language 

prescriptive processes and tasks 

prescriptive representations 

- mostly objective 

Open paradigm/process 

- open, less defined scope 

- more open set of rules and language 

less prescriptive processes and tasks 

less prescriptive representations 

- mostly subjective 
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5.7.2.3 A two-dimensional classification: visual/language and paradigm/process 

influences 

There are likely to be some correlations between the 'visual/language representation' and the 

'paradigm/process representation'. For instance, techniques which impose strong hierarchical 

structures are likely to have 'closed' dispositions (e.g. more formal and structured, restrictive 

scope, more objective paradigm). Grouping according to visual/language' and 

paradigm/process attributes can be represented two dimensionally, as in figure 5.2. 

Visual/ language 
representa t ion influences 

P r e s c r i p t i v e 

A 
Hierarchical structure 

Matrix/table structure 

Non-hierarchical 
structure 

N o n - p r e s c r i p t i v e 

Free structure 
(other, non-prescribed) 

IVIostly 
'closed 
objective 

Mostly "open 
subjective 

Closed -4- Open 

Paradigm/process influences 

Figure 5.3: G r o u p i n g of techniques bv visual / linguistic and p a r a d i g m charac te r i s t i cs 

The closer to 'A' , the more closed and 'objective' a technique will be and is likely to have 

the following cognitive influences: 

" reduced, but defined, problem/solution spaces 

" more 'social defence' attributes providing cognitive and emotional support, but 

also more 'rituals' of technique detracting attention on actual 'problem' 

" more yfxet/ngj'j' and carggo/T mc/wj'/oM biases (or similarly, item 

ordering and relational/proximity biases) 

" more normative representation and correspondingly, more acceptance of results 

" more detailed description of items, resulting in increased perception of likelihood 

of items 
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" more defined goals, resulting in more rule-induced learning activity 

In addition there are likely to be further influences as detailed in section 5.6.2, such as 

individual biases towards different types of techniques (or tasks within them)^, negative 

versus positive framing, 

Possibly techniques closer to 'A' would provide more support for novice developers, whereas 

techniques closer to 'B' would be more suited to experienced developers (i.e. novices are 

likely to need more guidance and cognitive support in a development). 

Appendix 'A% columns (d)-(i), contains the results of applying existing techniques to the 

developed categorisation by the visual/language representation and paradigm/'process 

influences. 

5.8 Summary of framing influences 

This chapter has contended that techniques influence problem understanding during 

information systems development. The influences can be considered under certain visual and 

other 'language' representation characteristics and under paradigm/process characteristics. 

Further, works from cognition psychology indicate how these characteristics are likely to 

affect problem understanding. In prospect theory this is knovm as the yro/Mmg By 

classifying the characteristics of techniques this chapter has tried to indicate how different 

types of technique are likely to influence problem cognition, and in doing so has tried to map 

the firaming effect of techniques. 

Some potential biases and blocks to cognition were identified. These biases become more 

prominent when one considers that the results of a technique (i.e. diagrams, tables etc.) may 

be used by different groups of people to those that produced them (e.g. analysts may produce 

some charts and tables which will be used by designers) and are likely to perpetuate such 

biases throughout the development. 
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Also there seems to be something different here with the visual to cognitive links than that 

covered in the cognitive psychology literature. The cognitive psychology literature is full of 

works on how the characteristics of 'an object or situation affect our understanding of that 

object or situation. However, when one startsmsihg visual tools (e.g. techniques) thgre seems 

to be a reverse link, in that our initial cognition of an object or situation will affect our visual 

representation of that object or situation, which in turn will further affect our understanding 

of the object or situation. There seems to be an iterative loop of influences on problem 

cognition, implying that any framing effect will be complex and dynamic. 

The next chapter will examine aspects of the value function for prospect theory. 
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6.1 Introduction 

Planning tasks are pervasive throughout. aH 'stkges of information system development, 

implementation, management and use. Planning is also a key response to uncertainty, the 

main focus of this thesis. This chapter examines planning activity by using prospect theory 

which describes how people deal with uncertain situations based on the Naming of a 

situation, the and more particularly for this chapter, an 'S' shaped value 

function. Chapter 5 mapped t h e o f different types of development techniques. 

This chapter takes the application of prospect theory further by e x ^ i n i n g the value function 

in greater detail and applying it to everyday planning activities. There are three key features 

of prospect theory's value function, a reference point, loss aversion and diminishing 

sensitivity. To investigate individual value functions a survey on planning activity was 

conducted through the Mass Observation Archive (MOA). The responses were analysed and 

two distinct planning profiles, that of and were developed. The profiles 

indicate likely differences between reference points, approaches to loss aversion and varying 

levels of diminishing sensitivity. 

The rationale for focusing on planning activity is based on three things. Planning activity is 

prevalent throughout information systems development, it is possible to examine planning 

activity of individuals and planning is a basic response to address uncertain situations. 

Prospect theory, with the focus on describing how individuals deal with uncertainty, provides 

an ideal cognitive tool with which to consider planning activities of individuals. 

This chapter is structured as follows. The role and variety of planning activities are 

considered in information systems development. The MOA study is described along with the 

rationale for the survey and sample. Initial expected responses are discussed and compared 

against actual responses. The responses are analysed further to develop distinct planning 

profiles. These profiles are then examined in the light of planning tasks required for 

information systems development and use, with potential synergies and barriers being 

identified. These are then related to prospect theory developing distinct value functions for 

planners and non-planners. 
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6.2 Planning within information systems development 

Developing information systems involves many planning activities (Avison and Fitzgerald 

1988, p30). As Sprague and McNurlin (1993, pl05) relate, Am 

z/Mpor/aMr m Information systems development involves a variety 

of planning tasks, probably more than many other professions. As much as a third of 

development activity can be related to planning tasks (Brooks 1982, p20) which permeates 

through all the stages of a development project. Some development methodologies can be 

considered as being based around a set of prescribed planning activities, such as SSADM 

(Downs et al. 1988, pl51), and a range of tools exists to help planning project developments. 

From the perspective of the managers and users of technology, planning is an important skill, 

as effective and efficient running of any information systems requires considerable planning 

of resources and activities (Case and Smith 1995, p268). At the strategic level, effective 

information systems planning has become key for businesses to operate in today's 

technology-based world (Ward et al. 1990; Flyim 1992, p337; Laudon and Laudon 1996, 

p292). 

As can be seen, planning is a key issue for the development, management, introduction and 

use of information systems and concerns users, managers and strategic managers as well as 

the information systems development community. Potential planning problems and synergies 

are not just relevant to the infozmation systems arena, but are also applicable to any major 

adventure in business and society where planning forms an integral part (Hall 1980). 

6.3 The MOA survey 

6.3.1 Focus on a sample from the general public 

The focus here on the planning profiles of a selection of the ggMera/ as opposed to 

concentrating on planning profiles of, say, just information systems (fevg/ojoerj', deserves 

some discussion. 

If one was to consider developers only there is a problem in actually identifying who are the 

developers. There are a whole set of job titles which constitute a 'developer' role, including 
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analyst, systems analyst, designer, software engineer and programmer, to name a few. One 

could concentrate on a specific job category, say 'designer'. However, there can be much 

overlap between job descriptions. Indeed, a 'designer' at one organization may well be 

performing a similar set of tasks to an 'analyst' at another; and 'designers' at two,different 

organizations may well be performing substantially different sets of tasks. So the definition 

of a 'developer' can embrace a diversity of activities and job descriptions. 

In addition one would expect the user(s) to have some influence on the planning activities. It 

is their system and their set of requirements that have to be addressed. Further, the people 

involved in and influencing an information systems development are likely to constitute more 

than the 'developers' and associated user(s) (Finlay 1994, p i90) . Typically people separated 

from the development process, both geographically and fimctionally, are likely to have some 

influence. 

The distinction between developer and user is becoming blurred. For instance in participative 

approaches (Mumford 1983; Avison and Fitzgerald 1988, p35, 1995), development activity 

involves considerable input from both users and developers. A further example of 'blurring' 

development activity can be with decision support systems where the manager/user 

involvement in the development process is typically multifaceted: 'Management involvement 

in DSS is extensive in both breadth and depth. Management's role cuts across each of the 

areas of approval and administration, developer, operator and user' (Hogue 1993, p54). 

Researching plarming activity within information systems development by solely 

concentrating on some arbitrary definition of 'developers' would be open to potential 

criticisms of unrepresentative sampling. The approach taken in this work is to make explicit 

the assumption that the wide variety of people involved in information systems development 

can be considered as a close approximation of the wide variety of people from the general 

public. Effectively, this assumption says that information systems developers are not too 

dissimilar to ordinary people. There seems some support for this. As indicated above, 

development activity has expanded to include a wider group of people. Development tools 

have become more sophisticated to allow development activity by non-technical people. The 

wider population has become more IT literate and a substantial proportion of the working 

population has working contact with information systems. This assumption will be examined 
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further in chapter 10, when the planning profiles for all developers in a project are 

investigated. 

[It is recognised that in the early years of infbhnation systems development, say b ^ k in the 

1950s, 1960s etc., when development was a more specialist engineering activity, there may 

have been more pronounced trait differences between developers and non-developers. 

However, these differences, if they actually existed, are likely to be far less pronounced in 

today's business environment for the reasons stated above.] 

Further rationale for considering planning profiles from a sample of the general public is that 

developers will be selected from the public pool. As such they will be bringing with 'them a 

whole set of skills and experiences related to planning activities. Johnson and Scholes (1993) 

use the analogy of a 'recipe' to describe how one deals with a situation similar to one 

previously encountered by reverting to the 'recipe' of how they dealt with that similar 

situation previously. This concept was developed further by Boland and Greenberg (1988) 

who show that even when a situation is relatively new, people still need to draw upon 

analogies of previous familiar situations and experiences: Aoj' an 

orgaMzza/zoMj'. wg (/raw 

To owr orgaMfzan'oMa/ jzfwaZzoMJ CGM fAe Armc/ p / 

ana/yj'zj' wz7/ /HaA:e. TTze a j'zYwa/mM z'j" fAg /Morg z/Mpor/aM/ 

6gC07Mg ybr //zg j'zYwaZz'OM /MÔ ZMg 6'gMj'g oy OrgGMZjafZOMa/ gxpgrZgMCg' 

Boland and Greenberg (1988, p20). Using past experiences to inform solving new problems 

is the cornerstone of the case based reasoning (CBR) (e.g. Kolodner 1993) approach used in 

expert systems and intelligent systems. In CBR a case base (database) of past problems and 

solutions is developed. When a new problem is encountered analogy is made with previous 

cases in the case base. The most similar case is retrieved and used to address the novel 

problem. 

6.3.2 Administration of survey 

The survey of a sample from the general public was conducted through the Mass-Observation 

Archive (MOA) at the University of Sussex. The survey, called a directive within the MOA, 
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was sent out to a self-selecting panel of 460 people nationwide. The panel is not f u l l y 

representative of the general population and contains age and gender biases (weighted 

towards older people and females). However, the panel does re^esent people from a wide 

selection of socio-economic backgrounds and- is likely to provide a good window ipto 'every 

day contemporary life' (Sheridan 1996). 

The directive contained a set of three open questions on planning activities, under the 

heading of 'The Future', these being: 

The responses were 'free format' in that respondents could write as much (or as little) as they 

wish and answer the questions however they wished. The responses were written on a variety 

of paper in a variety of writing styles; some were hand written, some were typed, one or two 

even contained pictures. As such, a framework was used to categorize responses. This 

entailed using a table to record each response to identify what events and activities people 

usually plan for, how people plan and, how far in the future people plan for. 

The question on the Millennium was included purely as a focus for considering possible 

long-term plarming activity. Note that with the survey being distributed in November 1997 

the 'Millennium' was a#racting much coverage in the media at the time, particularly with the 

Milleimium dome and other events. Thus the Millennium provided a common long-term 

event that people could discuss. 

The survey was sent out as the third part of the 'Autumn' directive of 1997, the first two parts 

of the directive covering aspects of music and dance. A copy of the directive is contained in 

appendix B. The third part of a directive often results in relatively poor response rates, 

however, the actual response rate for this part of the directive was fairly good at 51% overall 

(48% for men and 54% for women). The content was also relatively good, consisting of a 

variety of responses ranging firom just a few hand-written lines to over nine typed pages. The 

average length of response was a little over one and a half pages for both males and females 
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(though it is difficult to make direct comparisons, given the variability in handwriting etc.). 

The quality of responses (relative to researching planning profiles) was also varied and was 

not always related to the length of the response. Some responses spanning multiple pages 

contained interesting insights on ' l ife's. activities' but little on planning, while other 

responses spanning half a page would contain succinct poignant information. The average 

age of respondents was in the high 50's for females and near mid 60's for males (the panel 

contains a comparatively large number of retired people). The youngest male respondent was 

17, the oldest 84. The youngest female respondent was 18, the oldest 86. There were over 

twice as many responses from females than from males, which roughly matches the panel 

gender distribution. The MOA periodically recruits panel members using national advertising 

campaigns and some effort is given to try and get a representative sample of the population. 

However, there tend to be more females and older people interested in continuing to be panel 

members and being new members. As such the responses contain biases towards the older 

members of the population and females. The age bias will be discussed later in the chapter. 

The MOA administer the distribution, collection and coding of the directives and associated 

responses. The confidentiality of each respondent is ensured by a coding system which 

enables researchers to identify the gender, occupation, town (or approximate location) and 

age of respondents, without actually giving information which could identify a respondent. 

To ensure further confidentiality of respondents, access to the returned responses was limited 

to visits at the MOA. The confidentiality of respondents is a key issue for the MOA and goes 

some way to ensure free and frank responses. 

6.3.3 Expected responses 

Before the survey was distributed, certain responses were expected, one such area being 

associated with gender. From a cognitive perspective the gender debate has a long history 

predating the introduction of intelligence tests in the early 1900s, and still provokes much 

controversy (Brannon 1996, p87). For instance, the Wechsler intelligence test, though 

showing no difference in overall performance, shows differences between specific types of 

skills: women scored higher on the verbal sections, men performed better in action-orientated 

tasks. Later studies showed more complex relationships (ibid, p91). Many of the gender-

related differences are attributed to spatial awareness (Geary 1996, p241), though again there 
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are differing views on the effect and magnitude of any disparity in these abilities (Epstein 

1996; Chipman, 1996; Dowker, 1996). In addition, there are role differences (e.g. generally 

women are more likely to stay at honie and look after children than men). It is clear that any 

gender-related differences are likely to be veiy complex involving many factors. [Pgr a fuller 

discussion of possible gender differences, readers are referred to Brannon (1996) and Geary 

(1996).] With such a weight of evidence, it was expected to see some gender differences. 

However, given the debate over gender issues, the inconsistencies between different works 

and the interpretations of their results, it was not clear how any gender differences would 

manifest themselves. 

Cognitive differences at the individual level were expected with some people being more 

oriented towards planning tasks than others and, that people will have different 'future views' 

(Waddington 1977, pi85). However, it was unclear what these different plarming orientations 

would constitute and particularly how far into the future people plan for. 

Age differences were also expected, given the 'common perception' that younger people are 

more 'rash' and spontaneous, with older people being more conservative and more inclined to 

plan. However, it was unclear how much this 'common perception' would actually hold true 

for planning activities. In addition, given the age bias of the panel, it was expected that issues 

more pertinent to older people (e.g. retirement related issues) would be more in evidence. 

Common planning items, such as holidays and retirement/pensions, were expected, though it 

was unclear what would constitute a full list of items planned for and the relative distribution 

of these items. 

6.4 Analysis of survey responses 

An initial list and analysis of cited plarmed items along with the overall relative occurrences 

of these items are displayed in the first two columns of Table 6.1. In addition, the 3rd and 4th 

columns show the relative proportions of cited planning items for males and females 

respectively. Overall, females cited a slightly higher number of planning items per 

respondent (2.8 per response for females and 2.3 for males), which may indicate that females 

are involved in more planning activities than males. However, this sort of firequency data 

should be treated with caution as there may well be other influences which could account for 
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any differences. For instance, other studies have shown that females may have a better 

affinity for writing than males (Brannon 1996), so the fbmale respondents may have recorded 

more items but may not actually plan for more items. 

Cited Items % of Total Cited 
Items 

% of M a l e Cited 
Items 

% of Female 
Cited Items 

Holidays 24 21 25 

Social Events 15 I l - • ' - 16 

Financial 11 l s 10 

Dailv Activities 8 7 8 

Work Related 6 6 6 

Retirement 5 8 5 

Home Improvements 5 5 5 

Death/Wills 5 6 5 

Christmas 5 4 5 

Birthdays 3 3 3 

Moving House 3 3 3 

Gardening 3 4 2 

Large Items of Expenditure 2 1 2 

Anniversaries 2 1 2 

Dentists/Doctors 2 1 2 

Others 1 3 1 

Planning for a Family 1 0 1 

Total 101 

(not 100, due to 
rounding errors) 

9 9 

(not 100, due to 
rounding errors) 

100 

Table 6.1: Distr ibution of cited p lanning items 
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In addition, not all respondents cited items that they planned for, indeed some were adamant 

that they do not plan. The most frequent planning item cited for both males and females was 

'holidays'. The second and third pfaces were reversed for males and females: 'Social 

Activities' was the second most listed item for females and 'Financial' was third; whereas for 

males 'Financial' second and 'Social Activities' third. In addition, females cited a higher 

proportion of 'holidays' and 'social activities'. It seems the females fi-om this sample were 

more involved in organizing and planning holidays and social activities than the males. -

An examination of 'how far into the future people plan' proves interesting. For 'holidays', the 

most cited item, replies on how long into the future varied f rom just a few days or weeks to 

several years. However, a more typical representation is that people generally start to think 

about holidays 6 to 12 months in advance and book the holidays 3 to 9 months in advance. 

The Christmas and New Year period is a watershed time for some people, i.e. they can't start 

to think about holidays until Christmas is over. Relatively few people had longer than a 12 

months' future-view for holidays, and where this occurred it was usually a special holiday 

(e.g. a 3 week visit to Australia). 'Holiday' was also an interesting item as several people 

wrote that the time-frame for planning holidays was effectively prescribed for them, e.g. they 

needed to book specific times off work within a holiday rota. 

People seem less able to deal with long-term plans. Even with 'planners', long-term planning 

is a problem: V/M a / o r fAg /w/wre. q / 

/o (/o 7 mrg/y /w/YAgr ' (H2784, a 48 year old aid 

worker in Oxford). This did not seem to be age dependent, but the topic of planning was. For 

example, older people were more focused on planning for retirement or burial arrangements. 

People generally planned in different ways for different activities. The closer to an event then 

the more detailed the planning became, as the following demonstrates: 

7^ZaM fAg ywfwrg fgaZZy 0/7 aygit; j'caZej. 

a wee/: 

5'Z/gArZy Zgj-j cZoj'g, j'̂ /ZZ /a/rZy (Zg/̂ a/Zec/ ̂ ZoMMZ/ig .yocz'oZ 
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jy) owf/mg zTM ôrfaMr ancf /g/j'z^re acf/v/r/e^ -

qp7'ox./}/c/ o^'gar a/zeoaf. 

^ Kierx vagz^g /ong rgz-ZM jp/oMj''- /z^g gvgMfua/ rĝ zV-g/MeMf ....:. 

7%g c/ojgr .rAorr a W /Mgcfmm ^ g r o z a z - g v/'W m m}; occz^pa/zoM .... Mor q/zo/cg 6z/r 

Mgcgj'j'zz)/' (C2256, male, 49, Teacher from Birmingham) 

The responses discussing long-term plans were consistent with responses to the third question 

'what does the Millennium mean to you?'. Very few responses (2) addressed the Millennium 

as a /?grj'oW long-term planning event (i.e. booking a holiday or activity to 

celebrate/coincide with the event). Most that did respond to the question focused on the 

suitability or otherwise of the Millermium dome. Others discussed the Millennium as being 

the start of another new year (e.g. a new begirming, hoping it would be better than the last). A 

few discussed when the start of the Millennium would take place (e.g. 1/1/2000 or 1/1/2001). 

However, for the majority of these respondents, 'two years' was outside their 'future view' 

for personal planning activity associated with the Millennium. 

The descriptions of respondents seemed to fall into that of 'planners' or 'non-planners', with a 

little over half of respondents explicitly classifying themselves as one or the other. This 

seemed to be irrespective of age and gender. It was interesting to note that some people 

classed themselves as 'planners' but described fairly spontaneous activity. The reverse was 

also true, with people classifying themselves as non-planners yet describing some fairly 

detailed planning activities (albeit, in the short term). There may be proportionally slightly 

more females classing themselves as non-plarmers yet describing some fairly involved 

planning tasks. The concept of planner or non-planner is open to a certain amount of 

subjectivity. 

Some examples of responses from the 'planners':-

7 a/M an zMvergrafg jo/aMMgr anaf M^orfz'gr j'o / 6z/?z a/zgac ,̂ 6g zf 

/zoẑ r, A/ygMfy /zoz /̂'j' or f/zg Mgxr vt/ggA: or /?70M//z. ... ZTzg o/tŝ gr / gg^ f/zg morg / 

a W y b r / z n a M C z a / ^rovz.yzoM/or f/zg rn/z/zgAf }'garj' a/zg^^/ anaf r/zz'j' z-y /Mj)/ mam arga 

q//oMg ĝr/Tz ... / / z W zY vg/]/ (fz^czz/r go wzY/z r/zg /Zow, jzvJf 

/gf̂ zMg f/zzMgj' /zap^gM.' (M1593, 51year old male, Technical person in the oil industry, 

based in London and Aberdeen) 
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7 ybr r A g . . . /coMMor /z've cfqy. /Mgg f̂ gooZ.y fAmgj' 

fo /ooA;ybmvarcf or ^rr/vg fow/ar^^. 7%z.y a/wcr)/^ 6geM rAg ca^'g.' (S2813, female, 29, 

Television Producer from Devon) - ' 

7 ro Gj' yar mfo rAg /wrwrg 7 can, a j 7 ^/o» Y /zA;g i/Mcgrmrnfy, a/woy^ 

fo ^ o w M/Aar z'j' /za^gnmg' (S221, 41 year old male. Writer from Watford) 

'7 /;& fo ^ow, /gaj'f /^rov/j/oMa/Zy, wAor 7 a/n gomg /̂ o 6g (/omg a cowp/g q//Monf/zj' 

a/zgac/. 7 <7oM Y /zA:g jw/prz'j'gj' 7 Aa/̂ g 6gmg /wgc^^re a6owr /j' gomg /o Aô ppg/? 

m fAgyi/fwrg' (B2638, female. Learning Resource officer from Manchester) 

'f/aMMmg, wor^mg owf w/Aar /o ggfybr r/zg Mgx/" /Mga/, /'j a Mor/Mo/ acr/vz/)/ antf 7 

Am ĝ Zz&<7 /Amgj m orcfgr ... TTzẑ j' z'j' a j^grj'OMo/ /AzYzg. /M)/ /org wz/g 

Mgvgr /̂aMMg(7, Mgygr y?/g(7 aM /̂r/zzMg }'gr /̂zg /» Agr ow n̂ wczy orgoMz.yg(7 aM(7 

a j a rgjzz/f, yar /Morg fAon 7M/z7/' (S2246, male retired Teacher from Northants) 

'7 g/yo}'̂ /(7MMZMg a W /ooA;z«gybrM/a7'(7... z Y j q / r / z e ê y'o}'/MgMr q/f/zg gvgM ,̂ gvgz? ^ 

zY Mgvgf AqppgMjybr j'o/Mg rga^'o/i' (C2091, female retired librarian from Eastbourne) 

Some examples of responses firom 'non-planners':-

'.../zvg ybr ;'o<7a}' ... /^6owr /'Ag on/y jc/aMMzYzg 7 /zavg coM^czowj'/y <7oMg z'j' To /?z// ;M_y 

(/g/zyg/y Mofgj' ZM fAg rz'gA/̂  orc^gr aM<7yz«(7 owf iî /zgrg an wM^owM (fg/z'vg^y ̂ ozYz/ zj. 5'o 7 

j ' z ^ o j g f/zg /^rgcz'j'g amwgr /o Âg g'wgj'fzoM zj 2̂ ^ /zozzr^.' (R470, male, a retired driver 

from Basildon) 

7 (:/zj'/zA:g /7/aMMZMg vg/]/ / a r oAga f̂ /o r f/zmg^, /Morg /Aazi o cowp/g q / 

j'gg/Mj'yZzr fooyar a/zga^/' (B1426, male, a School Science Technician from Bracknell) 

Y/gar fAg Fzzrwrg. 7yzM(7 zY zYMpoj'j'z6/g f o / o r rAgy r̂z/zz'g ... 7r'j' z/Mpoj'6̂ z'6/g / o -

7<7oMY Afzoiv w/zG/̂  wzZ/ /zq^Tpgn' (D2664, female, recent graduate based in Bristol) 
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7 COMy'wj'r ge/ /o /Ag gnaf q/"foGfoy rg/Mg/M^ermg everx /Amg /'vg go/ /o 

Evgn ro/MOfrow z'j VO^'ga/'j' mv6^. ... / / jAow/^/ rAmA: ^/an oAgoâ , onaf/Aavg 

fo ybr /My yo^j', 6wf qpa/T ̂ o/A /Aar, ywj/ ggr /Mg fAz-o' p/goj'g' (A1706, female, 

artist from Shoreham by Sea) - ' 

V Aavg Mgvgr - 6w/ Mgvgr - p/oMMg /̂ /b/- fAg /wrwrg cri' zY z.9 a rAa/ Aoj' jo/Mgrz/ngj-

cawj'gcf /Mg coMcez-M, q / cawjg/j'zcy / Aavg a/^o /-eac/zg^f f/zg agg î /Ag/i Mor/zmg o/? 

gar/A COM /MoAg /Mg w/zo/̂  gvg/- z\y j'gMj'z6/g ... / OM/y /zvgybr (T2459, male, a 

retired Railway clerk firom Birkenhead) 

7 /gMcf ro Mor p/oM vg/;y zMfo r/zg /wrwrg, 6ecoz/j'€ / o/M o 6zr q / a'ybraZzjf 

OMf̂f gjtpgc/̂  OMy ZoMg-fgr/M/7/aMj' /o 6g wpj'g/... /ygg/ jor/'}'ybr j7gqp/g vv/zo Aovg /opZo/i 

rAgz'/- /zygj" a /oMg rz/Mg o/zgo(/, z/̂  /̂ogj'MY o//ovi; ybr /Mẑ c/z jpoM/o/zgzYy ZM Zz/g (/ogj' zY.̂ " 

(C2053, female, 44 year old chartered librarian from Norwich) 

' / (^OMV J9/0/Z V g / y yZz/" ZM/O f A g ywrMZ-g OMC^ /gMt / To /gf" eVgM^J /Agz'/" OWM COZV/'j'g, 

Z / M / z A : g / M y w A o Z z ^ J ' / O / ? / O M o / z g o ^ f O M O ^ w / z a f W g Y g g O Z M g / o c f o ^ O / M O M g 

wggA; /o f/zg of/zg/"' (G2134, retired civil servant from London) 

A summary of the overall responses for planners and non-planners is contained in table 6.2. 

Planners Non-planners 

Need to plan. 
Use lists and diaries. 

Don't like changes to plans and can be 
stressed when changes take place. 

Like spontaneity. 
Happy to 'go with the f low' . 
Difficult to consider things long-term. 

Can be stressed when conf ined to a prescribed 
plan. 

Tab le 6.2: S u m m a r y of p l anne r / non-p lanner character is t ics 

In addition, female non-planner responses seemed more fatalistic, expecting longer term 

plans to be unsuccessful. 
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The responses indicated that there was a fiill range of combinations of 'planners' and 'non-

planners' within marriages and partnerships. Sometimes it seemed to be role-filling activities 

within partnerships, where one of the partners (male or female) assumed the role of'planner'. 

The mixed combinations, as shown in S224'6,'G2134 responses, that opposite,planning 

orientations can work together very well, but that it takes work and communication: 

commwnicafmg owr ancf Aopg^ ancf ygar^ fo gacA of/ier' (B1215, 

female, 44, shop supervisor from Plymouth). 

There were a few cases of m^or events'blinding-out'other events: 

pfgj'gM^ wg arg p/annrng yar mfo fAg ywfwre wg org movmg Aoi/̂ g m a 

a W j'o owr z'j' on a jAorf f̂ gr/M jca/g' (D2123, female, 

bookshop manager from Isle of Man). 

Planning activities and approaches to planning are affected by external events: 

'6gmg /oMg-rgz-TM .... /g/'vg Zz/fZg fo f/zgywrwrg a W /wa^g noywfwre 

' (K2721, male, former NHS administrator from Bognor Regis) 

jgr rAgj'g g^wgj'fzow fwo yga/-.; ago, my oMJwgrj' wow/af Aavg 6ggM vg^y 

...̂ Ag yar/M of fAg fop f/zg pagg zj a cZwg. 6gmg a 

^/-o&zcgr /op /po^/ wg org now/ jfzY/pro^fwcgrj- q / fop ybot/ MO 

coA^c/gMcg m ...' (H1820, female, 42, farmer from Cornwall). 

'Stress' is directly mentioned in some of the responses, particularly when external events are 

introduced outside of the respondent's control. Stress-was also raised when a mismatch 

between a planning activity and individual's planning orientation arose, for instance, when a 

'planner' unexpectedly had to change plans or when a 'non-planner' had to conform to and 

contribute to some prescriptive plan. Control issues came up in several places, notably when 

describing how people planned. 

The most popular aids to support planning activities were diaries (including calendars and 

wall charts) and lists (including mental lists and lists of lists). The most ardent of planners 
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invariably used lists. Indeed, it seemed that for some they derived more than cognitive 

support from lists: 

7 m e /ee/ /Moz-S .ygci/z-e. UMCgrram wor/cf / /eg/ /'ve gof a grzp 

wy /zj-rj are wp m /r ' j yb/- AMÔg Vmporranr ro me fAan Ĝ OMg' 

(S2207, female, 45, writer from Brighton). 

There are clear comparisons here with the 'social defence' activity and 'transitional objects' 

discussed in section 5.3. It is also interesting to note the large number (approximately 30) of 

techniques based on list (and matrix) representation in appendix A. This is consistent with 

Boland and Greenberg's (1988) work indicating people draw upon previous and familiar 

experiences to address new situations. People 'generally' use lists to address planning 

activity and many techniques are based on lists. 

The bias towards the older population gave some concerns before the survey was distributed. 

However, after analysing the responses, the older perspective proved useful as a guide to how 

people change their views on planning over time. Several older respondents did reflect on 

how their planning activities changed over time. However, this was typically a change in the 

focus of planning attention, such as planning for retirement, rather than changing their 

planning orientation. Some respondents explicitly stated that they were 'always' planners or 

non-planners. There were a few examples where respondents seemed to have changed 

planning orientation. In the few examples given, this was when some event occurred, such as 

when a couple gets married and one of the partners assumes the plarming responsibility. 

6.5 Planners and non-planners 

Overall, /p/aMMgri' seem to be focused on planning goals and sub-goals. Indeed, seem 

to actually 'need' to have clear goals and plans, both as a cognitive support and an emotional 

support, f/GMMgr.y use planning aids such as diaries and lists. Planners seem to have a longer 

future horizon, typically 12 months or more. f/a/YMgrj' seem to take pleasure in planning 

tasks, such as generating lists and lists of lists, even if the plans do not turn out as expected, 

f/oMMgrj find it stressful if plans change and, generally do not like spontaneity. The reverse 

is true for who like spontaneity, find it stressful sticking to rigid plans and have 

a shorter planning horizon. 
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6.5.1 Synergies and mismatches between planning profiles 

By applying the characteristics of plaimers and non-planners to information, systems 

development, some possible synergies and mismatches between planning profiles can be 

deduced: 

Possible synergies 

* Match planning task to individuals. This would require identifying 'plarmers' and 

'non-planners'. It may also involve getting the right mix of planners and non-plarmers 

involved in the task. 

* Use list and/or diary based techniques. These are what people are most likely to 

have used in previous planning experiences. Failing that, people will need to be 

in using other techniques. 

* Be up-front in that some plans, particularly long-term plans, may not turn out as 

expected. There is an expectation, certainly from the non-planners, that long-term 

plans will not work out. 

* Employ older people for planning tasks, particularly those who have experience of 

plaiming activities such as holidays, social activities, financial and everyday life 

activities. There is a wealth of plaiming experience to be made use of 

Possible mismatches/barriers 

* Allocating a planning task to a 'non-plarmer' could be stressful to the individual. 

Excessive stress can be harmful and affect the individuaFs performance (Atkinson 

1994; Fletcher 1991). The same applies when 'planners' are put in spontaneous 

situations. 
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* Encountering m^or changes to a planned task is also likely to be stressful, 

particularly for planners. 

* People need some control over the itenis they are planning. The study shgwed that 

lack of control over planning items lead to considerable stress for some people. 

* The Planning Horizon (PH) for most people is one year, with many people having a 

PH considerably less than that. This could cause problems when information system 

developments require planning activity spanning more than a year. Developers, 

managers and users may need training to address longer PHs. 

Other results include the existence of some gender differences in planning activities which 

are relevant to information systems development, management and use: Females may be 

more involved, and so more experienced in planning tasks. This may influence selection 

practice particularly favouring mature females returning to work. 

6.6 Developing value functions for planners and non-planners 

From the plarming profiles described above it is possible to deduce some key value function 

attributes f o r a n d Figure 6.1 represents the value functions of 

and 
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Value funct ion for p lanners 

Reference point planners 

Reference plane 

Reference point non-planners V 
b2 

V a l u e funct ion for non-planners 

F igure 6.1: Value function of planners and non-planners 

In figure 6.1, ' a l ' and ' bT represents the loss values and gain values i b r a n d , 'a2 ' 

and 'b2' represent the loss values and gain values for noM-p/aMMgrj' respectively. 

Reference point attributes: 

are likely to be more goal-driven, needing explicit goals and sub goals. In 

Heath et al's (1999) study it was shown that goals function as reference points and 

that goals can alter people's behaviour consistent with the value function. f/aMMer.y 

are therefore likely to have goal-orientated reference points, where decisions will be 

considered in terms of deviation from previously defined goals and plans. 

are likely to have less goal-orientated reference points. Indeed, non-p/aMner.; 

may view deviations from predefined plans in a completely different light to that of 

f a n d will consider decisions from different reference 

points. Further, it is likely that these reference points will be on different reference 

planes. 
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Loss aversion attributes: 

//oM-pZoMMe/'j' are more open to surprises and non-plamied events. Planned events for 

some MOM-p/oMMgrj vyere stressful. This may imply that are more risk 

seeking and prepared to consider gambles. This would result in a less lopsided 'S ' 

shaped value function than for losses will loom higher for than for 

Diminishing sensitivity attributes: 

f s e e m to have a longer future view, or plarming horizon than 

In addition, plarmers are more able to consider long-term plans by breaking the plans 

down into goals and sub goals. The implications being that, would be more 

sensitive to changes in values fiirther away from the reference point than MOM-

jp/GMMgrj'. This would result in flatter value fimctions for MOM-p/aMMgrj'. 

6.7 Summary 

This chapter has examined key features of prospect theory's value function, including 

reference point, loss aversion and diminishing sensitivity attributes. Analysing the results of a 

survey on planning activity, conducted through the Mass Observation Archive, enabled 

distinct plarming profiles to be developed for and Mon-p/aMMgrj'. These planning 

profiles were further applied to value function's features resulting in distinct value functions 

for and This informs- understanding on how uncertainty within 

information systems development is addressed at the individual level. 

The next chapter focuses on the two-phase process described in prospect theory. 
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7.1 Introduction 

. 
Previous chapters have applied different aspects of prospect theory to dealing w i ± 

uncertainty within information systems development. Chapter 5 examined a range of 

development techniques considering them as having visual, 'language', and 

paradigm/process characteristics. This classification of techniques was then applied to 

prospect theory's indicating how different types of technique are likely to 

influence problem cognition (understanding). Chapter 6 examined prospect theory's 'S ' 

shaped Wwe /i/Mcr/oM in greater detail and applied it to information systems development by 

focusing on planning activities, a core response to addressing uncertain situations. Chapter 6 

also described a survey, conducted through the Mass Observation Archive (MOA), used to 

develop two planning profiles, and MOM-p/aMMgA". These two profiles were then 

considered in terms of prospect theory's value function, resulting in two discrete value 

functions representing the characteristics of planners and non-planners. 

This chapter examines the two-phase decision process implied by prospect theory 

(Kahneman and Tversky 1979, p274). In prospect theory it is argued that the first phase 

consists of preliminary analysis and editing, while in the second phase the evaluation takes 

place and the best 'prospect' chosen. This chapter examines aspects of 'process' in decision-

making by focusing on to cope with inconsistencies and uncertainties within 

information systems development. Drav\dng upon other works, a model of strategies to deal 

with inconsistencies and uncertainties is developed. This is then informed with empirical 

work based on developers' written diaries. The enhanced model is then contrasted with the 

two-phase process implied by prospect theory. 

Firstly, this chapter examines the relationship between inconsistencies and uncertainties 

within information systems development. Drawing from a variety of fields, existing works on 

coping strategies are then examined and combined into an initial descriptive framework. This 

framework is applied to information systems development resulting in some limitations being 

identified, particularly with respect to joroce.yj' and within the 

development environment. Requirements for testing and enhancing the framework are 
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discussed and an investigative study is described based on an initial postal survey and a more 

substantial study using developers' written diaries. 

The postal survey had two functions, firstly to get an initial ' feel ' for the type of strategies 

used within information systems development and secondly to identify participants for the 

diary study. The diary study involved developers maintaining a written diary over a period of 

between two to four weeks. In all, over 190 days of development activity are recorded where 

developers typically indicate main tasks undertaken, problems encountered and how the 

problems were addressed. 

The diaries proved a rich source of information on development activity and the content of 

these are used to inform the initial descriptive framework with elements of process and 

group/social interaction. The enhanced framework represents a model of the strategies to deal 

with uncertainty and inconsistency within a development environment. It details available 

strategies to address uncertainty/inconsistency and describes iterative and interactive 

processes. Though the enhanced framework details a range of likely strategies to deal with 

uncertain situations, there are limitations, particularly in identifying influences on choice of 

strategy. Existing literature, and the diary data, indicate that a set of meta rules, or rules about 

rules, are at play influencing strategy choice. To get a fuller understanding of the influences 

on choice of strategy we are drawn back to prospect theory, which provides further 

refinement to the framework. 

The final framework represents strategies to deal with uncertainty and inconsistency within a 

development environment including the complex processes based on group/social 

interactions and meta rules which influences choice of strategy. The final framework is re-

applied to the diary data and checked for consistency. The chapter concludes with a 

discussion of and comparison with prospect theory's two-phase decision process. 

7.2 Focus on inconsistency resolving strategies 

As discussed in chapter 1, there are many definitions and perspectives on uncertainty, and 

this thesis addresses a variety of aspects of uncertainty. When considering development 
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activity itself (e.g. analysis of requirements, design, etc.) one particular aspect of uncertainty 

plays a prominent role, that of mcowzj'reMcy. For instance, an information system is likely to 

have a variety of different stakeholders with differing perspectives and requirements (e.g. 

Avison and Fitzgerald 1995). The analyst is thus faced with much uncertainty over 

interpreting and identifying important requirements for the final system. In practice, the 

analyst will be involved with sorting out 'inconsistent' requirements or descriptions of 

requirements. Dealing with inconsistency is a major part of development activity and 

underlying the inconsistencies are elements of uncertainty. This is supported by Flynn and 

Warhurst's (1994) empirical study into the requirement validation process, which found that 

90% of respondents cited detection and resolution of incpnsistency as a major problem and 

task. As Flynn (1992) states in an earlier work, '/f z'j CO/M/MOM yb/- cffj'ag/'gg 

(pi53), uncertainty about requirements (and other aspects of development) will often 

transpire as some form of inconsistency. 

In addition, the term 'inconsistency' is (probably) a better understood and used concept in 

information systems development than 'uncertainty'. For instance. Brooks (1982) in the 

influential TMan-zMOMf/z states ' / mfggrzYy ('j' fAe /MOj'r 

//MpoA-raMf coMj'zWgmf/OM m (p42), by which Brooks means having one, 

consistent, design. Many development processes are associated with generating one 

consistent set of requirements, design or programs. Indeed, whole development methods may 

have explicit tasks revolving around identifying and resolving inconsistencies. For instance, 

SSADM (Downs et al. 1988) has explicit activity checking for consistency between 

requirements, design etc. Within development processes, inconsistencies are made more 

explicit than uncertainties. 

There are similarities between risk and uncertainty and between inconsistency and 

uncertainty. Killworth (2000), when examining soldiers' responses to risk and uncertainty in 

Northern Ireland used Knight's (1921) distinction between risk and uncertainty: risk is 

measurable whereas uncertainty is immeasurable. Inconsistency, like risk, has explicit or 

measurable characteristics. 
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Inconsistency is encountered in most human activity and seems to be part of our everyday 

lives, enabling learning processes and giving 'spurs to action' (Gabbay and Hunter. 1991). 

From a developer's perspective, addressing inconsistency in requirements enables better 

understanding about the requirements and gives itnpetus to actions (i.e. tasks, suchss finding 

more information). 

As discussed in chapter 1, inconsistency and uncertainty, though having a close relationship 

and sometimes used synonymously, are not the same. A focus on inconsistency will not 

identify all the elements of uncertainty with information systems development. However, 

given the 'spur to action' and other elements, focusing on .inconsistency is likely to provide a 

mechanism to examine much development activity associated with underlying uncertainties. 

From this discussion four things arise: 

* Inconsistencies within information systems development can be considered as a 

manifestation of some underlying uncertainty. 

« Inconsistencies are more likely to be explicitly described than uncertainties. 

* Addressing uncertainty, particularly inconsistencies, is an important learning exercise 

(such as better understanding of requirements). 

* Inconsistencies are usually a 'spur to action', and examining these actions will 

provide a mechanism with which to monitor how people address the underlying 

uncertainty. 

Focusing on development activity and tasks associated with dealing with inconsistencies vyill 

give a window on how uncertainty within information systems development is addressed. To 

do this requires an examination of the range of responses, or resolving to 

inconsistencies. The next section will examine existing works on resolving strategies to 

inconsistency, collating them into an initial framework. This will provide a tool with which to 

examine development activity directly related to inconsistency resolution and the underlying 

uncertainty. 
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7.3 Initial descriptive framework: Coping strategies for inconsistency/ uncertainty 

This section examines existing works on coping strategies to inconsistencies/uncer^inty and 

combines these strategies into an initial descriptive framework. 

Humans are generally fairly good at dealing with inconsistency: From a very early age we are 

able to identify and deal with inconsistency (Ferguson et al. 1985) and we encounter 

inconsistencies in everyday life, work and science. Given this, it is unsurprising that there are 

a variety of fields that look at aspects of inconsistency, resolution, including psychology, 

decision sciences, artificial intelligence (AI) and software engineering. The works themselves 

mainly fall into two categories: experimental studies in controlled conditions and theoretical 

and experiential propositions. However, there are relatively few works which examine the 

inconsistency resolution within complex real-life applications, such as the development of 

information systems. 

There have been several controlled enviroimient studies of how people identify and deal with 

inconsistency. Some studies examined time aspects of inconsistency, or 'temporally 

inconsistency', where people make changes to previously made plans without receiving any 

new information (Strotz 1956). Effectively people are not consistent over time and will 

change their minds on what they want. Kockerlakota (1996) examined 'temporally 

inconsistency' for macro economic games. 

Some of the literature, particularly from the psychology and cognitive psychology fields, 

examine how we learn from inconsistencies. As Ferguson et al. (1985), observe: 

/Ag g/vgn To Aow a fwo or /Morg 

To /Morg cAanggj'm a cogMzY/vg jy.yfg/M' 

They also observe that most of the attention is on adults dealing with inconsistency and argue 

that '/gj'j' Aaj' 6ggM gzvĝ ? /o Aovv gjig^gngncg^/ arg rgj'o/vga^ 6}" cA/Vc/rgM'. 

Their study, examining conflict and inconsistency resolution in children, found that some 
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aspects of resolution are age dependent, while others, such as the of resolving 

inconsistencies/conflict, are less age dependent. We are able to deal with inconsistencies 

from an early age and the manner, or "approach, to address inconsistencies seems stable from 

an early age. ' ' 

A few studies have identified a 'pragmatic' approach (i.e. disregard or ignore less relevant 

aspects of information) to deal with inconsistency. For instance, Ganzach (1994) examined 

undergraduate students making group judgements using uncertain and inconsistent 

information. Ganzach used the term disjunctive strategies to describe the notion that some 

information is disregarded: 

/j" ... z'j' OM j'ome 

ajpgcfj- q / ajpecfj' az-g, fo j-omg gxfgMf /gMorg^.'(Ganzach 

1994). 

Explicit in Ganzach's study is some process involved in identifying which information to 

take note of and which to ignore: Applying a higher set of rules to the inconsistent situation. 

This notion of a 'higher set of rules supports previous work by Wyer (1970). 

Fazlollahi and Tanniru (1991), in a mainly theoretical study based around requirement 

identification of information systems, identify using consensus seeking procedures to resolve 

equivocal (i.e. inconsistent) situations. [They take this further by suggesting a framework for 

requirement determination methodology based on the amount of uncertainty and equivocality 

inherent in the problem being addressed.] The consensus seeking procedures discussed by 

Fazlollahi and Tanniru revolve around group activity. This has similarities with the revzewj', 

or suggested by Fagan (1976) in a mainly experiential work. Fagan's work, 

based within the information systems field, involves a group of developers critically 

examining each code or design item, the emphasis being on identifying any possible errors, 

inconsistencies or problems and resolving them. The reviews were mainly aimed at the 

design and code activities though they have been used at other stages of development. 
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In Janis and Mann's Conflict Theory of decision-making (1977), which focuses on the stress 

generated by difGcult and potentially threatening decisions, f ive coping patterns are identified 

(Mann etal. 1997): 

* - decision maker ignores information about risk and 

continues present course of action. 

* cAaMgg - the decision maker uncritically adopts whichever new course 

of action is most salient or most strongly recommended. 

* - the decision maker escapes conflict by procrastinating, 

shifting responsibility to someone else or constructing rationalizations. 

* - the decision maker searches firantically for a way out of dikmmas 

and seizes upon hastily contrived or 'panic' solutions. 

* - the decision maker clarifies objectives, canvases alternatives and 

relevant information before a decision is made. 

According to the conflict model, vigilance is the only coping pattern that allows 'sound and 

rational' decision making. 

The first two of these coping patterns have similarities with Ganzach's pragmatic approaches. 

Conflict Theory concentrates on the psychological stress at an level when a person 

is in a situation. In such situations it is assumed that the individual is concerned 

about losses of reputation, self-esteem or of personal, social or material losses. 

A more comprehensive set of responses, and also related to the information systems field, 

have been suggested by Gabbay and Hunter (1991), in another mainly theoretical and 

descriptive work. The focus of their work is on AI rules for coping with inconsistent data in 

databases. They argue that inconsistency is usually considered undesirable, but in fact it 

should be considered as mostly a 'good' thing: inconsistency can be read as signals to take 

internal or external actions, or to invoke procedures to enable different views to exist 

concurrently, or to activate or deactivate other rules (pi9). They show how contradictory 

information seems to be part of our lives (p25) and give examples of inconsistency situations 

along with discussion on some corresponding coping strategies. They classify inconsistency 

according to the appropriate that is required and develop a descriptive &amework. The 
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'mfgMfzoM q / yra/MeworA; ;.y fo ggMgroZ q / rea^OMmg vv/fA mcom/^rgMf 

' when developing intelligent databases. The actions, or strategies, identified in 

their framework roughly correspond to their examples. 

1) Learning action - resulting in some form of revision of information. 

2) Information acquisition action - seeking further information to reconcile an 

inconsistency 

3) Inconsistency removal action - adopting strategies for resolving an inconsistency 

such as localizing (isolating) the inconsistency, adopting some belief revision or some 

other means of resolving the inconsistency. 

4) Inference preference action - or preferring one set of information over others. In 

the example, this corresponded to deferring or refusing to use new input until a later 

date and keeping options open. In another example, one set of data was used for one 

situation while another (inconsistent) set of data was used for another situation. 

5) Argumentation action - using the inconsistency as the focus for fiirther dialogue. In 

the example this resulted in building up a case for argument. 

(From Gabbay and Hunter 1991,p30) 

[Note: Gabbay and Hunter actually list up to 6 strategies but only explicitly include 5 

- either one of the intended strategies is missed from the paper or their numbering is 

at error.] 

The first two can be considered as 'resolving' strategies, the next two as 'living with' 

strategies. The final strategy could be classed as a separate type with elements of deferring 

judgement and building up an argument. 

Other interesting aspects of their work include: 

/gZ/mg one Aovy acr w/zgM arz'j'gj' 

This has similarities with Ganzach's (1994) and Wyer's (1970) higher set of rules discussed 

earlier. Gabbay and Hunter (1991) discuss a similar process and call it applying 'meta-rules' 

to inconsistent situations: 
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'TTzere j'gg/Mj' fo a Az'gmrcA}' q/'/ w/gj' mvo/vg<:f m /'afzoMoZ/zMg mcow/.yrgMC}'. 

6^/Ag ybz-m wAgM coMfA-oG /̂ĉ o^ fV r̂/MA/zoM /j' /"gcgfvgG^ o6owf y4, r/zgM 6̂ 0 ̂  jgg/Mgaf ro 

6g wj'g(:f coM ŷfaM/Zy. 2%g.yg org A/efa-ru/gj', ig . rw/gj' a6owf /-w/g.y.' 

Generally, studies based on controlled experiments focus on a limited set of strategies to 

address inconsistency/uncertainty, whereas ± e more descriptive and theoretical works 

embrace a wider set of strategies. The next section combines the identified strategies. 

7.4 The descriptive framework 

This initial firamework builds on Gabbay and Hunter's (1991) descriptive framework, adding 

the expected responses identified in other works. As in Gabbay and Hunter's framework, 

inconsistency is classified according to the appropriate action that is taken. Table 7.1 contains 

a combined list of coping strategies. 

Coping responses L i t e r a t u r e / F i e l d 

Resolving 
strategies 

Learning - cognitive transformation, 
using the inconsistency to learn more 
about the situation 

Gabbay and Hunter's 'Learning action', conflict 
theory. Cognitive Psychology 

Collect further information Gabbay and Hunter's 'Information acquisition', 

conflict theory's 'Vigilance 

Group discussion / review Pagan (similar to the previous two, however 

resolved as a group activity) 

Living-with 
strategies 

Accommodate multiple options Aspects of Gabbay and Hunter's 'Inconsistency 

removal ' 

Pragmatic - ignore some (least relevant) 
aspects 

Gabbay and Hunter's ' Inference preference' , 
also Ganzach's and Wyer's pragmatic 
approaches and conflict theory's 'Unconvicted 
adherence ' and 'Unconvicted change' 

Deferring judgement - either in time or to 
someone else 

Conflict theory's 'defensive avoidance', and 

Gabbay and Hunter's keeping-options-open 

aspect o f ' Inference preference' 

Hyper-vigilance Panic - hastily selected option Conflict theory's 'Hyper vigilance' 

Argumentation Argumentation Gabbay and Hunter's 'Argumentation action' 

Tab le 7.1 Initial f r a m e w o r k of inconsistency coping strategies 
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As discussed, these works imply a process that involves applying-some Meta rules to decide 

on an appropriate strategy. Figure 7.1 represents the deduced process. 

Inconsistency identification 

Apply meta rule: 
Analyse inconsistency, 
Choose coping strategy 

Resolving strategies Living-with strategies Hyper-vigilance Argumentation 
strategies strategies 

Figure 7.1: Initial process of coping with inconsistency 

The existing works do not indicate likely frequency data on particular responses (i.e. how 

often a particular strategy is likely to be selected), though some works discuss likely 

conditions for particular responses (e.g. stressful situations for Hyper-vigilance strategies). 

7.4.1 Applying the initial f ramework to IS I) 

The initial framework, based on existing literature, indicates there are a range of possible 

strategies to address inconsistent situations, and a process involving selection of appropriate 

strategy. However, it is not clear whether these strategies and process are relevant to 

information systems development. To validate this framework for information systems 

development, two things are required: 

1) Show that all the strategies suggested in the framework are used within information 

systems development. 
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2) Show that all the strategies used within information systems development correspond 

to those in the framework. 

If example(s) of each strategy suggested by the R-amework can be found within inkrmation 

systems development then the first criterion can be met. Frequency data would not be needed 

to validate the framework on the first criterion, though it would offer enhancement to the 

fi-amework. The second criterion is more problematic in that it would require examining a 

representative sample of information system development projects and checking that only 

those strategies in the framework are used. This would be difficult (if not impossible) to 

achieve given that there would be problems in identifyir^ a truly representative sample of 

developments (e.g. it would require identifying all the different types of developments and 

the fi-equency of each type) and it would involve resources outside the scope of this research 

project (e.g. monitoring all development activity on a large number of development projects). 

However, one can take a developmental approach and enhance the initial framework when 

new strategies or aspects of process are identified. Such an enhanced firamework would not 

necessarily be able to claim wide-scale applicability, but would provide a base from which to 

develop a robust framework. 

The method for validating the initial framework is described in the next section. 

7.5 Research method 

A mixed method was chosen for this study consisting of an initial postal survey and a diary 

study. The postal survey had two functions, firstly to get an initial 'feel' for the type of 

strategies used within information systems development and secondly to identify participants 

for the diary study. The diary study involved developers maintaining a written diary over a 

period of time. The aims of the study were to identify the range of strategies to address 

uncertainty used within information systems development (with which to validate and 

enhance the initial framework) and to inform the framework v/ith aspects of process. 
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The postal study involved sending a questionnaire to a group of experienced developers. The 

rationale for targeting experienced developers was that they would be likely to have 

encountered a wide range of inconsistent situations during development activity. 

The sample of developers targeted for the questionnaire was unlikely to be representative of 

the whole population of developers. As discussed in chapter 3, it would be difEcult to 

identify a representative sample of developers given the changing and varied definitions of 

what constitutes a 'developer'. The lack of'representativeness' will inevitably limit the use of 

any data, particularly any frequency data generated. 

Targeting an experienced group of information system professionals has merits: More 

experienced people are likely to have encountered several development projects and possibly 

several aspects of the development cycle. They are likely to have both 'breadth and depth' to 

draw upon. This approach has clear analogies with Bertaux's history on political behaviour 

(1981), as he writes (quote taken from Sheridan 1996): 

' ^ may .yoy fAaf owr Jo/Mp/g /j' m f/ze mo/yAo/ogzca/ /eve/, f/zg 

/gyg/ a/ f/zg Jocm/og/caZ /gvg/, <2̂  /Ag /gvg/ q / j'ocm-

j'frwcfwm/ fgW/oMj. TTzgj'g n-vo /gvg/j j'AowM nof 6g co/i/wj'g^f. /o r zw^ancg, ong 

woM/j' ro Aow a g/vgn f'j' gomg To vore m f/zg Mgx/ ggngz-a/ g/gĉ z'oM, 

r / z g y z g / ( Y Zj- r/zg rzg/z/' OMg, ^ o/zg woMfj fo /̂ /zg jor^cfzcg vorzMg 

c/zooj'ZMg vorg...̂ /zgM zY z'j' f/zg j'gcoW/gyg/ ;t;/zzc/z zj' rg/gv^z/zZ'. 

Applying the analogy to this study, the intention is to find out about the processes of dealing 

with uncertainty/inconsistency and the range of strategies adopted, rather than to develop 

representative frequency data (such as the proportion of all developers using a particular 

strategy). 

This theme is further supported by work on the Mass-Observation Archives at the University 

of Sussex, UK, where a vgry rzc/z set of information is collected from a 'select' group of 

people (Sheridan 1996; Bloome and Sheridan 1993; Calder and Sheridan 1984). The 

information from such a select sample has been described as providing "useful information' 
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and that it is likely to generate a 'thickness' of data (Sheridan 1996). [This is discussed 

further in section 6.3.2.] 

There are some limitations of the research method adopted, for instance a limitation in using 

a questionnaire survey for this study is in identifying the severity of any inconsistency 

recorded. Some respondents may be referring only to large inconsistencies in requirements 

while others may be referring to very minor ones. A diary study can go some way to address 

this by recording the amount of effort expended to deal with an inconsistency. One of the 

questions on the questionnaire asked 'how were the inconsistencies generally dealt with% in 

which case it would be difficult to identify a particular response to a particular instance of 

inconsistency. A diary study enables the identification of individual responses to particular 

inconsistent situations. A further problem to both the diary study and the questionnaire 

survey is that they are both forms of self-reporting, which has several limitations (e.g. Sellen 

1994) and biases (Barker-Bausell 1991). Also, maintaining the diary may actually change 

the working practices of the developers. However, the reflective process of maintaining 

diaries can be beneficial to individual developers and for the management of the development 

project (Jepsen et al 1989). [See Attewell and Rule (1991) for a discussion and comparison of 

survey instrument use in information systems research.] 

The questionnaire survey and diary study complemented each other: the questionnaire 

identified the range of both the levels of inconsistency and the responses to 

inconsistencies, while the diary study enables more information on responses and on 

processes when dealing with inconsistency. The main utility of the chosen mixed 

questionnaire and diary study is thus as a descriptive device (Sellen 1994). 

7.5.1 Management of studies 

7.5.1.1 Questionnaire survey 

Questionnaire surveys have been widely used for research (e.g. Easterby-Smith et al. 1996). 

Many studies have been carried out, using a variety of rigorous sampling techniques, to 

enable a representative set of data to be generated with which to perform some frequency 
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analysis (e.g. Barker-Bausell 1991). The aim of this analysis was not to quantify the 

frequency of different instances of uncertainty and inconsistency situations, but rather to 

provide a descriptive framework, such as has been used in other-studies (e.g. Sellen 1994). 

This questionnaire survey has been used to generate a general list of inconsistent situations 

and the general responses to those. 

The questionnaire survey was piloted by telephone interviews with developers. The: main 

questionnaire was self-completion and distributed within a single mailing to professional 

members of a local branch of the British Computer Society (BCS) of the UK. The 

questionnaire distribution was restricted to full professional niembers of the BCS and 

excluded other members such as students. Access was limited to a single mailing without the 

opportunity for fbllow-up of non-respondents. A covering letter was included in the mailing. 

A low response rate was expected, as consistent with other studies (Ewusi-Mensah and 

Przasnyski 1994, 1995). Even with a small number of responses, valid work can still be 

conducted, as consistent with other studies (e.g. Lubbe et al 1995). To help increase the 

response rate, incentives were used (e.g. Yu and Cooper 1983) including a draw for books 

and free attendance at a workshop. The questionnaire was mainly free format. 

7.5.1.2 Diary Study 

Diary studies have been used to investigate a range of complex real-life situations (Easterby-

Smith et al. 1996). One study used diaries to examine the process of detecting and dealing 

with errors (Sellen 1994). Some studies used daily diaries and logs to research daily tasks and 

activities of managers and other professionals (Stephens. 1993; Luthans et al. 1988; Jones et 

al. 1988; Mangan 1994). Other studies used diaries to examine the information processing 

needs of managers and business professionals (Jones and McLeod 1986; Luthans et al. 1988). 

Sellen (1994) argues that the primary advantage of diary studies is in 'cop/wrmg a /"ongg 

q / m rzc/z (fgfazV' and that a re 

This would support the general aims of the research, to 

develop and test a descriptive framework of the process of managing inconsistency. 
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Diary participants were selected from two sources. The first was from respondents to the 

questionnaire survey, the second was by contacting two development organisations. The 

diaries were free format and consisted" of a page per day, with diaries sparming either 14 or 28 

days of work activity (selected by particip^ts). Each page was roughly in two equal parts. 

The top part asked respondents to list and describe activities undertaken. The bottom part 

asked respondents to describe in greater detail events that entailed uncertain situations and 

how the uncertain situations were dealt with. A covering letter and instructions., were 

included which gave examples of uncertain situations, one of the examples being 

inconsistency. The diaries also had a page for personal details which, if requested, were 

removed (after appropriate coding) from the main diary. This eriabled anonymity to 

participants if preferred. 

The diary responses are grouped into two cases. Cases A contain responses from the 

organisations contacted and case C from the questionnaire respondents. Diary participants 

were monitored by telephone contact and/or e-mail to check on progress. In case A there was 

no direct contact with participants with all contact going through the participant's managers. 

Participants returned the completed diaries in postage-paid envelopes. 

7.6 Analysis of results 

7.6.1 Questionnaire survey results 

As already discussed, a low response rate was expected, however, the actual response rate of 

approximately 5% was (disappointingly) lower than expected. The fact that it was a single 

distribution with no means of a fbllow-up of non-respondents probably had an impact on the 

response rate. Also, the sample population of experienced developers may have had an 

impact given that it would include several groups of people who may not consider themselves 

software developers, such as hardware professionals, managers and academics. This was 

confirmed by the average age of the respondents (41 years) and the job descriptions of the 

respondents (over half had management or senior positions). In all, a total of 41 responses 

were received, of which 3 were discounted as inappropriate for the study, leaving 38 usable 

responses. The respondents are likely to be experienced professionals actively involved and 

interested in the development process. As such, they are likely to have much to offer on the 

practice of dealing with uncertain and inconsistent situations. 
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Analysing the first question on how often situations of conflicting requirements arise, one 

respondent ticked the 'Never' category (incidentally, this respondent was one of the 

youngest), 13 respondents ticked 'Sometimes', l l ticked 'Frequently" and 11 ticked 'Very 

Frequently'. None of the respondents ticked 'Don't Know'. Nearly all the respondents, then, 

have encountered some conflicting requirements, with most of the respondents encountering 

these situations either 'Frequently' or 'Very Frequently'. 

The follow-on question to this asked 'how was the conflicting situation(s) usually dealt 

with?'. A wide variety of approaches were listed, including:-

* Dzjcz/j'j'mw were raised 12 times, an example being QR25 'ggm'ng a/Z 

* .Rgvz'ewj' were raised 7 times (4 of them in conjunction with discussions). 

* ana/yj'Zj' (including finding more information) was raised 7 times. 

* was raised 4 times. 

* CoTMpro/Mz'j'e was raised 6 times. 

* f/"zorzY/^g was raised 5 times. 

* #ggof^za^g was raised 3 times, with another respondent taking this further suggesting 

the resolution can be subject to who is the "best politician". 

* was raised 3 times. 

* ^ /gg/mg moj'/ was raised 3 times, with one of the respondents suggesting 

the option which "most closely matched the overall vision of the project" (QR20). 

* /|gg07M/M0(farg jgvgm/ a//^grMaf/vgj' was raised twice. 

* [/ygrj' rgjo/vg f/zg/MJg/vgj' was raised twice. 

* option was raised once. 

* CoTM/MgfcW were identified twice, an example being: 

QR14 '7. .̂ gWiy/OTMgf gcr/; c/zooj'g 

2. ^gwj'^o/Mg/' ganMoz/wzV/ jprc '̂ggf fga/M gAoojgj Zowgj'r cojA' 

Applying these responses to the initial framework we see that most of the suggested 

strategies are present, a summary of these are represented in Table 7.2. 
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Interestingly, in several responses reference was made to the use of an independent agent, for 

instance QR8 Agrwggn q/Ten 

/Ag jyj'/g/Mj' 6/gparf/MgMf'. In addition, for some, this arbitrator was expected to have some 

authority. - ' 

Several of the responses could fall into the 'pragmatic' strategies identified from the literature, 

including Comp/'o/M/j'g, frmrz'n'j'g, and 5'g/gcn'Mg There seems to 

be a rich variety of pragmatic strategies and it may be more enlightening to group the 

responses to different types of pragmatic strategies. 

Coping Responses Present f r o m Survey 

Resolving strategies Learning Yes, e.g. ' M o r e analysis' responses. Resolving strategies 

Collect further Information Yes, e.g. 'More analysis' and 
'Cost /benefi t ' responses 

Resolving strategies 

Group discussion / review Yes. This was the most popular 
response. 

Living-with 
strategies 

Accommodate multiple options Yes. Living-with 
strategies 

P r a g m a t i c Yes. Several examples of pragmatism. 

Living-with 
strategies 

Deferring j udgement Yes. 

Hyper-vigilance Panic - hastily selected option No. 

Argumentation Argumentation Yes, e.g. the 'Negotiation' and 

'Arbitration' responses. 

Table 7.2 Coping responses present in survey 

When the 'commercial' or 'project management' type responses are examined, these pose 

some difficulty in allocating them within the existing list of strategies suggested by the 

framework. On first inspection one might classify commercial type responses as another 

example of a pragmatic strategy. However, this causes problems as there are conceivable 

commercial responses to inconsistent situations which are less 'practical' from a project or 

user perspective. For instance, conceivably, a 'commercial' developer may well be more 

interested in the profit implications of a development project than whether the final system is 

wholly appropriate or practical for the users (as indicated in the example). 
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A further question on the questionnaire examined the use of 'Walkthroughs' during the 

development process. Walkthroughs seemed to be used widely with the m^ority of 

respondents (29) using them and over half of those using Walkthroughs on a frequent basis. 

The number of people involved in these Walkthroughs range from 1 to 45, with^he most 

common being in the range 2 to 4 people. About half the respondents involved users in the 

Walkthroughs. Group reviews seem to be common practice f rom this group of professionals. 

This further supports 'Group discussion/review' as the most common responses to 

inconsistency. Also from the responses, experience plays an important role in dealing with 

inconsistency (not surprising, from this particular group of professionals). 

In summary, from examining the survey replies, most of the suggested responses to 

inconsistency are present. The exception being the 'Hyper-vigilance' or panic response 

which was not directly quoted. However, there does seem to be inferences to situations that 

could involve psychological stress for individual developers (e.g. QR39 'ZTz/j- r/rea z'j' /Ag 

TMO/'or cawj'g q / m /M}; goa/ q / /gcAno/ogy cfo nor 

rgiywzyg/MgMfj- eajy'), which according to conflict theory (Janis and Mann 

1977; Mann et al. 1997) can result in Hyper-vigilance responses. The initial framework 

seems to be deficient with allocating commercial and project management responses and on 

the processes involved in dealing with uncertainty. 

7.6.2 Analysis of written diary responses 

The quality of responses on the diaries varied. Some respondents wrote items every day, 

while others missed out days but wrote in greater depth about activities and situations of 

inconsistency/uncertainty. The progress of participants was monitored every few weeks with 

telephone and/or e-mail contact. There was no direct contact with some of the respondents, 

with all information (instructions and report on progress) going through a respondent's 

manager. Generally, better quality responses were obtained where there was direct contact 

with diary participants. The quality of some of the diary responses degraded over time. 

Participants in case 'A' were recruited by personal contact to the organisation and generally 

entailed all contact going through the participants' managers. For the organisation in case A, 
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a further two projects started participating in the diary study, however, no final responses 

were received from the participants, other studies refer to this problem as 'mortality' rate of 

the respondents. Participants in case' 'C' were recruited f rom the questionnaire survey. In 

total eight developers maintained diaries, recording a total of 191 days of development 

activity. The total elapsed development time covered was greater than 191 days due to 

weekends, holidays and periods when no entries were recorded. Table 7.3 contains a 

breakdown of the respondents' participation in the study by number of days recorded and 

duration of recording. 

Case number Job description, 
project/organisation type 

Diary Type (days 
actually recorded) 

Date started 
diary 

Date of last' 
entry 

AI Analyst programmer/ 
Government organisation 

28 days (16) 2/6/97 20/6/97 

A 2 Analyst programmer/ 
Government organisation 

28 days (21) 19/5/97 20/6/97 

A3 Not specified/ 
Government organisation 

28 days (19) 30/6/97 24/7/97 

A4 Application programmer/ 
Government organisation 

28 days (28) 9/6/97 25/7/97 

CI (1" diary) Test and Integration 
Manager/ Air traffic 
Management project 

14 days (14) 24/6/97 5/8/97 

CI (2"" diary) 28 days(19) 22/9/97 5/11/97 

C2 Not specified/ ATM 
Network Management 

28 days (28) 17/6/97 28/8/97 

C3 Research analyst/ Business 
systems 

28 days (18) 19/5/97 13/6/97 

C4 Senior analyst/ Education 28 days(28) 2/4/98 12/5/98 

Totals (191 days) 1 
1 

Table 7.3 Summary of days part icipation of d iary respondents 

In some incidents the recorded diary event provided only a very brief (and limited) 

description of an interesting situation that would have been potentially useful to follow-up 

with a more detailed study, such as an interview. However, it was not always possible to 

conduct follow-up interviews due to participants requesting the responses to be anonymous. 

7.6.2.1 Case 'A' responses 

This consists of four developers all working for the same large UK government organisation. 

Two were working as Analyst/Programmers in the same 'Systems Integration' section. The 

participants in this case are likely to share similar aspects, such as environment, organisation, 
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procedures and culture. The responses as a whole indicate a very formal set of procedures. 

Accounting aspects were also formal, for instance, each activity seemed to have been charged 

to a specific job number. -

One of the participants, 'AT, was working on a procurement package and classed the project 

as being in the 'systems test' stage. The next participant, 'A2', was working on an electronic 

messaging system and described the project as being in the 'development' stage. Participant 

'A3', did not include job or application details but from the diary transcript was involved in 

the testing of a database. Participant 'A4' job description was 'application programmer' and 

was involved in developing an in-house application. Both A1 and A2 were using ORACLE 

Forms and SQL. A3 used ORACLE and Dynix. A1 maintained the diary over a 14 day 

working period, A2 over a 21 day period and A3 over a 19 day working period. The quality 

of responses from Al , A2 and A3 tailed off towards the end, which seems to be consistent 

with other diary studies. A4 maintained the diary for the whole 28 days, though the responses 

tended to be briefer than the others. 

Typically the recorded situation involved interaction with other people to resolve the 

inconsistency, as demonstrated in the following examples. 

Al . Incident: 1. r g - M v o r / r m g f o /Aar m 

Response: 1. /o /"ga/M To (Yzjcovgr waj' f/zg [1 hour and 

1/2 hour sessions of interaction with the analysis team were recorded before 

the main task could be resumed, which took 3 hours in that day and a further 3 

hours documentation the following day.] 

A2. Incident:2. 'Co^zc / q///zgj'j'agg 6g 

Response:2. 'y4̂ A:g6f ro cAecA: wzTA .̂ eMcfgr q/Mg.yjage.' 

Also note in the first example that the main activity, in time, spent in resolving the 

inconsistency (6 hours over two days) seems to have been spent in individual activity, 

however, Al could not proceed until two discussions with the analyst took place, taking one 

hour and a half hour respectively. 
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Not all instances of inconsistency were recorded in the diaries as inconsistency events. As an 

example, consider an item under the list of tasks undertaken by A2 jpocAagg fAar 

[1 hour and 4 hours, there was a break to support colleagues]. 

Underlying this is some form of inconsistency between the code and the specification: The 

task was trying to resolve the differences. These events are referred to as 

A3 recorded 4 incidents of inconsistency but did not fully record the responses to those 

incidents. In all, 8 incidents of inconsistency were recorded and a further 8 incidents 

of inconsistency were recorded. The resolution of all but one of these incidents involved 

interaction with other people, typically the analysts who were outside of the working section. 

The time taken to resolve these inconsistencies ranged firom between a few hours to several 

days. 

It is difficult to say if all the inconsistencies encountered by this group were recorded. There 

were a few blank day entries and several of the times to perform tasks did not add up to a full 

working day, however, it was clear that working activity was taking place during the whole 

day. Possibly maintaining the diary intruded on the participants working practice and they 

may only have included items that were deemed specifically relevant to the study. 

Several entries go under the heading of 'providing assistance to a colleague' indicating that 

this is very much a team environment. Support was given to both 'colleague' developers and 

analysts, who are outside of the participant's sections. It seems for this case free access to 

colleagues, what some refer to as the 'sneakernet' (e.g. Nadeau 1995), plays an important role 

in the management of inconsistencies. 

7.6.2.2 Case ' C responses 

This consists of four developers, all experienced and fairly senior, from different 

organisations. One of the participants, 'CI', is a 'test and integration manager' for an Air 

Traffic Management system that is undergoing both hardware and software upgrades. The 

next participant, 'C2', is involved in developing Network Management Software and 

describes the current development stage as 'somewhere between design and coding'. Though 
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no job title was given, it is clear from the diaiy that C2 has some management 

responsibilities. CI and C2 maintained the diary for 14 and 28 days of actual work activity 

respectively. CI also elected to continue to maintain a second diary, which she did for .a 

further 19 days of work activity. C3 worked as a 'research analyst' developing buWness and 

accounting software. C3 worked on more than one project, each at different development 

stages. C4 worked as a 'senior systems analyst' on a student record system for a higher 

education establishment using a RAD development approach. C4 maintained the diary for 28 

days. 

In all, about 40 events of inconsistency were recorded for Case C, the resolution of which 

ranged from a few hours to over 7 days. These participants seem to have more" senior 

positions than in the other Case. Case C participants were generally more prolific writers 

than those of case A. C2, CI and C3 were most prolific (in that order) and all female. In 

other diary studies, female writers were usually more prolific than their male counterparts 

(e.g. Sheridan 1996; Calder and Sheridan 1984), though in this study the numbers involved 

are too small to make significant claims. 

This case offers a particularly rich source of information on the process of managing 

inconsistency. Out of the events identified, all but a few of them involved a group activity 

(as in case A), and several events involved some iteration in the process. An example from 

C2: 'wAgM wj'ZMg a new (fgyg/opTMenr foo/ o/oMg w/zYA o Mgw/ OOD m wAzcA f/zg 

mfg/prgra^zoMj q / wgrg â z/ygrgnf /o wAar Tyaj 6gmg gA^g^zg«gg( '̂. The 

response to this situation involved quite a saga including: investigation of attending a course 

(presumably with her manager); self study Som a book; consultation with suppliers; trying 

out examples; finding more differences between book and practice; contacting technical 

support (suppliers); consultation with manager (resulting in changing method to one that has 

already been used); trying required functional examples with tool; contact technical support. 

The saga lasted several days until the inconsistency between what was expected firom the 

development tool and what was produced was resolved. Along the way the resolving 

strategies included aspects of learning, group activity (including some negotiation), collecting 

more information as well as fixing a few errors. The full saga shows how the nature and 

focus of the inconsistency changes over time, and along with focus of the inconsistency the 
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selected responses also change. This example is consistent with other examples from the 

diaries. 

As regards the strategies suggested in the ihitial framework, most of the strategies were 

present. There was also further evidence for the existence of situations that may cause 

Hyper-vigilance responses, an example would be from C2 at a presentation review given to 

customers: Ex.5 

'5'o/Me were co/Mp/efe/y q / r/ze coj'gj wg 

OMj'wgrgG^ o j /w/Zy a j /Aaf //ze '̂ug^fzoMJ grg ow/.̂ zWg //zg 

or/gmaZ j'o wg wgfg fa/hng f'/zMgj' wg m 6fg;)Y/?, ancf 

/Agr^ rg wg wowZaf 6g ^ / j ' g aj'j'w/MpfzoM.y. ... / vgry con.ycmwj' fAaf wg 

>ygrg awM/grmg^oTM j5aj'/-A?70w/ga(gg 6g g/vmg a fMz'j'ZgWmg/?zc/wrg... 7̂ 7 

orAgr coj'g.y irg MO/ Aavg/i/// oj- rAg /)rgj'gM/orzo/? j;7/ocg 

a MOMfA (^gr r/zg rgvz'gi'y, j'o vt'g /Agm ivg /:Mgw gavg coM/'ac/ 6^gfoz'/j' yb/-

;7go;7/g w/zo cow/tf^rovz'^fg ̂ Ag Za/̂ gj'̂  zV^rmarzon /̂"ggfzvzrgc/. TTzzj' app/zg^/^arfz'cw/ar/y 

/o r/zg 0/^/annzMg OM ̂ Ag /)rq/'gcf wg wgrg /"gpgo^gf/Zy (wAgf/ (iny 

emphasi^/bz- zvp To ̂ /a^g z'^z-mafzoM wAzcA i-t/g AfzWnY Aavg. v4// wg cow/(^ c;̂ o waj' gz've 

j^rq/'gcfzoMj ^oj-gaf OM w/zaf ivg Anow a W znvzYg f/zg aWzgzicg coMfac^ ̂ gop/g wAo 

^ g w /Morg f/zaM wj''. 

Obviously, a very gruelling and stressful time for these developers. It is easy to see the 

potential for Hyper-vigilance responses from less experienced and competent developers. 

7.6.3 Summary diary responses 

The identification and resolution of inconsistency seems to be an integral part of the work 

activity for these cases, which supports the findings of the questiormaire survey. For these 

diary cases, free access to colleagues, or the existence of a 'sneakemet', plays an important 

part in addressing inconsistencies. As diary participant CI comments 'T/zg moj'/ z/?7porraM/ 

/Mga/zj' 0 / rgj'o/wfzoM zj' f̂z.yczzj'j'zoM", which also supports some of the findings firom the 

questionnaire survey. Examining the diary data we are also able to understand more of the 

processes involved in managing inconsistent situations. 
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For these diary cases, dealing with inconsistency seems to follow a pattern: 

" some identification process 

# response to inconsistency, either 

o individual activity to decide on strategy or response 

o consultation activity with one or more people (often outside of the participants 

section) to decide on strategy or response 

# then some individual endeavour carrying out the strategy. 

Sometimes this process seems to have an iterative element involving further consultation 

followed by individual endeavour, with the focus of the inconsistency changing over 

iterations. 

7.7 A revised framework 

From the survey and diary responses, the initial descriptive fi-amework needs to be expanded 

to include a 'commercial' strategy. Table 7.4 contains the updated list of coping strategies. 

Coping Strategies 

Resolving strategies Learning Resolving strategies 

Collect further Information 

Resolving strategies 

Group discussion / review, 'consensus 
seeking' 

Living-with strategies Accommodate multiple options Living-with strategies 

Pragmatic, ignore some information 

Living-with strategies 

Deferring judgement 

Hyper-vigilance Panic - hastily selected option 

Commercial Commercial and project management 

Argumentation Argumentation 

Table 7.4 Revised list of strategies for f r amework 
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In addition, the 'Pragmatic' strategy may warrant further subdivision. Also, the process of 

managing inconsistency within information systems development can be better informed, as 

detailed in figure 7.2. 

Inconsistency identification 
(individual or group activity) 

Applying meta rules: 
Analyse inconsistency, choose coping strategy 

(some group activity) 

Commercial Resolving Living-with Hyper-vigilance Argumentation 
strategies strategies strategies strategies strategies 

Continue process 

Carry out strategy 
(mainly individual activity) 

Reconsider inconsistency situation 

Process complete 

Figure 7.2: Enhanced f r amework with elements of process and group in terac t ion 

Y 

With each iteration the focus of the inconsistency/uncertainty changes, which may result in 

different strategies being selected. 

As discussed in earlier sections, existing literature and the diary responses indicate some 

form of higher level of rules, the meta rules, being involved when selecting a strategy. This is 

represented in the enhanced framework which also contains further elements of process and 

some group interaction. However, the framework does not indicate what these meta rules are 

and how they will influence choice of strategy. The next section will examine possible 

influences on strategy and detail some likely meta rules. 
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7.8 Further enhanced framework: Coping strategies and influences on choice 

The theory of cognitive dissonance (Szajna and Scamell 1993), which assumes people seek 

consistency among the ideas they hold dear, show how 'initial perceptions and expectations' 

affect decision making and choices. Cognitive dissonance holds true for both negative and 

positive perceptions and expectations. The implication being that there are likely to be early 

iterations in the process suggested by the framework, where selection of coping strategy will 

be influenced by initial perceptions and expectation. Another implication of cognitive 

dissonance, is its potential to resist change and stay with the status quo. This is likely to result 

in procrastinating (collecting information, deferring judgements) and pragmatic (ignoring 

some information) strategies. 

In some studies considerable differences have been noted between the weight given to 

negative and positive attributes of information (Ganzach 1995). This is further complicated 

over longer periods of time: 

Wggar/vg gvenfj' were j'egn mzYmZ/y /More aj' 

mcrg^j'mg/y //A:g/y over A/me, 6emg j'ggn /More /zArg/y /Aan nggar/ve gven^j' f/?g 

rz/Me j p e n W (Milbum 1978). 

Choices between possible options may also be affected by this melioration, or optimistic, 

effect. The implication being that people may have a tendency to adopt a procrastinating 

strategy, assimiing the inconsistency will be 'alright in the end'. 

Other studies show that people are biased in favour of more complex solutions (Suedfeld, et 

al. 1996). This bias was observed for both novices and informed experts. The preference for 

more complex solutions has similarities with the concepts of 'social defence' (Wastell 1996, 

1999; Menzies-Lyth 1988; Schein 1991) and 'transitional objects and space' (Wastell 

(1996,1999) discussed in section 5.3. The social defence concept is used to describe how 

developers follow methods, techniques and other rituals of development as a means to cope 

with the stresses and uncertainties of the development environment. Wastell's transitional 

object is seen as an emotional support mechanism to help developers deal with the 
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complexities and uncertainties of development. Developers may withdraw into the more 

intricate and complex strategy, effectively engaging in the rituals of a complex strategy at the 

expense of problem understanding." The implication on selecting strategies being that 

developers would favour strategies involving a complex set of tasks. 

Decision making processes within information systems development involves group 

interactions (Knottnerus 1994; Kerr et al. 1996; Poole 1990; Adams 1996). Team make-up, 

cohesion and effort have been shown to affect the overall quality and development process of 

information systems (Jones and Harrison 1996; Stephens 1993). Social aspects within the 

development environment will influence development activity. There are clear similarities 

with works on cultural effects. As discussed in section 1.2.1.2, Douglas and Wildavsky 

(1982) proposed a social and cultural theory of risk, in which it is argued that perceptions of 

risk are a social process where some risks are highlighted and others suppressed. The theory 

also indicates that people will be influenced on selecting certain risks, and not others, by 

cultural characteristics: ro jocz'a/ orgaMz'.yan'oMj' are 

/Ag!?, wow/of ofgpgMcf on .yocW organzj'armMj'' (p9). It is expected 

that the development team, organisation and culture, will have some influence on selection of 

coping strategies, possibly favouring strategies which conform with social and cultural 

aspects of the project team. 

7.9 Further application of prospect theory 

Prospect theory offers further guidance on influences on strategy selection. Chapter 5 

discussed prospect theory's y/a/MMg on choice. The framing effect relates to how our 

judgement and choice are dependent on how the decision choices are &amed. The implication 

being that, choices will be strongly influenced by how an inconsistency is presented and 

described. Section 5.6 discussed how visual, 'language' and paradigm characteristics of a 

technique are likely to exert a framing influence on problem understanding. For instance, a 

technique with a strong hierarchical structure and a closed paradigm is likely to limit the 

scope of the problem description and prescribe rigid rules and procedures, the implication 

being that such a technique is likely to favour 'resolving strategies' and may even prescribe 

which strategy to adopt. 
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There are also likely to be individual influences on coping strategy selection, as indicated in 

prospect theory's vo/wg/wMcrfoM. Section 6.6 described two distinct value functions, 

and f/aMnefj' 'enjoy' the planning activity itself, to the extent that fbr_some the 

planning activity is more important than the plarming result. They need to have clear aims 

and clear schedules on when things are likely to happen. They find unplanned situations 

stressful. From this caricature of one can deduce that they are likely to be strongly 

influenced by 'initial perceptions and expectations' suggested by the theory of cognitive 

dissonance (Szajna and Scamell 1993), i.e. more likely to want to stick to existing plans and 

ideas. The eigoyment element for 'planning activities' may also indicate would 

favour strategies involving planning tasks. Conversely, MOM-pZoMMgrj prefer spontaneity to 

rigid plans, have shorter time horizons t h a n a n d find sticking to rigid plans stressful. 

From this caricature of MOM-p/aMMgrj one can deduce that they are likely to be less influenced 

by 'initial perceptions and expectations' and be more able to challenge and change existing 

plans and ideas. 

Prospect theory also uses the concept of a jpOM/. Decisions are considered with 

regard to some where outcomes can be considered as gains or losses. Figure 

3.1, shows prospect theory's value function representing gains and losses from a reference 

point. Analysis of the diary data implies an iterative process based on meta rules. The meta 

rules are concerned with identifying which strategy to adopt and, by implication, which 

reference point or base to consider decisions. This has similarities with the findings described 

in section 6.6, which shows that there are likely to be different reference planes for planners 

and non-planners. It follows that different strategies may be considered on different 

reference plains. The process of applying the Meta rules could be described as 

identifying/finding a reference to consider decisions, or 'searching for a base' to consider 

decisions. 

Section 3.6, discussed the two-phase process, consisting of editing and selection phases, 

implied by prospect theory. A 'general' two-phase process consisting of some "editing 

function' followed by some 'selection function' seems consistent with the developed model, 

particularly with the concept of applying meta rules and then selecting and applying a 

strategy. 
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However, in prospect theory, the editing phase is said to consist of several operations 

including: 

(considering the outcomes ^ gain^ or losses against a reference poin^ 

(simplifying prospects by grouping like-prospects together) 

(separating risk-less components from the risk components) 

(disregarding components that are shared by different prospects) -

(rounding of probabilities) and 

Do/MmaMce (rejecting alternatives without evaluation). 

A closer examination of these editing operations, indicate that they do not correspond well to 

the concept of applying meta rules. In addition, they are an individual activity where as 

applying meta rules in the developed model shows some group involvement. However, the 

editing operations may well correspond to carrying out a particular strategy once it has been 

selected. In addition, the evaluation phase may also correspond to carrying out a particular 

strategy once it has been selected. 

The process of selecting a coping strategy described in the developed model seems to be 

consistent with much of prospect theory on a 'general level'. However, there ai'e differences. 

The developed model involves group interaction whereas the two-phase process in prospect 

theory is based on individual activity. This is particularly relevant to the concept of applying 

meta rules, or searching for 'base' which in the developed model involves group activity. 

Once a 'base has been found', i.e. a coping strategy chosen, then prospect theory's two-phase 

process seems more consistent with carrying out the strategy. The 'scope' of the process 

implied by prospect theory seems limited. 

7.10 Summary and limitations: Robustness of revised f r amework 

Overall, addressing inconsistency within information systems development is a complex 

process involving a wide set of influences. The revised framework describes a set of coping 

strategies to deal with uncertainties/inconsistencies within information systems development. 

It also describes an iterative process, which involves some meta rules on which strategy to 

adopt. The framework describes likely influences on the meta rules. The initial framework 
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has developed through the chapter, starting with an analysis of existing works, then enhanced 

with the results of the postal survey and the diary study. 

The resulting revised firamework details -a range of coping strategies to iieal with 

inconsistency/uncertainty within information systems development. The range may not be 

exhaustive. Of the identified coping strategies, all but one, 'Hyper-vigilance strategies', were 

evident in the survey and diary study. However, there was evidence of stressful situations, 

which are likely to give rise to Hyper-vigilance strategies being adopted. The framework 

provides limited information on firequency data, such as how often particular coping 

strategies are used. Indeed, it would be problematic to provide 'representative' frequency 

data (i.e. difficult to identify a truly representative sample of developments/developers and 

would involve considerable resources). However, frequency data for a whole project 

development or a defined subset of developers may be possible. 

There may be implications for training developers. The studies described in this chapter show 

how important group activities are for the management of inconsistency within information 

systems development. Of particular interest are strategies that involve aspects of 

'Compromising', 'Prioritising', "Negotiation' and 'Arbitration'. These skills may need to be 

given greater emphasis when training developers. The studies also confirm that inconsistency 

and inconsistency management are integral parts of the development process, again this may 

have implications for developer training. 

The two-phase process described in prospect theor}^ seems consistent, on a 'general' level, 

with the developed model. However, the scope of prospect theory's process is too narrow 

missing out key group involvement and the application of meta rules for selecting coping 

strategies. In addition, the process in the developed model itself seems incomplete. The actual 

process seems to be more complex with many influences, such as social and cultural ones. 

The research methods described in this chapter (postal survey and written diaries) are fairly 

'blunt tools' with which to investigate such a complex and involved process. Examination of 

such processes requires more qualitative in-depth investigation. The next chapter describes an 

audio diary study which provides a window into the complex social, political and cultural 

aspects of development which are missing when using 'blunt tools'. 
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/ ? r o 5 p g c / 

8.1 Introduction . 

Over the previous chapters a framework has been developed detaihng an iterative process 

and a range of coping strategies to deal with inconsistency/uncertainty within information 

systems development. The framework has been developed by applying different aspects of 

prospect theory to the mixed set of research data described in chapters 5, 6 and 7. This 

chapter applies the developed framework to the social and group dynamics of development 

practice by analysing audio diary and interview data covering a problerhatic three-month 

project. 

The audio diary highlights some limitations of the framework and the applicability of 

prospect theory to dealing with uncertaint)' within information systems development, namely 

the inability to address some social and political aspects of development. Some previous 

works indicate that prospect theory may be less relevant to represent group decision-making 

(Steen-Sprang 1999; Kerr et al. 1996). However, these are based on artificial group decision-

making situations limited in scope. [These studies are based primarily on group experiments 

in 'controlled' conditions, and as the authors of these works report 'studying group decision-

making in real-life situations is difficult'.] The audio diary data, supported by the interview 

data, provide a window into the complexities of real-life decision-making. An analysis of this 

data reveals that prospect theory is limited in representing the whole group decision-making 

environment. However, it does seem appropriate to represent certain group decision-making 

activity, namely when the group acts as a jmg/g in certain situations. It also seems to be 

an appropriate mechanism to other group decision-making activity by providing 

decision-making vistas fi-om an individual group member's perspective. Further, this has the 

possibility of identifying areas of conflict and stress in group decision-making activity. 

The framework is enhanced with the audio diary and interview data resulting in a dynamic 

model showing that decision-making to address uncertainty in real-life situations, such as 

information systems development, is a complex activity involving group and social 

dynamics. 
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Chapter 5 developed a classification of techniques which was then applied to prospect 

theory's indicating h6w different types of technique are likely to influence 

problem cognition (understanding). Chapter 6 examined prospect theory's 'S ' shaped va/wg 

in greater detail by focusing on plarming activities and use of a survey, conducted 

through the Mass Observation Archive (MOA), to develop two distinct planning profiles: 

those of jO/aMMgr and MOM-p/aMMgr. Chapter 7 examined a range of coping strategies to deal 

with uncertain situations and examined in greater detail the 'process' implied by prospect 

theory. The framework developed through chapter 7 represents a model of the strategies to 

deal with uncertainty and inconsistency within a development environment. It also described 

iterative and interactive processes based on a set of.meta rules (rules about rules) arid some 

likely influences on the meta rules. The process seems to be complex with many influences, 

including social and cultural ones. However, the research techniques used in the previous 

chapters are fairly 'blunt tools' with which to investigate such a complex, involved process. 

Examination of such processes requires more qualitative in-depth investigative techniques. 

This chapter addresses this shortcoming by using a project manager's audio diary and 

interviews with two project managers. These provide a window into the complex social, 

political and cultural aspects of development missing fiom the 'blunt tools' discussed in the 

previous chapters. 

The structure of the rest of this chapter is as follows. First, the use of audio diaries as a 

research tool is discussed. Then the project manager's audio diary is described including a 

background to the project, main activities and events, perspectives from some of the main 

players and the development environment. The interview sessions are described and some 

relevant transcripts presented. The qualitative data from the audio diary and interviews are 

then collated and applied to the developed framework, resulting in enhancements in the range 

of coping strategies and the processes involved. Appendix C contains a brief transcript of the 

main activities from the audio diarv. 
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8.2 Diaries and audio diaries as development and research tools 

As discussed in chapter 4, written project 'diaries' have been used by developers tg monitor 

their ovm activities and develop reflective practice (Jepsen et al. 1989; Naur 1983). In 

addition, individual professional diaries have long been used in a variety of professions for 

recording and monitoring activities and logging time expended on different assignments 

(Markham 1987, p46). They can generally be regarded as good practice. Maintaining 

individual project diaries helps develop individual reflective practices and develop a 

reflective culture, as well as providing a record of what happened. 

Within information systems development, documenting aspects of the development has long 

been recognised as a critical aspect of a successful development process (e.g. Brooks 1982). 

Many development approaches rely heavily on rigid documentation, an example being 

SSADM (Downs et al. 1988) in which the complete set of logically arranged documents 

used, collected and created during the development are referred to as the project file. The use 

of such project files performs many roles (Willcocks and Lester 1993) including a planning 

aid, monitoring and controlling aids, showing conformance to standards, enabling evaluation 

of projects and enabling reflection of the whole development process. The reflective element 

is seen as key to improving the success rate of future project developments (Fortune and 

Peters 1993), however, experience from many projects shows that this rarely happens (NAO 

1990; Willcocks and Lester 1993). 

Brooks (1982) refers to the collection of the written project documentation as the 'project 

workbook' and argues that the TgcAMz'ca/ jcroj'g /j' (p75) emphasising the 

formal nature of these project artefacts. Typically, they represent the 'formal view' of what 

happens during a project development detailing the technical attributes (such as which tasks 

are performed, by whom, when tasks are performed, the content of the final technical output 

from a task etc.). Reflection, thus, is typically based on these 'formal', technical, details of a 

project development. This sort of reflection is useful, if not essential, however, a project 

development involves many social interactions (Bloomfleld 1992) between different 

functional groups of people and within groups of people. Development can be considered as 
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a social process (Gasson 1998). These social aspects of a development are often termed the 

'informal' aspects of a project development. 

However, the more personal the developers''diaries are, then the more they will l̂ e able to 

capture the informal aspects of the development process, including items such as: what were 

the problems and how they were overcome; what were the things that went really well and 

what and why things were held up; what items motivated or de-motivated people; the politics 

and interactions between people and, all the other fhjstrations and problems inherent in the 

development of complex computer systems. However, some people have difficulty 

expressing themselves in written format. In addition, people are not always comfortable 

writing diaries, instead preferring to resort to the more "technical prose" of project 

diaries discussed by Brooks (1982). The written individual project diary, though ver\ useful, 

has some limitations as a recording medium particularly in representing thoughts and 

feelings. From an rfcAMejj' (Daft and Lengel 1984) perspective, written format is 

limiting. 

The audio diary offers a richer medium with which to record the informal activities involved 

in project development. It makes use of natural language enabling recording of voice 

inflections representing emotional aspects, such as frustrations, anger and happiness. From 

the information richness perspective it scores far higher than the written counterpart. It may 

also overcome some of the inhibitions found with written diaries: people may be more 

comfortable with 'verbalising' an event than writing about it. One is also likely to get a more 

firee-flow description of events. 

In addition, the process of actually articulating one's thoughts helps with the cognition and 

understanding of problems (Biggs et al. 1993). Ericsson and Simon's (1980, 1984) CogMzYzve 

TTzgory q / (i.e. thinking aloud thought processes) shows that decisions and 

understanding are affected by thinking aloud. Talking aloud has been shown to improve 

aspects of performance in decision-making (Boritz 1986). 

However, there are some limitations to relying exclusively on audio diary, particularly with 

the truthfulness and subjectivity of responses and interpreting any frequency data. Typically, 
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diary data will need to be supported with other research data such as sui-veys and follow-on 

interviews (O'Callaghan and Callan 1992). 

So it seems audio diaries offer some potential- to capture the 'informal' aspect of dewlopment 

processes and in doing so may actually improve problem understanding and associated 

decision-making. However, audio diaries are a subjective research medium, typically 

requiring further supportive research activity. 

8.3 Audio diary: Use and reflection from the project manager 

The project manager who maintains the audio diary had previously used audio diaries on 

other projects. In fact the manager was an advocate of the audio medium to record project 

activities, so once contact with the manager was made (via 'conference networking' -

following up a contact at a conference) the manager was fairly amenable to participation in 

the research. 

The project manager initially started using an audio diary when working at one of the top 6 

[at the time] consultancy firms while managing a project at a client site. The project manager 

was required to maintain a detailed written log of activities, however, as a result of tight time 

constraints the manager started recording the activities in audio form ready to be written up at 

a later stage. The contents of the audio diary expanded to include some of the informal 

aspects, particularly problems of managing the project [such as lack of cooperation and 

support from individuals and events that led to delays]. 

/-an m/o anof of OMg j'fage fAe /consultancy/ /zr/M 

fAe cZzenf r/ze rwMMmg o/fAe ... Becawje / Arepf fAe 

/'Ae fo rAg gM ẑ'rg fapg a rgv/gvt; /Mggfmg. T/ze 

coM/gM/j' wg/'g JwcA /'Ag/'g jw/yzcz'gM/̂  /M/br/MorzoM rAor 6g ŵ 'gaf 

a/zy /gga/ c/za/ZgMgg. TTzg awafzo (/z'a/y woj M/o o rga(fo6/g yb/'/Mcr/ anaf 

^rgjgMrg^/ /o f/zg c/zg«( gyl^cfzvg^ 'Y/zz'j' z.̂  r/zg aj' wg jow zY ... w/zgrg ZM 

f/zzj tfzj'agrgg". TTzg c/z'gnf cfzW Ŷ c/za//gMgg zY.' 

[Extract from taped interview with project manager] 
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It apparently resulted in a better working relationship with the client and a better 

understanding of development responsibilities by both the client and the consultancy firm. 

The consultancy firm also seems to have leamt fi-om the exercise since they changed their 

quality procedures to provide more support for isolated project managers. 

The following are some reflections gleaned from the project manager, during an interview, 

on using audio diaries: 

* Tendency to record more when things go well, as the following interview extract 

demonstrates 

/Morg ly/zgM Aave a gooaf ... wAeM go rea/Zy 

wg//'. 

Equally, more is recorded when problems are encountered. This is particularly 

relevant as these are the events and items that are likely to impact the project 

success or failure. 

* Tb/h'Mg about problems acts as a mechanism to deal with some of the frustrations 

in the development process, as the following interview extract demonstrates: 

' go rea/Zy ivrong f/zgM [you are] To /gr zY owr q/" 

on m}' owM, c/z'gM/ j'zYgj', / a/M rAg 

rgprgj'gM/'a//vg fAg/'g j'O zV zj fo /gf jfgam fo TAg azztfzo 

r/zafyizMC/'zoM, j'O or /Ag g/icif q//Ag ZM /Ag ctzr^/ow can /gr vg^r'. 

« Audio diaries are maintained in conjunction with written logs (as most project 

managers have to keep fairly comprehensive logs). They do not replace the 

written artefacts, but complement them. 

* An audio diary may warrant some editing, or toning down, before inputting into 

'formal' written documentation. [The manager gave a few examples, such as 

personal comments about colleagues which would not be appropriate in a more 

formal domain.] 
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Interestingly, the project manager suggested that the use of audio diaries may help with 

dealing with 'stress' in the workplace. The computing industry has all the hallmarks of .a 

stressful working environment, such as tight' schedules, resource constraints',, politics, 

conflicts and a range of other problems outside of the control of the developer. These types of 

situations can result in many health problems for the individuals under stress (Fletcher 1991; 

Atkinson 1994). Also, the influences of stress on decision-making have been- well 

documented (Anderson 1987; Anderson and Bower 1973). For instance, in Anderson's 

studies on managers under perceived stress situations, it was fbimd that high levels of stress 

have a dramatic negative impact on performance (though.a moderate amount of 'stress' can 

be beneficial). As the levels of stress increase then it becomes important, both from a 

decision-making and a health perspective of the developer, to find coping strategies to deal 

with this stress. Audio diaries seem to offer one mechanism for this by providing 'oM fo 

The main benefits of using audio diaries can be summarised as providing: 

1) Therapeutic support, enabling one to vent frustrations and deal with stressful situations. 

2) The ability to record more freely the processes involved in development. 

3) The ability to focus on the problems and successes during the development processes. 

4) The potential to improve decision-making. The literature on cognitive theory of 

verbalisation (Ericsson and Simon 1980,1984) indicates that talking aloud about a problem, 

such as into a Dictaphone, is likely to have a positive impact on problem cognition and 

decision-making. 

There are of course potential problems associated with the audio medium, such as 

acceptability and accuracy, as well as practical problems of recording. Audio diaries are not a 

panacea for all information systems problems. However, they have much potential as a 

qualitative research tool with which to investigate the complex processes and influences of 

dealing with uncertainty within information systems development. From an individual 
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perspective they are able to provide a window into the complex social, political and cultural 

aspects of development, as discussed in section 7.10. The next section describes the 

background and progression of a hi^h tech soAware development project in which the 

manager maintained an audio diary. . ' ' 

8.4 Project details and background 

The project manager works for a well-known consultancy company and was brought in to 

manage a troubled project developing software for state of the art interactive television 

services, ki the previous year there was a succession of three project rhanagers on this 

project. The project manager started on the project in mid 1997. The project manager was 

expected to fulfil more than a project management role in that the remit covered "business 

analysis' activities. 

The project manager was effectively an external person brought in to turn around a failing 

project. The failing aspects were less to do with the technical development of the project than 

the changing market place. The project manager was very experienced in project 

management and business analysis and had turned round projects in the past. The project 

team consisted of over a dozen highly qualified developers (about half with PhDs). The 

parent company, and hence the project, was funded by a consortium of big-name external 

backers. The parent company produced one of the first interactive television services but had 

difficulty selling the product to the public. The backers were starting to get concerned about 

the lack of sales and 'VAgz-g yygj' a/wayj //ye fAz-gar /Aa/ /Ag ^orcA^gfj' v y z Y / z c / r a w ' 

[firom interview transcript]. The project was state-of-the-art at the time but operating in a very 

competitive market in which more than one competing service was being developed and 

introduced. The project had limited resources, particularly time and staff. The project was 

effectively scrapped before the new product came to market due to the company changing 

direction and adopting a competing set of technologies. Overall, there were lots of 

uncertainties surrounding the project and the environment of the interactive television market 

place during the development period. 
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The projeci manager agreed to maintain the audio diary for the duration of the project, which 

was expected to be three months. Recoding in the audio diary usually occurred at the end of 

the day, thpugh not every day. More recording was done at the start of the project both in 

length of discourse and firequency. Not all everlts and activities are covered in the audio diary 

transcript in appendix C. Access to the audio diary was conditional on a certain amount of 

editing, such as changing names of participants and removing commercially-sensitive 

information. In addition, the project manager edited some of the more personal aspects of the 

audio diary. However, the audio diaiy transcript contains a record of this project development 

(albeit a personal perspective) representing main events and activities and the social 

interactions. 

The project described is not typical, being involved in a very dynamic and uncertain 

environment. In addition, the project has some overtly political manoeuvrings which are 

probably untypical. However, these characteristics make the project particularly relevant for 

this study. 

The following edited extracts from the project manager's audio diary gives further 

background to the project:-

TT/g on 7 JrA an OMa/ogz/g .ygrv/ce m /As ceMfro/ 

TT/g j'grvzcg azmgc/ of C2/Cj/Z)7:9. TTzg .;grv;'ce faArg wp re<yz<fyg(f fAg ̂ »rc/7a.yg a j:gf fop 

Zio.Tyb/" fPP.PP Of .672P.PPybr Mcam a monf/y/y q / / ^ A g r g q / f g r . 

m f A g c o w p / g ()/'it/gg/rj wgrg /fymzma/. 

7%g j'frafggy cAa/zgg /̂ vg/y /<? o/?g wA/c/? /Agy myqy mcrgo.̂ g 

fAg TMOM/A/y f o f P . PP. w a a a / j o 6 ^ ^ g g g h g a w a y . y v a r / o z f j ' 

ofAgr comAmgĉ  ocrzv;Y;g.̂  rArge /MOMf/zj'yrgg ^a/g or rgfwm vor/oi(.y 

orAgr fA/ngj ///:g 
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fven JO, q/fgA" fAreg OM^ Aac/ 26'00 jw6fcr/6erj' ana' cAe jzf6jcr/6g/'j' x/gz-g /7ô  

^ggwenr ztyeM. A/b̂ ŷ  q/" fAem \yere refwrn/Mg q/?gr rAgzr yrgg o»(/ /Ae jerv/ce 

ZTzg AMa/ogwe .yeryicg M c/oome f̂, /Y wzV/ 6e frwncafe^f vg^y ^wfcA;/y. TTzg 6ocA:g;-j vvf// MOZ 

Jẑ jDporf /Ag coj^ q/̂ Aroa /̂ca^^zMgybr vg?}' mzfcA /onggr fAgy /zavg m f̂/cafgc^ fAaf^fzfrg 

y?77aMcmg wowW 6g gjcfrgmg^ ///M/rĝ f //̂ //EPFTKcoM^mzfgc/ m /Ag jamg voMg. 

jVE^TKAm/g 6gg» g(vg fArgg MvoMf/za fo comg ly/fA on a/fgA-fyonve j/rofgg)'. TAg jVrofgg}' a/ 

/Ag /MomgMf zj \yg M/f/Z go cf/gzYa/'. 

8.5 Expected influences 

For methodology influences it is difficult to identify any significant influences as there was 

little information on the use of methodologies, tools and techniques. No 'formal method' was 

used, but the team was moving towards some formal aspects. 

From the revised firamework developed in chapter 7, there were a variety of coping strategies 

to deal with uncertainty (see table 7.4). Particularly relevant for this project are the 

'commercial' and 'pragmatic' strategies given the strong commercial orientation of the project 

and environment. Also, the dynamic environment may result in some hyper-vigilance (panic -

hastily selected) strategies being used. 

8.6 Main project events and activities 

Below is an abbreviated edited list of events and activities during the project reported through 

the audio diary. The list concentrates on initial events at the start of the project and a few of 

the key events through to the final stages of the project. A more detailed account of the initial 

events are included because they set the scene for the rest of the project and inform activity 

later on. Not all activity is included. 

Though it is still a personal account of events, from the project manager's perspective, most 
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of the 'personar reflection and viewpoints have been edited out. Names have been changed 

to ensure anonymity of participants. 

Abbreviated edited extracts from the audio diafy: 

f ro/gc/ /or iVEfFTV a/ JO/A Jz/;7g. 

TTzg jorq/'ecf w/// on weeA: m vt/zYA a worA'.yAo/? 6)/ /oXr/Mg a 

ae/ecrz'oM q/^ (̂ evg/ojDg/'j, ^eraoMne/, mvo}'ybr a }veg^ of f/gn/g}' /(owmg C/z(6. /w'/// 6g 

rwMMfMg fAg ivor&:$Aopybr f A g w e g ^ . L/?^frwMafg/y ad̂ /zYzoMa/ 

fzz;:^orf. 

lybrA^̂ Aop p/aMMZMg. 

Wzg/z / a/M go/«g /o Aaryg /z/Mg /o (fo / Am̂gM Y /AgyZr/zzz/g.y/' /Wga, 6zz/ ;V /zoj To 6g (fo/ze -

pro6a6/y of rAg î t/ggAreW. 

FrzWm/ 6g/brg fAg worA '̂Aop. 

TTzgfg 'j 6egM /off q/zMggfmg.y aAozzf iv/zof gozMg ẑgzYaZ zMganj' f/zgy acfz/a/Zy wanf 

ozzf q / //zz'j wor/rf Aqp. 

/ Am;g j/g/ MO/ ̂ /<3MMg(f //zg ^yor/rj/zop - it'AzcA zf grga//wzz. 

TTzg o/z(y /Azzzg /Aa/ /zof ac/z/a/(y 6ggzz /)/aMMg(/ / j /Aa/ wg /zavg g o / a Ao/g/ /Ac?/ j ^ r g p w g ^ ^ /o 

/aA:g zzp -/ q / /Ag f / < ^ 6 g c o z f j g //zg ZzazzfYer C/zz6 caw'/ Ao/̂ Y /Agzzz a//./ [ resu l t ing in spl i t t ing t h e 

g r o u p up] 

5'g/ w/7 /Mgg/mg.y wz'//z Fre^/ [ the M D ] ozzc^ /Ag /ga/zz ^o //za/ c a n afz^^czu'̂  /Ag yzzzazzcza/ 

^acA:age:yybr //zgm. Frgcf caMcg//g(/ zzzge/zngf o / //zg Za^/ mzMw/g [ f o u r t imes ] . 

/ 'vg ajAgaf Frg<^ /o co^zzg o/z .Wbn^^}' /o qpgM //zg worA^^/zop /zave o ^vorc^ }vz//z //zg 

A ^ f g z'/ j / o r / j . 

A a r / q/"/Ag woz'^.^/zqp zj 9.JO. 
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[ the p r ev ious p ro jec t m a n g e r ] wAo f'j 6e/Mg gÂ zYecf oz/f q / f A e co/MpoMV 6j/ 

Frg<̂ , /o 6e ovgf r/zM ^yee/renc/ 6)/ free/ /Aaf A/j jervz'ce^ M/z// fzo/ 6e z-ĝ zz/'reĜ  (^gr r/zg 

wor^/zo/). 

[However] Tfoz-z}/ Aay gor a wga/f/z q/j'zzpporA 

S'a/zzrc/m/. 

/'vg gof /o /)/(7/z /Azj woz-A /̂zq̂ . /'/« zio/ gẑzYg jwrg /zow 7'm gozMg fo c/o zY. 

Mbz7̂ /av /Moz'zzzMg 6 o 'c/ocl 

//gg/ a^jo/z/fg/y a^gai:^z/. 

PKg// fAg wor/r^/zop /za^ Aggn ^/aMzig^y. /z way o^ozzg Mz'g/zr w/zz'c/z j5Z'o6a6/v o^gzMOZzjfro/gJ //zg 

/gve/ q/;?/az7zzzzzg /'vg ĉ ozzg. 

/ /Az/z.4r /Ag j/z-zzc/zzz-g 'j OXj Z'/zz g;(pggfzzzg ao mî zz/ /o/ q///zg /oak, /'/M j:z/;-g /Ag}" vk'z// î g/zvez". 

^ 6zY }vorrz'g^ a6oz// f/zfgg q//Ag/zz 'cozzjg /ofozzV z'ga/^ Azzow f/zg/M, /zzzeozz /'vg ZMgf z/zgzzz 6zz/ 

a6oz/f zf. 

7'zM goz/zg /o qcgzz wp, azẑ / Aoy gjtac//y it'/zcz/ r/zg jzYzza/z'ozz q//Ag cozz^ozz}' zj, ifg'z'g ̂ /ozzzg 

f/zZMĝ . ŷZIĜ /Z'/zZMA: /zOMĝ fy z'j: gOZMg TO 6g //zg 6gJ/ J30/z'C)/. 

^oz'z'}' (/zWzz'Z ̂ /zozzg ovgz" //zg lygg^gW J9rgjzzzzza6(y Fz'g /̂ /zâ zzV coMracfĝ /Zzz/zz czZ o/A #or 

gzzzYg ^wrg z/^f/zo'^ z«6/zccrg^' //za/ Fz ga^ /zAy c/zGMgg(/ /zz'j' mz'/zcy o r M /̂zg /̂zgz" //zg (%5or/zzMzYy c/zW/z Y 

az-z'̂ g. 

Mbzztfgy z7zg/zr. 

/ //zzVzA" //zg iro/'A ĵ'/zqp wgM/ rgojoMo6/)^ OXi To Z)g Ao^g /̂ //zg zMrrotfzzc/z'ozz ;vgM/ w'g/A 

Frgz^ ^/z^f/iY Zzzz-z? zzp. / 'vg g o r a ZTzg^^agg J/zzzYẑ  ^ ^ z - g Ag z\y (̂ /zzg To 6g rAgz-g /o j:qy /Aaf /zg 

cozzZâ zvY zzzoArg zY. 7:fg'j gof ^^ozzzg/AzMg zzzore z/y^oz-ZaMA 
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anjI/rAmg fo 6ecaz/6e Ae fo ̂ ge Aow zAg wor/rjAqp goe '̂, ii'A/c/? 

/MeoMj /Aaf Ae'̂  MOf go^^g fo fe// f;V/ FrzWqy mor/zmg. 

7%g /ack were a6:̂ o/wfe(y vvoMi^g^/ ^o/M rAe jceMOM r/za/'j a reo/pom m rAe MecA, ay 

cowM 6e jore6//c/g(/ z'f̂  fFfY6efr. fF/'Aerf Mow gzceg(fzMg(x gregc/y, Ag woMf̂  waMZ'a- woMff 

waM/j aW Ae waM/j z/ OM /Ag faZi/g /Agrg awaf /AgM. //g /-eo/^ /̂zW woM/jo/Mg m-jw/oMce^ow 

Frg(3̂  /Aar Ae )yo(<W ggf f/zeyzMOMCza/̂ oĉ agg fAaf Ae wozzr̂  6g/bre /zg go'Mg cozzr/'z6zzrg 

foM/wck //zg woT-Â Aop. ̂ /zg carrz'g^ on zzzz/c/z /MOA-e / a m y g o / z z g fo Az/?] a^oiw. 

/'vg /zoff /o /eovg f/zg /Wj To f/zezr own (ygvz'cê  fonzgAr Aecawj'g /'vg go/ a cozzzzczV /zzgg/zMg, 

w/zz'c/z mgoM^ r/zg)/ org jpz-o â̂ A,' gozMg /o go OM cAe rozz/g. 

rizĝ yt/gy. 

/arrzvg^ /o o /of q/wmgezzzg azẑ / o6zf̂ g J^om r/zg TTzg}/yhz/etf fo /-go/z'j'g c/zgy Aovg gof fo 

f/zgzr own g:)̂ gM^gj' an^/ f/ze}" wz'/Z 6g /"g-g/zzAgf̂ ygcf OMff f/zgy 6g/zgvg f/?or a//^rzM^j\/br fAg 

gM/zT-g wggA: j/zozz/̂ y 6g /pozWybr 6}" f/zg cof/^aMy 

I 

PP^z76grr [one of t he d e v e l o p e r s ] wewr ovgr f/zg g ( ^ g fo^/z^, r/zẑ y Z/zg^zT-jf r/zzng ZM f/zg /zzorz^zMg 

OTẑ / / z z^jggi^ /zzzM aM(/ oj' a cozzjggzzgMCg /ze /zo^wY cozz/z-zAzz/g^f a / / V/̂ /zg A^ggp^ /Af\y zzp 

ZMzzc/z /ozzggz' /vyz'// ajA: /zz'/zz fo /eavg. 

y ẑc/zarc/ [anotlier of the developers] /zz?̂  6ggM a ẑ-zĉ . //g /zaj' c/o«g (/// /Ag ̂ î oczzmg/z/̂ /zoM 

(fzygc/Zy z/3/0 /zzj fqo. TTzz'j z.y goz'zzg fo 6g /Ag /og q/r/zg M ôfAiy/zqp azzr/ybrzzz ̂ arf q/f/zg/zMa/ 

ô ocz/zzzgzzA 

TTze oZygcfz'vg q/fo/zzorT-ow z.y /o gg / Z/zgzH f/zzzzÂ ZMg a6qz// /zow ;vg cozz/cf^roG^zzcg OM 

arc/zzVgcrzYra/ (foczz/MgM/ybz- /zow wg )vozzW ẑzf f/zg jgrvzce OMfo zYzgzfa/. 

Z/Mzẑ / â wzV /ybz/Mô  /Az'j woz'A /̂zqo vgzr vgz^ Zzz-zMg. / / ^ f/zg/zz foMz'g/zf of oAozz/ /(^zzz. 

r/zg /(zck org worA:z'Mg zzzoz-g ozz f/zgz'z- owM 6rga/:zMg q^o»6 / /b rz / zzMg (Yz^cwj'j'zoM grozzp^y z'zz 

/Agzr oit//z ofzjcrgg/ argaLy, ivAz'cA z'j' gooi^. TTzg /Argg q / V g y ^ g y j [ a n o t h e r p r o j e c t m a n a g e r at 

N E W T V ] /of w g ZM/ggra/zMg zzz/o f/zg fgam oMof z/z ac/zza/ yocf r/zg fgczzzz zj' co/zzzng foggf/zgr 
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M/ce/}' fAoMAr vow very mz/cA. 

roG^oy / Aovg e/^'oyecf, even fFzYAerf /;ay c o m e owf c ^ A/j' amcf C A a r / g j [one of t h e 

d e v e l o p e r s ] 6ggM a n oA^o/z/fg 6rzcA. , -

/farry z'j ge/^mg /oMg(y. A:gep:9 rzMgz/zg z(p ajA:mg //"/Aefg (ZMyrA/ng Ae coM /̂o. 

TTzzfr̂ Ĝ m/. 

PFe Yeyz/^f a6ow/ g o / fAe arcAfYec/zfra/ (focw/Menf ^orfec/ a n t / w e ' v e gof o pfe^gMfor/OMybr F r e e / 

ZM /Ae /MOXMmg. . . 

F r g ( / roMg z{p foc/o}' To w/ygf/zer zŶ  (]p/7ropr/a/g fAa/ Ae ^Aozz/^/ 6e Aere/ / f g ^azW Ae'^ g o / a 

/of q/ZMzporfa??/ /AzYzga /̂ o /̂o/ 

TTzg AoA'g ĜOMg n j'fer/mgyo6 a/zc/ r/ze}' are oc/zza//}' gomg To c/o //ze r̂g^gzz/a/zozz 

f0zzz0r/'0)v, zzof /zzg. 

//oz-r}; » co/zzzYzg fo/Morrow of /Ag re^zze^/ q/Frg^Y. TTzo/ » a / j 'O zM/grg^fmg, / woM^/gr ^yAgzz 

Frg^f z\9 g o m g /o fg// / / a r z y . 

Fre^gMfo/zozz fo Fz-g^/ a W ^ o 6 6 v [a sen ior f i n a n c e e x e c u t i v e l a W / / a r n / 

[end o f s ide o n e of t ape o n e ] 

Frg^ezz/a/zozz /o Fre^ / azzof ^ o 6 6 y ^yezz/ vgrx \vg//. F/zg)/ o r e v e r y ^/go^gof )yzY/z //ze (foczzzzzgzzA zY 

zzget/^ a /o/ q/woz-A: /o rz'c^ zY zzp 6zz/ zY w o j azz exce/Zezz/ t/oczzzzzezzA 

Frea^ (/zWzzY /zzz-zz z/p rzVZ zzm q/ /gr 72oc/oc/:, /ze /zajzzY jpo^gzz ro //ze zzoz" /zaj' Bo^^j / . 

C/zoz'/ej' w o j azz o6j'o/z//g gezzz. ^ /o/^f /Aezzz w/zoZ /zg //zozzg/zZ q / /Ag zzzar/rg/zzzg. ^zz(/ 

iv/z)/ WFPFTF o r e zzz //ze ^zYz/arzozz r/zaf Z/zg)/ az-g z'zz. 

Fzzz a6^o/zz/g/y j/za/Z'ez'ea'. / r e a / Z y ^ g g / c/zzzYg a^azzzeiY. ^z/zzzzz'zzg a irorAj'/zo/) ozz vozzr owzz z^ zzor a 

goo^y zWea. 
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o/" jecoMo' o/" 

On MoMt/qy fretf (/zW no/ fa/A: fo z/ze /fe â A:e(f me fo zY. TAe /?acA:age fAaf Ae agreec^ ro 

MOf w/zaf f/ye); woMfecf, Mof /ze foW me Ae gomg fo g/ve /Ae/77. o /ong ifqy 

^AofA fAe reojion 6ezMg /'j a /ac^ q/y?MaMce. 

fAe f fq^Acrve g /ven a / o f / o r fAey afon'/ c / e je rve f/ze ̂ a c ^ a g e fAaf fAe}' Aave ^ e e n 

q/yerec/ even /AozzgA zY ẑ  a gezzerozz^ ^ac^czge Ay zzorma/ ^z'c7M(ya/'c6. 7%z.y zj noC gzve/z 

6j/ anj/ zM6/z'ca/zo« /o e%pecf. 

/ / e m e fo cfe/z'ver fAe m e ^ j a g e , f/ze z-e^w/f, 6o//z l^z'/6erf a n c / f aw/ [one of t h e deve lope r s ] 

/zove /zazzt/eaf ZM f/zez'r z-e^zgna/zon, fAz.y z\9 gozMg fo ,6e a 6z'g Ao/g zzz f/ze jcrq/'ecf a /z t /pw/f / /ze 

/)fq/'ecr af rẑ A:. 

TTze c/oczzmeMf /Aa/ f/ze}' ^/"o^/zzce^ ZM f/ze vvor^jAqp Mee(6 f o 6 g revz'eM^eo^ awtf amezzo'ea' z'o faA^e 

owe a / / f/ze ̂ o/zYzca//y ZMCoz-rec/" ̂ /a femezzf j a W /o 6e /zz/Z z«z'o aybz-zM f/zaf zj' pzzZ;/zj'Aa6/e. 

/ a m aMzzqyet/\t;zf/z //az-ry //zzj î yeeA:. / 've fz-z'eo^fo zzz^fz/ ozz /Ae ^/q^Z/ze z'm/;o/'faMce q/^ 

c^ocw/z7ezzfafz'oz] a j a ^^a/e^ mec/zozzzjm az7c/ /ze /za.9 zzzzG êr/MZMetf f/zz^ az:^/ ^ a z W g e f o/z wzV/z f/ze 

woz-A:. 

F r e t / ^/z'// /za^zz Y a^ft/re^^eaf f/ze z'̂ ŷzze q/T/a^-zy. 

TTzzro' weeA^ o/yw/v. 

. % / ( / a/prq/'ecf^/azz/zzzzg meefzzzg //zz\* ; f ee / : /o fz],' azzt/ gef j'ozzze zWea q / a / ^ r q / ' e c f ^/az? azzcf 

}t//zezz //zzMg^ cazz 6e (fozve. De/zvez^ Ozze ^/zozz/^f 6e z-eao^' wzY/zzzz & vvee^j. PFAen we 've acfwa/ /y 

jfaz-fe^y fo ^/azz zY owf zY /ooA:^ zzzoz-e /z'A:e fo 6e f/zz ee mozzf/z^ 6w/ f/zaf'j' fo 6e e^pecfe^Y. 77ze 

amozzzzf q/e^/Tbrf f/zaf wezvf z'zz/o f/ze worAiyAqp fzzzze ej'fz'mafz'ozz waa zzeg/z'gz6/e. Bwf Fz'et/ cfzWzz'f 

/z'/re zY. 

7Ae /prq/'ecZ /z/azzj' Aavzwg /o 6ezz7g revz'j'e,:/ tw a z ejzz// q/ /ooj 'ZMg fyz/Z'ez'/ a W zz/zz fazz/ . TTzejy'z-e 

AfzzzgzYzg ̂ yoczymeM/a/zozz z(p /o (Yafe. 7've a^&i^ //zem /o worA: q^^zYe 6ecaz/^g f/zey a r e a 

6/z'gz-zvpfz've zẑ zzezice. 

Za^f weeA^ zz? Jz//y 
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Zo (fo worA; owf̂ /We /Ae prc '̂ecA w/fAowf ajA:mg /Me/zMf. 

/fg an mvgfr;garzoM on opem TK wAycA afbg^ r/zg ̂ a/ne rAmg 0̂$ we wo^ 

jwggê fzTzg ZM /Ag afcAzYgcfw/'a/ c/gfzgM. 

/ a/M 770/ (M co/z/ro/ qy/Au' //rq/ec/. / Aove azz/Aoz-zYy, «o Fz-eâ  /j- Mo/̂ czvj'g /̂ ow 

a» gMâ  o^'ecz'/ve. 

^ / A e orcAfYecrwraZ î ocwTMeMf rAe ^ r ra / egy i f e w e r e ^wrawzMg w e r e /Mcorrecf we w;'// 

/zee^f /o agazn. /Ao/ Mgeck fo 6e c^one of o /MaMager/a/ / eve / n o / / o r Azm fq g o 

rouMĜ  /M}/ 6acÂ . 

BoA )̂/ /za^ a^/re^y/or rAe reporf /o 6e ê/zZ /o //zg 6ac/reM fo (yg/zzozz f̂ra/e r/ze/ac/ fAo/ //zgjx /zovg 

gor a j'fra/ggy. 

Fzrjf wgg^ ZZ7 .̂ wgzẑ A 

Free/ z'j' agaz'/z a^^z'ng f̂ o ̂ /o /zzore w o r ^ ozz opezz TK T/zz'^ z.y faArz'zzg mt/ay e , ^ r / / rozzz r/ze 

6/zgzYa/ /7rq/'gc/, w/zz'c/z^ozzz ^i//zaf / cazz gaf/zgr 6z// rga^/zzzg 6gnvgg?7 //ze /zMe^ 6ecow^g Mor/zz'ng 

/zoj 6ggM j'azW ovgz-f/y, z^ zzo/ gozMg fo Aappezi zn fAe w a r z'/zaz' w e ^/zozzg/zz' zY woj'. 

Freo' ẑ  ẑ"/// gAŷ ecfz/zg /Ae (/zgz'W//rq/'ec//zrj'/ (/g/z'vg/y /o 6g lyz'/Azw <9 Tree/rj, gvg/z /Aoz/gA /ze'̂  

gj'/rzMg /o (/o //zzVzgj /Aa/ are MO/ z'/z /Ae /'rq/'ecZ Ae /o ẑMg away c^croxzzzzafg/y J0% 

q/a rg<3fwcgâ  rgjozzrcg. //g z'j ̂ zwAzMg zzzg/or a //rq/'ecf///on, 7 /̂ozz Y evg/z /?70w wAof^rq/gcr 

i'/M ///azzzzzMg ybr/ 

a wor^/ v̂zYA y g ^ g ) / f/zz'j wggA: /zg ag coz^/zz^g^/ / a m a6owr //zg j zYzza/z'ozz ovgr 7/arry . 

r / z z ' r c f W g g ^ ZM y j w g ^ z z j A 

G/ac/ q /m}/ ArgoA:. / waj^ /zopzzzg f/zaf / %yozz/c/ cozzze 6acA^/ee/zMg 6gffgr, 6w/ / c/oz?'/. 

/ . ; f z / / / g g / r g j e / z r ^ / o v e r Free / a W /ze z'j ac/z've/y zzzazzagz'zzg /Ae z7ow, / /zave vez^ /zYf/e 

cozzfro/, / / e e / /zA:e a ^zzppgA /'zzz Z70/ yzzzVg jrwrg ^v/za/ /'/zz co/zrrz'AwfzMg 
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a7"g ve/y scarce m ̂ VEffTP^fAere'̂  ac/z(a//y Mo wioMe};. .Even fo fAe}''ve jen/ /Aree 

afq^om a fz-zp /o FroMce /ooA:mg mro open ZK. 

WE^^y ca/?'/ gvgM /Ag afgvg/q;;;Mg»/ A:// q/o/pg;; 7K j-o 7'/̂ ? MO/ ẑ/z'/g j'zz/'g Aow /Agv org 

gozMg /o /)/-ocegof. TTzĝy Aove go/ a AacAgr̂  megfzMg /iyoonJ. 

TTzg of^gr /Aa/ /jp/acgaf rzgAf a/ rAg 6ggZMMZMg q//Ag /)rq/'gc/ybr jorgrê zzz'̂ zYgj ẑ  j/zV/ zzo/ 6ezMg 

^arz^g(/. TTzg /?rq/'gcf Aoj nor reo//)/ jfar/g(f. 

FzzrrAgr rozzMcf q/ rĝ /zzM f̂anczgj'. 

/î OM Y /Az'/zA a/ /Az'j' j/agg /Ao/ /'/« goz'/zg /o 6g a6/g /o i g ^ a// /Ag (slight paused /Aa/ org 

MO/ vyof/rzMg on (Vz'gz/a/ z.*j;zzĝ . 

/ wz/Z ac/z'vg/y /Ae ̂ gczzrzYy ovgr /Ag z'g<̂ zzz7(/rzz7czĝ  ovgr /Ae Z7g%/ wggA:. 

5'gcoM(/ wggA: of ̂ p/g/M^gr 

TTzg ĝcoM ŷ n'gg/r q/^jg/ezM^gr j'cw zzzore z-gGfzzMc/aMczgf, //EPKTK Aavg MOii; c/wzMĈ/ezY /o o6ozz/ 

JO J/q/)? TTzg /;/acg /ooA:y /z'/̂ g a /yzorgwg, /Agj/ canV rgo/((/ /zzg, /Agy org gozVzg /o /7zz/ /zzg 

(/owM /o ozzg (fay o w'ggA;, /ĉ ozzY /AzmA: /Aof z'j rga/(y vzo6/g. TTzg /?rq/gc/ z'̂s' gzzc/gâ , g ĵ'gz7fzo/(y. 7 

coz:'/ 0̂ 0 OM); morg. 

TTzg /prq/'gc/ (yocẑ zMgzz/o/zozz zzgeck /o 6g 6rowgA/ z(p-/o-&z/g o.yyhz- oa zV )t;gz7/. TTzz'̂^ z.y/zẑ /ybz" 

OZ-cAz'VZMg /7ZZẐ 0̂ ĝ '. 

Aavg comp/g/g/y cAozzget/ /Aezr ̂ Vra/gg}', /Agy org ^/z// ^/gjjDgro/g^ ^Aor/ q/zMOMgy. 

TTzg j/rarggy zzôw ŷgg/zẑ  /o 6g (AyzMc/A'Mg zzzz'o ^q/ht/org /)rq/'gcf.yybr c/zg/Zo/ TF/pro^/z/cgrj'. 

TTzg OMo/ogzzg jgryz'cg /o /Ae vWzW/oMck c/o^g(/. 7Azj z\y caw^zng oz? odafzYzozzo/ }t/orA;/oacf /Aa/ 

T̂p'z// ^gg /Mg /ArowgA /z7/ /Ag/z/'j/ M'gĝ  ZM Oc/o^gr. /});/// ;70/ 6g worAiZTzg o/z /Ag (7zgz/o//)rq/ec/, 

/ jqy zY cfzW/zY rgo/^ gAiz'̂ Â 

Zoj/ 7zp<7a/g oz? ivAof /Ag (YzezYo/ prozgcA 
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5'o/Me q/f/ze conceprj, OMc/ m fAe orzgfMo/ fecAnzca/ OfcAzYecfwm/ (Yocẑ /Menf wg gomg 

ro 6e fo 

// Ĝ oê  /oo^ a j /AowgA open TFAavg cerfazM Mzcef/ej q/"opez-afrng m o /;ve 

gMv/roM/Menf r/zaf were m f/yaf arcAfYecrẑ faZ (yocz/meMA 

// cow/(Y 6g /Ao/ we coz/M jg// o/- //ceMce rAe ztye /Ae cfe^/gn /o 6g f'/ẑ /gmeM êcf ̂ vz'/Am open 

rK 

r/zz.; z,y goz'ng fo 6e /As /ay/ zf̂ /̂a/g q///zg 6/zgzVo/pz-q/'gcf. 

8.7 Views from key players 

Below are interpreted views of some of the main players in the project development. The 

interpretations have been gleaned from tlie diary extracts and from supportive events such as 

interviews with the project manager and, telephone and e-mail correspondence with the 

project manager. In addition there have been two phone calls with the director and further 

phone calls with two of the developers. It is recognised that any such interpretations are 

likely to be subjective. However, they may provide further insight to the development 

practice described. 

8.7.1 View from managing director (frg6() 

Reviewing the background to the project a few things stand out: 

The initial product introduced, in March 1997, with an analogue service in the Central region, 

was not very successful. 

'5'a/ej' M r / z g c o w p / e q / i r e r e AMZMz'/MaZ. ' 

The strategy changed 

Yo gz'vg f/zg mvoy a/zcf zMCT-gâ g //zg /MOM//z/v /̂z«_^gg g/c' 

However, there were 

'gfzV/ on/y 2&00 .yz/6.9C/'z6ê j aW r/zg .yzz6acrz6gr.y ii/grg nor^g^z/gzir z^&grj' 
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and 

' q/ wgfg fgfwrM/Mg q/fgr f/ze/r^eg ̂ er/ot/' 

The backers were no longer happy to finance the development as it stood 

Aovg 6ggM givgM fArgg mzoMfAa ro comg wp wzYA an a/rgrmafz'vg jfT-arggy [which was] 

";i/g w;// go c/zg/W" 

The managing director (MD) had responsibility for most of the business activity at NEWTV, 

of which the software project development was only one (key) area. At the start of the diary, 

the MD was in a precarious position with the project being in a make-or-break position and 

only three months to come up with a winning strategy. There is uncertainty over the future of 

the project, and presumably over the future employment prospects of the MD and the 

employees. One can imagine this being a stressful time for the MD (and other staff). Finance 

is likely to have been a particularly limited resource on the project. 

There must have been a sense that the project could go under at any moment and a temptation 

to 'protect your back' against any possible incriminations. 

Further, the development project had seen three project managers over the past year. [There 

is little data on the reasons for this.] A new, external, project manager has been brought in. 

One can infer from the diary extracts that the new project manager has a strong character and 

does things 'differently' to the MD. 

8.7.2 View from previous project manager 

It is difficult to fathom what was going on with the situation of Harry, the previous project 

manager. Presumably there were events leading up to Harry not being the project manager 

and being replaced with the new project manager. No details have been given on this in the 

audio diary, except that there was a general move by the MD to replace Harry. However, it is 

not clear if Harry was aware of this. 

The transcript did not show Harry had any animosity towards the new project manager, 

indeed several of the recordings indicate that the relationship was quite friendly. There were 
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a few incidents in which Harry clashed with the work of the project team and the new project 

manager, however, this seems to have been related to conflicting demands from the MD. 

8.7.3 View from developer (Wilbert) 

Wilbert was a highly qualified developer with very marketable skills, working in a cutting-

edge development environment. As the transcript indicates, Wilbert handed in his resignation 

during the early stages of the project when 'expense payment ' conditions for the workshop 

attendance were changed. Wilbert would have had little difficulty in getting further 

employment given his skills and experience, indeed he may have been tempted to leave for 

more money anyway. He was at an early stage in his career and there was strong demand for 

his skills. 

Wilbert was clearly disgruntled from much of the activity described and was not adverse to 

stating his views. This may have made him difficult to work with and manage. The diary 

extracts implied previous events involving Wilbert, which seems to have set the expectation 

of him being a 'problem' by the project manager. The interview data also showed there was 

probably a personality clash between Wilbert and the project manager. However, he seems to 

have been liked by the other developers. 

8.7.4 Summary of views from key players 

Viewing decisions from individual perspectives provides potential for applying prospect 

theory. As shown in section 6.6, individuals may have different I'o/wg with 

corresponding /pomrj' with which to consider decisions. For instance, Fred seems to 

have a reference based on the whole company's financial position as well as a desire to 

'protect his own back', whereas Wilbert's reference seems to be based on individual financial 

gains and a desire for 'fairness' in expense payments. Applying prospect theory to individual 

players in a decision environment has the potential to identify where there are substantial 

differences in decision references and other value function characteristics. This will highlight 

potential conflicts and problem areas in a decision environment. 
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8.8 Applying audio diary data: Limitations of prospect theory 

The diaiy extracts show a dynamic environment with many contextual, social and wider 

environmental influences. It is interesting to note that the majority of events recorded on the 

audiotape are social activities. Decisions are described in terms of the input or influence from 

other people or the effect on them. Very few events relate solely to technical activity for 

managing a software project. 

This audio diary shows a distinct political dimension within this project, particularly with the 

situation between the project manager, the previous project manager (Fred) and the managing 

director. It is difficult to say how typical this level of political activity is, however it:is clear 

that some projects do suffer from internal political influences. Block (1983) described the 

political nature of project developments and he argued that developers should have training 

in understanding some of the political interactions inherent in development projects. 

Yourdon, in the forward to Block's book, cites several examples of political complications 

during the development process. A decade later, Sauer (1993, p47) discusses how the 

organisational politics influences the development environment, a theme further taken up 

with Fortune and Peters (1995, p44). Bloomfield (1992) examined information systems 

development from a social perspective and argued that even in very formal technical 

development environments there are considerable social interactions and influences. 

Introducing a new information system introduces change into an organisation, the very item 

which initiates organisational politics (Huff 1989). This does not necessarily indicate a 

problem, as political activity can be positive in an 

orgaMzjaf/oM'j' jrmregy" (ibid, p89). 

The main characteristics of prospect theory, described in chapter 3, are focused on individual 

activity. The audio diary and interview data show a very strong set of social dimensions to 

decision-making. However, no specific examples of growpf/zmA; (Janis and Mann 1977; Janis 

1982) were identified. Even with the strong influence of the managing director, there seemed 

to be an equally strong desire for the developers to make 'correct' decisions (i.e. not just 

conform to the wishes of the dominant MD which would be expected with 

behaviour). There seemed to be several people with a 'strong character', which may have 

added political influences on decisions and reduced gmwprAmA: activity. 
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However, there may be some scope for considering 'the group' as a consistent entity, for 

instance when individuals share similar decision references. One such example was 

demonstrated when the development team developed a set of documentation standards for the 

project. The 'need' for documentation standards was raised by an external event (implied 

requirement from one of the backers). The team decided on what level to provide and how to 

'police' the standards. Here the whole development team seems to have adopted a consistent 

reference for documenting development activity. There are similarities here with the concept 

of co/Zecfzve (Weick 1993: Weick and, Roberts 1993): 'Collective mind (.y 

(Weick and Roberts 1993, p365). There 

may be scope for this /Mmcf behaviour to be consistent with prospect theory. 

However, the collective mind is dependent on heedful or mindful interaction. In a collective 

mind, people make decisions while being mindful of the needs of other people in the group. 

Prospect theory has no dimension to address this mindful interaction in decision-making 

(other than as one element of individual fr aming or reference). 

In addition, discussions about decisions (on the audio diary) typically referred to previous 

historical events. These previous events seem to have been used to inform the decision or put 

the decision in context. Clearly, decisions do not take place in a 'clean slate' scenario, there 

are likely to be previous events which inform and frame decision events. 

Section 7.10, identified limitations with the scope of prospect theory's process, which does 

not address group involvement and application of meta rules for selecting coping strategies. 

The scope of prospect theory also seems too narrow to address the complex social and 

environmental aspects of development. There is no dimension in prospect theory to take 

account of the political manoeuvrings and social interaction influencing many of the 

decisions described in the audio diary. In addition, the scope of the decision process 

described in prospect theory seems too narrow to account for previous events leading up to a 

decision. 

The next chapter collates the results of this thesis so far into a coherent model, including 

decision processes and likely influences on decisions. In addition it will collate the identified 
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limitations of prospect theory and identify where it is relevant to decision making within 

information systems development. 
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9.1 Introduction 

This chapter collates the different elements of the model developed through the previous 

chapters into a coherent v^hole. Chapter 3 described the main characteristics o f prospect 

theory in greater detail, including the value function, represented in figure 3.1, and a 

descriptive theoretical two-phase process. Chapter 4 applied these characteristics to the 

information systems development environment. Chapter 5 mapped the framing effects of 

techniques and methodologies by examining their visual and linguistic characteristics. The 

classification of techniques and corresponding framing influences developed are represented 

in figure 5.3 and section 5.6.2.3. Chapter 6 further developed possible framing influences and 

suggested distinct value function characteristics for and The value 

functions are represented in figure 6.2, which details the individual influences on decision-

making. In addition, people are likely to use previous decision experiences to inform current 

decisions. Chapter 7 focussed on the decision and developed an iterative and 

interactive model of decision-making when dealing with uncertainty and inconsistency. This 

is represented as figure 7.2. This chapter also discussed further influences on decision-

making, particularly in the choice of coping strategy. These were then applied to the 

theoretical two-phase process described in prospect theory, which was found to be limiting in 

scope. Chapter 8 looked further at the decision-making focusing on the social 

aspects of development. The chapter identified further strong influences on decision-making, 

as well as identifying some limitations of prospect theory. 

The final model builds on the interactive and iterative model in figure 7.2, but is enhanced 

with further influences identified throughout this thesis. The information systems 

environment influences can be classed under three groups: 

a) Individual orientation with corresponding individual value function 

b) Framing influences, which can be further divided into influences Aom specific 

'context' (e.g. application, environment) and 'technique /method' used 

c) Social/cultural influences, particularly of individuals being 'mindful of the 

rest of the group. 
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It is clear a decision is not started with a completely 'clean slate'. Each person in the 

decision-making environment has previous experience to draw upon and there are many 

events involving framing activity leading up to a decision. It is difficult to say when an actual 

'decision' starts or finishes. This complex interacAve process is represented in figur^9.1. 
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9.2 Enhanced framework 

Pre-decision state 

Inconsistency identification 
(individual or^roup activity) 

Applying meta rules: 
Analyse inconsistency 
Choose coping strategy 
(some group activity) 

Commercial Resolving Living-with Hyper-vigilance Argumentation 
strategies strategies strategies strategies strategies 

Continue process 

Carry out strategy 
(mainly individual activity) 

Reconsider inconsistency situation 

Process complete/continues 

I n d i v i d u a l 

orientation/value 
function 

Framing Social /cul tural 
aspec ts 
M i n d f u l of group 

Context 
Technique/method ' 

Information systems environment influences 

Figure 9.1: Enhanced f ramework , with main influencing elements 



The developed model shows a complex set of influences impacting on a continual iterative 

decision process within the information systems development environment. There is clearly 

some potential for interaction between the three areas of influence. The development 

environment's impact will range from a fully supportive, consistent set of influences to a set 

of inconsistent, conflicting set of influences resulting in a stressful decision environment. For 

instance, a consistent impact would exist where individuals concur with the group cultural 

perspective, which is also consistent with the characteristics of the methods/techniques used. 

Possible inconsistent, stressful impacts will occur when individuals disagree with the group 

cultural view of a problem and the methods used to address the problem. These impacts are 

represented in Figure 9.2. 

Individual 
orientation/value 
function 

Framing: 
Social/cultural 
aspects 
Mindful of group 

Context 
Technique/method 

Information systems environment influences 

Figure 9.2: Potent ia l conflict and stress between influences 

Key: 

Supportive, consistent set of influences 

= Inconsistent, stressful set of influences 

Where there are conflicts it is difficult to say which will be the dominant set of influences. 

Chapter 6 indicates potentially strong individual influences based on an individual's 

risk/planning orientation. This concurs with the main vista of prospect theory: that decisions 

are based at the individual level. Chapter 5 indicates potentially strong framing influences, 

particularly &om technique characteristics, which again is consistent with prospect theory. 
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The 'context' framing influences are likely to be more complex and involved. They are also 

likely to be associated with the social and cultural aspects of the development environment. 

Chapters 7 and 8 indicate potentially strong social/group influences where conformance to, or 

at least mindful of, the group perspective, would dominate. However, the dynamic nature of 

the developed model indicates that dominating influences will change over time. The results 

of decisions will further inform the information systems development environment. 

Individual perspectives will change due to feedback on specific decisions and continual 

learning about the environment. The group culture itself is a changing entity and will be 

influenced by past decision processes and results. The development techniques and methods 

used are typically adapted to specific development requirements and presumably are likely to 

be affected by past processes, decisions and experiences. 

9.3 Summary 

The developed model shows that dealing with uncertainty in the information systems 

development environment is a complex dynamic process. Comparing the developed model 

with prospect theory, indicates there are consistencies when considering decision-making 

firom a purely individual level but there are limitations when a wider group view of decision-

making is taken. If the individual and framing influences dominate, then prospect theory 

seems consistent with decision-making activity. If group culture dominates or has a 

significant impact, then prospect theory seems inadequate to represent decision-making 

activity in information systems development. 

Chapter 10 will apply the developed model to a case study, the results of which may inform 

us about the likely dominating influences from the information systems development 

environment. 
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10.1 Introduction 

Over the previous chapters a dynamic model has been developed to represent how 

uncertainty is addressed in information systems development. The full model is dastribed in 

section 9.2. Tliis chapter applies the model to a small development team from a blue chip 

company. 

The main aim of the case study is to lest out' the model as a whole and check for 

consistency v\dth actual development practice. More specific aims are to examine particular 

attributes of the developed model for consistency including: 

1) the social/group responses to uncertainty indicated in the model 

2) individual orientation towards risk and planning 

3) iterative process indicated in the model 

4) any biases in approaches to uncertainty. 

The model has been developed throughout this thesis with different chapters focusing on 

particular aspects of prospect theory. This chapter applies the case study to the model as a 

coherent whole and therefore acts as a consolidating and unifying activity. 

The next section will describe how the case study was set up and organised. Then the 

development of the structured questions used in the case study is described. This is followed 

by an analysis of the interview responses and observation sessions. Finally, the chapter 

revisits the model, noting where there are consistencies and inconsistencies with the observed 

development practice. 

10.2 Case study background and organisation 

The case study was initiated through contact with a senior manager at the blue chip company 

who sought permission to conduct the interviews and observations firom appropriate 

authorities within the company (e.g. from the public relations function, senior management 

and a willing development team). Permission was granted and the interview and observation 

sessions were due to take place in late October/early November 2000. Permission was 
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sought, and granted, on the basis of keeping specific commercial development details 

confidential and to ensure the confidentiality of participants. In any event, the commercial 

details were less important to the aims'of the case study, namely looking for social interaction 

and iterative processes. Consequently, actual names of individuals cannot be "used and 

questions were restricted to ensure that no commercially sensitive material was disclosed. A 

draft of the written-up case study was passed round the project manager and development 

team for their approval. The process of setting up the case study ready to undertake 

interviews and observations took about two months. 

The interviews took between and 1/6 hours to conduct and were based around a set of 

structured questions. Appendix D contains a copy of the structured questiormaire. All but one 

of the interviewees were happy to have the interview recorded on audio tape. The recording 

was done on the basis that interviewees could keep the audio tape if they were not happy with 

the recording. All respondents were happy and none asked for their recording. In addition, 

written notes and mnemonics were taken on blank questionnaires. For the interviewee that 

did not wish the interview to be recorded, more substantial notes were taken. The time and 

place of interviews were negotiated with individual developers on the team and the team 

leader. One of the developers worked off-site during the interview sessions, so for this 

developer the interview was conducted over the telephone. Again, the interview was 

recorded. 

The development team consisted of a project leader and seven software developers, with a 

variety of job titles. One of the sofhvare developers did not wish to participate in the 

interview sessions, though he was happy to be observed with the rest of the development 

team. In addition, interviews were conducted with the senior manger who had overall 

responsibility for the project and a support analyst who was located nearby the team and 

interacted firequently with team members. The team were located in a general open plan 

environment with two rows of four desks cordoned off with partitions. 

A mixture of open and closed questions were used in the structured questiormaire. The audio 

recordings enabled a firee flow of answers to be recorded, backed up with hand note taking. 

This enabled interesting answers to be followed through with further clarifying questions. 
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Observations took place throughout the visits. The aims of the observations were to note the 

social interactions and dynamics within the group and provide a comparison against the 

structured questionnaire responses. The intention was to get a f a v o u r ' of normal group 

interaction within the development team rather than a detailed observation of every 

development activity. It is recognised that observations only provide a snapshot of activities 

and that there are likely to be a range of other development activities not covered during the 

observation sessions. 

Several observation sessions covered 'coffee breaks', which were usually planned team 

activities in the staff canteen. One observation session spanned a lunchtime pub visit, to 

celebrate a 'new arrival' (birth of baby) from one of the development team, followed by an 

interview at the work place. Observation sessions were usually a whole morning or 

afternoon and were mostly based around interviews with developers. In addition, one 

extended observation session took place. 

The blue chip company chosen for the case study is a market leader in software products and 

services and the development team were involved in porting a new version of an existing 

product onto a new and technically different platform. The team had been working together 

for about 18 months on the project. Some team members had worked together on previous 

projects. At the time of the interviews and observation sessions, the project completion was 

scheduled for a further four or five months. The development team could be classed as a 

fairly mature group with clear roles and responsibilities. 

The development team was particularly relevant for applying the model of dealing with 

uncertainty within information systems development. The ' team' was mature in that most of 

the team members had been working together for the previous 18 months, some for longer 

periods. So the team dynamics had settled down (Stewart 1991, pl40), which reduced the 

amount of variables at play (e.g. did not involve frequent sorting out responsibilities etc.). 

The team was functioning within time (and presumably cost) schedules and the team 

operated in a relatively stable environment in that there were no major conflicts or 

disruptions. The team may be classed as an example of a typical development project where 

no 'm^or ' problems exist. The team was described as a 'good development team' when 

negotiating the case study with the senior manager, particularly in that the team members 
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worked well together and were progressing on schedule. The developed model, described in 

chapter 9, consists of an iterative process, involving interaction between group members, to 

deal with uncertain situations. To be effective in dealing with uncertainty requires structures 

that support such interaction between group members. For the development team in,the case 

study, which apparently has good group interaction, one would expect to see appropriate 

supporting communication structures. 

10.3 Structured questionnaire development 

The questionnaire consisted of three parts. The first contained questions on previous work 

experience and main work activities including team interactions. Questions covering risk 

aversion and planning attributes were included to assess the individual influences described 

in the developed model. Similarly, questions on previous experience and preference for 

development tools and techniques were included to identify possible prior influences on 

problem cognition. 

The second part contained questions on risk and planning orientation, and the questions 

distinguished between individual and group aspects. Questions on individual aspects to risk 

and planning are aimed at identifying individual influences on problem cognition, as 

developed in chapter 6. The questions with a team focus aimed to identify group influences. 

The results of these questions will help inform the question raised in section 9.2, on which 

are the dominant influences on decision-making. 

The third section contained questions on how uncertainty and general problems are 

addressed. These were aimed at eliciting information on the 'process' of dealing with 

uncertainty, which, according to the developed model, should have iterative characteristics. 

The developed model identified some possible limitations with prospect theory, particularly 

the social/group interactions. In addition, while developing the model some concerns were 

raised on the validity of the methods used in developing prospect theory, namely the use of 

'controlled and artificial environments', usually involving an experiment where a simple risk 

choice of (only) two options is offered to participants. As discussed in section 3.7, there is 

some question on the validity of this approach to real-life situations, particularly whether a 
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simple choice between two options is sufficient. To address these concerns, the structured 

questionnaire included a third option of 'depends', the aim being to gauge the individual 

support for each decision choice. In Addition, question scenarios were developed based on 

information systems activity. - ' 

A fuller description of the questionnaire development follows. 

10.3.1 Section A: experience/expertise questions 

These included questions on previous experience at the blue chip company and other 

companies. They also included questions on development methods/methodologies and tools 

used and, whether there were preferred development methods or tools. Chapter 5 described 

the likely framing effect of development tools, methods and associated techniques, and these 

questions would give some measure of Naming due to prior experience preference. 

Questions were asked on the main work activities of the developers, which also provide a 

preliminary measure of the level of group interactions. More focused questions then followed 

to gauge the level and form of interaction between members of the development team and 

people external to the team. Additionally, questions on the importance of teamwork and 

interaction were asked. 

10.3.2 Section B: risk and planning questions 

The first set of questions examined the risk aversion of the developers. These were supported 

by questions on how much respondents were v\dlling to risk for a 50/50 chance of vanning 

increasingly larger sums (firom f5 to jB5M). The aim of these exercises was to identify the 

level of risk aversion, provide a measure of 'diminishing sensitivity' (i.e. people are more 

sensitive to changes in smaller values) and to provide a lead into the following questions on 

risk decision in particular project development scenarios. The model developed was based on 

prospect theory's value function, which predicts people will be risk averse in areas of gain 

and risk seeking in areas of loss. These questions aimed to examine decision making in loss 

scenarios where projects were running behind time schedule. 
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The first scenario involved a project running one month late, a moderate loss situation, 

whereas, the second involved a project running one year late, a more pronounced loss 

situation. Conformity to the value flinction of prospect theory responses should show a 

tendency towards diminishing sensitivity and risk seeking in the loss scenario. 

For the first scenario a set of four questions was asked on what would be the response to 

taking a 'gamble' to rectify the one-month overrun where there was: 

a) a 50% chance that the project would be put back on schedule/budget, but there was also a 

50% chance that the project will slip a further week. 

b) a 50% chance of that the project would be put back on schedule/budget, but there was 

also a 50% chance that the project will slip a fiirther month. 

c) a 60% chance that the project would be put one month ahead of schedule/budget, but 

there was also a 40% chance that the project will slip a further month. 

d) a 10% chance that the project would be put back on schedule/budget, but there was also a 

90% chance that the project will slip a further week. 

There were three options given, 'Fgj ga/MAZe', Wo and 

The 'depends' option was included to gauge the level of support for taking the decision and 

as a focus to discuss the relevant issues in making such a decision. 

The second scenario included a set of four questions on responses to taking a 'gamble' to 

rectify the one-year overrun where there was: 

a) a 50% chance that the project would be put back on schedule/budget, but there was 

also a 50% chance that the project will slip a further year. 

b) a 60% chance that the project would be put one month ahead of schedule/budget, but 

there was also a 40% chance that the project will slip a further month. 

c) 10% chance that the project would be put back on schedule/budget, but there was also 

a 90% chance that the project will slip a further two months. 

d) 90% chance that the project would be put back on schedule/budget, but there was also 

a 10% chance that the project will slip a further two months. 

Slightly different figures, in both probability and payoff, were used in the second scenario to 

ensure that respondents did not simply repeat answers f rom the previous scenario. A 
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comparison can be achieved by considering the percentage payoffs versus probabilities. The 

measure of weeks, months and years were used as a common time concept in information 

systems project management and development (as opposed to a % change in the overrun: a 

one month change over a year equates to a 8'.33% change over the year, which is^robably 

less meaningful to developers). 

Questions were also asked about the expected level of individual and group input to making 

these decisions. Again these were to provide another metric for the group involvement in 

decision-making and a checking mechanism to other questions on group interaction. 

The follow on questions examined the planning attributes of the developers starting with their 

own perceptions of themselves as planners (on a scale of 1 to 10) and questions on plaiming 

activities at work and at home. Chapter 6 identified possible conflicts of plarmer orientation 

and task, hence there are further questions on stressfulness of plans not work and of having to 

work to other peoples plans. A similar set of questions was asked on spontaneity attributes, 

again with the aim to identify possible conflicts in spontaneity orientation and task. 

10.3.4 Section C: Questions on dealing with problems, inconsistencies and uncertainty 

This section contained a set of three questions revolving around dealing with problems in 

general, inconsistencies and, uncertainties. As discussed in previous chapters, there is a 

potential problem in the use of language to describe uncertainty situations: there is an overlap 

between the terms 'inconsistency', 'uncertainty' and 'problems' with many of the terms used 

synonymously in different situations. Consequently, a set of questions was developed 

revolving around each of the different terms to solicit a full set of responses to uncertain 

situations. 

Each set of questions included 'do you encounter many z'ncoMJz'j'rgMCzgj'/ 

wMcerfamry in your work?', 'What form do they usually take?' and 'how would you try and 

resolve them?'. Specific examples were also sought, the aim being to provide a focus for 

discussion. 
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The questionnaire was concluded with a set of questions looking at the relative proportions of 

individual and group involvement to resolve and uMcerfamf/gj. 

Again, these questions aimed to identify the level of group and individual involvement in 

decision making activity. ' 

10.4 Analysis of questionnaire responses 

10.4.1 Section A: experience/expertise questions 

Respondent Experience at otiier 

companies (years) 

Experience at 

current company 

Job title/ funct ion 

11 10+ 18months+ Team leader 

12 13+ 6 months Analyst S / W Engineer 

13 17 years Systems analyst 

14 2 0 + 3 '/2 years S / W e n g i n e e r 

15 10+ S /W e n g i n e e r 

16 2 0 + Several S /W d e v e l o p e r 

17 16 18months+ Systems engineer / Support analyst 

18 2 '/̂  2 + years S / W d e v e l o p e r 

19 18months+ 6 + years Project m a n a g e r 

Table 10.1: Experience/expertise overview 

Overall, the team represents a range of expertise and experience. The combined experience 

covers several project developments within the 'blue chip' company as well as other 

companies. 

10.4.1.1 Experience and areas of expertise 

Overall, the use of development methods and tools was not as prevalent as the literature 

would suggest. Most respondents had used a development method or tool before, including 

the in-house method, however, no formal method was used for the current project. 

Nevertheless, the approach to development described does roughly conform to a 'SCRUM 

approach (Beedle et al. 1999), though it is more structured. 

Some relevant responses to 'Do a w tfgvg/qp/MgMr ' 
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DoM? a (fevg/o/PTMgMf mgr/zo^foZogy /^cwrre/?r/){/ ... Am'g 6ggM OM a Joc^jroM 

cowrj'g, 6wf Mgvgr wj'g^/... /MÔ rZ)/ co^fg ggngronon foo/j- ...prgv/oz^^/y tfj'gc;̂  coj-g foo/j ' 

WoMg/^/-^rrgc^ /^og^M Y rgaZ(y /z^g wjmg foo/.y/TMgf/zod^y ...roo rgj-ff/c^mg/ ... 

fY/orcg.y _yow (fowM a /paz-f^zcw/a/^ fow/g' (76) 

%gaf /In-house/ /MgfAoak. MojrZy cfoMY w ĝ <3 /MgfAoG '̂ 

' Caj-g roo/j' ... /^mfofxpmg ...gw/fg /z'̂ g j'^afgyZow 

10.4.1.2 Main activities of developer 

The following table summarises the main activities of the development team. 

Respondent Main activities of developer 

11 Team leading activities, planning / estimating, technical support in 
operating system, interaction with other people 

12 Porting activities, code development activities 

13 Integration and building activities, role in more than one 
development team 

14 1) Specific technical work - fixing bugs 
2) Technical consultation 

15 Basically given a s/w eng task, coding 

16 Design and coding 

17 Support activities - related to team products/ services 

18 Porting exercises; early stages - design; general coding, fixing bugs, 
checking against functional descriptions 

19 20% customer interaction, 30% team A and 3 0 % team B, 20% 
mixed activities 

Table 10.2: Main activities of developer 

10.4.2 Team/group interaction 

The next table contains a summary of responses to questions on teamwork and interaction. 
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Respondent Interaction within team Interaction outside team Teamwork important? 
11 Yes, lots. . . Yes Yes 
12 Yes, a lot of interaction ... Not very much.. . Yes 
13 Yes, quite a bit Not a lot for this team role, 

yes for other team role 
Has to be in this case... 
lots of dependencies 

14 Yes Yes . ' ' Within team, yes 
Outside, less so 

15 Yes, certainly Not a great deal -
sometimes 

Yes 

16 [Currently] not really - except 
for specific tasks. [Mainly 
involved in distinct tasks] -
earlier tasks far more 

interactive 

Very rarely, normally fo r 
expert discussion or pro jec t 
direction 

Yes it is 

17 [actually part of other team] Yes. Service team 
more interaction with 
development team than 
service team 

Yes and no. Yes for 
dealing with a problem 
[able to] pick up what 
is going on and ideas 

18 Yes, dp work at home 2/3 
days a week, but have regular 
telephone meetings .. [plus] 
face to face meetings 

Some ... with support t e am 
+ social 

Yes, without team 
difOcult to ... 

19 Yes. Open door policy so as 
much as [team A] wants, other 
team in Boston but visit 
"regularly" 

Yes, customers and peer 
group of other project 
managers 

absolutely, vital 

1 
i 

Table 10.3: T e a m / g r o u p interact ion overview 

Some further relevant responses to questions on the team interactions and the importance of 

team interaction follow. 

' a/ ... a Zo/ /gj'j' ... [resulting inj/ozm^/ f Y [ g e t t i n g 

information] a q/gwgj'fz'ow r/zen Aave fo 'coZ/m- /or OM 

Aow/" /o gr .. [then moved closer to team - desks adjacent to theirs] 

a ve/]/ yyorhng /-g/ar/owAzp ... a6/g /o gg/ rgĵ poMj-g/zV^T-o^ar/oM (/wzcÂ gr - m 

[chunks]' (7^ 

'C/vmg fgcAMzcaZ gwzWancg pgop/g org rgcgMY g?Mp/o}'ggj' j'o /ygMc/ĝ f /oY 

/Mg«/ormg... /h/j'oy acf a r ^ r g g o/i fgc/zMzca/ o^gAafgj'' 14 

Tg.y, fAg^g z'j' a Zo/ q/zMrgmcfz'oM M/zYAzM f/zg /go/M ... fgazM zMggfmg^ o/zcg a M'ggA:, 

rggzz/af coy^g TMggfzngj' ... 

'Fgj' zY z'j' zTMpor̂ aMf. 7ga/M Aaj a com/MOM goo/ . . . [it is] zmpor^aM/ /o Aavg rggzz/ar 

/MggfzMĝ y ... YI2) 
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% a c/oj'g /"gGTM .... PFg j'zY nex/ ro gacA orAer ... j'grWcg/?gop/g a W 

(S^gvg/operj' j'fY c/oj'g fogg^Aer fAgrg org c/o.yg ZmAy... /f/zgrg ayovW rg/oHoM.y/zz)? 

^g/wggm/pgo^/g... ' (II) 

TgOTM worA: ;\y f/Mporfanr ...aj!?ro6/g/M ygguzygj- /ga/M g/^z-r... CoAwmg /o wor6 z.y a 

j'OcW ... /Mgg<^ fo worA: wzYA^gop/g ... '(II) 

What Ibrm of interaction usually takes place? 

'gg«graZ(y M g g f ^ ^ e o p / g , j'ome/̂ zVMgyzMcf a room, ... 

'.ŷ wo/"Â  OM own /YAgM//gg/ vgfy z'j'o/a/'g!^ ... goo(7 fo-ggf fea/M Wgmcr/oM' (7j) 

'opgM (^foor', 'Mgg(/ fo 6g ava;Va6/g y7gxz6/g', 'wz/Am fAg /ga/M zV zj vgr}' zVMporCaM/, 

...ow/jzWg zY z'j /gj'j' JO ...Mgga^ro c/oz'z/); rggwz'/'g/MgMrj'' (7^ 

10.4.3 Section B: risk and planning questions 

The next table summaries the responses to questions on risk aversion. 

Respondent Risk averse? 1 - 1 0 Scale 

11 Yes, sort of, need to know as much as possible first 3 
12 Yes, don't like taking risks 3 
13 Don't mind 8 
14 Yes 3 or 4 

15 Fairly neutral 5 or 6 

16 No. 'do like risk' 6 - 7 'depends ' 

17 Yes 3 or 4 

18 Don' t know 4 to 5 

19 Possibly, yes 1-5 
Table 10.4: Responses to risk aversion 

The next table summaries the responses to questions on participating in a lottery situation 

where there is a 50/50 chance of winning different amounts of money. 
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Respondent a) €5 b) £50 c) £500 d ) £ 5 0 0 0 e) £5M 

11 Not a lot Wouldn't Wouldn't £50 in a 
lottery 
situation 

£500 would like 
to be part of a 
syndicate 

12 £1 £10 £50 £100 max £1000 

13 50p £5 ' £ 1 0 £100 £100 
14 £1 £5 £50 £500 £10,000 -
15 £3 £10 £50 tops £200 £1000 
16 £5 £15 £30 £50 £1000 
17 f 5 £I0-£15 Difficult, 

presumably 
more 

£ 5 0 £50-£100 

18 £2 £20 More 
difficult.£I50 

£1000 £20 - £30K 

19 £5 £10-£20 £50 Couple of 
hundred 

£5K 

Table 10.5: Responses to questions on lottery type investment for d i f f e r e n t values 

Generally participants were reluctant to participate in gambles at the higher levels. The 

results indicate a range of responses 'as an academic exercise', however, it is unlikely that the 

responses would translate into actual gambling activity as some of the following relevant 

quotes indicate: 

'/More coM q/ybz-t/ fo /oj'g' (7̂ ^ 

'afepgMck OM/zMOMcW ... ' 

WoM Y .. ver}' aZ/MOj'r j-o 6/g', 

OM /zow /MzvcA gor or vyzY/mg /o^g' (7,^ 

w/rA rAz'j' [gambling activity] ... nof ggf m 

rAz'j' [gambling activity]' 

'a/wa}'.9 7 cozz/(/ /oj'e' (77,) 

The aims of the gambling questions were two fold, as a warm-up exercise for the following 

questions on project-related risk and as an indication of the amount of variation in approach 

to risk in the team. There seems to be a variety of risk orientations within the team, which 

supports the assumption made in section 6.3.1, i.e. 'developers' are not homogeneous in their 

approach to risk. 

10.4.4 Decision scenarios: risk taking one month and one yea r behind schedule 

The following questions were related to making decisions for scenarios of a project being one 

month and then one year behind schedule. There were three options open for each decision 
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T e j ' vVo (fonY g<3/M6/g' and VgpgMak'. Three categories are used to 

represent the answers to these sets of questions :-

Mild yes, mild no, mild depends - show weak agreement to selected response. 

Strong yes, strong no, strong depends - show strong agreement to "selected 

response. 

Yes, no, depends - show 'medium' agreement to selected response. 

When respondents indicated 'depends', they were further asked to indicate if they had an 

inclination to yes or no, this usually resulted in a 'Mild' response. Allocating the different 

depth of answer (i.e. mild to strong) was based on an interpretation of.the strength of support 

given to the responses. As such, the classification is a little subjective, though It does 

represent one view (and metric) on the strength of support for each response. 

10.4.4.1 First scenario questions: running 1 month over time 

If you are working on a project which was running 1 month over t ime (and costs), what would be your 

response to taking a 'gamble ' to rectify the situation as follows: 

( .9^ (/ze /.y a re/af/ve/y rejozyrce, or a or a 

jecf/oM oz/f) 

a) Take a gamble where there was a 50:50 chance that the project would be put back on 

schedule/budget, but there will also be a 50:50 chance that the project will slip a further week. 

Respondent Yes take gamble No don' t take gamble Depends 

11 Mi ld no Depends 

12 Mild yes Depends 
13 Strong yes 

14 Mild no Depends 

15 Mild yes Depends 

16 Yes 

17 Yes 

18 Yes Depends 

19 Strong yes Mild depends 

Table 10.6: First scenario responses, 50:50 chance of success, slip of o n e week 
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b) Take a gamble where there was a 50:50 chance that the project would be put back on 

schedule/budget, but there will also be a 50:50 chance that the project will slip a further month. 

Respondent Yes take gamble N o don't take gamble Depends 
11 Mfld no D e p e n d s 

12 Mild no Depends 
13 Yes 
14 Strong depends 
15 Strong depends 
16 Strong no Mild depends 
17 Mild yes Strong depends 
18 No Mild depends 
19 Yes Depends 
T a b l e 10.7: F i rs t s cena r io responses , 50:50 chance of success, slip of o n e mon th 

c) Take a 60:40 gamble (i.e. 60% chance of success) that the project would be put one month ahead of 

schedule/budget, but there will also be a 40% chance that the project will slip a further month. 

Respondent Yes take gamble No don't take gamble Depends 
11 Mild yes Depends 
12 Mild no Depends 
13 Strong yes 

14 Yes Depends 

15 Mild yes Depends 

16 N o 
17 Mild yes D e p e n d s 

18 Yes Depends, "difficult one" 

19 Mild yes Strong depends 

T a b l e 10.8: F i rs t scenar io r e sponses . 60:40 chance o r success, slip of o n e m o n t h 

d) Take a 10:90 gamble (i.e. 10% chance of success) that the project would be put back on 

schedule/budget, but there will also be a 90% chance that the project will slip a flirther week. 

Respondent Yes take gamble No don't take gamble Depends 

11 Strong no 
12 No 
13 Strong no 

14 Strong no 

15 Mild no Depends 

16 Strong no 
17 Mild yes Strong depends 

18 (strong?) No 

19 Strong no Depends 

T a b l e 10.9: F i rs t s cena r io responses , 10:90 chance of success, slip of o n e week 
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e) Take a 90:10 gamble (i.e. 90% chance of success) that the project would be put back on 

schedule/budget, but there will also be a 10% chance that the project will slip a further week. 

Respondent Yes take gamble . N o don't take gamble Depends 
11 Yes 

12 Strong yes 

13 Strong yes 

14 Strong yes 

15 Yes 

16 Strong yes 

17 Strong yes 

18 Yes 

19 Yes Mild depends 

T a b l e 10.10: F i r s t s cena r io responses , 90:10 chance of success, slip o f o n e week 

The next question looked at differences between making similar decisions but the time scale 

was a year instead of a month. 

Respondent Would answers be different if the time scale was a year instead of 
a month? 

11 

12 'Yes, less inclined or open to risk ... more at stake' 

13 'Yes, probably not take the gamble quite so much' 

14 'Yes, more causes of losses . . . ' 

15 'Yes, more dependent, need to consult more' 

16 'Same' 

17 'Yes, depends on % of slip [scale of project]' 

18 'Possibly' 

19 

Table 10.11: Responses to different time scale 

10.4.4.2 Second scenario questions: running 1 year over t ime 

The next set of questions focused around a reference point of one year behind schedule, e.g. a 

project running 1 year over time (and costs). 

f) Take a gamble where there was a 50:50 chance that the project would be put back on schedule/budget, 

but there will also be a 50:50 chance that the project will slip a further year. 

Note the big pena l ty he re of a f u r t h e r y e a r ' s slip. 

Respondent Yes take gamble N o don't take gamble Depends 

11 No Depends 

12 Strong no 

13 Mild no Strong depends 

14 Strong no 

15 Mild no Strong depends 

16 Strong depends 

17 Depends 

18 Strong depends 

19 N o M i l d depends 

T a b l e 10.12: Second scena r io responses , 50:50 c h a n c e of success, s l ip of o n e y e a r 
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g) Take a 60:40 gamble (i.e. 60% chance of success) that the project would be put one month ahead of 

schedule/budget, but there will also be a 40% chance that the project will slip a flirther month. 

Respondent Yes take gamble . No don't take gamble Depends 
11 Yes Mild depends 
12 Mild yes Depends 
13 Yes Mild depends 
14 Strong yes 
15 Yes 

16 Yes 
17 Strong yes 
18 Strong yes 
19 Strong yes 

Table 10.13: Second scenario responses. 60:40 chance of success, slip of one month 

h) Take a 10:90 gamble (i.e. 10% chance of success) that the project would be put back on 

schedule/budget, but there will also be a 90% chance that the project will slip a further two months. 

Respondent Yes take gamble No don't take gamble Depends 
11 No 

12 No 
13 Strong no 
14 Strong no 
15 Mild no Depends 
16 Strong no 
17 Mild yes Depends 

18 Strong depends 
19 Mild yes 

"inclined to" 
Depends 

Table 10.14: Second scenario responses. 10:90 chance of success, slip of two months 

i) Take a 90:10 gamble (i.e. 90% chance of success) that the project would be put back on 

schedule/budget, but there will also be a 10% chance that the project will slip a further two months. 

Respondent Yes take gamble No don't take gamble Depends 

11 Yes Depends 

12 Yes Depends 

13 Strong yes 

14 Strong yes 

15 Strong yes 

16 Strong yes 
17 Yes 

18 Strong yes 

19 Strong yes 
Table 10.15: Second scenario responses, 90:10 chance of success, slip of two months 

Some relevant quotes related to the above scenarios: 

ro / fz/Mg j'ca/g.y/or ' (7^ 

/o [the situation]' 

a j we/ / . . . ' 
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WgpgMak OM overa/Z /jca/g q/prq/'ecf/ ovem/Z /)g/-cg«ragg j///?' 

WgpgMĈ ' OM Aow Jgrzow^ fAg ove/- rzvM wowẐ Z 6g ... ' (7j^ 

WgpgM /̂j' on cz-zYzca/fYy c)/̂ prcy'gc/' ... '(7^ 

'Mgĝ Z /Morg ZM/br/MarzoM' (74() ' 

woMf̂  fo Anow /Ag /w/Zyac/j'/zz-jr (11) 

10.4.4.3 Summary of scenario responses 

First scenario, 1 month behind schedule Second scenario, 1 y e a r behind schedule 

Situation Responses Situation Response 
a) 50:50 chance of 2MY, 3Y, 2SY 
being on schedule, 2MN 
possible slip of one MD, 5D 
week 
b) 50:50 chance of MY, 2Y f) 50:50 chance of 2MN,N,2SN 
being on schedule, 2MN,N,SN being on schedule, MD,2D.4SD 
possible slip of one 
month 

2MD,3D,3SD possible slip of one 
year 

c) 60:40 chance of one 4MY,2Y,SY g) 60:40 chance of one MY, 4Y, 4SY 
month ahead of MN.N month ahead of 2MD,D 
schedule, possible slip 
of one month 

6D,SD schedule, possible slip 
of one month 

d) 10:90 chance of 
being on schedule, 
possible slip of one 
week 

MY 
MN,N,6SN 
2D,SD 

h) 10:90 chance of 
being on schedule, 
possible slip of two 
months 

2MY 
MN,2N,3SN 
3D,SD 

e) 90:10 chance of 4Y, 5SY i) 90:10 chance of 3Y,6SY 
being on schedule, MD being on schedule. 2D 
possible slip of one 
week 

possible slip of two 
months 

Table 10.16 Comparison of responses for the two scenarios 

Key: 

MY = mild yes, Y = yes, SY = strong yes 

MN = mild no, N = no, SN = strong no 

MD = mild depends, D = depends, SD = strong depends 

Responses to b) and f) are interesting as they have the same expected values (w^hich is neutral 

since the probabilities and the value of proportional losses and gains are the same). There is a 

bigger tendency not to take the gamble in the second scenarios. This is consistent with risk 

aversion (i.e. giving the value function a lopsided 'S' shape), big losses loom greater than big 
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It is also interesting to note there is a willingness to take risks to get a project back on 

schedule. For instance, responses for d) and i) which both have only a 10% chance of 

success, though the m^ority of respondents are unwilling to take the gamble, there are a few 

that are at least open to taking the gamble. IM this case there is slightly more incliaation to 

take the gamble in the second scenario than the first (MY to 2MY and 6SN to 3SN), which 

may by consistent with diminishing sensitivity (however, direct comparison is not possible 

given different expected values). 

It is particularly interesting to note the number of 'depends' with the responses. The 

responses indicate that contextual influences are very strong for this team, particularly in 

regard to the wider consequences of decisions, scope of decision and how decisions would 

affect other groups. This would seem to indicate that 'social/culturar and 'contextual 

framing' influences, as discussed in section 9.2, would be dominant. 

Following on from this, questions then asked whether respondents were happy to make these 

decisions totally on their own. A summary of the responses is given in the following table. 

Respondent Happy to make decisions on own? 
11 No, in a project it is more a team ef for t . . . 
12 No, would like to discuss with other interested parties .. 
13 No 
14 Would not be too happy ... 

15 Would consult with ... 
16 Yes 
17 Some, not all ..Would expect involvement of others 
18 Not really (at the moment . . need more experience) 
19 Yes. But would receive input fi-om team. 
Table 10.17: Summary of responses to " H a p o v to make decisions on o w n ? " 

Clearly from the responses there is an expectation that such decisions would be made with, at 

the very least, consultation with other parties, i.e. project risk decisions are likely to be 

'group' decisions in that there is group consultation beforehand. However, once this 

consultation had taken place, then people were generally willing to make the decision 

themselves. 

Some relevant quotes: 

'negtf [and d i s c u s s i o n ^ r g a / M .... /oA q//MOMaggr' 
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coMj'z/// wzYA [line manager] a/ f/mg ... comu/^ w/fA o/^^roprz'a/'e 

[people] 

WepeMô y o« /eve/ rzj'A;... ' 

'w/owW g:ig?ecf zV^wr^o/M ofAer.y' (76;) ' 

'wow/(^ Mof 6e foo Ao^}' ... mzg/zr 6g wzV/mg .../"m^ rea/zYy, vt/ow/̂ f Mô  6g a6/g fo 

/)MaA:e OM ...j)/-^/" fo c/o w;YA o/Aer'j' mvo/vemeM^ ... c/epgMfiy, Mgg(f ro 

fo o/Aer ;7gop/g .../̂ 6wA g/ven fAgj'gy 6g /zq;:^}' ro, ... PFTzere /̂̂ MzVg 

/^wzc^ G/gcz\y/oM Mggcfec/ fAen OÂ  /o ma^g /̂gc/j'/oM, o/^Agrwzjg Mgĝ / morg ôf/oMcgA/ 

vz'gw - Mgĝ f /MÔ g ^gop/g mvo/vg(/' (7-^ 

'/wow/a^ gA^gcr mvo/vgAMgM(/yroTM ci/j'ro/Mg/', fAg)/ j'Aow/tf 6g mvo/vg(f /MOj'r ', 

'MOf rgaZ/y a ^/gc/j'/oM //ofa/Zx/ yb/" a j'mg/g j^grjon /7ofj' q/pgop/g mvo/vg(^' (7J) 

Wĝ gMg/j' OM /gg/mg q/" fgoTM ... m a /pz-q/'gcf (Y zj /Morg a fga/M g/^rr... ' (77;) 

Generally, the team members would expect to receive input f rom and consultation with other 

team members and affected parties before making these types of decision. However, several 

seemed happy to make the decision themselves, once the consultation had taken place. 

The next section looked at planning and spontaneity orientation of respondents. 

10.4.5 Questions on planning 

These included questions like 'Do you class yourself as a planner?', 'On a scale of 1 to 10, 

where 10 - an 'obsessive planner' and 1= 'don't like/do plarming', where would place 

yourself?' and questions on the amount of planning done at work and home. Finally a set of 

questions looked at planning and stress. The following table summarises the planning 

responses. 
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Respondent Class Scale 1 Do Do a lot of S t ress fu l if Like having to 
yourself as - 10 planning planning at y o u r plans do work to other 
a p lanner? at home? work? n o t work out? people's plans? 

11 No 4 No . No Yes ... Depends 
12 No 3 "No ... but 

yes for 
holidays " 

"Not a lot, 
Jiave a plan for 

"Yes, to a 
certain extent" 

"Not really, no" 

13 No 5 Reasonable 
amount 

No "No, don't get 
stressed . . ." 

"Don't mind, 
provided they are 
achievable" 

14 [mild] Yes 
"can do it 
[planning]" 

4 "Wife says 
yes, but I 
don't think 
so" 

"No [not 
currently], but 
early part of 
project yes" 

Sometimes Depends 

[5 Yes 6 - 7 "Not a 
great deal" 

"Where 
appropriate" 

" N o not 
really" 

15 

16 No 5 Never No Yes Yes ... 
17 "Not really" 3 Yes No [dealing 

with customer 
enquiries] 

N o "Depends on plan 
... probably don't 
... being 
constrained" 

18 "Not 4 "Not a "In current "Yes a bit Neutral, OK 
especially ... great deal" role, not stressful" 
do some much" 
planning" 

19 "don' t like 
to do it, but 
have to" 

5 at 
work, 
1 at 
home 

No ... "Yes, a fair bit "not stressful, 
more 
..responsible" 

Table 10.18: Planning responses 

Some relevant quotes: 

/zoTMg. ro/gj' /Y /'j' Mzcg /o o/̂ /zer ̂ gop/g J ... 6w/ Am;g 

To Aavg /azYA m orAgr ̂ g/'j'Ofi '.y p/oM.' (7^^ 

'Do /zA:g fo A:MOM' w/AgM / am c^omg r/zmgj' ... }gj', C/zaf /wofA^mg /̂ o orAgr^gop/g j' 

... /oMg a.y / Aavg jomg m/7w^... / T / z g M g g a k /o 6g ac/7/'gva6/g.' (7<̂  

Wj /oMg aj' f/?g}' arg rgaZz.yfzc o^'gc/zvg.y fo orA fo' (7.:^ 

'5'//'gj'^7 T-k'o/'A ow(/.^ D ^ c w / / /o awM/er f Za/zj' MO/ vt/or^mg owf wj'waZ/y 

(Zwg ro j'o/Mg o//zeryacfor.y - wAz'cA org ' (74̂  

W ^ g M g k OM m g r z Y q / , z'.g. (/" /oo/r .^ r g a / z . 9 f ; c / Y A g n ( f o n ' f . . . 

z m p o j ' j ' f 6 Z g " w A } " 6o^Agr".^' (74̂  
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fo Aavg m/o f/zg ... '(72̂ ) 

' / ^ ro Aave ybr /Arngj- ana'go a/oMg wfYA zY ... //& /'o 6g co-oro^matga^' (77^ 

Overall, there seemed to be a variety of planning orientations within the group. Also, ±ey 

generally were happy to work towards o±er people's plans as long as they were achievable, 

realistic and/or they had some input to developing the plans. 

10.4.6 Questions on spontaneity 

These included questions like 'Do you like spontaneity?', 'On a scale of I to 10, where 10 

'live for/love spontaneity' and 1= 'don't like spontaneity', where would you place yourself?' 

and 'Do you find it stressful?' and 'Do you generally like surprises? ' The following table 

summarises the responses to questions on spontaneity. 

R e s p o n d e n t D o y o u like Sca le 1 - 1 0 D o y o u find it D o y o u g e n e r a l l y l ike 

s p o n t a n e i t y ? s t re s s fu l? s u r p r i s e s ? 

11 Y e s 6 or 7 Somet imes , yes Y e s 

12 Y e s 6 N o t that 

stressful 

N o t that much no . . . like to 

k n o w what is go ing on 

13 Y e s 8 N o Y e s , g o o d surprises. Generally 

don't mind 

14 N o 3 N o N o 

15 Y e s 5 N o t really N i c e surprises 

16 Very much 8 N o Y e s 

17 Y e s 7 Imposed 

spontaneity, yes 

Pleasant ones , yes 

18 Yes . Some 

spontaneity is 

definitely necessary 

6 N o D e p e n d s on surprise 

19 Yes , particularly at 

home, not much at 

work 

7 Yes , from high 

up management 

I f they are g o o d ones! 

T a b l e 10.19: S u m m a r y of re sponses to s p o n t a n e i t y q u e s t i o n s 

Some relevant quotes/responses; 

mam/yybr jma// ac/fv/n'gj'y .. acffvzYz'gj'y are geMgW/y 

ybr ' (7.^ 
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The responses are consistent with the findings and assumptions made in chapter 6, namely 

that developers are not 'one type of person', i.e. they are likely to be drawn from a variety of 

people consisting of planner and non-planners, and people who do and do not like 

spontaneity. 

10.4.7 Responses to section C 

The next main section contained questions on dealing with problems, inconsistencies and 

uncertainty. For each, questions were asked on how often the situations were encountered 

and how they were addressed. The following three tables summarises the responses. 

Respondent j Do you encounter many 
problems in your work? 

W h a t form do they usual ly take? 

11 Some, not a lot Usually technical 
12 Some Generally S/W not working 
13 Not many within this group Tend to be quite minor ... 
14 Yes 1) code badly written, 2) bugs, 3) unnecessary obstacles to 

get the job done 
15 Yes, a fair few ... Mainly technical related 
16 Yes Logic problems, design problems 
17 Yes Not able to generate the problem the customer has reported 
18 Yes, in development work and 

support work 
1) service type ones (failure for some specific reason) 
2) problems in development- due to lack of understanding 
of system 

19 Yes [From] customers, unforeseen areas of work or technical 
problems. People problems sometimes 

Table 10.20: Responses to dealing with problems 

Some relevant quotes/responses to how they would be resolved: 

VofgraZ Z/zm/rmg.. new tf/rgc/zoM ... gwzYg raaf/ca/ ' 

YA/j' groi/p /'.y a ... y / j j 

Respondent Do you encounter many 
inconsistencies in your work? 

Wha t form do they usually take? 

11 No, not really - more uncertainties 
12 Rarely ... not really at the moment 
13 Not now, ... most [elements] 

becoming standard 
14 Yes Would use the term 'bug' 
15 Some [In other people 's work] 
16 Not really 
17 Not many [type of work activity, limited 

inconsistencies] 
18 Yes On a major systems document . . two places 

trying to document same thing 
19 Yes Between product sets, between working 

hours, staff 
Table 10.21: Responses to dealing with inconsistencies 
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Some relevant responses to how they would be resolved: 

Wepenak Aoif /MwcA zY /.y gomgfo ... '(7^ 

WgpgMak o n j c a / g ... e .g . g/To/'/ zY, Za rgg mcoM^M^gMCzej-

reĝ wzyĝ f /afggr /iycaZey (7,^ 

'go 6acA: ybn4/a/'(6 ^gr̂ t̂ gg/? cAam c^gop/g - Mggcf goo^ mfgr /go/M 

CO/M/MWMZ'caf/OM' (7!^ 

'go 6acA fo jowrcg, g.g. cw^fomg/-' 

'jpgaA: To^gqp/g ... WA: To c^/j'^omgrj' fAg}" /̂ o/' mgany ' f7j) 

'Mgg^y f o g o f o rAg rg /gvoM/ j !7gop /g aj'A: W i o f /Agjy m g ^ M . . .yzM^/mg^go/7 /g ' (7Vy 

'zT /̂o/'/Ma/ 6/zj'CUj'j'zow ZM gf-owp wzYA^gojg/g ZMV0/Vg<̂ ... ggMgm/Zy OOVgfgẐ  ZM ZMOMf/z/y 

/MggrZMgJ' (7j^ 

'WA: f̂ o jpgop/g, yzM6//urrAgr zM/br/MofzoM' (72y 

R e s p o n d e n t Do you e n c o u n t e r m a n y 

uncertainties in y o u r w o r k ? 

W h a t fo rm do t h e y usua l ly t a k e ? 

11 Some Lack of information 

12 Sometimes, yes Not sure S/W will work .. . . 

13 Occasionally Software upgrades resulting in strange 
results 

14 Yes Examples given 
15 Yes, quite a lot. . . [specific examples given] 

16 N o [but gave example(s)] Didn't know [likelihood of event]. . . 

Lack of knowledge 

17 Not many, except spontaneity o f 
task/job 

18 Yes, in planning stage ... big 
uncertainties then 

Lack of knowledge in what needs to be done 

19 Lots, absolutely 
More so than the team 

Customer driven 

T a b l e 10.22: Responses to dea l ing with u n c e r t a i n t y 

Some relevant responses to uncertainties and how they would be resolved: 

"/zavg /o j'/zz'g/̂ f Âg /iyrq//"/ rgo/M^^o/M /MOM}' 0//Ag wMogr/̂ azMfz'gj'" (7^^ 
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fo j'o/Mgf/zmg rAa/̂  / M O f A m g a6ow/' ... " (7j^ 

" F g a f w r g j q/" / p A - o c ^ w c f / m f g / y a c m g f^g^M^ggM ^ f a r o ^ a ^ e j ' . 7%g w n c g r f ^ z m ^ / /j' ( f o 

cwj'fo/Mg^j' wanr rAg /gafwrg? PFTzz'cA t/o //zgy /(»(/ cwj-fo/Mgr̂  afoMY 

uWgr^/aM^/ rAg grwgj'n'0M./"(74^ 

[e.g. budget/staffing] 'Vr)/ ana^ /-g^o/vg zf w;rA jpggf growp z.g. o/Agr TMaMOggr̂ , m 

jAz'g/ĉ  reo/Mj'" (7P̂  

".^j-rg/Mar/ca/Zy wo/-A: (Y owf... vvorÂ  a/^ro^/gm 6gAm(f zY " (7,^ 

"coj'f 6gM^r aMa/yjzj, ... go 6ac^ m cz/j'̂ o/Mgrj' /o gg^ j'oZ ẑfzoM " (77̂  

" fr)/ ro jpgaA fo JO/MgOMg ... m cAgc^/pro6/gm ...AMaA:g (nrn ĝ /wca/̂ gcif gz/gj'j'.../^&gmg/ 

cfgarzvg "(7j) 

"JS}' 6gzMg mcrg6yz'6^ c/gygr [a bit tongue in cheek]. Try To ^a/ancg c//̂ grMa/'z'vgj'. ^ /gcr 

TMOj'r/7o;7w/or ̂ /afa6ojg (̂ o z Y / b / " f/za/̂  .../Tzavgy/zx AouMcfw}' cAgn ca/z /zavg 

/zxgc/ 0̂ - /ZTMZ/gf̂  ... raA:g <3 /MzW(//g ... 6ozVM(fg6f OM /oj'^gj'... 

"CoMJw/̂  orzgzYza/^gqp/g .. Jofj- q/WArzMg To;;gop/g //"you ggf /;/'o6/gzz7j'"(7j,) 

''GarAgrzMgzYz/br!M(7̂ zoM, gva/zzarzYzg/z^rmarzozz ...comzMg/^oowo coMc/zzj'zoM ....gozYzg 

ro rg/gvanf/7gop/g... "(7^ 

"/(j'A: ofAgr ZMg/M ĝrj' q/fgam .... FzW fgc/zMzco/ z'gj'ozzrce /gx^gr(/ /or //zaf arga ... /gr 

o j /Man}' j5gop/g /̂ /zaf Z7gg<̂  ro gg/ zYzvo/vgî / A:ziow a6ozz/ f/zg ̂ ro6/g/M" (77̂ ) 

Overall, several examples for all three types of situations were given and discussed by the 

respondents. The 'addressing' responses are consistent with the range of coping strategies 

discussed and developed in chapter 7. Also there are clear elements of iterative processes to 
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address the uncertain, inconsistent or problem situations, which is again consistent with the 

developed model. 

The next set of questions focused on the amount of individual and group involvement 

expected to address the uncertain, inconsistent or problem situations. The following three 

tables summarise the responses for proportion of individual and group involvement to 

address uncertain, inconsistent or problem situations 

Respondent Proport ion of problems solved with 
individual effor t 

Proport ion of problems solved with 
group effor t 

11 Mainly 
75% 25% . 

12 75% 25% 
13 80%' 20% 
14 50% 50% 

more for harder problems 
15 80% 20% 
16 90%, most 10% 
17 In terms of time 80% 20% 

In terms of numbers 90% 10% 
18 60 %(70?) 40 %(30?) 

20% brief ideas with team 
20% more team effort 

19 Depends on problem 
A) if mine 90% A) 10% 
B) if teams 20% B) 80% 

Table 10.23: Summary of propor t ion of individual/group involvement f o r problems 

Some relevant responses to the proportion of individual or group involvement in addressing 

problem situations: 

.yo/vgaf O/i/y /Aoj'g canY j'o/vet/ fggwz'rg 

morg //A;g/y To mvo/vg fgam 
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Responden t P ropor t ion of inconsistencies solved 
with individual e f for t 

P ropor t ion of inconsistencies solved 
with g roup e f f o r t 

11 [Not many examples] 

12 25% 75% 
13 50% 50% 
14 Most 
15 50% 50% 

16 10% 90% 
17 10% 90% "virtually all (but doesn't really 

apply in current position)" 
18 Depends on magnitude 

Small: high Small: low 
Medium: Medium: 
Large: Very low Large: Very h igh 

19 Depends on type 
20% 80% 

Table 10.24: S u m m a r y of p ropor t ion of individual /group involvement f o r inconsistencies 

Some relevant responses to the proportion of individual or group involvement in addressing 

inconsistent situations: 

gozMg fo mvo/vg o f A g r e . g . f o o w f waMf/meoM" (74/̂  

"Zgjj' COM 6g conrroZ/etf 6}' .ygy... "(7.^ 

Respondent P ropor t ion of uncer ta int ies solved 
with individual e f for t 

P ropor t ion of unce r t a in t i e s solved with 

g roup ef for t 

11 Mostly 

12 25% 75% 

13 50% 50% 

14 100% 

15 40 60 

16 Depends on scope, Within own 
scope/control then, most 90% 
Outside scope 10% 

10% 
90% 

17 100% 
"have to talk to someone else" 

18 Almost entirely individual 

19 Product: 20% 
Staffing etc 
25% ish 

80% 

75%ish (75/80) 

Table 10.25: P ropor t ion of uncer ta int ies solved with g roup e f for t 

Some relevant responses to the proportion of individual or group involvement in addressing 

uncertain situations: 

gnfzrg/y mtfzvzWwa/ moz-g o/<3procgj'^ "(7^ 
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'WgpgMak OM /̂zg j'copgy " 

ro rAmA: q/"a cajg /ej'^ 700%" (7-:̂  

"/MOcmg^ wowẐ y fgg'wzyg ofAgr pgop/g "(72,) 

"own rgj/?0Mj'f6z/zYy 6w;̂  mvo/vgj' groz/p g,^/'r" (77̂ ) 

10.4.8 Summary of questionnaire responses 

The responses show a range of individual attitudes towards risk and planning, which is 

consistent with chapter 6. The responses also show some consistency with prospect theory, 

particularly with risk aversion, some diminishing sensitivity and some acceptance of project 

plans as reference points. However, responses also indicate strong contextual and 

social/group influences on risk decisions. Responses indicate an iterative process involving 

other group members to address uncertainty. The responses indicate support for the model 

described in section 9.2. 

10.5 Analysis of Observations 

10.5.1 Observation aims and introduction 

The main aim of the observation sessions was to examine the social interactions and 

dynamics within the group, generating a 'flavour' of normal group interaction. This would 

then provide a comparison against the structured questionnaire responses. Of particular 

relevance for testing out the models was to check for communication structures which 

support (or otherwise) group interaction required to deal with uncertainty. The team was 

presented as a 'good development team' where team members worked well together and 

where the project was progressing successfully. To be consistent with the model, one would 

expect good communication structures supporting interaction and flow of information 

between team members. 
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Observations took place throughout the visits. Though only providing a snapshot of the 

activities for the development team, it did provide a window into the general group working 

environment and interaction. 

Of particular relevance were the observation sessions during 'coffee breaks', which seemed 

to be planned 'team' activities. It seems there are usually two such coffee breaks a day, one 

mid morning and one mid afternoon. They would involve most of the team members moving 

together to the canteen, which was situated along a network of corridors. Typically the coffee 

breaks covered social interaction and discussion, however, approximately half of the 

discussion observed in these sessions were work related. 

The most striking characteristic of the team interaction during the observation sessions was 

the general opeM approach, which was present at all levels in the team, from overall 

manager, team leader and individual developers. It was also manifest in the open seating 

arrangements and the 'sv\dvel chair' reactions described later. Figure 10.1 shows the office 

layout. The development team operated in an open plan envirormient. The team leader and 

seven developers occupied a rectangular area, delimited by partitions. Four people were 

seated either side of the area facing the partitions and a passageway between. Additionally, 

the support analyst, who had much interaction with the team, was located in an adjacent 

section on the other side of one of the partitions. The project manager with overall 

responsibility was located in an office nearby. 
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Figure 10.1: Layout of office space for team 
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10.5.2 Example incident 

Figure 10.2 shows an interaction diagram for .an incident where someone from another team 

came to get information and general help with a problem. The interaction described was 

fairly typical of the incidents observed in the amount of interaction between different team 

members. 

Key to figure 10.2: 

D1 to D5 - developers 

TL = team leader 

V = \'isitor 

SA = support analyst 

OB - observer 

#1 to #11 - list of main interactions/events 

#1 The initial incident consisted of V coming into the developer's area and starting some 

social banter with D5. In addition, greetings were exchanged between the visitor and the TL 

and D3 - with 'swivel chair' movement. The social banter/interaction lasted 6 minutes. From 

this V asked D5 a specific technical question. 

#2 This resulted in TL participating in the discussion with D1 and V. 

#3, #4, #5, #6 After a round of discussion, TL asked D3 for some specific information. D3 

then asked V for clarification on aspects of the problem. D3 did some individual work on his 

screen for about 4 minutes, to locate some key information, then had a discussion with D5 

and V for a further 5 minutes. During this time V sat down in a spare seat and continued 

some social banter with D5 and TL. 

#7, #8 SA answering a telephone query leant over the partition and asked a general question 

to the team 'does anyone know about problem x? \ D2 responded and asked TL specific 

questions. TL did some information searching. 

#9 D1 provided some further information to V. This was then discussed with V, D3 and D5. 
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#10 TL gave some information to SA who passed on the information to the telephone caller. 

#11 The discussion between D3, D5 and V came to a close and TL asked for a summary of 

the response and made some notes in the probkm record. V then leaves the team's area with 

some fiirther social banter. 

During this observed incident D4 contributed little to the discussion, other than general 

greetings, and worked on his ovm. D3 used headphones until #3 and replaced them after V 

left. D2 and D1 mainly worked on their own but provided key information when requested or 

when it was needed. The resolution of V's problem required input from most of the team 

members. Some pf the input was very brief, others took more involved activity such as 

information searching. There were several themes to the discussion with V. This seemed to 

revolve around narrowing down the characteristics of the problem to particular areas. Once 

one avenue for the problem was eliminated then attention turned to another. 
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Figure 10.2: In terac t ion d i ag ram for example incident 
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10.5.3 Summary of observation sessions 

As the example incident shows, addressing a 'problem' typically involved much group 

interaction and an iterative process. The communication structures supported and encouraged 

small and frequent interactions between members of the development team. This seemed 

particularly relevant for sharing information about problems between the team members. The 

team also had focused review sessions at the start of the week where they shared information 

on progress in the previous week and problems in the coming week. There was a strong 

social element to the team. This was particularly evident in the coffee breaks which typically 

had some general socialising followed by discussion about technical issues. 

Main characteristics of the development team 

1) 'Swivel chair' and 'open door' culture 

easy for people to contribute to discussion 

easy for people to ask for help and information 

2) Supportive environment and communication structures 

- regular weekly meetings, mainly informal 

daily telephone contact with remote workers 

regular coffee breaks, which involve socialising and work activity 

'can help' attitude supported with friendly social interaction 

Overall, the communication structures seem appropriate to facilitate frequent interaction 

between group members. The observations are very consistent with the iterative and 

interactive model developed in section 9.2. 

10.6 Analysis of results: Consistency with model 

As described previously, the main aim of the case study was to 'test out' the model as a 

whole, checking for consistency between actual development practice and the model. The 

more specific aims were to examine particular attributes of the developed model for 

consistency: 
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1) ± e social/group responses to uncertainty indicated in the model 

2) individual orientation towards risk and planning 

3) iterative process indicated in the modeP 

4) any biases in approaches to uncertainty 

Overall, there seems to be consistency with the observed development practice from this case 

with the expected practice indicated in the model. On a more general level, case responses 

are consistent with elements of prospect theory, namely, risk aversion, diminishing sensitivity 

and the use of reference points for decisions (particularly project milestone and goals). There 

is a less-pronounced support for the framing effect, particularly firaming of requirements from 

customers. No framing effects were observed due to particular development techniques of 

methods. This is partly explained by the limited use of 'formal' techniques and methods in the 

development project. 

For this case study there is a strong social dimension to dealing with uncertainty: It is very 

much a group activity. The communication structures and practice facilitates frequent 

interaction both on a social and a work level. Indeed, the social interaction strongly supports 

the firequent work interactions: within this team it is easy and quick to solicit needed 

information from a colleague to address an uncertain/inconsistent/problem situation. This is 

consistent with the concept of mzW (Weick and Roberts 1993; Weick 1993) 

discussed in section 8.8. The case study shows much 'heedfur interaction with good 

communication structures: 'TTze mrgr^g/af^mg q / a n 

acfzvzYy /.y Â gvgZopgcf morg C(^a6/g q / mfgZ/zggM/ ac/zoM rAg mofg Aggt^//}" 

rAa/ mrg^rg/arzMg zj ' (Weick and Roberts 1993, p365) and 'aj' /zggc^zZ zMfgmcrzoM o W 

co/M /̂'g/zgMj'zoM zMcrgoj'gj', orgoMZj'arzoMa/ g/'ror.y ^fgcrgaj'g' (ibid p357). In addition, 

the type of interaction with newcomers into the group is also an indicator of the level of 

collective mind: 'TTzg gwa/zYy q / co//gcfzvg mzM(/ zj /zgavzVy ofgpgn̂ î gMr on /Ag w/oy zMJzWgrj' 

zM/̂ gracr M/zYA Mgwco/Mgrj' (ibid p368). The 'good' example of a development project (as 

described by the senior manager) fits the concept of collective mind. A developed co/Zgc^zve 

may provide elements of common problem fi-aming, which would result in group 

decision-making consistent with prospect theory. However, a developed coZ/gc/̂ zvg 
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requires heedful and mindful interaction in decision-making, which is outside the scope of 

prospect theory. 

The team consists of a mixture of planners and non-planners. This supports the assumptions 

made in chapter 6. Responses to decision-making at the individual level seem consistent with 

aspects of prospect theory. However, there are strong social/cultural and contextual 

influences present in the case study which are not addressed by prospect theory, hi the case 

study these social/cultural influences seem to be dominant. Overall, the case study seems to 

support the developed model. 
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11.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n -

This chapter summarises the main elements of this thesis, identifying key aspects of prospect 

theory that proved appropriate to the information systems development environment and 

those that did not. It also discusses the contribution of this thesis along with areas for fiirther 

research. 

11.2 Overview of thesis chapters 

Chapter 1 puts this thesis in context by examining the main characteristics of the development 

environment, uncertainty within the development environment and some of the key works on 

risk and uncertainty. It also discusses the choice of prospect theory as the main theoretical 

tool to examine uncertainty within information systems development. Chapter 2 examines the 

research approach and philosophy taken, and identifies how each of the chapters contributes 

to this thesis. Chapter 3 examines prospect theory in greater detail, identifying the main 

attributes, background, applications and limitations. Chapter 4 applies the main elements of 

prospect theory to the information systems development environment. In doing so it also 

provides further rationale for the use of prospect theory in this thesis. Chapter 5 examines the 

within the development environment due to the 'rituals of development' by 

focusing on the characteristics of development techniques. Chapter 6 develops individual 

Wwg for and MOM-p/aMMgrj. Chapter 7 examines prospect theory's two-

phase decision-making process and develops a model of dealing with uncertainty within 

information systems development. The chapter identifies some key limitations to the scope of 

prospect theory. Chapter 8 focuses on the social and cultural aspects of development and 

identifies further limitations to the use of prospect theory. Chapter 9 brings together the 

different elements of the preceding chapters to develop a coherent model describing how 

uncertainty is addressed in information systems development. It also details the likely scope 

of prospect theory for describing decision-making within information systems development. 

Chapter 10 applies the developed model to a case study based on a small development team. 
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This enables further refinement of the developed model and mapping the applicability of 

prospect theory to dealing with uncertainty within information systems development. 

11.3 Contribution, observations and reflections 

This section brings together the main thesis contributions and observations of development 

practice and reflections on the research process. First the applicability of prospect theory to 

information systems is examined followed by an examination of the contribution of the 

developed model. Finally, there is an examination of and some reflections on the research 

approach and mix of techniques used in this study. 

11.3.1 Mapping applicability of prospect theory 

One of the main thesis contributions is mapping the applicability of prospect theory to the 

complex real-life arena of information systems development. As discussed in chapter 9, some 

of the main elements of prospect theory seem applicable to information systems 

development. Framing influences seem relevant to the development envirormient, particularly 

potential influences on problem understanding due to characteristics of prescribed 

development techniques and methods. As discussed in section 4.4, the Fb/ue /wMC/'zoM 

characteristics of a avez-j'/OM and j'gw/Y/vzVy, seem 

particularly appropriate to the information systems development environment. The weight of 

supporting literature (see end of section 3.7) indicates that prospect theory is likely to be 

appropriate for representing 'risk' type decision-making activity at the individual level where 

outcomes and probabilities are known. Where such 'risk' type decisions exist in information 

systems development prospect theory would be an appropriate theoretical tool to inform 

decision-making activity. It is also likely to be applicable when there are strong firaming 

influences due to a prescribed process (such as in a formal technique). 

However, prospect theory is less able to represent the social/cultural influences on decision-

making, dealing with uncertainty (which requires a strong group/cultural input) and, dynamic 

contextual influences. This is particularly limiting since most 'risk' decisions are really 

'uncertainty' decisions and most real-life decision-making is conducted within a group 

context. Prospect theory can be applied in these situations, however, the scope is limited to a 

subset of the overall decision-making process and to carrying out a particular strateg)' once it 
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has been selected. The two-phase process described in prospect theory seems appropriate on 

a 'general' level. However, closer inspection shows the two-phase process to be limited in 

scope; not all the decision-making processes are addressed, particularly the consideration of 

possible meta rules and the pre and post decision states. Chapters 8 and 10 show that group 

decision-making activity are consistent with the concept of a /MfW (Weick and 

Roberts 1993; Weick 1993), which requires mindful interaction. This mindful interaction is 

also outside the scope of prospect theory. 

Section 9.2, discussed likely dominant influences on decision processes. The real-life 

decisions evident 6om the developers' written diaries described in chapter 7, the audio diary 

and interview data described in chapter 8 and the observed case study described in chapter 

10, all had strong group and social/cultural influences. In these cases the social/cultural 

influences seem to dominate. In addition, the richer audio diary data and observation data 

from the case study indicate some strong contextual influences, which would further indicate 

limited applicability of prospect theory. 

The information systems development prcygcfj' described in chapters 7, 8 and 10 are by no 

means a representative sample of all project developments. However, the projects covered in 

chapter 7 with the written diaries represent a range of apphcations, project sizes and diSerent 

industries. The project manager's audio diary described in chapter 8 represents an 

unsuccessful project while the case study described in chapter 10 describes a successful 

project. Indeed, the case study in chapter 10 was described as a 'good example' of project 

development. The projects covered in this thesis do not seem to have any common 

characteristics separating them out from all project developments: The projects are not too 

untypical of other project developments. Assuming that the characteristics of the sample 

projects used in this thesis share similarities with many others information systems projects, 

it is likely that the social/cultural and contextual influences will dominate decision-making 

for many other developments. Consequently, prospect theory's applicability to other 

information systems developments will be limited in scope. However, the scope of 

applicability could be increased with a refinement of prospect theory to take account of 

contextual and social/group issues. Such a refinement is described in section 10.4.4, where a 

'depends' dimension is used to solicit information on level of support and the main 

influences for specific decisions. This refinement is discussed further in section 11.3.2.4. 
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11.3.2 Developed f r a m e w o r k 

As discussed in chapter 1, this thesis aimed to develop a fuller picture of how uncertainly is 

dealt within the complex environment of information systems development. This'aim has 

been achieved with the development of the model described in section 9.2. The model 

includes an iterative process, application of meta rules, group involvement and identification 

of coping strategies. In addition, the model identifies the range of influences on decision-

making and which influences are likely to be dominant. The model provides contribution on 

several fronts. First, it brings together previous works on uncertainty from diverse disciplines 

into a coherent framework which describes decision-making activity within the information 

systems development environment. Second, the model extends the scope of examining 

decision-making to include 'pre' and 'post' decision activity: Decision makers have the 

experience of previous decisions to inform current decision-making activity and the results of 

current decisions will inform future decisions. Third, the model extends the examination of 

decision-making by identifying information systems envirorunent influences. Further, the 

model identifies some stresses between the individual orientation, framing and social/group 

influences and describes which is likely to be dominant. Fourth, the model extends the 

number of likely coping strategies identified by Gabbay and Hunter (1991) and those 

identified in Janis and Mann's (1977) conflict theory to include commercial and pragmatic 

strategies. Fifth, the model has many generic attributes making it potentially applicable to 

other real-life decision-making arenas. 

11.3.2.1 Class i f ica t ion of t echn iques 

One prominent area for influences on decision-making when developing information systems 

is the use of particular development methodologies and their component techniques. These 

influences are defined in chapter 5 where two classifications of techniques are developed. An 

initial classification was based on representational attributes and language constructs used. 

The initial classification provides information on problem/solution spaces covered by 

different techniques and likely 'social defence' attributes. There are six groups in the initial 

classification. The second classification is informed with works from cognitive psychology 

and provides information on likely influences on problem cognition. It has two-dimensions, 
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one covering representational attributes and the other covering paradigm/process attributes. 

Both of the classifications are applied to approximately 100 techniques in appendix A. 

The classifications give new and distinct vistas on techniques providing much potential for 

informing technique selection within the information systems field. The initial classification 

gives guidance on the likely problem/solution space covered by a technique and the potential 

of operating as a social defence mechanism. The second classification gives further gurdance 

on the likely impact on problem cognition for techniques with particular characteristics. As 

discussed in section 5.6.2.2, classifying techniques in existing categorisations can be 

somewhat subjective and techniques can often be placed in more than one group. The second 

classification developed in chapter 5 separates out the objective and subjective characteristics 

of techniques, so provides a more objective tool. 

The two classifications together provide a detailed mapping of likely framing influences due 

to a technique's characteristics. Examining likely framing influences provides further 

guidance on understanding Aow a technique will impact problem understanding. This has the 

potential for providing guidance in selecting appropriate combinations of techniques to limit 

any negative framing influences and support an appropriate problem-learning environment. 

11.3.2.2 Distinct value functions of planners and non-planners 

Chapter 6 described the development of distinct Wwe for and nOM-

based on a postal survey of a sample from the general public. The original prospect 

theory (Kahneman and Tversky 1979) developed a descriptive model of decision-making 

which included general characteristics of a value function. The refined cumulative prospect 

theory (Tversky and Kahneman 1992) further defined the shape of the theoretical value 

function effectively applying cumulative functions separately for gains and losses. Chapter 6 

complements the theoretical concepts by defining key attributes of the value function, the 

po/nr and m/grjmn, for distinct groups of people. 

Since the survey draws upon responses from the general public the results are applicable to a 

wider arena than just the information systems field. 
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11.3.2.3 Wider development of coping strategies and process 

Chapter 7' collated previous works on strategies- to deal with inconsistency and uncertainty 

(Gabbay and Hunter 1991; Janis and Mann 1977) and inconsistency resolution processes 

(Ganzach 1994; Wyerl970) into an initial framework representing strategies and process to 

deal with inconsistencies. The initial Aamework is applied to survey and written diaiy data 

from information system developers enabling fiirther enhancement of the framework. The 

final model extends the number of likely coping strategies to include commercial and 

pragmatic strategies. 

In addition the concept of meta rules is developed to include likely influences on the rules. 

The developed framework identifies particular influences on strategy selection including: 

initial perceptions and expectations; a melioration or optimistic effect (i.e. assuming the 

inconsistency will be 'alright in the end') resulting in a tendency to adopt a procrastinating 

strategy; resistance to change due to cognitive dissonance, resulting in further tendency 

towards procrastinating strategies; biases towards more complex solutions favouring 

strategies involving a complex set of tasks and; group and cultural influences and biases. 

Given the environmental attributes which give rise to the identified 'commerciar and 

'pragmatic' coping strategies, it is likely the enhancements of the developed model will be 

applicable to a wider arena than the information systems field. 

11.3.2.4 Enhancing prospect theory: a 'depends' dimension 

Existing research is inconclusive on the applicabilit}' of prospect theory to complex real-life 

situations, often with mixed results being observed. For instance, Lauer's (1996) study 

examining software project managers' responses to risk decisions, found considerable 

variation in the results (see section 1.2.1.6). In Steen-Sprang's (1999) study applying 

prospect theory to international relations the findings were inconclusive in that prospect 

theory explained behaviour under uncertainty for some individuals and not for others. In 

addition it seemed prospect theory was better suited to some scenarios than others (see 

section 4.5). 
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Possible variations in decision-making responses were specifically examined in chapter 10 by 

focusing on what influences support for individual decisions. This was done during 

structured interview sessions where respondents were asked to make specific risk decisions 

related to information systems activity. As consistent with other studies, the optioas open to 

respondents were either 'yes' or 'no' to take the risk. However, this study included a fiirther 

option of 'depends' for the respondents. This acted as a focus of discussion and proved a 

powerful mechanism in soliciting information on what influences specific risk decisions. For 

the respondents in the case study, the main discrepancies were associated with being mindful 

of specific context and group/social needs (e.g. how specific decisions would affect other 

people). 

This 'depends' dimension has the potential for significant contribution by providing a 

mechanism with which to investigate discrepancies in decision-making activity observed in 

other studies. 

11.3.2.5 Appropriate communication structures 

This thesis has the potential for informing on appropriate communication structures to 

support easy sharing of information and mindful interaction (Weick and Roberts 1993) when 

addressing uncertain situations. The developed model in section 9.2 indicated that addressing 

uncertainty is a group process where individuals seek key input from other people. This was 

clearly shown in the diary responses described in chapter 8. Here developer's progress on a 

problem was halted, sometimes for long periods of time, until they were able to get input 

from other developers, managers or customers. To ensure minimum delays in addressing 

such problems, communication structures are required which encourage quick and easy 

interaction between teams and team members. In addition the structures should encourage 

mindful interaction, i.e. mindful of the potential impact of decision choices on other people 

(see section 10.6). 

A 'good example' of such supportive communication structures was discussed in section 

10.5.3. In the example the communication structures provided a supportive environment 

making it easy for people to solicit help and information. The environment characteristics 

covered the physical layout and location of desks, type and firequency of formal and informal 
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meetings, a general 'can help' attitude and a strong social dimension to the team. The 

observation sessions described in section 10.5 show that the social dimension plays a 

particularly key role in supporting information sharing, typically with requests for 

information being prefixed by some social interaction or banter. 

There seems to be clear implications for the education of future developers. The success of a 

project may be strongly influenced by the social aspects and informal communication 

structures of the development environment. 

11.3.3 Application of research methods 

This thesis has used a variety of research tools to investigate the multifaceted phenomenon of 

dealing with uncertainty within information systems development. There are two aspects of 

the use of these mixed research tools that have potential for further contribution to the 

information systems field. First, some of the research techniques have either been little used 

or not used before in the information systems field so their use in this thesis provides 

guidance on the suitability or otherwise in other research projects. Second, the combination 

of different research techniques used in this thesis further informs other researchers wishing 

to use mixed techniques to investigate complex information systems phenomena. There 

follows an examination of each of the novel research techniques used and novel application 

of previously used techniques. 

11.3.3.1 Use of the mass observation archive (MOA) 

This was the first time that the Mass-Observation Archive (MOA), based at the University of 

Sussex, was used within information systems research. The MOA consists of a self-selecting 

panel of between 500 to 700 people from a wide selection of socio-economic backgrounds. 

The MOA aims to be representative of the general public, however, there are some biases 

including location (more in the South than in the North), age (more older people) and gender 

(more females). Periodically there are national and regional advertisements to recruit more 

panel members and readdress some of the biases (i.e. by targeting younger people, different 

regions and males). However, there seems more reluctance from younger people and males to 

participate (Sheridan 1996). 
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Three or four times a year a survey, called a directive within the MOA, is sent out to the 

panel members. The directives contain a set of questions on specific topical themes or issues. 

Questions are usually open and responses are free format. Panellist can answer whichever 

questions they like and write as much or as little as they like. Typically there are two themes 

though occasionally there are three, as in the case for this study. The response rates are 

usually very high with 70% or more for a main theme and 45% or more for a third theme. 

Quality of responses can be very high, for instance some main issues attract several pages per 

respondent. 

There are some interesting features to the MOA that may make it suitable fdr other 

researchers in information systems. It is an existing tried and tested survey mechanism with 

high response rates and potentially high quality responses. In addition the survey is managed 

through the MOA, including copying, posting, maintaining and motivating the panel 

population, ensuring confidentiality and anonymit}' of responses and, processing sorting and 

coding the responses (i.e. by profession, age, location, gender). There are some limitations to 

the MOA. The sample biases may be prohibitive for some studies. (Indeed this was a m^or 

concern for this study, however, the age bias proved to be less of a problem than expected 

and provided an unexpected reflective element to the responses.) Also, since the survey 

mechanism is based on anonymous replies there is no opportunity to fbllow-up interesting 

responses. Another m^or limitation is that access to data is restricted to reading and 

processing responses at the MOA. itself 

For reseai'chers considering using such a research mechanism, the main challenge is to find a 

suitable focus that is relevant to the general public and information systems activity. The 

focus used in this study was 'planning activities' and an explicit assumption was made that, 

from a planning perspective, information systems developers are not too dissimilar to the rest 

of the general public (see section 6.3.1). 

11.3.3.2 Use of written diaries 

Written project 'diaries' have been used by developers and researchers to record and monitor 

development events (such as logging time expended on different tasks and when events take 
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place) and support reflective practice (Markham 1987; Jepsen et al. 1989; Naur 1983). The 

focus of using developers' written diaries in this thesis has been to examine specific 

development activity. Diary participants were given guidance on recording items, including 

their main activities, any problems they encountered and how the problems were Wdressed. 

The aim was to examine how developers actually address problems. Diaries were chosen as 

they seemed to provide a mechanism for recording the amount of effort expended on specific 

activity and provide some information on process, particularly in the order of events and who 

is involved in the events. In addition, a diary study enables the identification of individual 

responses to particular situations. 

Developers' written diaries has been under-utilised as a research tool within the information 

systems field, with examples mainly focusing on the amount of effort involved in specific 

tasks. This thesis has shown how diaries can be used to examine specific activity, such as 

addressing problems, and also to provide a window into the interaction between developers. 

There seems much potential for using diaries in other studies examining specific 

development activity. 

11.3.3.3 Audio diaries 

Chapter 8 described the use and development of using a project manager's audio diary as a 

research tool. This seems to have been the first time that audio diaries have been used in the 

information systems field. The project manager's audio diaries contained a rich set of data 

covering political and social interaction and influences throughout the project development. 

Some potential benefits of using audio diaries for the participants have been identified, 

including providing therapeutic support to address stressful situations by "venting 

frustrations' and to improve decision-making by articulating one's thoughts (Biggs et al. 

1993; Ericsson and Simon 1980, 1984). The audio diary provides the researcher access to 

freely recorded development activity, which for this example, focuses on the problems and 

successes during the development. There are some limitations to using audio diary data. An 

inherent bias is the individual perspective from the diary participant which may not represent 

a full, or even true, picture of events. It is unlikely that diary data alone will provide 

sufficiently robust information on development activity. For this study the audio diary was 

supplemented with an initial interview session setting up the study, a more substantial 
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recorded interview session at the end of the project development and informal contact via e-

mail and telephone during the project development. In addition there was limited telephone 

contact with other members of the project development to provide fiirther supportive 

information. The combined supportive inforfnation provided a contextual fi-amework with 

which to interpret the audio data and some metric on the validity of the data. There seems 

much potential for using audio diaries on other studies particularly those examining social 

aspects of development. 

This thesis has the potential to make further contribution by given guidance on the 

application of written and audio diaries as research tools within the information systems field. 

In addition, the co;nbination of mixed research techniques used in this thesis has potential for 

informing other research studies investigating complex information systems development 

activity. This will be discussed further in the next section reflecting on the research process. 

11.3.4 Reflections on research process 

As discussed in chapter 2, an interpretive approach was adopted using mixed research 

techniques. At the start of the research study the topic area could be described as 

investigating how developers deal with problems particularly when addressing possible 

future changes. The motivation was an initial 'unease' with the apparent high level of 

computer failure and high proportion of maintenance activity during project developments. A 

literature search identified several existing bodies of work offering potential to inform this 

thesis, most notably were works on development activity (see section 1.1) and works on 

decision-making, particularly works on addressing uncertainty (see section 1.2). As a 

consequence the focus of the research project changed to that of 'dealing with uncertainty 

within information systems development'. 

On closer investigation this turned out to be a complex unstructured research area with many 

interwoven attributes: the development environment along with the decision-making 

processes and influences seemed multifaceted. To help provide structure and further focus 

the research study needed to apply the topic area to a suitable theoretical framework. As 

discussed in section 1.3, none of the existing frameworks addressed all aspects of decision-

making within information systems development. However, prospect theory seemed the most 
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promising because it described some fundamental aspect of decision-making and provided 

key elements consistent with the development environment, notably framing influences, 

value fimctions and a two-phase process (see chapter 4). 

The choice of prospect theory was also influenced by the innovation/novelty factor since it 

had not previously been applied to the information systems field. Consequently, there seemed 

much potential for making a contribution by mapping the applicability of prospect theory to 

the information systems development environment. In addition, there seemed potential for 

the information systems field to learn from a tried and tested theory from another discipline 

(cognitive psychology). 

The key elements of prospect theory provided further support in selection and application of 

appropriate research techniques. For instance, to investigate framing influences one is drawn 

to an examination of development methods and techniques since these potentially play a key 

role in soliciting and representing system requirements (i.e. problem framing), hence the 

macro analysis of techniques described in chapter 5. To investigate further framing 

influences requires examining actual development activity. This was partially addressed with 

the use of a postal survey of experienced developers, described in sections 7.5 and 7.6, and 

the use of developers' written diaries described in section 7.6 and a project manager's audio 

described in chapters 8. The use of developers' diaries also provided a mechanism with 

which to examine decision-making processes suggested by prospect theory. 

To examine value function attributes one is drawn to investigating individual orientations to 

decision-making activity. The approach taken in this thesis was to focus on 'planning 

activity' and use an existing postal survey mechanism administered through the Mass 

Observation Archive (MOA) at the University of Sussex (see chapter 6). This provided 

access to a selection of the general public through a tried and tested robust mechanism. The 

robustness of the mechanism was evident in the high response rates (approximately 50%) and 

quality of responses (on average 1 14 pages per respondent). The focus on 'planning activity 

for the survey topic was influenced by the need to finding a common bridge between activity 

in the general public and information systems development activity. The choice of the MOA 

survey was fiirther influenced by a 'novelty/irmovation' element since this was the first time 
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it was used in the information systems field so offered potential for informing the use of 

survey mechanisms within the field. 

In using the MOA the assumption was made" that, from a plarming perspective, ih&rmation 

systems developers were not too dissimilar to the rest of the population. This highlighted a 

need to revisit this assumption later on in the study and resulted in specific planning-

orientation questions being included in the structured interview sessions used in the 

confirmation case study (see section 10.4.3). The planning orientations from the confirmation 

case study were consistent with the sample from the general public in the MOA, which 

provides support for the assumption made, i.e. from a plaiming perspective, information 

systems developers are not too dissimilar to the rest of the population. 

The competing theoretical frameworks to prospect theory provided pointers to potential 

limitations of the applicability to the information systems development environment. Most 

notably the sociological works pointed to potentially strong social and cultural influences (as 

summarised in section 1.2.2) which are not addressed by prospect theory (see section 3.7). 

These competing theoretical frameworks gave further guidance in the choice of research 

techniques resulting in the use of audio diaries supported by follow-on interviews (see 

chapter 8). The audio diaries provided a window into the social interaction wdthin a project 

development. The follow-on interviews provided background details, context and further 

information on the social aspects of development. 

Different research techniques were used to address specific elements of prospect theory as 

applied to the information systems development environment. Techniques were also chosen 

to examine likely limitations of prospect theory. Collating the results of these research 

activities enabled the development of a map of the applicability of prospect theory and a 

model of how uncertainty is addressed in information systems development (see chapter 9). 

During the development of the model specific areas were identified as needing further 

attention, such as the planning orientations of developers and the need for a metric on the 

amount of support for decisions. In addition the developed model suggested some distinct 

social activity, communication structures and development processes. There was a need for a 

further research activity to confirm or refine the developed model and map of applicability. 

The result was a case study involving structured interviews and observation sessions of an 
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information systems development project. The specific areas needing further investigation 

were used as the basis for the structure interview sessions. The observation sessions focused 

on specific communication structures, development processes and the social activity of 

development suggested by the model. The developed model also influenced the choice of a 

suitable case study: A 'good example' of a development project was actively sought which, 

according to the model, would have communication structures supporting quick and easy 

access to help and information and mindful interactions. 

The developed model and mapping of prospect theory to information systems development 

are likely to be incomplete. For instance, considering potential firaming influences there is 

likely to be scope for refinement given the vast range of different development projects each 

with their own specific context. The focus on development techniques and methods seemed 

appropriate at the start of the project, however, it seems their use and hence influence in 

actual development practice may be less than originally thought. There may well be other 

avenues for framing influences, such as the wider political and cultural arena. In addition, the 

social interaction examined in this thesis is limited and there is likely to be much scope for 

enhancements. A complete picture of how uncertainty is addressed in information systems 

development is probably not possible. It is also likely to be dynamic. Development activity is 

evolving with new technologies, tools and applications as well as the evolving role and 

sophistication of users and stakeholders. The application of prospect theory is also dynamic 

with new studies adding refinements and different focus to the theory. 

It is interesting to note that the research process described in this thesis has much in common 

with the process described in the developed model of section 9.2. The research process is 

iterative with attention and focus moving with each iteration. It is also a development process 

with results and experiences of previous activity used to inform the next activity. 

11.4 Areas f o r f u r t h e r r e sea r ch 

One of the most promising areas for future research is the development of prospect theory. 

Prospect theory seems to address some fundamental decision-making behaviour, however, 

the scope of applicability seems limited. Prospect theory has been developed and 

collaborated using laboratory experimentation based on respondents choosing between two 
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decision options. Little work seems to have been done examining the support for particular 

options at the 'individual' level and what influences this support. Such a metric has been 

suggested in section 10.4.4 with a 'depends' dimension. There are two ways this could be 

developed. One way could be to bring a 'depends' dimension into a laboratory environment 

where respondents could indicate decision influences (say f rom a list) and/or some indication 

on the strength of support for specific decisions. Alternatively, a more qualitative study could 

be conducted to identify reasoning, contextual characteristics and social and wider influences 

on specific decisions. This seems to be a particularly fertile area for further research and has 

potential for further developing prospect theory. 

As discussed in the previous section, the model described in section 9.2. has been developed 

using data firom a limited number of information systems projects. There is considerable 

scope for applying the model to a wider set of projects, possibly focussing on distinct 

attributes such as size, application or development methodology. This would inform 

understanding of dealing with uncertainty within complex environments and fiirther refine 

the developed model, hi addition the model could be applied to other non-information 

systems environments. In each of these cases there is scope for re-examining the applicability 

of prospect theory. These would develop understanding of the scope of applicability for 

prospect theory in real-life decision-making environments. 

The expected framing influences from development methods and techniques (as described in 

chapter 5) were not observed in either of the empirical works described in chapters 7 and 8. 

Further investigation, focusing around more formal development environments with a 

prescribed methodology, would inform the understanding of framing influences. In addition, 

there are likely to be more framing influences due to specific contextual and specific 

application characteristics. In-depth case study investigations and possibly participatory 

studies may be appropriate for investigating these framing influences. 

There is much scope for research projects to use mixed research techniques to investigate 

complex information systems development phenomena (Gable 1994). In this thesis a mix of 

research techniques were used with each focusing on specific phenomenon attributes of the 

main theoretical tool used (prospect theory). This enabled a model to be developed by 

analysing and collating the results of each technique. The model was then applied to a final 
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'confirmation' case study by focusing on key elements of development practice described in 

the model. There are likely to be other combinations of research techniques which would be 

appropriate for the information systems field. For instance, it may be appropriate to develop a 

model based on case studies and developers' Uiaries, then to test the model with a survey. In 

addition, as shown in this thesis, there may be suitable existing research mechanisms (such as 

the MO A) available to researchers within the information systems field. 

The use of different fbrms of developers' diaries seems a particularly promising area for 

fiirther research. Possible enhancements could include the analysis of developers' diaries for 

whole development teams. This has the potential for providing rich data on interaction and 

processes through the stages of a project development. In addition diaries could be used to 

record specific events, tasks or problems, thus adding particular focus to research projects. In 

addition there are a range of existing project artefacts which could be useful sources of 

research data. For instance, there are often formal project diaries or logs maintained when 

developing systems. Access to such artefacts may provide a further vista on development 

activitv. 

11.5 Some final reflections 

Developing successful information systems is difficult. This is especially so for large and 

involved systems where there are likely to be demanding software engineering and technical 

challenges to produce a system once the requirements have been identified. There are likely 

to be demanding challenges in identifying, defining and resolving requirements for a diverse 

set of users and stakeholders. In addition, information systems will typically operate in a 

dynamic enviroimient so that any 'final' system may have to address a different focus or set 

of requirements than those initially envisaged. 

This thesis has shown that within such a challenging development environment, developers 

are likely to encounter many situations of uncertainty where they have to leam about the 

problem/solution space and make appropriate decisions. Addressing situations of uncertainty 

is likely to be an iterative process where the focus changes as the developers leam more 

about the problem area. To address an uncertain situation, developers will often require input 

from other people either within their development team or further afield. 
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This thesis has also shown that efficient decision-making within infonnation systems 

development requires communication structures and an environment that supports quick and 

easy information sharing and mindfi.il interaction. For the 'good example' case study 

described in chapter 10, such communication structures and mindful interaction were 

strongly supported by 'social interaction' within the team and between the team and external 

people. 

An environment that supports informal meetings round a coffee machine may add more to 

the success of a project than the choice of particular development methodologies, techniques 

or tools. 
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Appendix A: Table of techniques to deal with uncertainty in IS development 

This appendix supports chapter 5, which examines the framing effect due to the characteristics of the various tecliniques. In chapter 5, two classifications of 
techniques were developed. An initial classification was based on representational attributes and language constructs used. The initial classification provides 
information on problem/solution spaces covered by different techniques aiid likely 'social defence' attributes. There are six groups in the initial 
classification. The second classification is informed with works from cognitive psychology and provides information on likely influences on problem 
cognition. It has two-dimensions, one covering representational attributes and the other covering paradigm/process attributes. 

Initial classification groupings Developed, two-dimensional classification 
Representational influences 

Brainstorming Approaches (BRA) Hierarchical Structure (HS) 
Relationship Approaches (REL) Matrix/Table Structure (MS) 
Scenario Approaches (SCE) Non-Hierarchy Structure (NHS) 
Reductionist Approaches (RED) Structure Free (other, non prescribed structure) (SF) 
Matrix Approaches (MAT) Paradigm/process influences 
Conflict Approaches (CON) Closed (C) 

Open (0) 
Both classifications have been applied to approximately 100 techniques, the results of which are represented in the following table. Teclmique a 
the initial classification is represented in columns (j) to (o) and in the two-dimensional classification in columns (d) to (i). 

location in 

(a) (b) (c) Two-dimensional classification Initial classification 

Technique Description References (d) 
HS 

(e) 
MS 

(f) 
NHS 

(g) 
SF 

(li) 
C 

(i) 
O 

0 ) 
BRA 

(k) 
REL 

(1) 
SCE 

(m) 
RED 

(n) 
M A T 

(0) 
CON 

Aff in i ty Diagram This is a brainstorming technique aimed at 
aiding idea generation and grouping. It 
seems to be particularly good at 
identifying commonalities in thinking 
within the group. Relies heavily on using 

Bicheno (1994, p39): 
Mizuno (1988) 

* * * 
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(a) 

Technique 

(b) 

Description 

(c) 

References 

Two-dimensional classification In i t ia l classification (a) 

Technique 

(b) 

Description 

(c) 

References (d) 
HS 

(e) 
MS 

(i) 
NHS 

(g) SF (h) 
C 

(i) 
O 

(J) 
BRA 

(10 
REL 

(I) 
SCE 

(m) 
RED 

(») 
MAT 

(0) 
CON 

a facilitator to run the session. 

Analytic Hierarchy 
Process 

Saaly's AHP uses a (3 level) hierarchy to 
represent the relationships. Used in 
analysis o f spare parts for manufactures. 

Gajpal, Ganesh and 
Rajendran (1994) 

* * * 

Attribute Association Works g-om the premise that all ideas 
originate from previous ideas (ie. they are 
just modified ideas), based on lists of 
characteristics or attributes of a problem 
or product. Each characteristic is changed 
and the result discussed. A cross between 
brainstorming and matrix. 

Couger, Higgins and 
McLyntyre (1993, 
p394) 

* * * 

Association /Images 
technique 

Tries to link and find associations between 
processes (and items). 

Couger, Higgins and 
McLyntyre (1993, 
p385) 

+ * * 

Boundary 
Examination 

Defining and stating assumptions about 
problem boundary. 

Couger, Higgins and 
McLyntyre (1993) 

* * 

Brainstorming Aimed at idea generation. 

See also lateral thinking. 

De Bono (1977): Clark 
(1958): Waddington 
(1977) 

* * * 

Brainwriting - Shared 

Enhancements 

Variation 

Similar to brainstorming, but gets 

participants to record ideas themselves. 

Couger, Higgins and 
McLyntyre (1993, App) 
Geschka (1996) 

* * * 

Bug List Gets participants to list items tliat 'bug' 
them about the system. Aims to get a 
consensus on what the problem areas are. 

Couger, l l iggins and 
McLyntyre (1993, App) 

* * * * 

Cognitive Mapping Develops a model of inter-relationships Eden (1992) * * * * 
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between different features. 

Common Cause 
Failures (CCFs) 

More an engineering tool to identify 
common causes for possible failures. 

e.g. Andrew and Moss 
(1993, p20 l ) 

* * * 

Critical Path Analysis 
(CPA), Critical Path 
Method (CPM) 

See network techniques. e.g. Jantsch (1967, 
p233) 

* * 

* 

Critical Success 
Factors (CSF) 

Looks at the critical factors which will 
influence the success of an IS or, from a 
strategic view, all the organisation's IS. Il 
is a matrix type technique with the 
characteristics of the technique down one 
axis and the factors on the other axis. 
Note: this looks like it may also be 
appropriate to examine Critical e 
Factors. 

e.g. Flynn (1992); Pinto 
and S lev in( t987) 

* * * 

Cross-Impact 
Matrices 

See matrix techniques. Waddinglon (1977, 
p202) 

* * 

* 

Decision Matrices See matrix techniques. e.g. Jantsch (1967 ,206 ) * * * 

Decision Trees See tree techniques. * * 

Decomposable 
Matrices 

The components of each sub-system are 
listed and arranged within a matrix and the 
interactions between elements are 
weighted. Relationships between 
components can then be focused on. [A 
cross between and /-e/a/fomA//;.] 

Couger, Higgins and 

McLyntyre (1993, App) 

* * * * 

Delphi Aims to get a consensus view, or long- e.g. Carley (1980, * * * 
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term forecast, from a group of experts by 
iteratively polling them. Developed by 
Helmer and Dalkey at the RAND 
corporation in the 1960s. 

p]48): Waddington 
(1977) 

Dimensional Analysis Aims to explore and clarify the 
dimensions and limits of a problem 
/situation, ft examines five elements of a 
problem: substantive, spacial, temporal, 
q u a l i t a t i v e a n d q u a n t i t a t i v e d i m e n s i o n s . 

Couger, Higgins and 
McLyntyre (1993, App) 

* * * * 

External 
Dependencies 

A list summary list of an external item that 
affect the project. Oblensky (1995, p313) 
these "need not be planned of detailed. 
However, they do need to be summarised 
to remind the project team that there are 
activities outside of the project which they 
need to be aware o f . 

Oblensky (1995, p313) + * * 

Pagan Reviews Effectively just getting a group of peers to 
critically review an analysis, design or 
code module. 

Pagan (1976) * * * 

Failure Modes and 

Effect Analysis 

(FMEA) 

Examines the various ways a product, or 

system, can fail and analyses what the 

effect of each fail mode would be. 

e.g. Bicheno(1994, 
p65); Andrew and Moss 
(1993, p66); Fortune 
and Peters (1995) 

* * * 

Fault Tree Analysis A tree approach to relating potential fault 
causes. 

Vesely (1970);Andrew 
and Moss (1993, p i44) 

* * * 

Five 'Cs' and 'Ps' Checklists of things to consider. (The Cs 
are Context, Customers, Company, 
Competition and Costs; The Ps are 

e.g. Obolensky (1995, 
p252) 

* * * 
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Product, Place, Price, Promotion, People). 

F i v e W h y s Invented by Toyota, it is basically 
developing a questioning attitude, to probe 
behind the initial given answers. There is 
also a 'Five Hows' along the same 
principles. These are very similar to the 
earlier lateral thinking 'Challenging 
Assumptions' and the examine stage of a 
Method Study. 

Bicheno (1994, p58) * + * 

F i v e W s a n d t h e H Who-what-where-when-why and how. 
Brainstorming techniques answering these 
questions. 

Couger, Higgins and 
McLyntyre (1993, 
p382) 

* * * * 

Force Field Analysis Idea generation and list technique to 
identify 'forces' pulling or pushing towards 
an ideal situation. 

Couger, Higgins and 
McLyntyre (1993, 
p383) 

* * * * * 

Future Analysis A technique specifically aimed at IS 

development, it examines possible future 

scenarios which an IS would have to 

operate in. 

Land (1982, p203) * * * * 

Gaming, Game 
Theory 

Several gaming techniques to deal with 
competitive or conflict situation. 

See also Metagames and Hyper games. 

e.g. Jantsch 
(I967,p237) 

* * * 

Hazard and 
Operabitily Studies 

A systematic technique to assess the 
potential hazards of a project, system or 

e.g. Andrew and Moss 
(1993,p52) 

* * * * 
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(HAZOP) process. Usually associated with the 
chemical industry. 

Hazards Analysis and 
Critical Control Points 
(HACCP) 

I d e n t i f i e s c r i t i ca l p o i n t s in t h e w o r k 

processing which need controls or special 
attention. Usually associated with 
production, particularly food production. 

Camden (1987) * * ' * 

Hypergames A variation on game theory which 
develops a 'game' from the prospective of 
the different stakeholders. 

Bennet, Cropper and 
Huxham (1992, p283) 

* * * 

Influence Diagrams, 
I n t e r r e l a t i o n s h i p 

Diagrams 

Similar to Cognitive mapping, it generates 
logical relationships between events or 
activities. 

e.g. Bicheno (1994, 
p39) 

+ * * -

'Johari' window of 
knowledge 

The technique named after inventors (Joe 
Luff and Harry Ingham), tries to identify 
areas of understanding and lack of 
u n d e r s t a n d i n g . 

e.g. Obolensky (1995, 
p290) 

* * * * 

Lateral Thinking 
Techniques.-

Generation of 
Alternatives, 
Challenging 
assumptions, 
Suspended judgement, 
Dominant ideas and 
crucial factors, 
Fractionation, The 
reversal method. 
Brainstorming, 

Several techniques, including:- The 
Generation of Alternatives, Challenging 
assumptions, Suspended judgement, 
Dominant ideas and crucial factors, 
Fractionation, The reversal method. 
Brainstorming, Analogies and, Random 
stimulation. Arguably these types of 
l e c l i n i t i u e s w o u l d b e s u i t e d t o e a r l y 

analysis and problem identification. 
Equally, some of the techniques could be 
used in the later stages of systems 
development. For instance, Fractionation 

De Bono 
(1969,1970,1977) 

* * * * * * 
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Analogies and, 
Random stimulation. 

and Challenging assumptions could be 
used in a design situation. 

Many of these lateral thinking techniques 
have been modified and combined lo 
make 'new' techniques. 

Maintainability 
Analysis 

Examines the component parts of a 
system and analyses them, in probability 
terms, for easy of maintenance. Usually 
associated with engineering product 
design. 

e.g. Andrew and Moss 
(1993, p218) 

* * * 

Markov Chains, 
Markov Analysis 

Uses probability to model difFerent states 
within a system. 

e.g. Andrew and Moss 
(1993, p229) 

* * * 

Matrix Techniques, 

Matrix Analysis 

There are several 'matrix' techniques 
which aim to represent and compare 
requirements or features in a matrix 
format. Some techniques add a weighting 
or ranking of the requirements or features. 

e.g. Jantsch (1967, 
p206); Bicheno (1994, 
43) ;Geschkn( l996) 

* * * 

McKinsey 7 S 
Framework 

A diagnostic tool to identify the 
interactions within an organisation. 

e.g. Obolensky (1995, 
p272) 

* * * 

Metagames A variation of game theory which 
attempts to analyse the processes of 
cooperation and conflict between difFerent 
'actors'. 

Howard (1992, p239) * * * 

Morphological 
Approaches 

This takes a systematic approach to 
examining solutions to a problem. It does 
this by identifying the important problem 
characteristics and looks at the solutions 

e.g. Jantsch (1967, 
p i75) ; Couger, Higgins 
and McLyntyre (1993, 
App); Geschka (1996) 

* * * * 
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for each of tliose characteristics. First 
developed by Zwicky, a Swiss 
astronomer, in 1942. 

Network Techniques There are several diagramming techniques 
that can be classed at network techniques. 
Some, like CPM and PERT are very 
quantitative, relying heavily on numbers. 
Others like Interrelationship diagrams rely 
more on subjective logical relationships or 
connections. 

e.g. Jantsch ( l % 7 , 
p75): Lucy (1992, 
p313) 

* * * * 

Nominal Group 
Technique (NOT) 

Similar to Brainstorming. Couger, Higgins and 
McLyntyre (1993, App) 

* * * 

Opposition-Support 
Map 

A representation of opposition and 
support for particular actions. 

e.g. Obolensky (1995, 
p273) 

* 

• 

* 

Opiions Matrix See matrix techniques. e.g. Obolensky (1995, 
p250) 

* * * 

Planning Assistance 

Tlirough Technical 

Evaluation of 

Relevance Numbers 

(PATTERN) 

Developed by Honeywell, it is the first 

large scale application of Relevance Trees 

to numerical analysis, and makes use of 

computing support. 

e.g. Jantsch (1967, 
p219) 

* * * 

Precedence 
Diagramming Method 
(PDM) network 

Similar to PERT, but has 4 relationships 
(FS finish - start, SS start - staM, FF finish 
- finish, SF start - finish 

Obolensky (1995, p308) * * * 

Preliminary Hazard 

Analysis (PHA) 

e.g. Andrew and Moss 

1(1993, p60) 

* * * * 
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Program Evaluation 
and Review 
Technique (PERT) 

A networking technique similar to Critical 
Path Analysis, but addresses uncertainty 
in calculating the task times. 

e.g. Jantsch (1967,233) * * * * 

Rapid Ranking Technique aims to list and rank the 
important issues to a problem. 

e.g. Andrew and Moss 
(1993, p58) 

* * * 

RBO - Rational 
Bargaining Overlaps 

Technique used in negotiating situations. e.g. Obolensky (1995, 
p297) 

* * * 

Relevance Trees, 
Reliance Trees 

Relevance Trees (or Reliance Trees) 
sometimes referred to as hierarchical 
models or systems, probably first 
proposed by Churchman, Ackoff and 
Amoff (1957) . 

e.g. Jantsch (1967, 

p219) 

* * 

Reliability Networks These are representations of the reliability 
dependencies between components of a 
system. Similar to CPA/PERT type 
networks, but represent 'dependencies' 
rather than order of events. Once the 
networks are drawn then estimates for 
failure rates of each component can be 
evaluated. Similar to Relevance/Reliance 
Trees. 

e.g. Andrew and Moss 
(1993, p214) 

+ * * * 

Requirements, Needs 
and Priorities (RNP) 

Based on lists and matrices, aims to 
understand the impact of an application on 
the organisation prior to development. 
Top management play a key role. 

Batiste and Jung (1984) * * * 

Risk Assessment/ 
Engineering / 

Attempts to identify and, where possible, 
quantify the risks in a project. Usually 

e.g. Grey (1995); 
Andrew and Moss 

+ * * * 
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Management associated with large scale engineering 
projects but principles can be appropriate 
to smaller scale situations. 

(1993); Chapman 
(1984, 1990); Beard 
(1969);Bohlman(l909) 

Robiislness Analysis The aim is to 'keep the options open'. It 
does tliis identifying and analysing a range 
of scenarios and examining actions are 
most 'robust' in those scenarios. 

Rosenhead (1992, 
p]93); Rosenhead and 
Mingers (2001) 

* * * * 

Scenario Writing / 
Analysis 

Scenario planning gets participants to 
consider different possible futures for a 
particular area of interest. 

e.g. Carley ( I 9 8 0 p l 4 8 ) * * 
* ? 

Shareholder Value 
Analysis (SVA) 

Tries to identify the key values and needs 
of the shareholders and how those needs 
are currently being met. 

e.g. Obolensky (1995, 
p47, p282) 

* * * * 

Stakeholder Analysis Tries to understand the needs of the key 
stakeholders and how those needs are 
currently being met. It is elTectively a 
range of techniques where different 
techniques are used for different 
stakeholder groups, e.g. use VGA for 
analysing supplier stakeholder group and 
SVA for analysing the shareholder 
stakeholders. 

e.g. Obolensky (1995, 
p40) 

* * * * 

Simulation The features and workings of a complex 
situation are simulated. The model can 
then be changed (eitlier the inputs or 
workings of the model) to observe what 
will happen. Good for developing a 
deeper understanding of the problem area. 

e.g. Carley (1980, 
pi29): Andrew and 
Moss (1993, p244) 

* * * 
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Strategic Choice Aims to deal with the interconnections of 
decisions/problems. Focuses attention on 
alternative ways of managing uncertainty 

Friend and Hickiing 
(1997, p 121) also in 
Rosenhead (1992) 

* * * * 

Sti ulegic Options 
Development and 
Analysis (SODA) 

Though it has a 'strategic' title it is aimed 
at getting consensus actions in messy 
situation. 

Eden (1992) + * * 

Soft Systems Methods 
(SSM) 

A well known method aimed at problem 
identification and representing views of a 
problem (brm diOerent stakeholders 
perspectives - a theme common in many 
of the subjective/qualitative techniques. 

Checkland (1981) * * * * 

SIL - suggested 
integration of problem 
elements 

A brainstonning technique, gets 
participants to write down ideas, then 
pairs of ideas are compared to integrate 
and interrogate the ideas. 

Cougcr, Higgins and 
McLyntyre (1993, App) 

+ * * 

Synergistic 
Contingency 
Evaluation and 
Review Technique 
(SCERT) 

Risk assessment technique used in oil 
processing installations, power plants and 
large engineering projects. 

Chapman (1984) * * * * 

Systems Failure 
Method (SFM) 

Looks at three level of influence: 
organisation, team and individual. 
Examines potential failure fi-om these 
three levels. 

Fortune and Peters 
(1995) 

* * * 

SWAT analysis 

(Strengths, 
Weaknesses, 

Generates perceptions of how customers 
(or others) view the organisation (or 
problem situation). 

e.g. Obolensky (1995, 
p252) 

* * * 
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Opportunities and 
Threats) 

Tree Analysis See decision trees. e.g. Andrew and Moss 
(1993, p i44) 

* *. * 

Value Engineering/ 
Management 

Similar to Value Chain Analysis. * * * 

Value Chain Analysis Analyses the supply chain within an 
organisation and tries to identify (and 
usually quantify) when extra 'value' is 
added to a product or service. 

e.g. Obolensky (1995, 
p259) 

* * * * 

Wildest Idea Tries to get people to come up with a wild 
idea to address a problem. With (his as a 
starting point the group continue to 

1 generate ideas. 

Couger, Higgins and 
McLyntyrc (1993, App) 

* * * 
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Appendix B: MOA 1997 Autumn directive 

The following is a copy of the 'Autumn' 1997 directive from the Mass Observation Archive, 

distributed" by the University of Sussex, in November 1997. 

The first two parts of the directive cover aspects of music and dance. The third section covers 

questions on planning, the results of which are used in chapter 6 to inform and develop 

individual value functions. 



i v i a b s - u o s e r v a i i o i I m i n e i y y u s 

Autumn Directive 1997 Appendic 

Part One: 
Music 

please remember to start with a brief (2-3 line) autobiography: M-0 numcer 
(NOT name), sex. age, town or area where you live, 
occupation or former occupation 

Please could you tell us all about you and music. Remember that you don't have to 
answer a// f/ie guesf /ons , or a// of f/7em m f/re s a m e order. Many of your answers w/// 
over/ap, and r/raf's f/ne. /^/so, a s a/ways, p / e a s e /nc/ude anyf/7/ng y o u fee/ /s/70u/d 
have covered. 

Does music play an impcrant pan in your life? What kinds af music do you enjoy? r a v e 
your tasres changed over your life? 

What kinds of music do you dislike? Can you explain why you get more out of some kinds of 
music than others? 

Do you play a musical instrument or sing yourself? Do you perform in public? Now or in the 
past? (Please tell us if you are in a band or group or orchestra or choir). 

Have you ever had music lessons (other than classroom music)? What do you feel about 
yourself in relation to performing music? Are you, or could you have been , good at it? 

Do you have special associations with music? Perhaps a piece of music reminds you of an 
important event, a film or "P/ show you like, a person you care about. 

Do you have only positive associations, or are there negative ones too? 

Do you use music in different ways? fvly mother used to play fast Greek music to get her 
going with the housework - do you have habits like this? Are they linked to particular times, 
places, activities or moods? For instance, you might use music in different ways at home, 
outdoors, or at work; in company or on your own; while ycu exercise, cook, study, make 
love, travel, or sleep; to cheer you up or calm you down. PTO 
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IVIusic at home 

listen at heme, wiiich room do you use, when and why? What kinds of 
music systems do you use? Where are they located? How have they changed over the 

»: years? Is the radio important to you for listening to music? Which stations do you crefer? 

If you live with other people, how do your music habits fit with those of the others? 

• ' 

Sformg your mus/c; If you have records, tapes or COs, please describe where they are 
kept and how you arrange them. Please include the collecticns of other people in your 
home. 

Ui/e mus/c af / jome; Do you have musical instruments in ycur home? Where are :hey 
: kept? When and by whom are they used? Who listens? 

Music in public places 

Do you go out to concerts or clubs fcr live music? Please describe 
the kinds of events you enjoy. Please include comments :n the 
cost, the venue, the audiences at the kinds of places you are 
familiar with. 

Please include any musical experiences you have had in ether 
ccuniries, especially any ycu would enjoy experiencing again. 

Do you enjoy music in puos/ 
Restaurants and cafes? 
Supermarkets? Shops? Streers? Do 
you ever music in public 
places? 

Do you belong ;o any music-related clubs, groups or socienes? Or any fan clubs? Do you 
buy magazines or ccher publications (or other items such as :-shirts, badges , mugs) related 
io your musical activities and tastes? 

Spending money on music 

How do you budgec for musical events or buying music? 

Can you estimate how much you spend on: 
(1) tickets for public performances 
(2) on your sound system at home (or in your car or personal s te reo system) 
(3) buying tapes, records or cassettes 

Could you give a rough estimate of cost for all these over ± e pasf s/x monfhs? 

F7na//y, /jai/e you been //sfenmg fo mus/c as you answer f/r/s d/recf /ve? you /raye, 
w/7af was ff? 
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Appendices 

Part two; Dancing 

Please remember to start on a new page with a bnef (2-3 line) autobiography: M-O number (NOTname), sex, 
age, town or area where you live, occupation or fonmer occupation 

What kind of dancing do you like? Think very widely and include everything from ballroom to 
ballet, from line-dancing to disco, from flamenco to morris dancing, b a m dancing to the 
waltz, tap dancing to jigs, tangos to jive, belly dancing to tea dancing In the Archive we 
have accounts of people doing the "Lambeth Walk" and "Knees up Mother Brown". Does 
anyone remember these? 

Please describe any dancing you do now or have done in the past? It would good if you 
could include details such as: 

the kind of dancing you do (dance 
names, steps etc) 
where you do it 
with whom (a partner, a group) 
the accompanying music (is it 
live?) 
'he clothes and shoes you wear 

Do you ever dance at home? 
Have you had lessons? 
Please include how your experience has inged over time. 

Do ycu watch dancing - live on stage or in dance halls, in films or on T / ? What kind do you 
eniov? 

Part Three: The Future 
P/eage remember fo srarf on a r e w p a g e '.wrA a bnef ,''2-3 //ne; aufob/cgrap/?/.- ,W-0 number ("/VOr iame;, sax. 
age, 'own or area '^/lere you /'/Ve, occupaf/or? or 'ormer occupaf/or? 

Finally, three questions - please write as much as you feel able. 

How far into the future do ycu usually plan? 

What things do you usually plan for? 

What does the "Millennium" mean to you? 

OS/17 Nov ?997/Dir. No. =3 

rhe Mass-Observation Archive * The Library & Freepost 2112 & University of Sussex * Brighton 3N1 1ZX 
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Appendix C: Brief transcript of project manager s audio diary: Some key events and 
activities 

This Appendix supports chapter 8 and contains extracts from the transcript of a project 

manager's audio diary. The transcript is an abbreviated version covering some of the main 

events in the project development, much of which is covered in chapter 8. However, this 

transcript includes some inflections evident from the audio diary and some of the 

colloquialisms used by the project manager. It also contains some of the breaks, pauses and 

grammatical errors, colloquialisms, and in some places shows some cognitive development 

while maintaining the diary. As such this transcript gives a better indication of the feelings 

and thoughts of the project manager during the project. The transcript covered in chapter 8 

did not include inflections since the focus of the chapter was on representing a list of critical 

events. 

Note: Names of projects and people have been changed to ensure the anonymity of the 

participants. 

Key: 

Inflections are included in square brackets, [] 

[p] indicates a pause 

Project transcript: 

frq/ 'ecf/or a/ Jw/ie. 

q / A wggA: T/gM/g}' / w/// 6g 

rwMMMg fAg j^rq/'gcA .yorr)/, 6g f/zg yb/- rAgyi;// wgg/̂ . 

wAo arg wnc/er 2J c/owM fo a rowmg c/w6ybr a wggA: fo rwM a worAj/zop. /Mwc/z w/'/Z 

gg/ (/oMg //7(2vgMY /Ag/azM/'gj'Z' zWga, 6;/^ gzvgM r A g r A a f /.y zmporfmif To 

6gfrgr /Mj/ ̂ gj"/ j-AoA 
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OM cAg jr?rq/'ecr. 

Dze o/? //zg yj/A Maz-cA 7997 w/fYA on ana/ogi/g ^grvzcg m //ze cgMfm/ 

rggz'oM. 7%g j'grvzcg wa^ azmgaf of C2/Cj/07.y f/zg jeryzcg fa/rg wp rĝ wzz-ĝ f f/zg pw/'cAaj'g o/^a 

^gf fop ^oxybr f99.99. ^727 ^jxo^/ M/a/zfga^Mcaf/zz. zf vt/gj' f729.99 z/̂ yow wanfecf 

Mca/M a ZMOMf/z/y j-wAj-cz-zpfzon q/gr/z f(^. 99 f/zergq/fgr. 

^grg^z^ /a^OM? 6g/zgvg fAaZ" fAg pmc/wcf wa^, z\y, ;parfzcz^/ar/y oppga/zMg, fAof wyro/zz'/M}; 

;)gr6;pecfzvg, gr, fAg mar^gfzMg woj az'/Mgf̂  af a i^z^rgMf p/acg, a/fAoz/g/z, gz", wg/Z / 

f/zmA: ^aj-zca/^ f/zgzr /Maz-Agrz/̂ g waj- aAj-o/wfg/y crop ancf f/zg w/zo/e fAzMg^z/gtf. 

TTzg foA^g-z^ m fAgyz/'Jf cozzp/g q/ wgg^ q/g/M. 5'a/g^ wgrg mmzma/ [leA hanging - unsaid -

possibly over written] 

TTzg ^fz'ofggy c/zaMgg(f vgr)/ gwzc^^y fo OMg ŷ/zzc/z f/zg}' r̂oz/Zff gzvg f/zg 6o% mi oy <;zM(n̂  z'/zc/'ĝ zj'g 

fAg /M0/7fA/y yz^^jcz-zjcfzow fo :6'9.99 r/zz.y a / jo îzppozYgc/ 6jK/reg gzygmt'cryj zzm o/zĉ  

varzoz^^ ofAgr com^zngc/ ẑ m ocfzvzfz'gj' j'zzc/z a j f/zrgg /»OMf/zj'^rgg jz/̂ j'crzpZ'zoM wm j'a/g or 

rgfz/AM mrz'owj' ofAgr fAzMgj /zArg f/zz'j'. Evgn j-o c^gr gr fAreg monf/zj' fAgv f̂zV/ on/y /zocf 

2(900 j'iz6^cfz6grj' czzic/ f/zg ̂ zv6^crz'6grj, Aow coM wg ̂ zzf zf, wgre /zof^g^wg/zf wj'g/'j', /MOj'f q/̂  

f/zg/M M'g/'g rgfur/zz/zg c^gr /Agz'z-yrgg pgrzot/, <:zMâ  f/zg i'gfvzcg w<36' (Ayzfzii/zMg. rAz.y fAz.y 

j-AoM/ZMg w<3̂  z)zcz'e(fz6(y/)oor gzvgM f/zaf f/zg orzgzVza/ ^zzjz/zgj'j' ̂ /(][/z j'/zovt/g f̂ fA(3f /»z//zoMj' q / 

/7gqp/g wz7/ 6g 6wyzVzg f/zg jgf fop Z ôargj. 

TTzg ana/ogizg 6'grvzce z.y c/oomg(3f zf wz// 6g frwMcafg^^ vg/]/ <yz/zĉ /y. 7/zg 6acA:grj' wz// /zof 

^z/pporf f/zg coj-f q/^6/'oai5^caj'fz/zgybr vg/y z?zzzc/z /onggr fAg)/ Aovg zMô zcafgf̂  fAof, z/m, ^zfzz/ g 

yzMonczMg wou/c/ 6g gxfremg/y /zzMz'fgc/ ^//EPFTKco/zfrnzzgaf zVz f/zg jazzzg vam. ^VEM/TK&zvg 

6gg« gz'vg f/zrgg ZMOMf/zj- fo coozg ẑ p M;zf/z a/z ^z/fgrzzafzvg j-fmfggy. TAg ^frafggy af fAg zTzozzzgnf z,y 

'wg wzV/ go (fzgzYa/'. 

^ ' v g fn'g(/ fo zjo^a(g w/zaf f/zaf gxacf/y zzzeam, 6zzf Frg^ [the MD] 6gz/zg F/'ĝ Y, /Mga/zj' f/zof /zzj' 

[p] ybgz/j'. f/zz)zA:zMg zj' (Tzj c/ozvc^ oj- gvgr 
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/ a/M / j fcJ goMg fo Aave n'me ro ofo r/2(\y //zm eMY rAg/am^gj'r Wg(3, 6z/r [p] // W ro 6g 

ôOMg -jr)ro6a6(v a/ /̂zg wgg&W. #of ^w/rg ^uz-g w/W ^zc/zar^f'j- gomg /o cAmA a6owr rA/j- 6^/ 

r/zgrg^/owgo. 

Frziâ q)/ 6 ^ r g cAg worAL^Aqp. 

TAgrg J 6ggM q/'/Mggrmgf a6ow/ w/Aorr gomg (/z'g/W /Mg<:z/7j', wAa/ f/zg}' acrwa/Zy wan? owr q/' 

rAz'j' vvor/b-Ao/) Z)w/ / Am;g y-gr nof p/anngef rAg worA j'Aop - wA/cA z\y g z - g o f D ? g OM/y rAmg 

rAaf Aa^ acfẑ ofZ/y 6ggM /̂awMgcf z,$ r/za^ M/g Am;g gor af Aorg/ fAa/'j gr jcrg/^orgf^ /o zzp 4̂  q / 

f/zg 6ggawj'g rAg 1 zaM f̂g/- C/w6 ca/? Y /Ag/M o/A / /avmg a jp/zf groz^p tfog^n Y Ag^ wm 

OM w/za/ 6a!j'zj' wg jp/zY //zg roo/Mj- go<^ a6ovg .4f /Ag morngM/ f m ^zzgge r̂zMg a/zr^r comg 

/zr^'f ^grvg(^ 6a^z,y. 

7/zg o/Agr /Amg rAa/^/Am;g j'wgggjTgcf zf rAar Frg^f Agcawj'g Ag /zaj' yhz/gof fo comg czMcf fo/A: fo 

rAg j'Z'q/y6^rg f/zg ;vorA:yAop a6ouf^MOMczaZ pac^ggj'yb/" /Agm. Gzvg/? /̂zg zzMCg/'/amfy q//Ag 

U07 gf", gMvzY-OMTMg/zr (3Mcf /Ag /pcrr q/r/zg /"gfg/z/zo/z ̂ acAagg 6gcawj'g /zg 'jy^z/g^/ ro 6/o /'Azj' WM? 

/'ô xfay AavzMg jgz" ẑ ip /Mgg/̂ zMgj' AavzYzg ca[Mcg%c^ f̂Ag/M fAg TMmwfeybwr fzme^ fvg 

aj'^gc/ Azm fo cozMg on Mbncfqy fo r/zg woriyAop opg/? /̂zg woz-Z ĵ/zo/; aMAf /zavg or wẑ /z 

fAg zY j'/arfj'. q/"r/zg wo/'A ĵ'/zop zj' P. JO ẑ/M /^z/j;pgcz' f/za/ zYz rga/zYy z/Frgt/ afbgj' 

a oMg /"o OMg wzY/z fAg i-t̂ g M/OMY acfwaZ/y j'/arr zYybr rg î;/ fzY/ abowf 77. 

ffhrT}; [the previous project manger] it'Ao zj- a jwZy'gcf q/^gzY^g gxzYg<̂  oz// q/̂ Z'Ag 6_y 

Frg(7 z» Azj' ̂ wg j-ry/g q/"vWacAzovg/AYzM /ManogwrrzMgi' wm wz/Z 6g fo/c/ on ovgr rAz'j 

>i;gg/̂ gW 6}' F̂ f-gaf /Aaf Azj' jgrvzcgj' wzY/ no/ 6e rggzzzY'g^ q/̂ g/" /Ag wo/'/b/zq;;. Z';?? ẑ̂ z/g j'wrg 

zy/Az'j' Z.S a j'gM^z6/e o^TproacA w/zaf g/^c/ ^/zzj /zavg on /Ag //zor crrg go/7/rag/̂ g(7 To 

/zczj go/̂  a wga//A q/j-^z^orA 

&fz^r(fqy. 

/'vg go/ /o /7/a» //zzj' )t'o/')tjAop. no/ (ywzYg jwrg Aon /'n? gozYzg /o afo zY. f/oMMzYig fAo/ z.̂ , MOf 

/Ag ifo/'Aj'Aop, /AavgnY gvgn /AowgA/ a6ouf fAaf. 
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/ygg/ a6^oZwfe(y c/rgac^/.[and sounds it] (V/M PFg// fAg wo/'Ais'Aop W 6gg;i zY wo^ 

<̂ ci/?g w/zzZg ̂ zcAara^ w a j a^omg Azjr z/onmg nzgAf ^AzcA ̂ ^-06^6^ (̂ g/MOMjfmfg^ f/zg Zgvg/ 0 / 

jg/aMMmg fvg (foMg. / /AmA: /Ag j/rwcfz/rg OA^ g'r, /'/M g;Kpgcfmg am /of q/fAg'gr Zac/y wm 

/'/M jz/z-g fAg_y wzY/ afgZzvg/'. /( 6zf worrzgof a6ouf f/zrgg q/"fAgm 'caz/jg 7 ̂ fon Y /-ga/^ /biow fAg/w / 

/Mgan fvg ;Mgf fAg/M 6wf f W j - a6owf zf. r/zgy'rg /pwf q/vWarA: er V^g)/ '^ groz^. L'/M /'m gomg 

fo qpgM izp, gxocfZy wAof fAg j'zfziafzoM q/fAg zj, M/A;/ wg'vg <̂ ozMg fAzMgj'. 

/ fAzM^ /zoMgjfy /.y gomg fo 6g fAg Z'gj'f jco/zcy. 

Tfarfy ;7/zoMg ovgr fAg T-yggÂgMof j'o prg^z^ma^/y fz-gc^ /za^»'f coMfacW Az/M of a/Z. /7of 

îzzYg j'z /̂'g w/zaf ^fAaf Wzcoffgj' fAaf Frga^'j cAa^gg^/ Azj' mzMĜ  Ag j^-ggzzgnf/y î og^ or 

ivAgfAgr fAg ojcpoz-fzzMzfy c/zW/iY arz'̂ g or Agyw f̂ oo;i ora^gf̂  ozzf w/?z'c/z Agyz'gî zzgMf/y (̂ og& 

MoMofoy MzgAf. 

/ f/zzM/r fAe w/or^Aop vygnf rgaj-oMa^/y OÂ  fo 6g AongjT. Er, f/ze zMfroâ zvcfzo;? >t;g/?f vyg/A Frgc^ 

q/cowrjg (̂ zŴ Y fwr/? z^/ /gof ar /Mgj-j-agg J/MZMj" 6 ^ / ' g Ag z.̂  /̂wg fo 6g fAgzg fo fAaf /zg 

cow/cfMY fMa& zY, Ag'̂  gof jomgf/zmg /Morg zzMporfoMf. [p] /'/» /7of ^wzfg jz/rg w//zaf cow/a^ 6g 

/Morg z/M/;orfaMf 6wf fAgrg }'ozz go. /f/zzYz;t̂  Ag zj- fz '̂zng fo ^ovg /zz.y own ngcA: zMorg f/zoM 

on̂ /rAzYzg g/^g 6zvf of f/zg j'a/Mg fzYwg / f/zzM^ /zg zj- acfz/o//yygo^^arcyzj-mg f/zg /o^-ar/fy q/"f/zg j ' f ^ 

7/g Y j-ay TYarAy 6gcaw^g Ag woMfj fo jgg /zow f/zg worAjAop gogj Jo M̂ /zzc/z 

/Mĝ M^ f/zaf Ag'j' gozMg fo MOf /iyzq/ fg// /far/-); fz/7 FrzWoy /MorMZMg. Gooaf j'faz'f g}'/ 

7Ag wgrg ArAj-o/z/fg/y M''0M(3̂ gr/w/ (zparf/z'ozM f/zg/rzcf q/"ẑ zM zYi fgrma' q/fAg M^or^Aqp f/zg 

ĵ gr^oM f A a f a rga/ypazn zVz fAg Mgĉ  m cozy/(̂  6g /?rg(fz'cfg(/ zj- )yz/6erf. fFz/6grf zj- /zoî y 

gxcggtZmg^ grgg<3^ z/zM /zg wanfj' wanfi' wanf^ wanf^ OMcf Ag M âzif j zY OM fAg fa6Zg f/zgrg 

f/zgM aM(/, Ag rg^/Zy 6/z(̂  M̂ a/7f gr jomg ajJwmMcg^ooz Frg^/ fÂ f̂ /zg wow/cf ggf fAg/zziaMCzaZ 

/?acAzzgg f/zaf Ag lyanf̂ y 6 ^ r g Ag gozYzg fo coMfrz6zzfg foT't/Arrak f/zg M ôrAj-Zzo/?. /'ZM 

AT̂ j-oZz/fg/y ggffz/zg^zg JzcA q/"gr AgarzMg vyzMggzYzgĵ 'ozM fAz\y Zacf. ^Ag carrz'gj OM mwcZz morg / 

a»z j'zzjf gozYzg fo tZz-gĵ  /zzzM cZowM. 

/'vg fo Zgavg fAg Zaak ZM f/zg g/M fo f/zgzr owM î gv/ggj" fozzzg/zf ^ecawj-g /\ 'g gof a coẑ MCzZ 

zMggfzMg ifAz'oA mgan^ fAgy org ^ro6o6Zy gozYzg fo go oz? fZzg ro'zz/g 6zzf [p] /Yzz q/ra'ztZ zny 

coz/MCzZ /Mggfmg j" /Morg z/M/?orf̂ zMf f/za/z Frgaf/. 
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[one of the developers] over /Ae g'cfgg /o afoy [p] MforMmg / 

(ZT-rzvgcf ro g /or q/wmgemg ant/ a6w^e q/rAe 7%e)/y^z/e<^ ro /-gaZz.yg /Ag}' Aczvg gof /o ;7(^ 

rAg/r oii/M gx;7gwgj' a W rAgy wj7/ 6g rg/mAi^r^ecf one/ gr rAg f/ze); 6g//gvg rAar a// afz-m/k/b/- fAg 

gMfzrg M;gg^ j'Aow/(;f 6g /?W/b/- 6}; /Ag co/MpafMjK /Am^gnY fAe /amrgj'f ic/ga wAg/Ag/' fAz,y 7or 

Aorvg 6ggM 6orM o r nof. PFz/^grr jDWj'Ag(/ /Mg ovgr rAg g(Zgg, rAzi' /Ag/Frj-/ rAmg m /Ag moz-Mmg, 

/gavg Az/M rzjopgc/ Azm q ^ OMt/ a coMĵ ggz/g;icg Ag co/^/r/^w/g^y o7/ /̂oy. ^Ag 

^ggpj' f/z/j' wp /MwcA /oMgg/- 7 M/fV/ a'j'A: Azm fo /gave. 

^/cAarc/ Aa^ bgen a ẑ-zĉ . ^ g Am (̂ OMg a// /Ag (;fogz//Mgzi/a/zo» (̂ ẑz-gcr/y zẑ ro Azj / ^ /op uzM azic/ 

/Azj zj gozMg /o 6g /Ag /og q/ /Ag woz-A^i'Aop OMcf^az'/ybz-m p a r / q / /Ae/z /za / (Vocw/Mgn/. TAg 

o^'gc/zvg q / /Ag q/'ro/zzorroM/ zj- /o ge / /Aezz? / A m h n g a6ow/ AoM^ we cow/^pz'ocfz^cg ozzcf 

arcAzYgc/wz"a/ ^/ocz/zMg/zZybr Aow wg woz//^^^z// /Ag j'gryz'gg oM/o (fzgzW. E r /'/?% gozMg /o /eove 

/Az\y ẑzM / ZMÛ / ac/mzY //bz/nc^ /Azj woz '^Aqp vg/y vez}/ /zrmg. / / ^ /Aezw /ozzzgA/ a / a6ow/ 

arW /o 6g pgzygc//y AoMgj'/ / jW:;/ w a n / fo g o 6acA: fo /Ae Ao/e/ j-Zegp, /'zM ^zzac^grg^// 

^gc/zie^yt/qy. 

TTze /«<& a r e woz'hVzg ZMore ozi /Agz'r owz? az7(̂  6rgaA^z/zg q , ^ y b r m z M g a^z'j'Czzj'j'zoM gz-owpj zVz 

/Agz/" owM c/z^ycregf a r g m , wAz'cA zj gooc/. 7%g /Arge q / Jg,^g_y 'j" /awo/Ag/" /^rq/gc^ /Mzz/zagg/' af 

WEM^rpy /o/ z/m az-e zzz/ggz-a/zMg zn/o /Ag /gazM azicf m a c / i z a / / a c / /Ae /gazz? z'j' cozMzzzg /ogg/Agr 

Mzcg/y /AaM^ ĵKow vg/y zzzzzcA. [//M /oc/ay / Am g gz^'o^/g^/, evgzz PFz/^gr/ Am cozzze ozz/ q/Af\9 ^Ag//, 

az7of CAor/g.y / o « g q/"f/zg ( /gve/qpgr j / Am beg/z azz abj^o/zz/e brzcA. 

/ / a r r y zj' gg//zzig /oz^g/}', grzM Ae ^tggpj rz'zzgz'zzg Z{p OMof mh'Mg z/"/Agrg z j ozijy/AzMg Ag cazi c^o. /zz 

ac/zza/yhc/ Ag'j' ^wz/g jii/ggf, 

rAz/rj^^oy. 

ff^ 'vgyzzj/ abozz/ g o / /Ag (̂ ocwzMgzz/, /Ag arcAz'/gc/wra/ cfoczmgzz/ 6'or/g6/ azi^/ ^ve'z-g go / j ' ozng we 

g o / a /)Z'gj'gz?/a/zoMybr Frg(^ z/z /Ag zMor/zmg. fz-g^f rozzg z ^ / oaky /o wAe/Agr z/̂ y 

qpproprza /e /Aa/ Ae ^Aozz/^/ be Aez-g. / gozz/<^ Aavg crw... /Az-o/Z/gof Azm/ /7g j-azW Ag'j- g o / a /o/ q / 

zzMpor/az^/ /Azngj" /o ofo z/z9i [p] /'zzz q/razW Fz-e^/ zio/ e:(ag//y gziA^garzz^g Azmj 'g^/o me. 
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TTzg Zaak a aMc/Z/zejy are acrzvoZ/ygozMg (fo /Ag ̂ rej'eMrar/OM 

foTMorrow /70f /Me. [p] 6'o zrj gozMg fb 6e (Mfere^n'Mg. 

/ /ar /y 'j- comzMg fo/Morrow of fAe regwe^f q/'Fred TAaf z'j' a / j o zMferej'rmg, / T̂ vo/zder wAefz 

Fred zj' goMg fo /eZZ / / o r ^ . 

Frej'eM/af/oM fo Fred arzd B066}' [a senior finance executive] a/7d //arry 

[end of side one of tape one] 

Fre^eMmfzoM fo Fred and wg/7f very w/e//. Fr/;; f/ze}' a re v e ^ p/emed vyzY/z fAe doci/meMf 

zY Meedj" a /of #'or/t fo fzc^ zY wp 6z/f zY czM earce/ZeMf doc^zme«/. Fred 0/cowrie dzd/z Y /zzrn 

z/p fz// ẑ/M ^ e r y2oc/oc^, /ze /za '̂nY j;po/teM fo fAe nor Aaj' Bo66y er CAor/ej^ OM 

a6jo/izfe ge/M, Ae fo/d fAe?M }v/zaf /ze f/zowgAf 0/f/ze mar^efzYzg. y^nd wA)/ f/zaf er 

A^EPPTFore zY? f/ze ̂ fzYuafzoM f/zaf fAe}- are zY?. ^oMej'fy /zz/rf, zY waj- w/rzffe« o// over 

yoce. 

7(zcAard'j [project manager's partner] gozY ĝ fo co/Me dow/z er/M /ze'j- gozYzg q/^fo ^gozzmemowfA 

OMd F/M gozYzg zzp 6i3cA: /zome. Fm a6^o/wfe/y ^/zaffered [Sounds quite shattered - and a little 

relieved] 

/reo//y/ee/ g'ẑ zYe drazYzed rwMMzYzg a worAjAqp oMjyozzr 0M/» z'j /zof a good z'deA. 

F^d q/" jecoMd M̂eeÂ  0 / Jw/y. 

On Monday Fred dz'd Mof WA: fo fAe jfq/T/p/ //e a^'Aed me fo do zY. [sounds angry] 

TTze ̂ acA:<^ge fAaf Ae agreed fo z.9 Mof wAa/ f/zg}' M ârzfed, Mof iv/zaf Ae fo/d /Mg /zg w/aj- gozYzg fo 

gz'vg f/zg/M. er F/aZ/j' a /o/zg wa}' j'/zorf, fAe reason 6gzYzg ẑ  a /acA: q/yznaMce. Fzzf fAe Aove 

gz'vgM a /ofybr f/zzj a/zd f/zg)/ do/zY dej-erve f/ze pacArage fAaf f/zg}/ Aavg 6ggM q^^^rgd gvg/z 

f/zozzgA zf z.y a ggzieroz^^ jgacAage 6)/ Morzzza/ j'fa/zdardj". ITzzj z.̂  rzof ;t;/zaf w a j gzvgfz 6}' a/zj/ 

zYzdzcafz'o/z fo expeef. //e / ^ mg fo dg/zvgr f/ze zzze^j'age, fAe re^zz/f 6of/z )^z76erf a/zd Fazz/ 

[one of the developers] /zave /za/zded zYz fAezr rei'zg/zafzorz. F/zz'j' zj gozYzg fo 6e a 6fg Ao/e zYz 

f/ze ̂ rq/'ecf andjozzfj' f/ze jcrq/'ecf af 7'z.ŷ . Fred /zaj o/z/}; gof /zz/Mj'g^fo 6/a/Me. 
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(/ocwmgMf fAaf fAejx m rAe w/oz-Aiy/zop /zggak /o 6e revrewet/ aMt/ amgM /̂gof fo fa;kg 

ow/ a// /Ae ^o/zYzca/Zy zncorrecf v̂ MĈ Meeak To 6e /)%// ;M/o a /o/vM /Aa/ g/"/?? f/zaf zj' 

j9w6Wa6/g. /a/M 0M/70_ygâ  M/zYA fAzi' wggA: z/m f'vg frzetf fo OM /̂zg ̂ f<^//zg 

zz?̂ or/GMCg q/'afoczzTMg/̂ rafzoM aj' a Wgj- /Mgc^a/zzj'/M. /anc// /^fe Aa^ wnzfgz'mzMgc/fAzf a W j'ozW 

y w ^ f g g f OM wzYA f / zg worA: . ^4^ ^yow c o M g a r r / z g r 6 ; / r / zar c o m / M g / z r , f z - g c f ^nVZ Aa^yn Y oc/ofrg.yj 'ecf f / z g 

zj'j'z/g q / 

r/zzW lyggA: JwZ);. 

0 jprcy'gcf ;p/aMMZMg /MggrzMg r/zzj M/gĝ  gr ro r/y gg/ j-omg zWga q / a /^rq/'gcf ^/azi OMc/ 

wAgM ̂ /zzMgj' COM 6g afoMg. Dg/zygz}; 'O^g' j'Aow/af 6g r g ^ ^ wzr/zzM ^ wggAj-. PFTzg/z ifg'vg 

aĉ z/(77/y j'̂ grfg ;̂̂  fo zY ozzf zY zMorg /zA:g fo 6g rAz"ge 6wr /o 6g g;cpgcfg6y. 

ẑ/M TTzg z7/Moz/Mr q / ' z ' A a f M/g/zf zM̂ o r/zg woritiyAop fzmg gj'rzmafz'oM w'm Mgg/zgz6/g. Bwr 

Frgof cfzW/zY /zÂg zY. 

r/zg / 7 / ' q / ' g c / / z a v z ' n g 6gzYzg revz^gcf gr a /-g.rzz// q/'/ooj'ZMg P^̂ z/6gr/ w/M fazz/. 

ZTzgjt/'/'g ̂ z-zMgrng î ocw/Mgw/a/̂ zoM wp To &zfg. f'vg mÂ gc/ /Aem ro worA: q^j'zYg ^gcaz/jg Z/zg)/ 

Of-g a (fz'jT-Z/pẐ ZVg Z/̂ ZZgMCg. 

r/zg Zajf M/ggA: z'n Jz /̂y. 

Fz-ĝ y /zoj" j-rar/gf^ ro j!7gop/g To (/o wô A: ozzf̂ zWg zAg y r̂q/'gcZ, wzY/zozz/ mArzYzg /zzgyz/'j'f. /foW'' z» 

garrA Ag gxpgc/^j' /»g /o Arggp Z'o a ^̂ z-q/'gc/ j^/azi //zavgfzY CAg /azMfê yf zWga. 

[Sounds angry/fhistrated? Break in recording - possibly things taken out?] 

//g waM/j' zMvgjfzgaz'zozi on opgzi TK vfAzcA oppa^gMZ/y (fogj' zAg jazMg /̂ /zmg lyg 

j'z/gggj'/̂ zMg ZM z'/zg wcAzYgcẐ zz/'O'/ (̂ gj-zg .̂ [Further break in recording - possibly things taken 

out?] 

/azM Mor ZM coMfro/ q/fAz^ j^rq/'gcf, / / / / zovg MO ozvrAorz'Z)/, Z70 j'w;::^o/Y aWfz-g^f z'j /zo/ 

ybcz/j-g f̂ 0/7 (7M g/zaf o^'gcrzvg [sounds 'upset' and angry]. Z'/zg orcAzYgc^zzra/ /̂ocw/TZg/zr //zg 

ĵ /z-orggy /̂zô  }t/g T/t/g/'g ̂ ẑ z-j-z/zYzg T̂ vgfg zMcoz-fgcf wg a// fzgg(/ fo agazYz. ^zzf Mggck To 6g 

c/ozig af a zMOMOgg/'zYz/ /gvg/ OMcf /zo//or Az/M /o go rozzW ZM}/ [definitely sounds 'upset' 

and angry]. 
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/Ae rgporr To 6e fo 6acAg;'j' ro t/gwo/^j/m/g /Ag /Ac/ r/za/ /Agy Aove 

gor a jfrarggy. /'/» Mo/ j'wrg wAar /̂Ag 6ac^g/'j' org go/ng fo maA;e q/^arcAzfgcrwra/ (̂ ocwfMgM/ 

6uf fAgrg l̂ow go. 

Fzrj-r wggArydwgwj-r. 

Frgaf z'j' agazM ajA:zMg ro (fo zMorg wor/r o» oj^gn TK TTzz.y z\9 ra^zng mvo;;... [break in 

recording - possibly things taken out? Does not sound too happy] 

^o/M //zg tfzgzYa//̂ /-q/'gcA wAz'cA^o/M / can ga/Aer 6z /̂ rgacfzMg 6g/wgg« /Ag /zMgj' 

6gcazzjg MofAzMg Aoj' 6ggM j'ozc/ ovgr^/j/, zj MO/ goz'/zg z'o Aô Tp'gM zn fAg fAar wg fAoî gAf zY 

waj. 

Frgcf zj' gx j'/z/Z g%;7gc/z/7g /Ag c^zgzYa/;?/-q/'gcr(jg/zvg/;y /o 6g wzYAzM 5 wggAj, gvgm /AowgA Ae 

Ag'j' a.rA:z>zg ro ĉ o /AzMgj' /Aa/ org Mor z« /Ag ̂ rq/'gc/ a/zaf Ag 'j- faitzMg away a;?proxz'mafg/y 

J0% q / a rgc/wcgcZ 7'g.Fource. //g z'j /)̂ ẑ AzMg zMgybr a Ycrq/gg//;Za», 7 (̂ o/? Y gvg» ^Mow wAaf 

;7rq/'gcr /'/M ;)ZaMMZMgybr./ [sounds fairly upset/angry] [break in recording - possibly things 

taken out?] 

7'vg Aâ f a wo/'tf wzYA Frgof a/iof Ag M0(6 Az6' Aga(3̂  aM(7 /ooly af mg grzMj". /7aA^ a wort/ wzYA 

Jg,^g)/ /Azj" wgg/: Ag zj" a j co/^j-gcf â - / am a^owr rAg .yzYizarzon ovgr 7far?g;. 

rAz'rcf wggA: wgû Z. 

G/a<7 q/"AM}/ ArgaA: /}t/a^ Aopz^g /Aar /wow/^f co/Mg 6ac^/gg/zYig ^gf/g/-, 6̂ zf /(7o/?Y. 

y/gg/ .ŷ z//yggZ rĝ 'g/zZ/wZ ovgr FrgcZ anof Ag z,y acrzvgZy ZMaMagzMg rAg MOir, 7 Aavg vg/y ZzY/Zg 

coM/roZ, /yggZ Zẑ g a / ;z^gA /'/» Mo/ gz/zYg j-wrg wAa/ Z'/M coMfrz6wfzMg. 

FzY'j'r PKgĝ  5'gpfg/M6gr 

.Z^gj-owrggj arg vg/y jcarcg zn A/EPPTF^Agrg'j' acrwaZZy MO moMgy EvgM j'o rAg}''vg ^g^/ ZArgg 

OM a /rz); ro FraMcg Zoo^mg zYrro opg/? TK /break in recording - possibly things taken 

out?] 

ZVEPFTFca/^Y gvgM zAg ^ZgvgZopzMgn/ A;zY q/"opgn F F ^ o / 'm n o r î wzYg .yzz/ g Aow rAg}' a rg 

gozYzg ro jDfocegtZ. TAg)/ Aovg gor a Aacig/'j ' rngg/^z/ig Az/r /'zM MO/ j'wrg cAg Aacj^gr.y a r g gozMg fo 
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co/Mg w/fA very mwcA moMe}'. Z%g orc/er r/zar /;)/ace(/ r/gAf af /Ae AegmMmg r& prcY'g<:̂  

ybr ĵ r̂gT'ê wz.yzVej zj jfzZ/ nor 6ezMg Frgtf afogj'M Y cAaf a;;rere^wz^zfg z.y a 

prgrggwz.yzfg. 77ze;)rq/gcf Aa^ norrgarZ/y^rarW. Fw/'/WmzYWq/'/-g<^wWaMCZgj'. ZakMYfAmA: 

a/ /A/j j^agg rAa^ /'/» gozMg /o 6g a6/g fo ^gg/? a/Z rAe f/za^ arg Mof worÂ zMg 

OM (figzYoZ z^^wgj, / wzVZ acZzvg/y/7/aM f/zg j'gcwn(y ovgr Âg rĝ /MMofoMCzê  ovgr fAg Mgxf weeA:. 

W f/zg p/an j-Zzoiz/c/ 6g rgac/y 6}' r/zg gM(/ q/"/lexr 

&coM(/ f^gA: o/'S'^^gTM^gr 

TTzg j-gcoW wgg/t 0/;S'gpfgzM6gr more rgG ẑv/ẑ ôMczej, A^EPFTî / Am;e afwzW/g<^ /o a6owf 

JO Em TTze j^/acg /oo/::̂  /z'Arg a morgi/g, /̂ /zg}" canY rea/Zy me, f/zg}" are goz/zg fo 

mg î owM fo ofze afoy a M ĝê  / cîOMY //zz'nA: rAa/ zj- rga/Ty vza6Ze. Er /pY T/zg /?rq/'gc(̂  gMafgc( 

ej'j'gM/'zaf/^. [/m/caMYtfooM^'morg. 

TTzg /)rq/'gcf <^ocumgMrafzoM Mggck ô 6g 6roz/g/z/̂  ẑ p-Zo-â a/e / a r zY w/gzir. [/m /̂ /zz,y z.̂ jwj'f 

ybr arcAz'vzMg pw^o^g j ' . # 0 iz^g wzYZ come q/"zY. 

jYEPPTF/zavg comp/ereZy cAoMgea^ ^/zgzr j 'fra/ggy, //zgy a r g j/zYZ t/gj^^gra^gZy j-Zzorf q/"moMg}". 

7%g j ' f ra/ggy MOW j'ggmj' fo 6g ofyvzMcZZzMg zrzfo j q / h y o r e p r q / ' g c r j y b r cZzgz/aZ TFprof^^z^cgrj'. TZzgy 

org gozMg /o /zavg maj-jzyg ^ro^Zemj". C^FC a rg znfgrgj'^gcZ ZM yVEPPTKy q;!yerzMgj', 6zz/ fZze 

/znanczaZ gw); cZoej Mof wa/zf^ CPFC To 6e rzj-Ar 6_y a compa/?}' /'/za/' z-y aZzoẑ /̂  ro g o wn^Zer. / 

Agar^g^afZy agrgg. 

TTze anaZogizg ^grvzcg fo zAg A^WZoM^Zj' woj' cZoj'g^Z. TTzzj zj' oazzj-Z/^g a/z aÂ <̂ zYz'0MaZ wor^Zoa<;f 

//za/ M/zZZ j-gg mg fZzrowgZz ZzZZ zZzg um rAe/zr^C ivgeA: z'rz Ocfo^er . / wzZZ MOf 6g \t/or^zMg o» fZzg 

(ZzgzZaZ /?rq/gcZ, oj- / j'oy zr cZẑ Ẑ Ŷ rgaZZy gx/jrA 

/ 'm Mor rgaZ^ ,yizrg vcAgre ^Ae moMg}/ z'j' gozVzg To c o m e ^ o m To worA OM /Zze^e a6f<5fzYzoMaZ 

/7rq/'ec^j', /zZzz^A: cZoj-zng (̂ ^ow;/! q/ZVE^FTP^zj' a reaZ/;oj'j'z6zZzZ)/. 

Z a j r z{pa^a/g o» î t/Zzaf zZze cZz'gzYaZ ;;rq/'gcf. 

6'omg 0//Zzg coMcg/^Zj a/zz^ G^gj'zgw z/z /Zzg or/gzYzoZ fgcZzMz'caZ arcZzz^ecfzzraZ (^^ocizme/ir a r e goz'rzg 

fo 6e j'zzZy'gcf fo pafenr^. TZ cZoe^ ZooA: aj ' rZzoẑ gA qpg/z TK/zave o/y^zZ/go' cgrZozM Mzce/^zej' q / 

o/?grafz/7g ZM a Zzvg gnyzroMmgnZ fZzar ^ygre zn fZzaf orcAzYec/wroZ cZocwmg^r. 
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A cou/c/ 6e r/zaf we cow/ĉ  j'g// o/- Z/cgMce fAe wj'g rAe (fgj'/gM fo 6g w(YAm open 

TK 

rA/j' /J' goz/!g /o 6e /ajf q/f/ze of/gf/a/ prq/'ecf. 

Media project. 

6ocA; OM Ao/zWoy /j- fAg /AzV-cf q/7Vbvg/M6gr. 

[Manager at consultancy] me fo Ae^ creafe <a /Mĝ /za mar^g/p/acg o/^rmg. / OM? 

ac/̂ zve/y ̂ z/rj-z/mg fAar, zY zj jo/MgrAmg / rgczZ/y wanfe^ fo ob. Ej^eMfza/Zy /'m pzchng z/py^om 

wAgre / q/^/oj'r jygar [Sounds a lot happier] 
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Appendix D: Structured Interview questions: Dealing with uncertainty within ISD 

This appendix supports chapter 10. It contains the structured questionnaire used as the basis 

for the interview sessions at the case study. 

Main areas of questions: 

Risk aversion of developer 

Planning attributes of developer 

Experience/expertise of developer (including techniques/methods used) 

Main activities of developer 

Team/group cohesion 

How to address problems/uncertainty 

Any specific examples 

Questions to be a.mix of open and closed questions. 
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Questionnaire/Interview Session Sheet 

Interview Date Time Name: 

Section A: Experience/expertise Questions 

Job title: 
Experience and areas of expertise 

Previous experience (years): 
Experience at present company (years): 
Do you use any development method/methodology(s): [eg SSADM] 
Have you a preferred development method/methodology(s)? 

(if so which) 

Do you use any development 'tools' [non-soAware and/or software]? 
(eg Brainstorming, DFDs) 

Have you any preferred development tools? 
(if so which) 

Main activities of developer 
Could you describe your main work activities? (eg over a week) 

Team/group interaction 
Do you have much interaction with the other members of your development team to 
do your work? 
What form of interaction usually takes place? 
Do you have much interaction with other people outside your development team to 
do your work? 
Is team work important for your work? 
What form of interaction usually takes place? 

Section B: Risk and Planning Questions 

Risk aversion of developer 
Do you class yourself as risk averse? (ie do you like taking risks) 

How much would you bet for a 50/50 chance of winning 
a) f 5 ? b) E50? 
c) jB500? d) E5000? 
e) jE5M? 

If you are working on a project which was running 1 month over time (and costs), what 
would be your response to taking a 'gamble' to rectify the situation as follows: 
(j'crx a /"g/afzvery rej-owrcg, or a or 

a j'gcfzoM owf) 
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e) Take a gamble where there was a 50:50 chance that the project would be put back on 
schedule/budget, but there will also be a 50:50 chance that the project will slip a further 
week. 

Yes take gamble / ' No don't take gamble / depends 
f) Take a gamble where there was a 50:50 chance of that the project would be put back on 

schedule/budget, but there will also be a 50:50 chance that the project will slip a further 
month. 

Yes take gamble / No don't take gamble / depends 

g) Take a 60:40 gamble (ie 60% chance of success) that the project would be put one month 
a head of schedule/budget, but there will also be a 40% chance that the project will slip a 
further month. 

Yes take gamble / No don't take gamble / depends 
h) Take a 10:90 gamble (ie 10% chance of success) that the project would be put back on 

schedule/budget, but there will also be a 90% chance that the project will slip a further 
week. 

Yes take gamble / No don't take gamble / depends 

Would your answers be different if the time scale was a year instead of a month? 
(If so how?) 
eg project which was running 1 year over time (and costs), would you:-
i) Take a gamble where there was a 50:50 chance of that the project would be put back on 

schedule/budget, but there will also be a 50:50 chance that the project will slip a further 
year. 

Yes take gamble / No don't take gamble / depends 
j) Take a 60:40 gamble (ie 60%chance of success) that the project would be put one month 

a head of schedule/budget, but there will also be a 40% chance that the project will slip a 
further month. 

Yes take gamble / No don't take gamble / depends 

k) Take a 10:90 gamble (ie 10% chance of success) that the project would be put back on 
schedule/budget, but there will also be a 90% chance that the project will slip a fiirther 
two months. 

Yes take gamble / No don't take gamble / depends 

Questions on Planning/Spontaneity 

Do you class yourself as a planner? 
On a scale of 1 to 10, where 10 = an 'obsessive planner' and 1= 'don't like/do 
planning', where would place yourself? 

Do you do a lot of planning at home? (eg for holidays, weekly events) 
Do you do a lot of planning at work? 
Do you find it stressfiil if your plans do not work out? 
Do you like having to work to other people's plans? 

Do you like spontaneity? 
On a scale of 1 to 10, where 10 = an 'live for/love spontaneity' and 1= 'don't like 
spontaneity', where would place yourself? 
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Do you find it stressful? 
Do you generally like surprises? 

Section C: Questions on dealing with problems, inconsistencies and uncertain^' 

How address problems, inconsistencies, uncertainty 
Do you encounter many problems in your work? 

What form do they usually take? 
Any example? 

Do you encounter many inconsistencies in your work? 
Can you give any examples that you have encountered? 

If you encounter some inconsistencies, say in ± e requirements, how would you try 
and resolve them? 

Can you give any examples? 

Do you encounter many uncertainties in your work? 
Can you give any examples that you have encountered? 

If you encounter some uncertainties, say in whether a requirement is wanted, how 
would you try and resolve them? 

Can you give any examples? 
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